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SUMMARY 

During the past year, several major events happened. First, after one year of clinical 
operation, our hospital-integrated PACS was ready to be transferred to the department for its 
continuing operation and upgrade. On April 1996, a clinical PACS team was formed to oversee the 
daily operation. This team is composed of some original members of the laboratory and some new 
recruits. Most of the laboratory staff members continue their research on future PACS development 
and other related topics. Second, in September 1996 we received two major contracts from the US. 
Army Medical Research and Development Command and the HPCC Program, National Library of 
Medicine (NLM). The Army contract entitled "Full-Field Direct Digital Telemammography" allows 
us to research one of the unsolved problems in PACS, namely, how to include breast imaging in 
PACS. The NLM contract on "Medical Image Infrastructure for Collaborative Health Care" 
provides us with the opportunity to investigate the utilization of the large amount of data in the 
existing PACS database. Both research topics are derived from our past experience in PACS 
research and implementation which will hopefully set the trend for our future research direction. 

This report summarizes the current status of PACS and image informatics research in our 
laboratory including image processing, PACS, workstation design, integration of database, data 
and knowledge extraction, and image compression. It contains preprints of papers which will 
appear in the Proceedings of III/emational Society Jor Optical Engineering, SPIE Medical Imaging 
1997: volumes 3031, 3035, Newport Beach, California, February 22-28, 1997. This report also 
contains selected reprints published during the last year; abstracts and presentations from the 82nd 
RSNA, November - December, 1996 and the Preface and Table of Contents of the new book: 
PACS in Biomedicallmaging, 1996 by Bernie Huang. 

This work is currently supported by: 

• NLM contract NOI-LM-4-3508 
• NLM contract NO I-LM-6-3547 
• NCHS BPA 50257C-95, National Center for Health Statistics 
• US Army Medical R&D DAMD 17-94-J-4338 
• US Army Medical R&D DAMD 17-96-C-6111 
• Lurnisys (equipment) 
• Fuji Medical Systems USA, Inc. (equipment) 
• Abe Sekkei, Japan (equipment) 
• Philips Medical Systems DPA 109 
• California Breast Research Program lRB-0148 
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Medical workstation design: Enhancing graphical interface with 3-D anatomical atlas. 
Kent Sao Hoo, Jr., Stephen T.e. Wong, Ellen Grant (KSH, Univ. of California, San FranciscolBerkeley, CA 
94143) (STCW, Philips Research Palo Alto and Univ. of Cali fori a, San Francisco, CA 94143) (EG, Univ. of 
California, San Francisco, CA 94143) 

The huge information archive of the UCSF Hospital Integrated Picture Archiving and Communication 
System (lli-PACS) gives healthcare providers access to diverse kinds of images and text for diagnosis and 
patient management. Given the mass of information accessible, conventional graphical user interface (GUI) 
approach overwhelms the user with forms, menus, fields, lists , and other widgets and causes "infonnation 
overloading." This article describes a new approach that complements the conventional ~UI with 3-D 
anatomical atlases and presents a clinical application. 

We constructed a neuroimaging workstation with an object-oriented GUI to collect and display a wide 
variety of information, e .g., images, text, and video, from PACS, RIS , HIS, and other data sources. The user 
can register and visualize different brain images, extract image and text content, and organize the processed data 
into databases of a content server. Two observations are made. First, as data content grows, more icons, 
menus, fields, and widgets are added. This makes the GUI less intuitive to use and intimidates the users. 
Second, the clinicians focus on image-oriented widgets in their usage. Thus, we integrate a 3-D anatomical 
brain atlas into the GUI to serve as the primary user interface element. The user can rotate, segment, and walk 
through the 3-D atlas to specify any region of interest. By selecting an anatomical region of the brain, the user 
dynamically triggers the creation of the appropriate graphical widgets on the fly to query and display 
multimedia data. 

The neuroimaging workstation has been used in the surgical planning of epilepsy and diagnosis of multiple 
sclerosis (MS). Clinicians compose queries, visualize the images, segment anatomical structures, quantitate 
volume, metabolic activity, and glucose uptake, and correlate the resulting data among MRI, MEG, PET, and 
MRS. Their productivity is improved with the 3-D GUI. 

3-D atlas augmented GUI provides more efficient access and presentation of multimedia medical data than 
conventional GUI. It combines the conventional use of graphical widgets and forms-based user interface with 
3-D anatomical atlases and enables the user to dynamically customize his GUI environment. This research 
successfully applied this new technique to epilepsy and MS applications. 
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Mammography display station and its application 
in a digital teaching file 

Fei Cao, H.K. Huang, Edward A. Sickles 

Department of Radiology, The University of California, San Francisco, CA 94143-0628 

ABSTRACT 

We implemented a high resolution display system for viewing digitized mammograms at real-time speeds. 
This display system has been utilized at the UCSF to develop a digital breast imaging teaching file. 

The mammography display station is built on a Sun workstation and Pixar processing hardware. [t is 
capable of real-time 2K image display and manipulation, and serves as a basic platform for our digital 
mammographic teaching file. The teaching file is designed on a sophisticated computer-aided instruction 
(CAl) model, which simulates the work-up sequences used in imaging interpretation. Our CAl model not 
only provides answers to questions, but also allows user' s detection of imaging abnormalities by pointing 
at the image. We also developed a software tool with an easy-to-use user interface to manage patient 
images and related information, and manipulate the large quantity of digital mammograms. 

The display station is found to be adequate for fast display of high resolution digital mammograms. Our 
sophisticated CAl model integrates the vast image and textual data with visualization software into an 
interactive mammographic teaching file. This teaching file can be used as a real teaching tool for training 
radiology residents in mammography. 

Keywords: digital imaging, mammogram, display station, interactive teaching file, computer-aided in
struction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Routine screening with physical examination and periodic mammography has been proved to be effective 
for early detection of breast cancer and in lowering its death rate among women in the United States. 1·2 

Because of the manpower shortage in interpreting breast imaging due to insufficient training resources and 
facilit ies, there is a need to develop an alternate method to supplement or replace the current mm-based 
method of training. A digital breast imaging teaching file can alleviate this shortage since a digital teaching 
file can be duplicated easi ly and disseminated widely for continuing medical education. This will help to 
improve the quality of breast imaging interpretation and thereby facilitate mass screening with 
mammography and problem-solving imaging evaluation of screening-detected abnormalities. 

There is still no digital mammographic teaching file currently adequate for clinical use. That is due in part 
to the lower resolution of currently affordable display monitors and the slower speed in manipulating large 
digital mammograms (lOMByte each) . The basic requirement for general use of mammography display 
station is the ability to show an entire breast with such fine detail that tiny structures are readily visible. 
Furthermore, since routing mammographic interpretation involves four images of a currenl examination 
compared with four images from a prior examination, digital display workstations must be able to utilize 
monitors so that two or more whole-breast mammograms are displayed per monitor and can be manipu-

Further author information 
F.C.(correspondence): Emait: fcao@tri.ucsf.edu; WWW: http://www.lri.ucsf.edu; Tel: 415·502-4288; Fax: 415-502-3217 
H.K.H.: Email: bernie_huang @radmacl.ucsf.edu; WWW: http://www.lri.ucsf.edu; Tel: 415-476-6044; Fax: 415-502-3217 
E.A.S. : Email:edwards@cmail.his.ucsf.edu; Tel : 41 5·885-7417; Fax: 415-885-7829 
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lated at nearly real-time speeds. Computer-aided instruction for mammogram teaching file has been ap
plied to radiology also with limited success because of the difficulties in handing the required images and 
in simulating an interactive teaching session. 

We use a high resolution (50J.1ffi spot size) laser fi lm digitizer for mammogram digitization and a high reso
lution 2,000 by 2,500 line multi-monitor display workstation for viewing digital mammograms. The qual
ity of the digital images produced and subsequently read meets the standards laid out by the American Col
lege of Radiology (ACR)3 and is found to be adequate for clinic applications4-s. We also developed a 
sophisticated CAl model to simulate a real teaching session. With carefully structured questions, each user 
can be prompted to respond by making hislher own observations, assessments, and work-up decisions 
just as if the patient were being examined at that time. This effectively replaces a "show-and tell" teaching 
experience with the interactive, response-driven type of instruction that currently must be taught in person. 

In this paper, we describe our high-resolution mammographic display station for viewing mammograms 
and the interactive mammographic teaching file implemented on this display station. 

2. MAMMOGRAPHY DISPLAY STATION 

Our 2K mammography display station is sketched in Figure 1. The 2K station is based on a Sun Sparc 
470 workstation, two 21" diagonal 2K MegaScan monitors, Pixar image processing hardware and a 7 
GByte fast storage disk. 

Pixar 
25Kx2k 25Kx2k Sun Imaging 
monitor monitor Hardware Workstation 

I I 
Fibn I Fa!tDisk I Scanner 

Figure I. Configuration of mammography display station. 

The Sun 470 workstation (64MB system memory) serves as a platform for the display station. Each of 
two gray scale monitors is able to display 2048 pixels by 2560 scan lines with 10 bit resolution. The Pixar 
image processing system can directly access the digital image stored in the Fast-disk. A 10MB digital 
mammogram takes less than 2 seconds to retrieve from the Fast-disk and display on the 2K monitors. The 
Pixar hardware also comes with two 32MB frame buffers and the optimized image processing routines. 
That makes it possible for four mammograms «10MB each), in a typical display mode, to be easily ma
nipulated on screen in a nearly real time. The 7 GB Fast-disk is capable of storing 1,000 digital mammo
grams for fast retrieving by the Pixar system. 

The laser film digitizer is provided by Abe Sekkei, Inc. in Japan.6 It is a high-resolution scanner specially 
designed and developed for mammograms, with a 50!lm spot size, a 50!lm sampling distance and 12Bits 
resolution. This scanner also has the capability of minimizing scanning artifacts due to grid lines. An 8" x 
10" mammogram will yield 2000 x 2500 x 2byte = 10MB image with looJ.1ffi sampling distance or 4000 x 
5000 x 2 byte =40MB image with 50J.1ffi sampling distance. In our teaching file, the mammograms, de
pending on their original film size, were digitized in either 50J.1ffi or looJ.1ffi resolution to fit the 2K display 
monitors. 
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Routing mammographic interpretation requires displaying four or eight images. A special display mode is 
therefore developed for the digital teaching file. The display mode takes advantage of the fact that most 
breast tmages can be fitted into a narrow rectangle. Thus, we can split the 2K x 2K monitor into two 2K x 
I K dtsplay areas. A standard setting is shown in Figure 2, where the left monitor is for LCC and RCC 
(Cranio Caudal view of Left and Right breast) and the right monitor for LMLO and RMLO (MLO: 
Mediolateral Oblique view of Left or Right breast). 

#1 #2 #3 #4 

LCC RCC LMLO RMLO 

left Momtor right Mom tor 

Figure 2 Display mode for four mammograms on the two 2K monitors. Each screen is split into 
two 2K x I K regions to accommodate two mammograms. 

A toggle button is used for alternative display of current or past four mammograms. Total of eight mam
mograms can then be shown and examined. 

3. TEACH FILE DATA COLLECTION 

The UCSF film-based breast imaging teaching file has been in constant use since 1976 by radiology resi
dents and fellows . The teaching file consists of over 1,000 pathologically proved cases, each of which 
begins with a screen-ftlm marmnography examination no more than 7 years old. The case material demon
strate the various problem-solving imaging approaches available in reaching accurate imaging diagnoses. 
1,000 cases from this teaching file have been selected and will be convened to a digital imaging file. 

Figure 3 summarizes the processes for image digitization and teaching file data collection. Marmnograms, 
as well as breast ultrasonographs, CT and MRI (if they are included in the case) are digitized with the 
high-resolution film scanner connected with Sun Workstation #1. Related medical information and image 
description textual data are insened into the header record of the image files. The digitized images are then 
send via network to our mammography display station #2 where they are decoded, processed and then 
stored in the fast-disk ready for retrieving. Meanwhile, the image information are extracted from the raw 
image header file and well indexed for later uses in image retrieving and in the digital teaching file. The 
digitized images are currently formatted to an ACRINEMA 2 standard and backed up in 14GB Extrabyte 
tape drive. They can be reformatted to DICOM 3 standard later and sent to our PAC system for permanent 
archiving. 

I! is a tedious task to input 60,000 questions and answers, 10,000 digitized images (2K x 2K) and regions 
of interest (ROI) for a large teaching file of 1,000 cases. The interactive, response-driven type of CAl for 
imaging work-up of all cases also has to be specified. In order to input this voluminous data, it is neces
sary to develop a simple teaching file script (TFS) integrating this data with the CAl. 

The TFS is similar to but much simpler than the Hypenext Markup language used in the Web Home page. 
I! is simply an ordinary text ftle together with tags that tell the computer how to identify each of elements in 
the teaching file, how to query and display images, and how to response to user's actions. A navigation 
browser is developed and then used by the users on the mammography display system to read and 
navigate through the TFS file, simulating an interactive and response-driven type of teaching session. 
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Radiologists indicate that the TFS is simple enough for them to learn quickly and create their own teaching 
sessions. The TFS is a plain text file, easy to update and to port to the other systems. All tags used in the 
TFS are listed in Appendix A, while the GUJ of the teaching file navigation browser is shown and 
explained in Section 5. 

Scanning r-------
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#1 Sun 
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Image name 
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--~)OO--Cjto--tlc::Jll--oC::JII-o¢oC=-ATMlEthernet 

1 ______ --

Raw image archive Processed image archive 

PAC System 

Figure 3. Sketch for digitization process and teaching file database establishment 

4. COMPUTER-AIDED INSTRUCTION MODEL 

Our CAL model specifies the sequence of questions, image display, instructions, and explanations of cases 
dynamically based on the user response during the interactive teaching session. It not only provides an
swers to questions and image visualization, but also provides follow-up questions and allows user's de
tection of imaging abnormalities by pointing. 

Figure 4 shows the general control flow of this model and imaging work-up sequences. At the start of 
each case, the system presents to the user a set of initial screening mammograms. After examination of 
those images, the user will be asked to use mouse pointer identifying on the 2K monitors the mammo
graphic abnormalities . The user's selection is compared with the pre-recorded ROJ data. If the user suc
ceeds in identifying the ROI, he/she will proceed to a multiple choice or true/false type of question that is 
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relevant to hislher findings, or the user has to try again. If the user still can not mark the abnormality after 
three tries, the system will display the ROI on the 2K monitor with an explanation and then proceed to the 
question item. Based on the user response to the question item, the computer system will call up different 
work-up sequences, defined in the CAl model as illustrated in Figure 4. The system will provide the in
struction and answers, guiding the user towards the next question . Whenever necessary, addition images 
will also be shown. 

Often, there is more than one suitable approach to working up a specific breast imaging problem. The 
questions and instruction sequences built into the digital teaching file system support this by accepting 
more than one correct choice and allowing different follow-up questions, as illustrated in Figure 5. · 

TruelFaIse _._-
Exam -a.j ROI Corre~t q'!es-~ Multiple 
images select p 

• 
hon choice A-E~ 

~ Incorrect 'Il Il I Cor 
. < 3 times I rect 

3 times 

Show ROI 
& Answer 

Incorrect 

ExplanatIon 

Next 
question 

Figure 4 A general algorithm for the CAl model and the basic work-up sequences 

.--+1 Question 1 
incorrect answe (A) 

incorrect answers 

(B) 

Xstem 12 

~~ 
Follow-up'" correct 
Question I answer(C) 

No 

incorrect 

,--No---\ 

Xstem 2 2 
Follow-up 
Question 

incorrect '--::;;;"';';;'=--' 

....... -:.,..:.-~correct Next 
Question 

correct answer (D) 

Xstem 1 4 
Follow-up 
Question 

Figure 5. An example of nested building blocks and different work-up sequences for the same 
question. 
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Marking the abnormality, multiple choice and true/false questions are three basic building blocks of our 
interactive teaching file. They can be nested together to create an effective teaching session as what 
radiologists want. 

5. GRAPlllCAL USER INTERFACE (GUI) 

An easy-to-use graphical user interface is well designed for our interactive teaching file. It responses dy
namically to every user' s action with detailed instruction. Combined with an on-line help, the GUI makes 
the user easy to manipulate the digital mammograms and navigate through the teaching session. 

The teaching file starts with a login screen as displayed in Figure 6. The login process will capture the 
user's profile that will be used later in performance evaluation and statistics analysis. 

UCSF 
Mammographic Teaching Flies 

cliok He,e to Start 

COMMENT?) 

EXIT) 

Figure 6. Screenshot of the login screen. 

After the user clicks the start button, the teaching session begins with the GUI shown in Figure 7. The 
"START HERE" button on the top-left comer presents the user with a choice of starting a new session, re
sUlning the previous session or jumping to a specific case. On the left and the left-bottom of the screen, 
there are an array of image tools which allow the user to do Window-Level adjustment, image 
magnification, measurement, and image shifting (UplDown and LeftlRight). On the right-bottom comer, 
there is a depiction of three-button trackball. It is necessary to use the three buttons especially in 
manipulating an individual image on the two 2K monitors. Brief description of trackball button usage will 
be displayed dynamically during the session. The "Info" window displays the case/question number, the 
number of correct/wrong answers and the total elapsed time. The user navigation buttons are located on 
the middle of the control screen. The user will be asked to click these buttons making choices, answering 
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questions, initiating the pointer for marking abnormalities on the 2K monitors . In the "text window" the 
questions/answers and the system instructions are shown dynamically according to user' s actions . ' 
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Figure 7. Screen shot of the main control screen of the interactive teaching file. 

6. SUMMARY 

We implemented a high resolution display system for viewing digitized manunograms at real-time speeds. 
This display system, combined with a sophisticated computer-aided instruction (CAl) model, has been 
utilized to create an interactive teaching file as a real teaching tool for training radiology residents in mam
mography. 

A mammography display has to be able to portray the entire breast with such fine detail that tiny structures 
are readily visible and in a near real-time speed. The quality of digital mammograms is dictated by the film 
digitizer and display system while the speed of image display and on-screen manipulation is determined by 
the system hardware architecture and the imaging processing software. In this paper, we described our 
2K display station and high resolution film digitizer. The image quality of the digitized and displayed 
mammograms is found to be adequate and acceptable to clinic applications. The Pixar image hardware 
with two large frame buffers and the optimized processing software, combined with the fast retrieving of 
images from the fast-disk, makes nearly real time mammogram reading and on-screen manipulating 
possible. We also developed a special display mode to directly show on the two 2K monitors a set of four 
mammograms or eight if toggled with. Such display mode is necessary and needed in a mammography 
interpretation. 
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Using the high resolution display station, we create a large interactive mammographic teaching file . The 
teaching file is designed on a sophisticated computer-aided instruction (CAl) model to simulate the real 
mammography work-up sequences. Development of the teaching file script (TFS), which integrates vast 
teaching file data with the CAl, makes it easy for breast imaging experts to create a digital teaching file. All 
of those in conjunction with an easy-to-use graphical user interface make our interactive teaching file as a 
real and powerful tool for training radiology residents in mammography . 
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APPENDIX: TEACHING FILE SCRIPT (TFS) 

The TFS file is an ordinary text fil e together with tags that tell the computer how to identify each of ele
ments in the teaching file, how to query and display images, and how to response to a user's action. 

Tags are generally written as 
<talL-name augment! (argument2 argument3 ... » Affected text. 

Note: allY keywords ill brackets 0 are optional. 
So to make a question item you would mark it like 

<Question 2> Which ONE of the following choices BEST descrihes the location of the mammo
graphic abnormality in this case? 

Two Special Symbols < > and { } 

< > Angle brackets are a special default to identify the tags or keywords. 
{ } Braces: are used to contain a block of physicians/programmers ' comments. The computer will 

sldp any text enclosed in { }. 

Tags and Keywords 

<Section number> text: 
---identify the beginning of the 'number'th case, followed by the ' text' description of the case history 

if any. e.g. <Section 89> for 89th case. 
Note: this tag must be the first one for each case. 

<Patient>text 
---optional tag: identify a patient' s name and !D. ' text ' contains any useful information about the pa

tient. A suggested format: 
<Patient> lastName, First 8-digit-ID-number others 
Note: this tag is purely for physicians/programmers' purpose. The patient ID and names will not be 
shown to a user. 

<Question number> text: 
---identity the 'text' as the 'number'th question. e.g. <Question 3> 

<Image number! (number2) (yes» (pointers to images): 
---display images. 

'number! ' (maximum of 4) is the number of images to be shown. 
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'number2' (maximum of 4) is the number of images to be toggled with if any. 
~ : if this keyword is specified, the images will not be shown until a correct answer is given. 

pointers to images: image file names will be read in automatically from an imaae data file. Nor
mall~, you don't have to specify the image names. However, if one wants to sho~ the images in a 
prevIous questIOn or case, one has to speCIfy the pomters to the unages, which can be one of the 
following two formats 

#I-numl q-num2l-num3 
#I-numl ftlename 

where ' I-numl' is the 'number'th of current images to be loaded in, 'q-num2' and 'l-num3' are the 
previous question number and the 'number' th image which 'I-num! ' points to, 'filename' is any 
image file name. e.g. 

<Image 2 2 yes> 
#221 
#3 credo/case2/CC_30:09:94_02: 12:02(R)# I OO#.spl.fd 
Show four images (<image 2 2» after a correct answer ('yes'). The first (#1) and forth (#4) im
ages are read in automatically from the image data file. The second image (#2) is the same as the 
first image in Question 2 (#2 2 I). The third image points to the image ftle---credo/case2/CC. ... 

<A (yes) (x» text: 
<B (yes) (x» text: 
<C (yes) (x» text: 
<D (yes) (x» text: 
<E (yes) (x» text: 
---Answers to the mUltiple choices (A)-(E). 
---The keyword 'yes' is used to identify the correct answer. e.g. <B> is for wrong choice while <B 

yes> is used for the correct answer. 
---The keyword 'x' indicates an existence of a follow-up question specified by the tag <Xstem>. 

Note: maximum choices of 5 from (A)-(E). 

<T (yes) (x» text: 
<F (yes) (x» text: 
---Answers to the TRUEIFALSE questions. The keyword 'yes' is used to identify the correct choice. 

e.g. <T> for an incorrect answer and <F yes> for a correct answer. 
---The keyword 'x' indicates an existence of a follow-up question specified by the tag <Xstem>. 

<Mouse (no) (x» text l: 
<Mouse yes (x» text2 : 
---Answer to the question, which requires a user to identify the predetermined region on an image. The 

answer 'text2'will be shown if the user selects the right region on the display, or ' textl ' will be 
shown. e.g. <Mouse> or <Mouse no> for an incorrect answer and <Mouse yes> for a correct an
swer. 

---The keyword 'x' indicates an ·existence of a follow-up question specified by the tag <Xstem>. 

<x stem numberl number2> 
---fOllOW-Up question, which stems out of Question 'number!' and Answer ' number2'. 

'number2' = 1,2,3,4,5 for multiple choices A, B, C,D,E respectively; or 
'number2' = 1,2 for TRUEIFALSE choices T and F; or 
'number2' = 1,2 for <Mouse yes> and <Mouse no>. 
See an example and its control flow chart for <Xstem> in Figure 5. 
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Abstract 

PACS pitfalls are mostly created from human error, whereas bottlenecks are due to imperfect 
design in either the PACS or image acquisition devices. These drawbacks can only be realized through 
accumulated clinical experience. 

Pitfalls due to human error are often initiated at imaging acquisition devices and at workstations. 
Three major errors at the acquisition devices are entering wrong input parameters, stopping an image 
transmission process improperly, and incorrect patient positioning. The error occurring most often at the 
workstation happens when the user enters too many key strokes or clicks the mouse too often before the 
workstation can respond. Other pitfalls at the workstation unrelated to human error are missing location 
markers in a CT or MR scout view, images displayed with unsuitable look-up-tables, and white boarders 
in CR images due to x-ray collimation. Pitfalls created due to human intervention can be minimized by a 
better quality assurance program and periodic in-service training, and by interfacing image acquisition 
devices to the HISIRlS. 

Bottlenecks affecting the PACS operation include network contention; CR, CT, and MR images 
stacked up at acquisition devices; slow response from workstations; and long delays for image retrieval 
from the long tenn archive. Bottlenecks can be alleviated by improving the system architecture, re
configuring the networks, and streamlining operational procedures through a gradual understanding of the 
clinical environment. 

We have identified most of the pitfalls and bottlenecks discussed above in our hospital-integrated 
PACS based on the past two years of clinical experience. This paper categorizes some of these problems, 
illustrates their effect on PACS operations, and suggests methods for circumventing them. 

Keywords: PACS operation, image acquisition, workstations, human errors, pitfalls and bottlenecks 

1. INTRODUCTION 

PACS pitfalls are mostly caused by human error and operator intervention with imaging acquisition 
devices and various PACS components. Bottlenecks are due to design imperfections in either the PACS or 
image acquisition devices. These problems can only be realized through clinical experience [1-4]. This 
paper categorizes some of these problems, illustrates their effect on PACS operations, and suggests 
methods of circumvention [5]. 
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2. PITFALLS 

Pitfalls due to human error are often initiated at imaging acquisition devices and at workstations. Three 
major errors at the acquisition devices are entering wrong input parameters, stopping an image 
transmission process improperly, and incorrect patient positioning. 

Human Errors at Imaging Acquisition Devices 

Two most commonly occurring errors at the computed radiography (CR) acquisition are using the wrong 
imaging plate ID card at the reader and entering the wrong patient's ID, name, accession no. , or birthday, 
and invalid characters at the scanner's operator console. These errors can result in a loss of images, 
images assigned to a wrong patient, the patient image folder containing other patient's images, orphaned 
images, and acquisition computer crashing due to illegal characters. Routine quality assurance (QA) 
procedures checking the CR operator log book or the radiology information system (RIS) log file against 
the PACS patient folder normally can discover these errors. If discrepancy detected early enough before 
images are sent to the workstation (WS), the PACS manager can perform the damage control by manually 
editing the PACS database to I. correct for patient's name, ID, etc., and other typographical errors; 2. 
delete images not belonging to the patient and 3. append orphaned images to the proper patient image 
folder. Lost images in a patient's folder can usually be found in the orphaned image directory. If images 
have already been sent to the WS before the PACS manager has a chance to do the damage control 
described earlier, the PACS coordinator should alert the users immediately. 

Procedure errors at Imaging Acquisition Devices 

Procedure errors can be categorized in CTIMR and in the CR during image acquisition. In CTIMR, there 
are three most common errors: I. terminating a scan while the last images are being transmitted, 2. the 
operator manually interrupting an image transmission process, and 3. the technician realigning the patient 
during scanning. These errors can result in CTIMR image file missing images, images out of order in the 
sequence, and crashing the scanner due to the interruption of the image transmission. In CR, the most 
common error occurs when the technologist places the imaging plate under the patient in the wrong 
direction during a portable examination. The result is a wrong image orientation during the display. 

Another pitfall during CT acquisition which is not due to human error is in the coronal head scan 
protocol. In this protocol, the image appearing on the CT display monitor will have the left and right 
direction reversed. If film output is used, the technologist manually inputs the orientation as annotation on 
the screen which is then printed on the film with the image. In the PACS such an interactive step is not 
possible because graphics on the CT display console are not included in the DrCOM image header. A 
method to circumvent this shortcoming is to detect the scanning protocol from the DICOM image header 
and automatically annotate the orientation on the image during its display on the PACS workstation. 

Errors due to manually interrupting the transmission procedure can be alleviated by using the 
DICOM communication protocol for automatic image verification and recovery during the transmission. 
Images archived out of order in the sequence can be manually edited during the QA procedure. Wrong CR 
orientation during display can be detected by an algorithm with automatic rotation [6l, or manually rotating 
during the QA procedure. 

Pitfalls created due to human error can been minimized by scheduling regular in-service training 
and continued education for technologists. However, the most effective method is to use a direct mSlRIs 
interface between the image acquisition device and the PACS components which in essence eliminates the 
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human interaction for inputting patient related data. Currently, there is a CR interface to the RIS available 
for direct patient data input [7]. However, direct interface from RIS to CTIMR is still not available. 

Errors at the Workstation(WS) 

Human Error 

Two human errors occur often at the WS. First, the user enters too many key strokes or clicks the mouse 
too often before the WS can respond to the last request. As a result from this error, the WS does not 
respond properly or it crashes . When the WS response is slow, the impatient user enters the next few 
commands while the WS is still executing the last request, it can either crash unexpectedly or hang. 
Another possible result is that the WS continues executing the next few commands by the user after the 
current one is completed. Since the user may have forgotten what commands he/she had entered, an 
unexpected display may appear on the screen which will cause confusion. Second, the user forgets to 
close the window of a previous operation. In this case, the WS may not response to the next command. If 
the user gets panic and enters other commands, similar errors described in the first case may occur. 

Two remedies can be used. The WS can provide a big visible timer on the screen for the user to 
know that the last process is still in operation. This process will minimize the impatient user's error. A 
better solution is to have an improved WS design to tolerate this type of human error. 

System Deficiency 

Four system deficiencies at the WS are no localization markers on a CT/MR scout view, incorrect look up 
table for CTIMR display, orientation of the CT head image in the coronal scan protocol discussed earlier, 
and white boarders in CR due to X-ray collimation. No localization markers on a CT/MR scout view can 
be remedied by creating the localization lines using the information from the DICOM image header. The 
use of an incorrect look up table for a CTIMR display is case dependent. Correct look up tables for CT can 
be generated by using the histogram technique. There are still some difficulties in obtaining a uniform 
correct look up table for all images in a head MR sequence. Sometimes it is necessary to investigate every 
image individually by using the histogram method. Correction for CT head coronal scan has been 
discussed previously. White boarders in CR due to X-ray collimation can be corrected using an automatic 
background removal technique [8]. 

2. Bottlenecks 

There are three major bottlenecks in the PACS: network contention, slow response at the WS, and slow 
response from the long term archive. This section summarizes what causes these bottlenecks and methods 
ofremedy. 

Network Contention 

Network contention will cause many bottlenecks. First, CR/CTIMR images could stack up at the image 
acquisition computers. The result would cause the computer disks to overflow and eventually lose some 
images. Another effect is that it will take the image file a long time to collect all images at the PACS 
controller which can delay the transmission of the file to the WS for review. Network contention can also 
cause a long delay for image retrieval from the long term archive, especially when the retrieved image file 
is large. 

Methods of correction can be divided into general and specific. In the general category, it includes 
redesigning the network architecture, using a faster network, and modifying the communication protocols. 
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An example of redesigning the network architecture is to separate the network into segments and subnets 
and redistribute the heavy traffic routes to different subnets. For example, CTfMR acquisition and CR 
acquisition can be divided into two subnets. Assign priorities to different subnets based on the use and 
time of day is one way to address the user's immediately need. 

Using a faster network can speed up the image transfer rate. If the current network is conventional 
Ethernet, consider changing it to Ethernet Hub or fast Ethernet. If optical fibers are available, consider 
upgrading the network to asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) technology [9]. Conventional network 
protocols were designed for small file transfer. Changing some parameters in the protocol may speed up 
the transfer rate, for example, enlarging the image buffer size. 

In the specific category, it depends on the operational environment. Methods of correction may 
involve changing the operational procedure in the radiology department. Consider two examples: CR 
images stacked-up at the CR reader, and CT/MR images stacked up at the scanner. Most CR applications 
are for portable examinations and are mostly performed in the early morning. A most obvious method of 
correction is to rearrange portable examination schedule at the wards. CTfMR images stacked-up at the 
scanner may be due to a design fault in the communication protocol at the scanner. There are two methods 
of correction. First, use DICOM auto-transfer mode to "push" images out from the scanner to the PACS 
controller or the WS. At the PACS controller or the WS, design the database to update the image file as 
each image arrives from the scanner. Second, from the PACS controller or the WS, use DICOM to "pull" 
images from the scanner. 

Slow Response at the WS 

A slow response at the WS is mostly due to bad WS local database design, and not sufficient image 
memory. An example of bad WS database design is when the database allocates a large image file in the 
local disk for image storage. During the initial configuration, this storage space is contiguous. As the WS 
starts to accumulate and delete images while it is being used, this space becomes fragmented. Fragmented 
space causes an inefficient 110 transfer rate rendering a slow response bringing images from the disk to the 
display. Insufficient image memory in the WS requires continuous disk-memory swap slowing down the 
image display speed. This is especially problematic when the image file is large. 

Several methods for correcting a slow response at the WS are possible. First, is to increase the 
memory size so that the memory can accommodate a complete image file which will minimize the 
requirement for memory-diSk swap. The use of redundant array of inexpensive disks (RAID) teChnology 
is one way to speed up the disk 110 for fast image display. A better local database design at the WS is 
necessary to speed up the image seeking and transfer time. 

Slow Response from the Long-term Archive 

A slow response from the long-term archive can be caused by slow optical disk search and read/write 
procedures, patient images scattering in different optical disk platters, and many simultaneous requests. 
Optical disk read/write normally is about 400-500 Kbytes/sec. When many large image files are requested 
which scatter in many platters, the seeking time and disk 110 will be slow. This will cause a slow response 
from the long term archive. 

There are two possible methods of correction. First, an image platter manger software can be used 
to re-write scattered images to contiguous optical disk platters. This mechanism will minimize the seeking 
time for platters. Another method is to use the image prefetch mechanism which anticipates what images 
will be needed by the clinician for a particular patient. A combination of both mechanisms will speed up 
the response from the long-term archive. 
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SUMMARY 

Pitfalls and bottlenecks are two major obstacles hindering a smooth PACS operation after its installation. 
We have identified most of these problems based on our clinical experience with the hospital-integrated 
PACS during the past two years and clinical experience from other centers. We have also su""ested 
methods to circumvent these pitfalls and minimize the occurrence of bottlenecks. 00 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of thi s presentation is to point out the issues of incorporating 
libraries (DL) technologies into pi cture archiving and communication systems 
The DL technologies can be used to increase the knowledge content and utilities 
and associated medical information systems in providing a broader range of 
serv ices. We further illustrate certain potential application areas with examples 
research prototype developed on top of the hospital-integrated PACS of UCSF. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

digital 
(PACS) . 
of PACS 
medi ca l 
from a 

Health care delive ry systems are progressive ly transforming into digital media f a r 
better and more cost-effective communications. The trend is acce lerated by the c u rre n t 
environment of managed care and wide spread avai labi lit y of digital imaging modaliti es. 
Di g ital communication and manage ment in radiology is particularly challenging 0 win g 
to large image size and high quality requirement. Over the past decade, PACS has evo lve d 
to be the predominant means for acqUISitIOn, storage, and communication of digital 
medical images for softcopy revi ew. The technology of PACS is still maturing rapidly, but 
the fundam ental know ledge of PACS is reasonably we ll defined. Medical imaging ve ndor s 
are now offering turnkey or customized PACS solutions to achi eve fi lmless radiol ogy. 

A di g ital library , on the other hand, is viewed as an e lectronic version of a paper
based public library , with the major differenc es in s torage in digital form , direct 
communication to obtain material, and copying from a master version [1]. The objecti ve 
of a digital library is to pro vide a si ngle port of entry to the on line documents 0 f 
di stributed library sites over the Internet. These documents are inh erently multimedia , 
consisting of text, images, video, and audio. Coordinated national effort in DL research has 
recently been initiated with joint funding by NSF, APRA, and NASA, and new conferences 
and journals dedicated to the DL activities are also organized (see Web sites of the se 
agencies and digital library project homepage at http: //www.d lib.org). 

A lth ough addres sing different applications, the observation is that the em erg j n g 
digital library (DL) technologie s can be deployed to enrich the knowledge content and 
utilities of c urrent PAC systems in providing a broader range of medical services t han 
softcopy review. This article describes potential applications and tec hnical issues of the 
interplay bewteen DL and PACS and proposes areas of research to address these issues. 
When appropriate, we provide illu strative examples taken from our research prototypes . 

The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 lists ce rtain 
potential extensions to PACS, which will en large the functional scope of PACS fo r 
radiology and other medical specialties. The section also raises several un re so I ved 
research ques tion s to these extensions. Section 3 discusses the system arc hitecture 0 f 
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PACS DL while Section 4 provides some examples of utili zation . Section 5 concludes thi s 
presentation. 

2. DL ISSUES OF PACS 

A number of issues arise in the contexts of developin g , maintaining and using PACS 
and its associated databases as a digital clinical library to support on line search and 
deci sion aids. Some are technical in nature, others are manage rial. Many of the is s ues 
present rich opportunities for research. 

Issue 
The 

number 

1: Two-Tier Versus Three-Tier Architecture? 
major factors that impact thi s issue inc lude the size of the medica l databases, the 
of actual and prospective users, and the types of services that are performed. 

Traditional PACS is based on the two-t ier client- serve r architecture. Even the ree C Il( 

deve lopment of PACS, so-called second generation PACS, still consolidates re lated tex tual 
information from Radiology Information System (RIS) and Hospital Information System 
(HIS) into one centralized archive [2]. The main advantages of the two-tier architecture 
are its s implic ity and lower costs of development. 

The two-ti e red approach, however, may not always be scalable for system s di s tributed 
in different departments or ho spita ls, owing to the complexity in data acquisition and 
data modeling . the esca lating storage cost. and the potential of forming a bottleneck i n 
light of large numbe rs of que ry tran saction s. Moreover, data in such data warehou s e 
ca nnot be independentl y updated by users , but rather is refre shed on a periodic basis b y 
data extracted from various establi shed data sources. This incurs a penalty for rea 1- tim e 
appli c ation s. 

The concept of three- tiered architecture has long been introduc ed in di gital librar y 
syste ms to manage information in their heteroge neou s and di s tribute d computing 
environment. Major middleware standards include the Common Object Request Brok e r 
Architecture (COREA) from Object Management Group (OMG) and Microsoft's Di s tributed 
Component Object Model (DCOM) [3]. Effort in adapting CORBA for medical co mmunit y, i.e . , 
CORBA-MED, is also underway. The main advantages of the three-ti e red architecture are 
fa ste r response times, better data consistency , and the ability to custom design data fo r 
each type of user community . The question is whether the advantages of a three-tiered 
architecture justify the additional cost and complexity in software deve lopment and 
maintenance. 

Issue 2: Retrieva l by Artificial keys or by Image Content? 
The original intent of PACS is to support softcopy review , and thus images are 

retrieved based on artificial key, such as patient name or hospital identifier. The ima ge 
document management is based on flat files . The advantage is s imple design of data 
modeling . Thi s approach , however, lacks the capability to search and index the large 
PACS data repo si tory by content, i.e., image features or relevant keywords . It greatly 
hinders the use fulnes s of PACS for other clinical operations, such as online references 
and outcome studies. 

Content based image retrieval (CBIR) has been a key activity in digital library 
research . Certain techniques developed in DL community may be adaptable for PACS [4]. 
Most of the existing techniques, however, deal with two-dimensional (2D) images and are 
concerned with searching through generic image features such as color, shape, textur e, 
or a combination of these. For the medical imaging domain , more application-speci fic 
algorithms for feature extraction and more expressive data models for multimedia medical 
data must be developed to take advantage of the rich information content of PACS DL. 
Further, it appears that the practical approach is to supplement the CBIR with textual 
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keywords which can be entered by manual ann otati on or ex trac ted from textual report s 
and image file headers. 

Issue 3: Fat I'ACS Stations versus Thin OL Clients? 
Current PACS stati ons are based on hi gh-end c lient wo rkstation s with multipl e hi g h 

reso lution monitors. They are lI sed to retrieve image data direc tly from the PACS se rv e r 
and are customized to provide quality image viewing and consultati on. The ap pli ca tion 
programs of these workstations are rather complex and large in size. Subsequentl y. th e 
price of a PACS station is high . at the range of $20K and up. The questi on is whether to 
redesign these rather expensive stations in order to support new DL utiliti es for im age 
browsing and decision supports. 

In co ntrast, rathe r than using dedi cated workstations, DL systems of other non 
medical imaging domains use the World Wide Web (WWW) as the primary means to 
disseminate inform ation over the Internet. The Web browsers are originally designed f o r 
the cli ent computers to navi gate and di splay hypermedi a documents and image bitmaps 
stored at the server machines on the In ternet. Many Web based health systems have be e n 
deve loped based on the WWW paradigm. Recent introduction of Web prog rammin g 
languages, in particular, Java, furt her increases the co mputin g power and platform 
independency of Web based sys tems. Wheth er the Web based PACS stati ons can match the 
functions of hi gh resolution image di splay station s has yel 10 be seen. The ir advantage s 
are ubiquitou s means for image browsing and re tri eva l. low costs. and s impl e 
ma int e nan ce. 

Issue 4: 2D Display versu s Volume Visualization? 
The design of PACS is 10 support various modes of 20 image di splay that can s imul a te 

the co nvention a l review of film s us ing the al te rn ators. The added features of digital 
image display include the SUPP0rl of cine loop. zoom and pan. and window and leve ling. 

Mean while, there is a trend of 3D v isualization of medi cal im ages due to recent 
advances made in 3D g raphi cs hard ware and lan guages. Visualization tec hniqu es 
c urre ntl y being applied for the ana lysis of biomedical data include: surface rendered 
anatomical displays with rotati on and shadin g. volume re ndered cut-out s with e n han c c d 
emphasis of parti c ular objects. trans paren t surfaces wi thin surfaces with co lor s hadin g 
and ro tation , superimpo s ition of multiple image datasets about the same orga n, a nd 
rep roj ection tec hniques usin g vari ous weightings of pi xe ls of inte rest. suc h as 
maximum-inten sit y proj ection (M IP) and weighted-integrated project io n [5]. Most 0 f 
these functions . however, are performed off-line on powe rful graphics stati ons. 

The question is whether there is a need to pro vide on-line volume visua li zati on I n 
PACS. One argument is that the radiologists are trained with the ability to reconstruct th e 
image volume in 3D space me ntall y from 2D image slices. The complex and tim e 
consuming process of vo lume visuali zation does not add any new values and may even 
lower their reading efficiency. Another school of thou ght is that the need for on-line 
visualization is criti ca l for the combined interpretation or correlation of 3D anatomic and 
physiologic or metabo lic data and for real time operations of image-guided therapy and 
surgery procedures. The challenge is due not only to the large size of medical images but 
also to the complexities of the relationships among the different data. 

The implementation of visuali zation capabilities in PACS would likely be a s trate g i c 
decision of whether one should expand the services of the system to other di sc iplines. 
One operational mode l is to add a hi gh power visualization server in the middleware 0 f 
the three-tiered architecture and transmit the vi suali zation results to the c li ent stations 
via high speed ne tworks. The advantage of thi s co nfiguration is to reduce the 
computational burden of client stations. 
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Issue 5: How Should th e Security of Digital Images be Ensured? 
Making medical information availabl e to legitimate ex ternal parties in a tim e ly 

fa shion while protecting the privacy of patient data is like ly to become an important 
issue in the coming of digital hospital s. The current practice of data security is rat h er 
sim pli sti c, mostl y in vo lving the user authentication using passwords. With the PACS DL, 
medical images and assoc iated patient data will beco me widely used in diagnosis. 
consu ltation , and research. Thus, there is a need to make them available outside th e 
medical department or in stituti on where they were init ia ll y generated and processed. 

Security measures go beyond point -la-point image transmis s io n, i.e., in PACS and 
teleradio logy, these can be ac hi eved through the use of encryptio n [6]. The past thr ee 
decades of civili an research have generated many robust encryption algorithm s that a r e 
freely available in the publi c domain and are strong e noug h to wa rrant gove rnm e nt 
concerns [7]. The question is how to integrate these e ncrypt io n algo rithm s properly int o 
the ne tworked medical e nv ironm ent wi th minimum overhead and inte rventi o n to 
ex isting operation s. 

Query screenin g or filtering is often imple mented in di g ital library syste ms to limit 
the types of query allowab le for the part icu lar user group. This approac h can certa inl y 
be ex tended to PACS DL app licati ons. However, because queries are an incl us ive, n ot 
exc lu sive se lector of info rmati o n co ntent , the more difficult issue is how to scree n th e 
results of queries. For exampl e , how to e ns ure that user.s do not re tri eve un expected 0 r 
unauth o ri zed patient info rmati on through a seq uence of carefull y designed but related 
queries to PACS DL. This still is an open area for research. Furthe r, c lose ly re lated to th e 
issue of qu ery sc reenin g is how to protect from people red is tributin g or re us in g im age 
data with out permi ss io n. 

Iss ue 6: What is the Best Economic Model? 
How can co ntent and value-added prov ide rs of PACS be assured th at they have a 

reasonabl e c hance to recover the ir investment if they distribute their info rmation asse t 
over the hospi tal netwo rk o r the Web? Thi s is espec iall y important in this climate 0 f 
managed care and sh rinkin g resources. Should the development and ma inte nance cos ts 
be pa id by hospita l informati on departments or shared by participating departments and 
o rgan ization s? Or, should the users be charged by monthl y su bscripti o n, by session , 0 r 
by document? To sustain electronic di stribution of med ical images and records, the system 
must acco mm odate a workable economic model and to understand the req uire me nts 0 f 
digital image distribution. 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The UCSF HI-PACS, as with many existing PACSs, is ori gin a ll y designed to serve 
softcopy readi ngs of radiologists on ly. With the tec hno log ies fo r storing and sending a 
large amount of image data readily availab le, we in vesti gate the adapta ti on of digital 
library (DL) meth odolog ies for c reatin g and managin g co ntent of PACS multimedia d a ta 
and di sseminating such contents to serve a broad ran ge of c linicians and radiologists. 

Figure I illu strates the three-tier architecture of PACS DL. The fun c ti on of each l aye r 
is briefly di scussed as follows [8]: 

Layer 1: Data Sources 
They include databases of PACS, associated medical information systems such as RIS 

and HIS , other legacy clinical systems, and extern al fi les from outside hospitals. The types 
of information include images as well as patient demographi cs, medi cal hi story, still and 
mo ving images, diagnosti c reports, vo ice dictation, and other clinical data. Most of the se 
data are archived as flat files, such as PACS images, or in non-re lational textual databases, 
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such as hi erarc hi ca l data model used in most hosp ital information systems (HIS). Th ese 
data can be archived and shared using recogni zed data exchange standards and protocol s, 
such as DreOM (Digita l Imagi ng and Communication in Medicine) for medical images and 
HL7 (Health Le vel 7) fo r clinica l tex t. The availability of raw images and other m edica l 
information in digital medi a permits the pos t-process ing. creation , and presentati on of 
image contents to serve new c lasses of multimedia applications in medic al imaging . 

MULTIMEDIA MULTIMEDIA MULTIMEDIA 
APPLICATION I APPLICATION 2 ' , , APPLICATION N 

---- I ----
Image Database Server Knowledge Base I 

Server 

I Visualization I I I 

Server I I 

I 
I 

I WWW 
Image Processing Server 

Server 

/ '" ~ 
PACS Image Archive Lcgucy Databases External Data 

Figure I. PACS Digital Library Architec ture (t hree-tier). 

Layer 2: Middlewarc Servers 
A co ll ect io n of servers that enab le image database manage ment , data v isualization, 

image process ing, World Wide Web access, and decis ion support s. These servers may no 1 
necessa rily reside in the same physical machin e . In our impl ementation , they a re 
distributed over computers interco nn ected with 155 Mbps ATM and 10 BaseT networks o f 
UCSF H1-PACS. 

The image database server manages a metadata repo s itory of unde rlying PACS and 
patient data. It merges the quantitative image features ex tracted from the image 
processing server with textual patient data into an anatomical based data mode l to support 
content based indexing. The co nte nt of a medical image includes three levels 0 f 
abstraction : ( i) features or attributes , such as the tex ture patte rn of an organ, the s hap e 
of a breast tumor, and the signa l s tre ngth of brain metabolites; (ii ) s tructura l objects , 
such as image segments corre s ponding to anatomical region s; and (iii) se mantic 
information , such as the types of relation ships between two objects. 

In Figure 2, we illustrate the operational steps that the PACS DL takes to extracl ima ge 
and tex tual features from the underlying patient data. The feature extraction is based 0 n 
the a priori approach, rather th an the dynamic and automatic feature extraction d u ri n g 
user query. 
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Figure 2. The workflow of extracting image and text features 
content-based indexing in PACS DL Rules are used to aid the 

into a data model for 
query and navigation. 

s ub seque nt 

The extraction and composItion of textual data from the diagnostic reports and the DICOM 
(Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) header fields can be automatic , whereas the 
segmentation and extraction of medical images often are done interactively. The image 
features are further divided into primitive and logical. Primitive features are directly obtained 
from the medical images, such as volume, shape, and texture of certain organs in cr images 0 r 
metabolic activities of brain tissue in PET scans. Logical features are abstract representation s 
of images at various levels of detail and deeper domain semantics. For example, whether the 
volume of an anatomic structure is normal or whether certain brain tis sue is hypometabolic i n 
reference to an established data. These logical features are synthesized from primitive ones 
and additional domain knowledge. All extracted features and keywords are entered into object 
attributes defined in a metadata model to facilitate subsequent information query by content. 
Note that the original image data are still stored in PACS. 

Layer 3: Client Workstations 
Each client workstation provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for the local user to 

request applications of the PACS DL to perform information retrieval, manipulation , analysis, 
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and update. A client workstation 
as thresholding and filtering, but 

may also contain simple image process ing capabilitie s. s u c h 
accesses the lOBS for more sophisti cated database serv ices. 

Our curre nt client front-end workstations include Motif, Tcl/Tk, Java, Gain Mome ntum and 
Web browsers . The und e rl y ing objec t-ori en ted database contain s the objects that allow th e 
client applications to access, mani pu late, or present the underl y in g multimedia data in th e 
se rver. Web browsers are effi cient hypermedia na vigation tools for "public domain" fi Ie 
documents. To allow complex , hi erarc hi ca l representat ion of database inform ation , how eve r, 
we have to incorporate new so ftware tools, such as IDBC and CGl-Perl, with ex te ns i ve 
multimedia querying capabilities into th e web browsers . 

4. APPLICATION EXAMPLES 

To unde rs tand the re quire me nt s of inc orpo ratin g DL capab iliti es into PACS, we h a v e 
been steadily implem e ntin g applications with c lear c linicall y-dri ve n goals for the pa s t 
four years to demonstrate the usefulness of this new development of PACS. The multi
ti ered system architecture allows rapid prototyping of new app licati ons by l eve raging 
ex isting information infra s tru c ture of storage and communication infrastructure. In 
add ition lO gene ra l image brows in g and retri eva l, we briefly illu st rate re prese ntati ve 
applications in c linical practice, education, and researc h being investigated at UCSF. Fo r 
detail s please refer to [9]. 

Re ad in the questbnand 
associated breast mages 
from PACS DL according 
to the questbn seq uence 

MJltple choice 
orTruelFalse 

Detaied teaming 
sequen ce followng 
the incorlEct choice 

Correc t Bref explanatb n 
folowing the corre ct 
answer 

Nex t questb n 
or e nd 

Figure 3. Using PACS DL for Breast Imaging Education. 

4.1 Education (Breast Imagi ng Teaching File) 

The objective of this appli cation program is to provide an interactive I ear n i n g 
environment for breast imaging teaching file on the World Wide Web [10]. Figure 3 shows 
the generic algorithm used in the PACS DL to support the digital breast imaging teac h i n g 
file. The implementation of this algorithm separates program control from medical data. 
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Figure 4. Snapshots of Web-Based Breast Imag ing Teaching File. 

The computer-aided algorithm is implemented as an app li cation-specific module in 
the know ledge base server. The visuali zation server allows the manipulation and 
visuali zation of digitized breast images. It has the PolyMap routines that en han ce the 
users ability to "interact" w ith the software by making predefined regions of interest 0 n 
the image "c li ckable." For example, a reg ion of an image that is predefined using th e 
Polymap will become outlined in blue when the user passes over it with the mouse. This 
region can be linked to a "close-up" image, providing the user with a enhanced view 0 f 
that spec ified region . Figure 4 shows certain snapshots of the imaging teaching file. 

4.2 Clinical Research (Tempora l Lung Nodule Ana lysi s) 

The objective of thi s application is to track and analyze progression of lung nodule s 
over time using spiral CT (Computed Tomography) scans such that the results can be used 
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to determine the effecti veness of a treatment plan [II]. 

Th e image processing server of PACS DL co nt ains a suite of image process in g too ls to 
segment and quantitate features of lung nodules from 3D cr images semi-auto ma ti cally . 
Th ese fea tures inc lude vo lumes , location s, surface areas of nodul es, and the total n u m b e r 
of nodules . The qu antitation accuracy of the algori thm s was calibrated with ph ant 0 m 
studies and validated by two inde pendent radiologi sts. The extracted data are cl ass ifi e d 
and organized in a temporal data model o f the image database server fo r on line anal ys is. 

(a) 

Figure 5. (a) Di splay of two co nsecuti ve cr image sli ces stored in the temporal ches t 
imaging database of PACS DL (segmented nodul es are marked). The user can use the GUr to 
query the imaging library for other study attributes . (b) The left popup window di s play s 
the segme ntation results. The top right window shows co nsec utive s lices of the se lected 
nodule within the same region of inte rest. The bottom window allows the co rrection of 
the segmentation result. 
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In Figure 5, we show certain GUI displays. Figure 5.a illu strates two consecutive cr 
image s li ces retrieved (lesions are marked). The lower right window shows the li st of 
nodule parameters extracted from thi s cr image dataset, e.g., patient !D, study number , 
nodu le coordinates. volume, su rface area, and nodu le that it associates with in th e 
prev ious study and following-up study . Figure 5.b shows the GUI developed to allow th e 
user to correct the segmentation result on pixel-byMpixeJ bases; a pixel can be included 0 r 
excluded simply by a mouse click. 
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Figure 6. Hi story of the patient nodule number and the tota l nodule volume. The 
volume is measured in mm' (from [II]) . 

Figure 6 illustrates a patient case of lung metastases to demonstrate the use fulne ss 
of the PACS DL for temporal image data analysis. This female patient is diagnosed with 
breast cancer that has subsequently spread out to her chest. The horizontal axis marked 
the periods of the five spiral cr scans she took. Below the horizontal axis . we draw two 
lines to denote the inte rvals during which the patient is under different treatment 
plans. One can see that total nodule number is tripled during the early drug tr ea tment 
procedures . This triggered a change of treatment protocol to a combination of radiation 
therapy and chemotherapy, that was proved to be effective. The total volume of the 
cancer reduced by a factor of 5 from its peak value near March 1995. The system also 
provides the capability to track the progression of individual nodules over time. 

4.3 Clinica l Practice (Non-invasive Ep il epsy Surgica l P lanning) 

The current gold standard for evaluating surgical candidates of medically refractory 
epi lepsy is intracranial electroencephalography (EEG) recording. An intracranial BEG 
study requires invasive surgery to place electrodes for recording brain electrical activity 
during spontaneous seizures . The purpose of this DL application is to provide accurate , 
noninvasive localization of epileptogenic ti ssue for surgical resection using multi modal 
imaging techniques and to resolve discordant or inconclusive imaging evaluations [12]. 
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The image process in g server contain s a suite of image process in g tools for 3D co -
re gistration , image segme l1la lion , and ex tracti on of fun c ti o na l and s tru c tural 
informati o n of brain reg ions of interest. These features in clude volumes , g luc ose 
uptakes. neuroch e mi ca l spec tra, and dipole locati ons. Segme ntati o n of fin e a n a t o mi ca l 
structures such as hipp ocampu s, is done inte racti vel y. The image database se r ve r 
organi zes PACS image indi ces, a nn otated pi ctures. ex trac ted features, c lini ca l text, a nd 
outcome data into a metadata mode l for epil epsy diagnosis. The visuali zati o n se r ve r 
pro vid es 3D co nstru ction of medi ca l images for bette r und e rs tandin g of n e ur o an a tom y 
and neuroph ys iol og ic pa thw ay. 

Figure 7 illu strates th e reg is tra ti on of MSI (Magneti c Source Imag in g) . PET ( P os itro n 
Emission Tomography). and EEG for on line plannin g an epil epsy case. Fi gure 8 shows a 
3D view of combined MRI (Magneti c Resonance Imaging) and PET for a temporal c pi le psy 
case. Such 3D views are useful fo r the non-radi ologists to appreciate clini ca l s i g n i fi c an ce 
of registrati o n findin gs . 

EEG MEG-MRI FOG-PET 

Figure 7. Left: scalp EEG reco rding of pati ent 's epil eptiform spike activity record ed over th e 
le ft te mporal reg ion : middle: T2 weighted coronal MRI s li ce with dipole sources (tri a n g les), 
whi ch correspond to EEG spikes, locali zed adjacent to a focnl area of increased T2 in the le ft 
midd le te mp ora l gyru s: ri ght: coreg iste red FDG-PET s li ce reveal s foca l re la t i ve 
hypo metabo li s m (white a rrow) in the same region of the left middle te mpora l gy ru s (Dat a 
courtesy. Departm ents of Radi ology and Neurol ogy. UCS F) . 

Fi gure 8. Visu alization of a mesial temporal epilepsy case. Top: PET vie wed on the c ut 
surface of reg istered 3D MRI volume. Arrow 2 indicates hypometa boli sm in the left 
temporal lobe region. Bottom: The co rresponding MRI coronal slice shows s ubtl e 
structural atrophy o f hippocampu s within the le ft mesial temporal lobe (arrow I ) . 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

This article points out a new direction of PACS deve lopment. It describes how the DL 
technologies can be adapted and integrated into PACS to increase the usefulness of th e 
image management system in medicine. In specific, we present the multi-tiered DL-PACS 
architecture, discuss certain operational models, and describe new capabilities of sue h 
syste ms. Incorporating the emerging DL technologies into PACS will have the potential to 
lead to new services and markets of PACS. In thi s presentation. we identified some of the 
requirements for such systems and provided so lutions to these requirements based on 0 u r 
prototyping experience on the UCSF HI·PACS. 
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ABSTRACT 

Image communication between PACS applications and radiologic imaging equipment has 
always been difficult due to the proprietary communication protocols and data formats used by the 
individual manufacturers. With the introduction of DICOM, image communication among PACS 
components and radiologic imaging devices becomes feasible. We have integrated our PACS into 
a DICOM-compliant system that faci litates the communication of radiologic images between 
individual PACS components and radiologic imaging equipment. 

The image communication software implemented in our PACS was based on the 
Mallinckrodt's central test node (CTN) software with several enhanced features. These features 
included dual network interface support, adjustable TCP buffer size, prioritizing job control, and 
computer host verification. The enhanced DrCOM-based communication software has 
demonstrated a reliable yet efficient transfer for images in a PACS environment. This paper 
describes our implementation strategy of adapting DICOM to the UCSF PACS and the utilization 
of DICOM in the P ACS operation. 

KEY WORDS: Digital imaging and communications in medicine (DICOM), data encoding, 
transmission control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP), PACS infrastructure, asynchronous 
transfer mode (ATM), DrCOM QuerylRetrieve Service Class. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One major effort in the early development of the UCSF PACSll] in 1993 was to interface 
the existing radiologic imaging equipment to acquire radiologic images into the PACS. These 
imaging equipment, which generated images that did not comply to DICOMl2] or ACRlNEMA[3] 
standard, required the development of sophisticated image acquisition software based on the 
proprietary communication protocols and data structures that were used by the individual 
manufacturers. Our goals in integrating these imaging equipment into the PACS included: (I) 
providing reliable communication for images between the imaging equipment and the P ACS 
components such as the acquisition computers, the archive server, and the display stations; (2) 
archiving the multi-vendor, multi-modal radiologic images to long-term storage devices in a unified 
data format that would comply to DICOM standard once DICOM becomes available. 
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In February 1994, we successfully connected four magnetic resonance (MR) imagers, three 
computed tomographic (CT) scanners, two computed radiography (CR) systems, and one laser 
film digitizer to our PACS. Images acquired from these radiologic imaging equipment were 
archlved to an optIcal dIsk lIbrary for future retrIeval and routed to the designated display stations 
for clinical review. 

2. METHOD 

2.1 Implementation Strategy 

We applied a three-phase implementation strategy in adapting DrCOM to the UCSF PACS. 
These three phases of implementation, which ensured a smooth transition of integrating the PACS 
into a future DICOM-compliant system, were as follow: 

Phase One: Adapt the ACRINEMA standard[4J 

Phase Two: Migrate from ACRINEMA to D1COM 

Phase Three: Integrate DlCOM into PACS 

2.2 Three Phases of Implementation 

Phase Olle: Adaptatioll of ACRINEMA Stalldard (1993 - 1994) 

The major effort in Phase One was to develop interface software to acquire digital 
images from a wide variety of existing radiologic imaging equipment in the radiology 
department. These images, after acquired, were converted to ACRINEMA 2.0 format for 
archiving and distribution. The following paragraphs provide the details of the 
implementation. 

Image Acquisition and Data Encoding: An image acquisition process running 
on a PACS computer communicated with the radiologic imaging device using the 
manufacturer's proprietary communication protocol. Pixel data and relevant 
information were then extracted from the acquired images and converted to 
ACRINEMA format via a reformatting process. This process performed the following 
tasks: 

• Extracting header information and pixel data from an acquired image based on 
the manufacturer's proprietary image file structure 

• Converting extracted header and pixel data to ACRINEMA format 

• Preserving manufacturer's raw header in the ACRINEMA header as a shadow 
group 

• Packaging slice images from one CT or MRI scan into a single file for 
archiving 

Image Storage: All images were archived to the optical disk library in 
ACRINEMA format on a per-scan-per-file (CT and MR images) or per-exposure-per
file (CR and Digitized images) basis[51. 
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Image Communication: Tansmission of images between individual PACS 
components such as the acquisition computers, the archive server, and the display 
stations were handled by UCSF's proprietary TCP/IP-based client/server 
communication software[6.7J 

Phase Two: Migration from ACRINEMA to DICOM (1995 - 1996) 

In Phase Two, we developed a DICOM converter to translate ACRINEMA images to 
the DrCOM 3.0 format. In addition, the Mallinckrodt CTN software was modified and used 
for transfer of DICOM images to any DICOM-compliant systems. The following describes 
the Phase Two implementation. 

Image Acquisition and Data Encoding: All images acquired from the radiologic 
imaging equipment were converted to ACRINEMA file format (No change from Phase 
One). 

Image Storage: All images were archived in ACRINEMA file format (No change 
from Phase One). 

Image Communication: Transfer of images between individual PACS components 
in Phase Two was handled by two types of client/server communication software, the 
UCSF proprietary communication software and the Mallinckrodt CTN-based 
communication software. 

The UCSF proprietary communication software was used for the transfer of 
packaged ACRINEMA images between individual PACS computers (no change from 
Phase One). On the other hand, the DICOM converter, capable of translating 
ACRINEMA images to DICOM format, incorporated the Mallinckrodt CTN-based 
communication software to distribute the packaged ACRINEMA images as individual 
DrCOM images to the DICOM-compliant systems. 

Phase Three: Integration of DICOM (Current Implementation) 

In Phase Three, we are focusing on a full integration of DICOM into our operational 
PACS. Our basic goals include: 

• Acceptance of both DICOM and non-DICOM images from the radiologic 
imaging equipment 

• Archiving images in DICOM file format 

• Supporting DICOM standard Query/Retrieve services such as C-FIND, C
MOVE, and C-GET in the retrieval of images 

We have modified Mallinckrodt's CTN software by adding several enhanced features 
to facilitate the communication of radiologic images between individual PACS components 
and radiologic imaging equipment (see Section 2.3). Currently, we are implementing 
DICOM's QuerylRetrieve Service Class in the archive system to support online retrieval of 
images system-wide. The data encoding software for both DICOM and non-DICOM images 
have been developed and are illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. 
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Figure 1. Data encoding of DICOM images. A PACS acquisition computer communicates wi th the 
DICOM-compliant imaging device and acquires the digi tal images using standard DICOM communication 
protocol. The acquired s lice images from one CT or MRI scan are packaged into a single file for 
archi ving. After archi ving, these slice images, when retrieved, a rc unpacked from the multi-slice image 
fil e and transmitted indi vidually to the requesting station. 
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Figure 2. Data encoding of Non-DICOM images. A PACS acquisi tion computer communicates with the 
imaging device and acquires the digital images using the manufacturer's proprietary communication 
protocol. The acquired images are converted 10 DICOM via the DICOM encoder. The manufacturer's raw 
headers are preserved in the corresponding DICOM headers as shadow group 0019. Slice images from 
one cr or MRI scan are packaged into a single file for archiving. 
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2.3 Software Enhancement 

The enhanced features implemented in the modified version of the Mallinckrodt CTN 
communication software include dual network interface support, adjustable TCP buffer size, 
prioritizing job control, and computer host verification. What follows is a description of the 
functionality of these features. 

Dual Network Interface Support: 

The enhanced DICOM communication software allows a server or a client host system to 
be configured with dual network interfaces such as the high-speed asynchronous transfer mode 
(ATM) network and the tradition Ethernet network. There are two advantages of the dual network 
configuration. First, a DICOM server can accept multiple transmissions of images simultaneously 
over both the A TM and Ethernet networks. Second, Ethernet can be used as a backup for the 
ATM. Failure of the ATM automatically triggers the host system to reconfigure the communication 
network so that images will be transmitted over the Ethernet. 

Adjustable TCP buffer size: 

The TCP buffer size used in the communication software for transmission of images can be 
adjusted to achieve better network throughputs. This is important because the optimal buffer sizes 
for A TM and Ethernet are different. 

Prioritizing Job Control: 

The job control mechanism implemented in the communication software allows images to 
be transmitted according to different priority levels or re-transmitted in the event of connection 
failure. 

Computer Host Verification: 

Verification of a remote DICOM client system from the DICOM server system provides 
data security and patient confidentiality for the PACS. The verification is based on the IP address, 
host name, and the supported DICOM Service Classes of the client system. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have integrated our PACS into a DICOM-compliant system that facilitates the 
communication of images between individual PACS components and radiologic imaging 
equipment. The image communication software implemented in our PACS was based on the 
Mallinckrodt's CTN software with several enhanced features. These features include: (a) dual 
network interface support, which allows images to be transmitted over both the A TM and Ethernet 
networks; (b) adjustable TCP buffer size, which allows data transmission to be optimized; (c) a 
job control mechanism, which allows images to be transmitted according to different priority levels 
or re-transmitted in the event of connection failure; and (d) computer host verification, which 
provides data security and patient confidentiality for the PACS. 

The enhanced DICOM-based communication software has demonstrated a reliable yet 
efficient transfer for images in a PACS environment. Our PACS infrastructure currently provides 
DrCOM connectivity for multi-vendor equipment. The system accepts both DrCOM and Non-
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DICOM images from the radiologic imaging equipment, and distributes images in either 
ACRINEMA or DICOM format. 

Utilization of DICOM communication protocol and data format in PACS requires overhead 
which tends to slow down the processing and transmission of the radiologic images. On the other 
hand, DICOM provides interoperability between individual PACS components and radiologic 
imaging equipment, but does not guarantee reliable transmission of images on the network. 
Therefore, much effort in software integration is necessary in order to increases operation 
efficiency and data integrity of a PACS that will comply to DICOM standard. 
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ABSTRACT 

Surgical lrCallllcnt of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) requires the localization of the epileptogenic zone for surgical 
resection. Currently, clinicians utilize electroencephalography (EEG), various ncuroimaging modalities, and psychological 
tests together to detenninc the location of this zone. We investigate how a multimedia neuroimaging workstation built on 
lOp of the UCSF Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) can be used to aid surgical planning of epilepsy and 
related brain diseases. This usage demonstrates the ability of the workstation to retrieve image and textual data from PACS 
and other image sources, register multimodality images, visualize and render 3D dala sets, analyze images, generate new 
image and text data from the analysis. and organize all data in a relational database management system. 

Keywords: PACS, workstation , multimedia. epilepsy, surgical planning 

J. INTRODUCTION 

Epilepsy is a condition characterized by recurrent seizures. Approximately 0.5 - I % of the Unitcd States population 
suffers from cpilepsy, and 20% of these people do not have their seizures controlled by anti-epileplic drugs. Of this 20%. 
one-half arc candidates for surgical treatment because the candidates must have partial (focal) seizures. In surgical treatment 
the epileptogenic zone (focus) is localized and resected. Invasive intracranial interictal and ictal video EEG monitoring is 
considercd the gold standard for localizing the epileptogenic zone and involves the implantation of depth e lectrodes and/or 
placement of subdural grids to monitor the brain for epileptiform activity. This procedure is both costly in terms of money 
($30,000 - $50,OOO/exam) and patient morbidity , so noninvasive methods of localization arc being pursued in hopes of 
expediting the su rgical treaUnent of larger populations of epilepsy patients [Laxer 93]. 

Two thirds of all surgeries undertaken for intractable seizures arc temporal lobectomies [Engel 87J. In fact, the 
structures of the mesial lemporal lobe of the brain arc of parlicular interest because depth electrode recordings from patients 
with intractable temporal lobe epilepsy have revealed that seizure onset is usually in the mesial temporal lobe [Wieser 91]. 
Mesial temporal sc lerosis (hippocampal sc lerosis) is the most common underlying pathology in temporal lobe epilepsy and 
primarily involves the amygdala and hippocampus. This pathology exhibits certain anatomic and pathophysiologic traits 
which arc detectable by various noninvasive neuroimaging modalities. 

At the UCSF Northern California Comprehensive Epilepsy Center, the anatomy and pathophysiology of the 
amygdala and hipgocampus is assessed in TLE patients using the following neuroimaging modalities: magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FOG-PET), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and 
magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSQ. MRl provides unsurpassed anatomic detail of brain structure and is the 
principal imaging teChnique for evaluating patients with partial epi lepsy. MRI reveals gross structural abnormalities such as 
hippocampal atrophy in patients with partial seizure disorders. However, a substantial fraction of TLE patients have non
concordant MRls with less optimum surgical outcome. Also, some patients suffering from partial se izures sometimes 
exhibit nonnal anatomical images. 

Further author information -
K.S.H. (correspondence): Email: hoo@lri.ucsf.edu;WWW: http://lri.ucsf.edu/-hoo;Telephone: 415-502-4288; Fax: 415-502-
3217 
S.T.C.W.: Email: swong@lri.ucsf.edu; WWW: http://lri.ucsf.edu/-swong 
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FDG-PET scanning is employed to measure the localized cerebral glucose metabolism in the temporal lobe. The 
incidence of tcmporallobe hypometabolism (focal reduced glucose uptake) varies from 60% to 90% of TLE patients [Laxer 
93] . MRS[ exploits the principal that every chemically distinct nucleus in a compound resonates at a slightly different 
frequency. MRSI measures the concentration of metabolites in brain tissue, and the epi leptogenic zone has decreased levels of 
N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA), phosphocreatine, and adenosine triphosphate and increased levels of inorganic phosphate, lactate, 
and hydrogen. MEG uses three-d imensional dipole localization methods to analyze weak magentic signals generated by 
neuronal electrical activity . MEG can noninvasively pinpoint the source and time sequence of elecLrical acti vities in the 
brain. 

Currently, the fusion of all the above image infom13tion to locali ze the epileptic focu s is placed squarely on the 
shoulders of the clinicians. Each imaging study must be reconstructed mentally by the clinician to correlate the pathologic 
findings of each respective image set. This task is complicated by the fact that the output of each imaging modality differs 
with respect to resolution, acquisition plane, and parameter measured. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the 
utilization of a muhimedia PACS workstation that provides enhanced software utilities to enable the combination and 
correlation of this diverse infonnation offered in the four neuroimaging modalities in the surgical planning ofTLE patients. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly desc ri bes the epilepsy surgical planning procedures 
fo llowed at the UCSF Northern California Epilepsy Center. Section 3 presents the workstation system architecture , and 
sect ion 4 describes a typical workup scenario of evaluating the neuroimages with the workstation. Lastly. sections 5 and 6 
present our preliminary results and conclusions, 

2. EPILEPSY SURGICAL PLANNING 

In the past three years, we have been designing and developing a multimedia client workstation on top of UCSF 
PACS for neurosurgical planning !Wong 95J. This work reports the utilization results of the multimedia PACS workstation 
in supporting the analys is of neuroimages as parI of the general surgical planning in epilepsy at UCSF. The patients 
involved in thi s study come from the population of epilepsy pntients followed al the Northern California Comprehensive 
Epilepsy Center. The image and (ext data of 40 patients havc been analyzed by neurologists. nuclear medic ine clinicians, and 
neuroradiologisls using the multimedia workstation. 

I Medically Refractory Patients 

Non-invasive Tests 

EEG VET MRI 
(-) 

• Invasive Tests 

MRS PET MEG Intracranial EEG 
Neuro-psych monitoring from 

surgically implanted 

(+) electrodes 

(+) I (-) 
... + 

I Surgery 
Candidates 

I Not Surgery I 
Candidates 

(+) - positive findings 

(-) - negative findings 

MRS, PET, MEG -
additional modalities 
in proposed research 

Figure I outlines the general diagnostic. workup for presurgical epilepsy diagnosis. Patients entering this protocol 
are medically refractory; their seizures are not conLrollcd by anti-epileptic drugs, or the side-effects from such drugs are 
intolerable. The successful finding of concordance among the non-invasive imaging modalities precludes the necessity to 
perform invasive inLracranial EEG monitoring from surgically implanted electrodes. The tools provided by the multimedia 
workstation increase the likelihood of obtaining positive findings from the non-invasive tesl<;. 
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3. WORKSTATION ARCHITECTURE 

OUT strategy of multimedia workstation development is to use, modify, and integrate off-the-shelf computing 
hardware and software 10 enable rapid prototyping and to bener focus on user interface design. The capabilities of this 
workstation include on-line access to the image and textual data from PACS and other image sources by patient name or 
hospital identification (10). aUlomatic image registration, 2D and 3D visualization, image processing. and persistent storage 
of extracted data. The workstation must be easy to use because this design feature ultimately determines its usefulness and 
acceptance to the clinicians and therefore its ability to aid in supporting the localization of the epi leptogenic zone. 

User 

, 
1 

Multimedia PACS 
Workstation 

UCSF PACS 
Central Archive 

Figure 2. The distributed system architecture of the multimedia PACS workstation. 

Relational 
Database 

First generation PACS have been the prevalent means for acquisition, storage, communication, and display of digital 
medical images [Huang 96]. The recent development of the second generation PACS [Huang 93, Osteaux 921 has included 
the integration of PACS with heterogeneous information systems li ke hospi tal information system (HIS) and radiological 
information system (RIS). The hospital-integrated PACS implemented at UCSF acquires digital images from various remole 
scanners. as well as patient records from RIS and HIS, and consolidates them into a central data store. Accessing this large 
data repository overcomes many administrative and technological barriers in collecting the necessary multimodal patient data 
files for this work. Every image dataset acquired is complemented with the textual reports that describe the qualitative 
diagnostic findings about the image set and medkal history of the patient. 

The workstation's basic computing platfonn is an SGI Onyx Workstation (Si licon Graphics, Inc .. Mountain View, 
CA) running [rix 5.3 and containing two Reality Engines for rapid image visualization. The workstation 's software routines 
access the centra lized archive of the UCSF PACS by patient name and hospital 10 and contain three dimensional (3D) image 
visualization and processing packages: 3DVIEWNIX (University of Pennsylvania) and Volumeoic Image Display and 
Analysis (University of Iowa), a set of automated image registration (AIR) programs based on Wooo's a1gorithms [Woods 
93], and region of interest (ROI) analysis tools from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. All of the above disparate 
software components arc integrated into an easy-to~use multimedia workstation user interface based on the object-oriented 
Gain Momentum Multimedia User Interface (Sybase, Inc., Emeryville, CA). This graphical user interface (GUI) utilizes 
graphical widgets to presen t information, launch 3DVIEWINIX and VIDA, make calls to registration algorithms, and manage 
data contained in the relational database managed by a SQL server (Sybase, Inc.) on a 4-processor SUN SPARC 690MP 
running Solaris Operating System. 
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4. WORKUP SCENARIO 

When a clinician sits down al the workstation to initiate an analysis sess ion, the first step is to retrieve image and 
textual data from PACS and other data sources. Figure 3 shows a scrccnshot taken during the retrieval of image ,Ind textual 
information from the PACS 10 the workstation. In the upper left. the patient name is entered and sem to Ihe PACS (the 
patient name has been changed to maintain privacy), The PACS returns descriptions of the imaging studies corresponding to 
the specified patient name, and these items arc displayed as rows in the upper scroll widget. Clicking on a row triggers the 
retrieval of the diagnostic report from the PACS, and clicking on the "Retrieve Image" bunon triggers the retrieval of the 
selected image dataset and storage on the local workstation hard drive in a user-specitied UNIX file. The PET, MEG, and 
MRS image dalasets are retrieved via file transfer protocol from the respecti ve scunners. After retrieval the images can be 
visualized by launching either 3DVIEWNIX or VIDA from the GUI. 

Figure 3. A screensholtaken from the multimedia PACS workstation showing the textual infonnation retrieval from the 
PACS central node. 
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Figure 4. A screenshol taken from the muhimed ia PACS workstation showing the registration of PET to MRI. 

With the imaging studies now reside on the workstation. biomedical information is quantitated, extracted. and 
combined in various ways to aid in the localization process. First, the nonbrain structures, e.g. scalp and skull . are 
interactively segmented from the MRI dataset, and lhen, a transformation matrix is generated us ing the AIR package to co· 
register the PET with the newly processed MRl dataset. Several registration parameters such as sampling, iterations. 
thresholds. and initialization files can all be set via the GU!. 

Exploiting MRI 's excellent anatomic detail. the hippocampus and amygdala are interactively segmented using the 
ROI utilities of VIDA (see Figure 5). The resulting segmentation parameters are combined with the transformation matrix 
and PET sinogram files to yield glucose counts for these mesial temporal structures. Such quantitative data, volumes and 
glucose counts. cannot be obtained by conventional workups and are important in determining the suitability of patients for 
surgical treatment. MRSI registration is done prospectively before each data acquisition. A coordinate transformation from 
the MEG space 10 the MRl space allows the projec tion of all or parts of the reconstructed dipole pathway into a muhislice or 
three dimensional MR image of the paticnt. With the tcmporallobe structures of the amygdala and hippocampus now 
segmented and analyzed for volume. metabolic rate. electrical activity. and metabolite concentration, the cpileplogenic zone 
can be lalcralized and locali zed if therc is sufficient concordance of pathological findings. 
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Figure 5. A screcnshot taken from the multimedia PACS workstat ion showing the interacti ve segmentation of temporal lobe 
structures from MR images. 

Alief the workup. the clinician saves aJllhe analyzed results into the relational database for future reference. This 
includes not only the final nume rical val ues of volume. glucose counts, e lec trica l spike magnitude and loca tion. and 
metabolite concentration. but also the scalp-less MRI, segmentation parameters, and transfonnation matrix that were 
generated at the worksta tion. This data can then be accessed again at a future date for re ference purposes, allowing the 
assessment of the accuracy of segmentation and findings and comparison 10 new cases. The database can manage and slore the 
analysis work of multiple clin icians on multiple patients. Figure 6 shows a GUI to the relational database. 
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Figure 6. GUI 10 relational database. Queries on image features and textua l keywords is supponed. Clicking on thumbnails 
triggers retrieval of full MRI dataset. Textual data is displayed in text widgets below. 

The power of organizing the analyzed data in the database is the ability to do on-line analytical processing of the 
collected data. The database can be queried on any number of keys ranging from patient name to image features to report 
keywords. Complex queries can be exccutcd such as "Find female patients age over 21 years with right hippocampal atrophy 
> 10% and corresponding depletion of N-acetyl-aspartate > 15%." Matching patients are returncd to the workstation. and full 
image datasets can be retrieved by clicking on the thumbnail images. The textual infonnmion is displayed in a variety of 
lists, cntry fields, and tcxtboxes. Thus, not only is it possible to index into the textual data. but also into the images 
themselves and the quanti tative data they contain. The workstation expands the utilization ofPACS data beyond radiologic 
soft-copy display and also augments the knowledge base of PACS by storing the results of analysis, segmentation of image 
features, quantitated image features, registration pammelers, and textual repons. 

S. RESULTS 

The workstation has been utilized to analyze brain images of 40 patient cases. In cases where there were no 
hippocampal abnonnalities on MRI, the co-registered MRI was used [0 increase the abi lity to interpret subtle lateralized 
abnonnalities on PET. In all of7 cases lateralized relative hypometabolism was identified concordant with ictal EEG 
findings. In preliminary results, missed abnonnalities and false interprctations of independently interpreted high resolution 
FDG-PET were correctly identified with co-registration to MRI, allowing both an increase in sensitivity and specificity in the 
detection of hypometabolism in patients with panial epilepsy of mesial and neoconicaitcmporal origin. 
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· Th.c following cxampl~ dem~nstrates the identification and correct intcrpretation of focal hypometabolism only after 
co~reglsLratIOn on the workstalloll. Figure 7 shows an FDG-PET scan from a patient with right neocortical temporal lobe 
epilepsy. The scan was originally interpreted as "probably normal". Although intracranial ictal EEG recordinCJs were non
localizing, interictal data from MEG spike source localization an intracranial EEG suggested that the cpileplog~nic zone was 
localed in the right lateral temporal region. MRJ in this region as well as mesial temporal structures was normal. After co
registration of MRJ, interpretation of focal hypometabolism on PET in the posterior superior lateral temporal region became 
unequivocal. Confidence from co-localization of th~ local PET abnonnality and focal neurophysiologic disturbance directed 
surgery 

Figure 7. MRI-PET-MEG co-registration to detect a focal electrophysiologic and metabolic interictal disturbance. Left--MEG spike 
dipole source localization (white lriangles) overlaid on selected co-registered coronal MRI slices from the temporallobes--dipole 
sources correspond to an ac ti ve disturbance of epi leptiform activ ity recorded bipolarly over the right temporal lobe with scalp
sphenoidal EEG (sharp waves maximum at T4); the MRI is nonnal. Right--corrcsponding FOG-PET slices with overlayed contour~ 
from MRI anatomy--focal hypometabolism is present in the right superior temporal gyrus, remarkably colocalized with MEG spike 
sourccs. Pathologic examination cort ical resection confined to the superior temporal gyrus and superior bank of the posterior middle 
temporal gyrus revealed hamartomatous dysplasia . Co-registration was perfonned with AIR©. 
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Direct comparison of quan titative data between different metabolic imaging volumes of intereSls can be done on lhe 
workstation. In figure 8 two types of metabolic data--the concentration of NAA (3 marker for neuronal cell density) and 
glucose uptake (a measure of synaptic activity)--are calculated for the same volume, in this case a single voxe l within the 
hippocampus. Further application afforded by co-registered MRI anatomy is the ability segment the MRSI voxe l such that 
only thc ." analysis. 

Figure 8. MRlIMRSI-PET co-registration for direct comparison of [NAAl and specific activity of glucose uptake. 1 H-MRS 
spectra from voxe) in left hippocampus on MRJ (left inset). Same voxel is placed on coregistered FOG-PET (right inse t). 
The nonnali zed [NAA] (us ing water as an internal standard reference) for this region of the hippocampus can be direcliy 
compared to the normalized specific activity of glucose uptakc (or actual metabolic rate of glucose metaboli sm if arterial 
blood now curve of FDG is avai lable) of thi s same region. Co-registration was performed with AIR©. Spectroscopy 
courtesy of Gabrie le Ende (Central Instilut of Mental Health, Mannheim, Germany, 1995). 

Results of our preliminary image data analysis indicates that dipole sources of interictal spikes were able to be 

estimated in 19 of 40 patients. Twelve of the patients have had their outcomes assessed while the remaining patien ts will be 

reported in the future. All twelve patients had a MEG study , and cleven had a PET study. The imaging result s and outcomes 

of the these twelve epilepsy patients are given in Table 2. Seven of the twelve patients had locali zing MEG stud ies, and 6 of 

eleven patients di splayed hypometabolic ac ti vity laterali zed to a speci fic lobar region. The six patients who had both 

locali zing MSI and PET all locali zed to the same lobar region; four were in the medial temporal lobe and 2 in the lateral 

temporal lobe. Five of the six patients had sublobar region of seizure onset agreement. Case COO28 is exceptional because 

both ictal EEG and MRJ provided no localization information. The PET scan was originally interpreted as normal by blinded 

nuclear medicine specialists. Only wi th co-registration to the MEG spike sources were clear focal hypometabolism in the 

corresponding region revealed. In the group as a whole correlation of MSI with fin al localization of the epileptogenic zone 
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was higher than either video EEG. MRl, or high resolution PET. MSI and PET provided the highest corre lation of any 

combination of non-invasive modalities. 

Case Ictal EEG MRI PET EEG/MEG Surgery Outcome 
no. (months) 

COO03 LT L hipp atrophy NL not done'neg. LTL Sz. free (5) 

COOl5 LT L hipp atrophy & focal . FPI.F7,F3,SPI/LMT LTL Engel II (15) 
increase 1'2 

C0026 LT Normal LMT F7,T3/LMT LTL Engel II (! 5) 

C0029 LT L hiDD atrODhy LT ne!!lne" LTL Sz free (15) 

C0039 LT Normal LMT SPI/LMT LTL Sz free (5) 

C0075 RT Normal NL ne!!lneg RTL Sz free (8) 

COO81 RT R hipp atrophy & RMT neg/neg RTL Sz free (8) 
increased 1'2 

C0088 RT R hipp atrophy & focal RT FS,T4/RLT RTL Sz free (9) 
increase 1'2 

C0091 RT Rt. hiDD atrophy RT ne"/nee RTL Sz free (7) 

COO96 LT L hipp atrophy & focal LMT SPI/LMT LTL Sz free (5) 
increase 1'2 

COO28 NL (SDE) Nonnal RLT T4IRLT RSTGIMTG Sz free except some 
(focal) tonectomy SPS (10) 

C0055 NL (SDE) L lateral temporal focal LLT T3ILLT LLT Sz free (4) 
increase 1'2 (focal) lesionectomy 

and additional 
AIL T resection 

Table 2. Patient Clinical Features and Epilepsy Evaluation. These patients have either Mesial Temporal Lobe 
Epi lepsy (MTLE) or Neocortical Epi lepsy 

Table legcnds: 
Ictal EEG 
LT = Left Temporal 
RT = Right Temporal 
NL = Non-Localizing 
SDE = Subdural Electrodes 

~ 

PET 
LMT = Left Medial Temporal 
NL = Non-Lateralized 
RL T = Right Lateral Temporal 
- = study not done 

AIL T = Anterior Infcrior Lateral Temporal 
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EEGIMEG 
LLT = Left Lateral Temporal 
LMT = Left Medial Temporal 
RL T = Right Lateral Temporal 



LLT = Left Lateral Temporal 
L TL = Left Anterior Temporal Lobectomy 
MTG = Medial Temporal Gyrus 
RSTG = Right Superior Temporal Gyrus 
RTL = Right Anterior Temporal Lobectomy 

6. CONCLUSION 

The multimedia PACS workstation enables clinicians to more effectively evaluate epilepsy patient data from PACS 
through the use of registration, 3-D rendering and visualization, ROJ analysis, and database management. It also enables hencr 
understanding of the epileptogenic process itself and promises to facilitate multi modality investigation of brain functions and 
anatomy in other brain diseases such as multiple scleros is. The intuiti ve GUl frees the clinician to concentrate on the clinical 
aspects of the casco and its integrated software utilities expand the utilization of PACS to clinicians outside the radiology 
department. By storing the extrac ted image and text data in the relational dara model, the workstation increases the knowledge 
base of PACS. This knowledge augmentation increases the power of PACS for clinical applications. 
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Abstract 

This paper present the key post-processing algorithms of CR images used in our second generation 
PACS and its software implementation based on the algorithm features, fault tolerance and multilevel 
adaptive control in order to achieve the benefits of image processing, get good performance and results on 
post-processing speed and reliability. 

Key words: Computed radiography, PACS, post-processing algorithms, and adaptive process 
control. 

1. Introduction 

As digital imaging becomes more important in daily radiology practice, the need of converting 
images from projection radiography to digital format becomes apparent. CR system is one of digital 
methods which aim to replace the present screen/film system of analog X-ray[l] . It uses portable imaging 
plate(IP) as X-ray sensor which stores X-ray energy in latent image form. After laser scanning the IP, the 
optical image generated from the latent image is converted to a digital format. 

Digital-based picture archiving and communication systems have gradually replace conventional 
film-based operations in radiology departments. The CR imaging subsystem in PACS can be considered to 
involve three modules, image acquisition, image archiving, and image display. Raw images generated by 
CR systems must be post-processed in many complex computational steps before archiving into PACS or 
transmitting to remote display workstations. This kind processing involves a sequential operations of 
intertwined computational procedures, including image reformatting, automatic background recognition and 
removal (ABRR)[2], orientation correction(OC)[3], automatic lookup table adjustment(ALUTA), and image 
encoding. Some processes (e. g., ABRR) are irreversible, and some are hardware related or input 
parameters dependent (e. g., ALUTA, OC). The quality of processed images, the performance and results 
of these processes, and speed and reliability of image delivered are relied on the algorithm features, the 
strategy of their software implementation in PACS environment. In this paper, we present the key post
processing algorithms of CR images used in our PACS and its software implementation based on the 
algorithm features, fault tolerance and multilevel adaptive control in order to achieve the benefits of image 
processing, get good performance and results on post-processing speed and reliability. 

2. Data flow of CR images in PACS 

The department of radiology at UCSF operates two CR systems(Fuji 9000 and Fuji AC-2) 
generating about 1.2 gigabits of image data daily. Figure 1. shows a diagram of data flow of CR images in 
PACS. The patient information coming from RISIHIS is used for identifying specific study and encoding 
image format to DICOM. 
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Figure 1. A diagram of CR data flow in PACS 
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There are seven processes involved in the CR acquisition and post-processing. The functions of 
these routines are as follow: (I ) DASM_server process acquires images from a Fuji system; (2) 
communication process transfers data between acquisition and post-processing workstations ; (3) 
reformatting process converts and formats the acquired image data from different sizes to an uniform 2K 
x 2K dimension for next step process ing; (4) automatic background recognition and removal 
process eliminates redundant background signals in the acquired CR images caused by X-ray collimation; 
(5) orientation correction process aligns and rotates the CR image 10 a position suitable for viewing in 
display stations; (6) automatic lookup table adjustment process modifies the default lookup table to 
enhance the visual quality of aligned images; and (7) header encoding process converts the image from 
Fuji proprietary format to the standardized D1COM 3.0 . 

These seven processes are independent daemons running in the background of the two SUN 
SPARC workstations. Processing of CR images is sequential through these steps and fallows the FIFO 
model(first in first out). The conventional processing model of this stream line daemon procedure is 
illustrated in Figure 2. 

process i-1 

\ 
! queue! 

;+2 !queue! 
i-1 

Figure 2. A diagram of the stream line procedure of CR post-processing 

3. CR key post-processing algorithms in PACS 

3.1 Reformatting 

Previous purpose of reformatting the image of various sizes to a standard size is for displaying 
because our old display system only can display image in fixed size(2K x 2K). Currently, most commercial 
display workstations can deal with different sizes of images with DrCOM standard format. The reasons we 
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still do reformatting on CR images are: (1) old display systems still keep running in clinics; (2) the 
algonthms of next processmg steps need fixed image format. 

In reformatting process, images from different IP sizes(S" x 10", 10" x 12", 14" x 14" IS" x 24" 
and 24" x 30") are reformatting to a standard size (2K x 2K pixels). If the size of an incomi'n" ima"e i~ 
larg~r than 2K x 2K, the reformatting takes two steps: first a 2D bilin~ar interpolation is performed to sh;.ink 
the Image m both dIrectIons; second a SUItable number of blank hnes IS added to extend the size to 2K x 2K. 
For plates that produce pixel matrix sizes smaller than 2k x 2K, the image is extended to 2K x 2K by addin" 
blank lines. " 

3.2 Automatic background recognition and removal 

Under normal operation conditions, CR images contain unexposed areas due to X-ray collimation. 
In CR images, unexposed areas appeared as white in a display monitor is called background as marked by 
arrows in Figure 3. The purpose of background recognition and removal is to convert the background 
pixels from white to black. 

There are four steps to remove CR background[2]. In first step, a statistical approach of CR 
background description is applied to CR images to calculate a specific parameter(called background score in 
this context) for a pixel and find the relation of this parameter with the background probability of pixel. 
Figure 4 shows the relation curve between the background score and its background probability of a pixel. 

In second step, the signal processing methods, e. g., sampling, filtering, and angle-resolved 
recognition , are used to recognize those pixels which may be at the background edges of a CR image. 
Figure 5 gives the background edge recognition results for the CR image as shown in Figure 3. There are 
four peak signals in Figure 5 corresponding to four edges of the CR image. 

In third, in order to achieve high successful ratio of full background removal meanwhile make this 
removal much more reliability, a peak threshold adaptively controlled by the total score of one side as 
shown by the curve in Figure 6 determines whether to fit lines which are coincided with background edges. 

Finally, three consistently reliable estimation rules are applied to the background removal operation 
to make sure no valid information being removed. Figure 7 is the background removed image of Figure 3. 

3.3 Automatic orientation correction 

Since CR cassette can be placed at various orientations to accommodate the examination condition in 
clinics, orientation of CR images displayed in PACS display workstations becomes one of the quality 
assurance problems that has to be addressed before a workstation can successfully run in clinics. Therefore, 
it is necessaty to implement a computerized algorithm to orient CR images to a proper direction in CR post
processing procedure. 

The orientation correction method used in the CR post-processing is based on recognizing 
anatomical features of different types of images[3]. First, the anatomical information of an image is taken 
from the image header, then the analysis on the image is performed in three steps( using chest as example): 
(I) the orientation of the spine within the image is determined; (2) a function searches for upper extremities 
and sub diaphragm; and (3) the lungs are extracted and their areas are compared to indicate whether the 
image needs to be y-axis flipped. These three steps set the value of three parameters on the basis of which 
the fmal rotation angle is determined. 
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In order to get high successful ratio of correct .orientation, the orientation rec<;>gnition algorithm 
should be assigned to the image only rather than to the Image and ItS background combmed. So, the result 
of ABRR on original CR images determines the performance of the automatic orientation correction in our 
post-processing procedure. 

3.4 Automatic lookup table adjustment 

CR image readers(IRO) usually have built-in sensitivity/image range automatic setting mechanism to 
control the imaging characteristics so as to realize image density stability, i. e., modifying the image density 
instability due to over- or under- exposure during X-ray imaging. For most clinical CR images, there are 
other factors affecting the image visual quality on PACS display workstations: (1) most CR images have 
background due to X-ray collimation and automatic setting mechanism in IRD only adjusts image density 
for whole image, not specifically for anatomical areas; (2) some CR images need gradation processing to 
enhance specific anatomical features ; and (3) CRT-based monitors usually do not produce a linear response 
across the full range of pixel values, and this kind nonlinear response is quite different between monitors. 

For providing visual quality of CR soft copy competitive with hard copy and getting consistent 
output among display monitors, we apply lookup table correction operation on both CR raw image data and 
monilors. 

In software processing, automatic lookup table adjustment process recalculates the hi stogram of 
anatomical parts of CR images by using the results of ABRR and gets correct display parameters (e. g., 
window/level), then extracts anatomical information from the image header and adjusts pixel values to do 
gradation processing according to related gradation processing curves[4] as shown in Figure 8. This 
processing significantly improves the image visual quality. 

In hardware, we choose Dome display boards with 10 bits Digital/Analog conversion (Md2IPCI for 
I K x I K NT -based display workstation, Md5/Sbus for 2K x 2K UNIX-based high-resolution workstation) 
to support display monitors. Use a calibrator to do Gamma correction by adjusting DAC lookup table and 
get the linear relation between digital pixel value input and luminance output. Figure 9 shows the relation 
curves between the luminance output and pixel value input in a 1280 x 1600 portrait monitor before and 
after gamma correction. This hardware correction guarantees that finally image processing results mentioned 
above can be properly presented on screens. 

4. Adaptive process control for CR post-processing 

In CR post-processing, some processes run slower than others, causing computational bottleneck. 
Subsequently, this delays the transmission of images from the CR system to display stations, like in the 
lCU for which the quick response to user query is critical. Furthermore, some of these processes 
manipulate images based on the header information entered by the operators. However, illegal parameters, 
software bugs, or system errors often crash the processes. We develop a control theory and a fault tolerance 
algorithm to circumvent such problems. 

4.1 Control theory 

The idea of the control theory is based on the fact that all the CR processes have equal priority in 
accessing the CPU of a multitasking operating system(as UNIX, or NT). Suppose that there are m 
processes running in a multitasking computer and 10 is the clock speed, or processing frequency of this 
computer. Let us further denote that the processing frequency of the ith CR daemon process is Ii and the 
number of computer cycles required by this process in finishing one job is Si. Every process 's frequency is 
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assigned by the CPU and the sum of all process's frequencies is roughly equal to the CPU frequency or 
clock speed, so we have the equation described by the following: 

10z/,+I,+ .. ·+lm ( I ) 

The processing time required by the ith process is S/ Ii ' Assuming the CR processes occupy most 
of the CPU time, the total processing time to process one image by m daemon processes, T , can be 
approximated as follows: 

(2) 

Our purpose is to attain the minimum T by adjusting Ii ' for i = 1, 2, ... , m. Since 10 is a constant, 
Equations (I) - (2) now become an extreme value problem under certain conditions. With the solution of 
extreme value under conditions developed in mathematics, we fi nd the frequency of ith process assigned by 
CPU should be given by the following formula: 

(3) 

In time period fl.T, assuming that the number of jobs done by the ith process is " i ' thc unit time 
spent for one job by the this process then is fl.T Illi . This should be approximately equal to S/ Ii ' That is: 

fl.T I " i = S/ I i (4) 

Substituting Equation (3) into Equation (4), we have: 

(5) 

Since Si can be pre-determined, 10 is a constant and fl.T is same for all processes, we can attain the 
statistical minimum of the total processing time required by all processes to handle a CR image by 
controlling the number of jobs done in every process specified by Equation (5). 

4.2 Fault tolerance algorithm 

Some illegal parameters in the image header can be predicted while some cannot. To recognize the 
latter errors, an algorithm is developed to guarantee that an image that causes a process crash will not be 
processed again. Every medical image has its own identification information, such as the serial number and 
the scanning time. We use these parameters to recognize those images which cause processes to crash. 
Suppose Di {d Ii, d2i, ... , dli} is a vector representing the identification of the ith medical image and dji is 
its jth branch vector. We define that dji does not correlate with djk if < dji, dj' >= 0, i.e., dji * dj'. Thus, if 
image i does not correlate with image k, then their identification 

(6) 

Otherwise, we say that image i correlates with image k. 
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Now, we apply the correlative recognition algorithm developed above to all the processes in order to 
identify the images which cause process crashing. After getting a job from a queue_in, a process must 
compare the image identification parameters with the previous image according to Equation (6). If these two 
images correlate with each other, it means that this job has been processed more than one time but was not 
completed. Then, the process removes this job from its queue_in and gets the next job in the queue. 
Implementing this algorithm in the multilevel processing structure which we will describe, will guarantee 
that all jobs are processed no more than one time in every process. 

4.3 Implementation of control theory and fault tolerance 

To make the job control mechanism and the fault tolerance algorithm work together, an 
event-driven, multilevel processing structure is developed as shown in Figure 7.1. There are three process 
levels: monitor_server, parent, and child . The major tasks and functions of these three levels have been 
described following. 

monitor_server 

~ event 

queue j. ] 

Figure 10. The diagram of multilevel adaptive process control structure 

For the monitor server, apart from controlling the number of jobs of each process, it al so monitors 
parent processes and the system environment. For example, it makes sure whether all parents are alive and 
whether there is enough memory space for parents to generate children. It receives events from child 
processes and transfers error messages to the central monitor in order to notify the system administrator. 

The major functions for parent processes are: (I) check their queue_ins to detect if there is a job 
available; (2) generate a child process to perform desired functions; (3) monitor the processing time of the 
child process generated. If the child takes too long time to process a job, the parent will kill the child 
process. Because all these functions have nothing to do with the image data, the parent processes would not 
be effected by any illegal parameters or software bugs. 

Every child process is composed of two parts. The first is the fault tolerance algorithm developed in 
Section 4.2, and the second is its image processing functions. The functions for a child are as follows: first, 
after being generated by its parent, it gets ajob from its queue_in and applies the fault tolerance algorithm to 
this image. If it fails the fault tolerance criterion, i.e., the image has been processed before but not 
completed, the child process removes this job from its queue_in with an error message and then exits. 
Second, the chi ld process reserves the image identification vector parameters in a special file in order to 
correlate with the next job. Third, it performs its assigned image processing function. Fourth, after 
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completed the processing, the child moves the job into its queue_oul. Ffnally, it deletes the job from its 
queue_in with the success message and then exits. 

5. Results 

We have implemented the CR image processing and fault tolerance algorithms with event-driven 
multilevel process control structure in the post-processing procedure of hospital integrated PACS at 
UCSF[5]. Since our CR processing algorithms are much more efficient and their software implementation 
is delicate, the performance and results of this processing is very acceptable in the PACS. Following, we 
gave some results about these algorithms implemented with adaptive process control structure in a PACS. 

For ABRR, we sampled 330 consecutive CR images over a period of 5 days, of which 246 have 
background and 84 do nol. Table I shows the result after applying ABRR to these images. 

Table 1. Measure of success of the automatic background recognition 
and removal algorithm 

(Total images = 330, With BKGD = 246, No BKGD = 84) 

Recognition of BKGD 243(BKGD) 87(no BKGD) 99.0% 

Full Removal 223 91.0% 

Partial Removal 21 8.8% 

No Removal 2 0.2% 

Removal of valid inform 0 0.0% 

For orientation correction, we acquired 268 CR images over a period of 3 days, 179 of which have 
incorrect orientation, and 89 have correct orientation. We measured the performance of orientation 
correction before and after applying ABRR to these images respectively. Table 2 lists the result of this 
measurement. 

Tahle 2. Measure of success of the orientation correction algorithm 

(Total images = 268, with correct orient. = 89, with incorrect orient. = 179) 

Rotated correctly 

Rotated incorrectly 

Before ABRR After ABRR 

102 (38%) 

156 (62%) 

228 (85%) 

40 (15%) 

For multilevel adaptive process control and fault tolerance algorithm, the measurement of their 
performance is given by Table 3. 
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Table 3. Measure of the multilevel adaptive process control 
and fault tolerance 

single level without controlling 

Total processing time 
for one image (testing 
20 CR images) 

standard deviation 

crash (monitoring six 
months) 

4 min. 2 sec. 

I min. 37 sec. 

once/week 

multilevel with controlling 

2 min. 56 sec. 

34 sec. 

None (acquired 12561 
images. 272 errors, no 
crash, no image lost) 

Figure Il shows post-processed pediatric CR images displaying on a pediatric Intensive 
Care Unit display workstation. 

6. Conclusions 

The image processing algorithms are very useful in improving CR image visual quality and can 
enhance the performance of PACS in clinical environment. With the implementation of the event-driven, 
multilevel adaptive process control structure in CR acquisition and post-processing, the processing speed is 
increased and downtime is reduced while the quality assurance time and user intervention are decreased. 
The CR post-processing is an important step contributing to the implementation of automatic soft copy 
display in PACS and teleradiology. 
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Figure 3. An original CR image with background. 
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Figure 5. Angle-resolved recognition results for 
the CR image in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 7. The background removed CR image 
as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 11. After passing through post-processing procedure, the CR images 
displayed in a pediatric ICU workstation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Full-field direct digital mammography has many advantages over the conventional film/screen imaging 
detector. Among these are larger dynamic range, lower scattering noise, and the poss ibility of using it for 
telemammography applications to alleviate the shortage of expert mammographers. We are in the process of 
developing a full-field direct digital telemammography imaging chain to investigate its usefulness for telediagnosis, 
teleconsultation, and telemanagement. 

This paper describes the first phase of a three-year research program to set up a full-field direct digital 
mammography (FFDDM) imaging chain at the Breast Imaging Section connecting the University of California, San 
Francisco Medical Center and the Mt. Zion Hospital in the San Francisco Bay area. The chain consists of two 
FFDDM system (Fischer Imaging, Denver, CO), and two 2,500 (2K) line two-monitor workstations (VICOM, 
Fremont, CAl. An OC-3 155 Mbits/sec asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) communication network (Pacific Bell, 
San Francisco, and FORE, Warrendale, PAl is used to connect the FFDDM and the two workstations. The 
FFDDM is based on a slot scan CCD detector which can image a full breast with 3,100 x 3,870 pixels (12 bits), 
and produce a direct digital image with 50 micron pixel size. 

Preliminary results of the FFDDM demonstrate that it has a greater dynamic range and lower detector noise 
than that of a film-screen detector, and that the scattered radiation is reduced without using a grid. However, the 
spatial resolution is less than that of the conventional screen/film system. The 2K workstation can display 
simultaneously any two or four full-view mammographic images by either scrolling or subsampling on the two 
monitors. Display of an image takes about 1.5 seconds from the RAID disks. The ATM can transmit a 32 Mbyte 
digital mammogram from the FFDDM to the workstation in 3-4 seconds. 

This paper also describes the three research protocols in telediagnosis, teleconsultation, and 
telemanagement. 

Key Words: Digital mammography, teleradiology, high resolution display, asynchronous transfer mode, breast 
ImaglOg 

1. BACKGROUND 

Breast cancer is the fourth most common cause of death among women in the United States [1]. There is 
no known means of preventing the disease, and available therapy has been unsuccessful in reducing the national 
mortality rate over the past 60 years. Current attempts at controlling breast cancer concentrate on early detection 
by means of mass screening, using periodic mammography and physical examination, because ample evidence is 
now available to indicate that such screening indeed can be effective in lowering the death rate. 

Film-screen mammography has certain technical limitations which reduce its effectiveness: the film 
gradient must be balanced against the need for wide latitude and detection of microcalcifications. In addition, 
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portrayal of the clarity of the margins of breast masses are reduced due to the presence of film noise in the 
displayed image, film processing artifacts can degrade the mammographic image, and the day-to-day variability 
mherent in automated film processors can produce suboptimal image quality. 

. Early digital mammography applications acquired data by digitizing conventional mammography films. 
ThiS approach severely lmuts the potenllal of digital mammography smce the resultant Images can contain no more 
radiographic i.nformation than do the standard films from which they are produced. Indeed, most current digital 
Images are slIghtly mfenor m qualIty to their correspondmg parent films, accounting in no small part for the 
general lack of clinical acceptance of digital mammography applications. 

Direct digital mammography can overcome most of these problems, at the same time providing additional 
features not available with standard mammographic imaging [2]. During the past several years, due to the 
concentrated efforts from the National Cancer Institute and the United States Army Medical Research and 
Development Command, some prototype direct digital mammography systems are being developed by the jointed 
effort between academic institutions and the private industry. Some of these systems are ready for clinical 
evaluation [3]. Our full-field direct digital telemammography research program utilizes one of these prototype 
systems [4] . 

A major component in a digital mammography system is the image display. The basic requirement for 
general use is the ability to portray the entire breast with such fine detail that tiny structures, such as malignant 
microcalcifications, are readily visible. Furthermore, since routine mammographic interpretation involves four 
images of a current examination compared with four images from a prior examination, digital workstations either 
must include at least eight monitors or utilize monitors providing sufficiently fine detail that two or more whole
breast mammograms are displayed per monitor [5]. The principal theoretical advantage of direct digital 
mammography comes from decoupling image display from the image receptor. This permits the digital image to 
be captured electronically, stored digitally, and then manipulated, analyzed, and displayed however, whenever, 
and wherever it is needed. 

Our research aims to explore teleradiology mammography, or telemammography applications. Electronic 
transfer of digital images to remote viewing sites can be accomplished almost as rapidly as between the standard 
display workstation and computer storage [6]. Numerous activities utilizing teleradiology have been devised, 
many of which are clearly applicable to mammography practice [7]. Radiologists who work in several different 
offices or hospitals will be able to monitor and interpret examinations that are carried out in a nearby or even at 
distant location or locations. This will permit those radiologists with the greatest interpretive expertise to manage 
and read in real time all mammography examinations, an operational procedure far superior to the alternative of 
choosing between deferred interpretation by expert readers or real-time interpretation by general radiologists [8,9]. 
Real time is defined in this context as a very rapid turnaround time between examination and interpretation. In 
addition, mammography screening in mobile units will be made more efficient, not only by overcoming the need 
to transport films from the site of examination to the site of interpretation, but also by permitting image 
interpretation while patients are still available for repeat or additional exposures. Furthermore, telemammography 
can be used to facilitate second-opinion interpretation, in effect making world-class mammography expertise 
immediately accessible to community-practice radiologists. 

This paper describes the first phase of a three-year research program to set up a full-field direct digital 
telemammography chain (FFDDM). 

2_ THE TELEMAMMOGRAPHY CHAIN 

The first phase goal is to set up a telemammography chain at the University of California, San Francisco 
(UCSF) Medical Center, between the comprehensive breast imaging service at UCSF-Mt Zion Hospital (MZH) 
and the outpatient mammography service at the UCSF-Ambulatory Care Center (ACC), with the former as the 
diagnostic center and the latter as the satellite site. Figure I shows the FFDDM telemammography. The 
instrumentation of setting up a real-time telemammography chain are in two stages: stage I is to set up a real-time 
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local area network (LAN) with asynchronous transfer mode (A TM) technology within MZH [10), using the first 
full-field direct digital mammography (FFDDM) unit; stage 2 is to set up a real-time wide area network (WAN) 
ATM between MZH and ACC with a second FFDDM unit via the existing picture archive and communication 
system (PACS) infrastructure [10). The distance between these two sites is approximately two miles. 
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Figure 1 Systematic diagram of the real-time FFDDM telemammography chain 

Full-Field Direct Digita l Mammography (FFDDM) 
We formed a collaborative research partnership with Fischer Imaging Corporation (Denver, CO). Fischer 

provides the FFDDM units and engineering support and we concentrate our effort in the telemammography chain 
including the system software, softcopy display, and patient research protocols. Table 1 shows the current 
specifications of the FFDDM. 

Im age Data Base 
FFDDM images in DICOM 3.0 format is managed by the mammography file server (MFS). The two MF 

servers are in tum connected to an existing PACS centralized data base management system consisting of [10): 

I ) An image archive system composed of an archive server (SUN SPARCserver 690MP, SUN 
Microsystems, Mountain View, CAl, with a 2.6 terabyte optical Jibrary (Cranel, Ohio). 
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2) A mirrored relational data base server Sybase (Emeryville, CAl, with a structured query language 
(SQL) running on two SUN SPARCserver 10. 

All FFDDM images acquired is managed by this centralized data base. Figure 2 shows the connection of 
the two MF servers and the centralized data base. 

Table 1 Specification of the Fischer FFDDM System 

Image Area 
Detector 
Image Scan Time 
kV Range 
Tube Current 
Focal Spot Size 
Pixel Size 

Image Matrix 
Image Size 
Spatial Resolution 
Detective Quantum Eff. 
Scatter-to-Primary 

2K Display Station at 
MZH 

~ 
Mammography File 

Server at MZH 

Mammography File 
Server at ACC , 

193 x 240 mm 
Charge-coupled devices (CCD) 
slot scan, 4.S secs (nominal) 
2S-S0 kYP 
200 rnA at 4S kVP 
0.30 mm (nominal) 
Nominal Mode: 62 x 62 microns 
(High res.): 3 1 x 31 microns 
3,100 x 3,870 pixels (nominal), 12 bits/pixel 
24 Mbytes 
8 Ip/mm (nominal), 16 Ip/rnm (High Res.) 
less than or equal to SO% at f(O) 
less than or equal to O.IS 

I 

Centralized Database 

Sybase 

2.6 Terabyte Optical 
Disk Library 

2K Display Station at 
PACS Controller at 

ACC 
UCSF 

Figure 2 Dataflow between the two mammography file servers and the 
centralized database. 

Image Communication between MZH and ACC 
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We use the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) OC-3 for both WAN and LAN with the T -I and Ethernet 
as the back-up networks. Table 2 shows the time required to send a 10MB (2K X 2.SK X 2 bytes) and 40MB 
(4K X SK X 2 bytes) FFDDM image from MZH to ACC using Tl and ATM. With this ATM communication 
speed, the utility of real-time telemammography can be realized. 

Table 2 Time Required to send an 10 MB, 40 MB FFDDM Image from MZH to ACC using T1 
and ATM (OC3) (No Compression) 

2K x 2.SK x 2 bytes 4K x SK x 2 bytes 
(10 ME) (40 ME) 

One image One exam One image One exam 
4 images 4 imaoes 

T I (1.S mbits/s) 
realization 100 KB/s 100 sec 400 sec 400 sec 1,600 sec 

(1.6 min) (6.7 min .) (6.7 min.) (26.7 min.) 

ATM (ISS mbits/s) 
realization 60-70 mbits/s 1.3 sec S.3 sec S.3 sec 21.3 sec 
(7.S MB/s) 

Image Display 

The soft copy display is based on a two monitor 2K station by VICOM (Fremont, CAl. This display 
station was specially designed for mammographic soft copy display. We began to use this system for digital' 
mammography teaching file display in September 1994 [11,12]. The hardware architecture is shown in Figure 3. 
A digital mammogram can either be displayed as a subsampled 2K X 2.SK image or as a quadrant of the fu ll
resolution 4K X SK image on each of the two monitors. Figure 4 shows the 2K system with four subsampled 
Images. 

Megascan Megascan 
I I I I 

Parallel Pixar Image 2560 x 2048 2560 x 2048 Sun 4/470 Sun 4/470 
monitor monitor monitor Workstation Transfer Disk Processing 

(7 GB) Hardware 

I I I 
Figure 3 Architecture of the existing 2K display workstation used for this study [11]. 

Since this system uses five-year old technology, we are porting the software to the Ultra Sparc 2 platform with 
two DOME MDS/SBX boards. Figure S shows the block diagram of this new display system. 
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Figure 4 The 2K Station Showing fou r Subsampled Mammograms 

ATM 

~ r ~ / 
Megascan Megascan Sun Ultra 

2560 x 2040 2560 x 2040 Sparc 2 30GB 
Monitor Monitor IWD I 

/ I "- ./ 
MD5/SBX 

Figure 5 Schematic of the new 2K mammography display workstation 

Display Modes 
A standard mammographic examination consists of a craniocaudal and mediolateral oblique view of each 

breast, a total of four images per examination. For comparison purposes, four images from a prior examinati on of 
sintilar views are also used. Therefore, an optimal display mode shows eight images in proper orientation wi th 
one key stroke. Since two 2K image monitors is used for this study , we arc developing display software to 
partition the two monitors into the following two configurations shown in Figure 6. 
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Configuration 1: Four Images per Monitor 

Prior Lcc Rcc Lmlo Rmlo Prior 
exam exam 

Current Lcc Rcc Lmlo Rmlo Current 

exam exam 

left monitor nght momtor 

L: left R: right cc: craniocaudal mlo: med iolateral oblique 

Configura tion 2: Two Images per Monitor with a Rapid 
Paging Toggle Switch 

Rcc Lcc 

=> 
Current Current 

Figure 6 Display Mode (1) Four Images Per Monitor; (2) Two Images Per Monitor 

A disadvantage of the fi rst configuration is that each image will be limited to I K x I K pixels. To remedy 
this drawback we also developed a toggle switch in the display station allows the cursor-selected display of a 2K x 
2K image on the other monitor that does not show the selected image in IK x I K format. A display program also 
allows the usc of a 2K monitor to display a portion of a 4K image by using a scroll function. 

The second configuration takes advantage of the fact that most breast images can be fitted into a narrow 
rectangle. Thus, we can split the 2K x 2K monitor in two 2K x I K display areas. Four subsampled size images 
with proper cropping can be displayed at one time. With the hardware configuration, we can develop rapid paging 
software to switch current to prior examination images of the right or the left breast within 1.5 second. Again, an 
option can also be used to scroll a 4K image. 

Optimization of Visual Image Quality 
Image pre-processing is necessary to optimize the presentation of both the spatial and gray level data 

display on the display station. We developed three functions for special display of digital mammograms. The 
first algorithm optimizes the default brightness and contrast of FFDDM images presented on the display station. A 
preprocessing algorithm determines the histogram of each image. The 5% and 95% cumulative histogram values 
is used to generate the initial mean and window for the display of these images. 

The second algorithm blackens all pixels beyond the x-ray collimators and outside the boundaries of the 
radiation field. An edge detection algorithm automatically delineates the boundaries of the radiation field. These 
boundaries are tested to determine if any portion of the radiation field has been excluded based on gray value 
deviation -- background is characterized by low deviations and the radiation field is characterized by higher 
deviations. The third algorithm automatically corrects the orientation of the mammogram based on left versus 
right side as well as specific mammographic projection. 
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3. RESEARCH PROTOCOLS 

Our research in telemammography investigates three protocols in telediagnosis, teleconsultation and 
telemanagement. To complete these protocols will take three years. In this section, we summarize these protocols 
with emphasis in case selection and the "truth" detemtination. 

Telediagnosis 
This protocol tests the clinical effectiveness of telemammography from image transmission of full-field 

direct digital mammograms versus on-site interpretation of conventional film-screen mammograms. 

Normal and abnormal cases are acquired from mammographic examinations done at MZH involving both 
film-screen and full-field direct digital images. For abnormal cases, a study is considered to be the craniocaudal 
and mediolateral oblique views of the abnormal breast (both the film-screen and full -field direct digital 
mammograms) taken in a single procedure. For normal cases, a study is considered to be the craniocaudal and 
mediolateral oblique views of one of the normal breasts (both the film-screen and full-field direct digital 
mammograms) taken in a single procedure. Case selection is made by a highly skilled mammographer based on 
the interpretation of bilateral film-screen mammograms by that mammographer. Putatively normal cases is 
selected from a pool of current bilateral film-screen mammography examinations for which we also have normal 
mammograms in our fi les from at least 2 years previously. An effort is made to select abnormal cases which in 
the opinion of the mammographer are considered subtle. The "truth" of the abnormal and normal cases is 
determined by subsequent pathologic diagnosis if biopsy is performed, or (for normal cases) by subsequent 
demonstration of mammographic stability over the next 2 years. 

A total of four hundred (400) cases will be collected, so that a range of 40% - 60% of normal-versus
abnormal cases are included in the study. Comparison is made between interpretation of film-screen images and 
interpretation of transmitted FFDDM images using either the monitor display or 4K x 5K laser-printed hard copy. 
The procedure is as follows: 

I. Film-screen mammograms is interpreted by general diagnostic radiologists at ACe. 

2. At the diagnostic center (MZH), radiologists with expertise in mammography makes diagnoses of 
transmitted full-field direct digital images using soft copy display and laser-printed hard copy. Neither group of 
radiologist-interpreters has access to knowledge of the proportion of normal to abnormal cases in the test set. 

3. Diagnostic results from both MZH and ACC is tabulated with respect to the known abnormal and 
normal cases shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 Comparison Between MZH Radiologists and ACC Mammographers' Performance 

ACC MZH TRUTH 

(I) (2) Abnormal Normal 

Frequency Probability Frequency Probability 

Abnormal Abnormal Nil PII NOI POI 
Abnormal Normal NI2 PI2 N02 P02 
Normal Abnormal NI3 PI3 N03 P03 

Normal Normal NI4 PI4 N04 P04 

Total It 1-1t 
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Where Ptt is the probability of both ACC radiologists and MZH mammographers diagnosed the "true 
abnormal" cases as abnormal; P 12 is the probability of the ACC radiologists diagnosed the "true abnormal" cases 
as abnormal, whereas the MZH mammographers diagnosed them as normals; etc.; 

P04 is the probability of both ACC radiologists and MZH mammographers diagnosed the "true nonnal" 
cases as normal; etc. 

Once this table is set up, the sensitivity and specificity at ACC and MZH can be defined as 
Sensitivity (ACC) = (Ptt + P( 2) / 1t 
Specificity (ACC) = (P03 + P04) / ( 1-1t), and 
Sensitivity (MZH) = (Ptt + P13) /1t 
Specificity (MZH) = (P02 + PQ4) / (l-1t) 

The null hypotheses to be tested are: 
HO: Sensitivity (ACC) = sensitivity (MZH) is equivalent to 
HO: PI2 = P13, and 
HO: Specificity (ACC) = specifici ty (MZH) is equivalent to 
HO: P03 =P02 

The chi-square test with I degree of freedom (d.f.) as described by Bennett [1 3]: 

X2 = (N 12-N 13)2 / (N 12+N 13) with I dJ. is to be used to test the null hypothesis that the two sensitivities are 
equal versus the alternative that they differ. Estimates of sensitivity can then be calculated for MZH and ACe. 

Similarly, the null hypothesis that the two specificities are equal can be tested with a chi-square test: X2 = (N02-

N03)2 / (N02+N03) with I dJ. 

Thi s protocol tests the hypothesis that image interpretation by expert mammographers using 
telemammography procedure is as effective, if not better, than conventional film-screen interpretation by general 
diagnostic radiologists. 

Teleconsultation 
This protocol tests the efficacy of the previously validated image transmiss ion and display procedure 

discussed in telediagnosis, used for remote consultation on problem cases. The aim here is to evaluate the 
ability of telemammography to facilitate real-time consultation between on-site general diagnostic radiologists and 
remotely-located expert mammographers. Currently, such consultations are tedious, time-consuming, and 
logistically complex, to the point where they usually are reserved for only the most confusing cases. If 
successful , te leconsultation should enhance the consultative process such that it becomes much more widely 
utilized, thereby bringing mammographic interpretive expertise to bear at the community practice level. Selected 
mammography examinations from ACC are chosen by the general radiologist doing mammography interpretations 
there, for second opinion by mammography specialists at MZH. The criterion for case selection is unresolved 
problem(s) in interpretation or management that require additional consultation. Past experience at MZH with 
non-teleradiology consultations from general radiologists at both ACC and community-practice settings, indicates 
that at least 20% of cases are interpreted as normal or benign after MZH consultation. Review at MZH involves 
transmitted full-field direct digital images from the affected breast, employing both monitor display and hard copy 
display. 

We assume that an expert marnmographer will always be in attendance at the diagnostic center (MZH), but 
that only general radiologists will be at the satellite station. Figure 6 shows the teleconsultation chain, which is 
also used for telemanagement. The steps are as follows: 
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I. Mammography cases for teleconsultation is selected by radiologists at ACC, once initial film-screen 
image interpretation has been recorded. After completion of the film-screen mammography, informed consent will 
be obtained from patients for two additional real-time full-field direct digital mammograms of the affected breast 
(in the same craniocaudal and mediolateral oblique projections just used for film-screen mammography). These 
images will be archived in the overall mammography data base. The data base is transparent to users in the sense 
that it will provide the necessary images upon request regardless of the requested site. 

2. An expert mammographer at MZH diagnoses the study, and results is to be appended automatically to 
the fi lm-screen study in the data base. 

3. When a teleconsu ltation is requested, both sites will call up the same set of digital images 
simultaneously and discuss the case using soft-copy display. During the consultation , both parties can move a 
two-way cursor independently to highlight any suspicious sites. If necessary, a digital hard copy can be printed to 
further aid the consultation at MZH. 

4. Updated diagnoses will be appended in the data base and old diagnoses will be revised. A tag wi ll be 
added to the revised diagnosis for future reference. 

5. The "truth" determination for cases selected for the teleconsultation study is in two stages for the 
abnormal and normal. Radiologic-pathologic correlation will be done for al l cases for which tissue diagnosis is 
obtained. The "truth" for this set is therefore determined . The remaining cases, all interpreted as benign or 
probably benign after teleconsultation, wi ll be confirmed in two ways. First, all cases will undergo periodic 
mammographic surveillance for 2 years, after which time mammographic stability will establish benignity or 
interval change wi ll have prompted tissue diagnosis, and therefore pathologic proof. Second, we will track these 
cases retrospectively to determine if they are follow-up studies from existing over-2-year-ago examinations which 
had been interpreted as benign. Thus, the "truth" of benignity of a case will be determined based on either 
historical comparison or waiting for a period of 2 years starting from the date of examination. 

Similar evaluation methodology described in Telediagnosis with the comparison between ACC radiologists 
and MZH mammographers (Table 3) will be used . 

Mammographic Mammographic 
Procedure Procedure 

t t 
Film I Film I 
• • Digitizing DataBase Digitizing 
and at the and 

Diagnosis Diagnostic Diagnosis 
Center 

Soft Copy/ ff _. Soft Copy/ 
Digitally • 

Digitally 
Printed Film Printed Film 

Figure 6 Teleconsultation Procedure 
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Telemanagement 
This protocol tests the efficacy of the previously validated image transmission and display procedure 

discussed in Telediagnosis, but now used for remote real-time management and interpretation of 
mammography examinations. The goal of telemanagement is even more ambitious than that of teleconsultation, to 
completely replace the on-site general radiologist with remotely-located expert mammographers. To evaluate the 
ability of telemammography to permit remotely guided interpretation and work-up, the accuracy of mammographic 
interpretations made on site at ACC by general radiologists is compared with those made remotely but interactively 
in real-time by expert mammographers at MZH. Unselected ACC mammography examinations (both screening 
and problem-solving cases), acquired using conventional screen-film techniques, are read by the general 
radiologist doing mammography interpretations there, according to normal operating procedure, including the 
taking of any additional images that are thought to be necessary. Interpretations will be completed prior to 
telemanagement. Informed consent then is obtained from patients for two additional real-time full-field direct 
digital mammograms of one breast (in the same craniocaudal and mediolateral oblique projections just used for 
film-screen mammography). The affected breast is studied if the film-screen interpretation was abnormal, one 
breast is selected randomly if the film-screen interpretation was normal. Before each patient is sent home, the 
digital images are transmitted to a mammography specialist at MZH, who decides either to interpret the 
examination as submitted, or to request additional views to complete the mammographic work-up and then 
interpret the examination. The MZH-based mammographer is blind as to the interpretation rendered by the ACC 
radiologist and as to whether any additional images were requested by the ACC radiologist. The general 
radiologist's on-site interpretation of film-screen images are compared with the mammography specialist's 
interpretation of digitized transmitted, "tele-managed" images. 

"Truth" determination for the cases for the telemanagement protocol is similar to that in teleconsultation. 
Malignancy will be determined by radiologic-pathologic correlation after tissue diagnosis. Benignity is determined 
either by radiologic-pathologic correlation after tissue diagnosis (if available) or by 2-year-old historical 
comparisons and by subsequent periodic mammographic surveillance for 2 years. In both latter situations, 
mammographic stability is used to establish the benignity of a lesion. 

With the "truth" determined, similar evaluation methodology to that described in Telemammography will 
be used, inVOlving sensitivity and specificity tables comparing the performance of ACC radiologists and MZH 
mammographers (Table 3). 

4. SUMMARY 

Current attempts at controlling breast cancer concentrate on early detection by means of mass screening, 
using periodic mammography and physical examination, because ample evidence is now available to indicate that 
such screening indeed can be effective in lowering the death rate. However, state-of-the-art mammography 
utilizes film-screen recording systems, which have several technical limitations that reduce its effectiveness: the 
film gradient must be balanced against the need for wide latitude and detection of microcalcifications. In addition, 
portrayal of the clarity of the margins of breast masses are reduced due to the presence of fil m noise in the 
displayed image, film processing artifacts can degrade the mammographic image, and the day-to-day variability 
inherent in automated film processors can produce suboptimal image quality. Full-field direct digital 
mammography promises to overcome most of these problems. at the same time providing additional features not 
available with standard mammographic imaging [14]. Real-time Telemammography adds to these advantages the 
utilization of expert mammographers (rather than general radiologists) as interpreters of the mammography 
examinations. 

The specific aim of FFDDM telemammography is to integrate the process of acquiring, storing, 
communicating, visualizing, and managing digital mammography examinations within the operational 
environment of an expert-mammographer diagnostic imaging center and a general-radiologist mammography 
practice. We have described the first phase in setting up the telemammography chain as well as the three research 
protocols in telediagnosis, teleconsultation, and telemanagement. 
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To operate a digi tal radiology department requires a 
hospital-integrated picture archiving and communica
lion system (HI-PACS) and leleradiology. PACS is a 
concept perceived in the early J 980s by the radiology 
community as a future method of practicing radiology, 
PACS and teleradiology consist of image acquisi tion de
vices, storage archiving units, display workstations. 
computer processors and database management sys
tems, These components are integrated by a communi
cation network sys tem. During the past 10 yea rs, 
technologies related to these components became ma
ture and their applications have gone beyond radiology 
to the entire health care delivery system, As a result, 
PACS and teleradiology for special clinical applications 
as well as large scale hospital-wide PACS are being in
stalled throughout the United States. European coun
tries, and the world. 

During the past 12 years, we have witnessed some 
major contributions in advancing the PACS develop
ment. Technica lly. the first laser film digitizers 
developed for clinical use by Konica and Lumisys, the 
developmenl or computed radiography (CR) by Fuj i 
and its introduction from Japan to the Uni ted States 
and Europe by Dr William Angus or Philips Medical 
Systems, and the large capacity optical disk storage by 
Kodak and others, all are critical. Others include the 
parallel transfer disk technology, 20G0-line and 72-Hz 
display monitors, system integration methods developed 
by Siemens Gammasonics and Loral for large scale 
PACS, the DICOM Committee's effort in standardiza
tion, and the asynchronous transfer mode (A TM) tech
nology for merging local area network and wide area 
network communications. 

I Fax: +1 4155023217. 

In terms of events, the annual SPIE PACS and Medi
cal Imaging meeting in the USA, and the EuroPACS are 
the continuous driving force for PACS. In addi tion, the 
Computer Assisted Radiology (CAR) meeting every 2 
years organized by Professor Heinz Lemke, and the 
Image Management and Communication (IMAC) Con
ference organized by Dr Seong K. Mun, provide the 
forum for international PACS discussion. The In
foRAD Section a t the RSNA since 1993 organized by 
Dr Laurens V. Ackennan with the live demonstration of 
DICOM interface sets the tone for industrial PACS 
open architecture. The annual refresher course in PACS 
during RSNA organized first by Dr C. Douglas 
Maynard and then Dr Edward V. Staab provide contin
uing education in PACS and teleradiology to the radiol
ogy community. 

Professor Michel Osteaux 's 1992 edited book Second 
Generation PACS provided a vision that PACS is mov
ing towards a hospital integrated approach. Dr Roger 
A. Bauman's assuming the Editor-in-Chief position of 
the then new journal, Digital Imaging, allows the con
solidation of PACS and teleradiology research and de
velopment pUblications. U.S. Colonel Fred Goeringer 
instrumented the Army MDIS project resulting in 
several large scale PACS installations which provide a 
major stimulus and funding for the PACS industry. 

This special edition of European Journal of Radiology 
devoted to Towards the digital radiology department is 
timely in reinforcing the importance of hospital inte
grated PACS and teleradiology in the practice of radiol
ogy in Europe. 

OnO-Q48X1961S15,OO © 1996 Elsevier Science Ireland Lid. All righls reserved 
Pllc S0720·048X(96)0077S·9 
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EDITORIAL 

Stephen T. C. Wong and H. K. Huang 
Laboratory for Radiological Informatics, University of California San Francisco, CA 94 143-0628, USA 

During an editorial advisory board meeting held in 
Chicago RSNA (Radiological Society of North 
America) in 1994, several members felt strongly 
that informatics has become an emerging field of 
importance in medical imaging and suggested that 
several issues on various informatics topics should be 
developed. Among the topics is medical image 
databases. Professor Robert S. Ledley, the Editor~ 
in-Chief, asked if we would be interested in serving as 
the guest editors since we are active in this area of 
research. We were delighted to accept his offcr and 
would like to thank him for providing such an 
opportunity. 

This special issue on medical image databases 
witnesses a new. evolving development of biomcdical 
imaging. Medical image databases are inherently 
multidisciplinary. As Shiffman and Shortli ffe have 
stated in thei r foreword of this special issue, the 
convergence of technologies of image management 
and textual data management is leading to the 
development of a new set of relationships between 
the biomedical imaging and infonnatics commu
nities. Shiffman and Shortliffe described the import
ance of image information management for efficient 
delivery of health care and the necessity and 
opportunities in sharing data and applications 
between imaging and clinical infonnation sys tems. 
Before all these. however. they pointed out that 
efforts are required to stimulate collaborations, joint 
training. and cross publications between medical 
imaging and medical informatics communities. This 
special issue vividly substantia tes their observations. 
The invited articles represent a synergy among 
leading workers of the biomedical imaging, computer 
science, and clinical communities in developing this 
new kind of information system. 

Medical image database are comprised of several 
major components: system architecture, image and 
data acquisition, feature extraction, data modeling, 
content-based retrieval, query languages, and work
station user interface. Among these components, 
content-based image retrieval attracts attention from 
every area of applications involving images. Content
based image retrieval requires sophisticated image 
processing. We witness that those works developed 
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by many researchers since the early 1970s now bear 
fruit for image database research. The IEEE Com
puter Society Journal devoted a special issue to this 
topic in September 1995. However, none of the 
articles in that issue addressed requirements and 
applications in biomedical imaging. This timely issue 
provides a comprehensive view of current research 
activities of image databases in medical imaging. 

The work reported in this special issue can be 
broadly categorized into four areas: content-based 
indexing; system design and architecture; data 
modeling; and temporal image databases. Content
based indexing constitutes one of the most important 
challenges of medical image databases. Several 
research groups are addressing this topic under a 
variety of approaches. Orphanoudakis, Chronaki 
and Vamvaka from Greece discussed" a network of 
servers that can provide content-based query services 
through a World Wide Web server. They proposed 
description types for the representation of image 
content and presented performance results of a 
description type implemented in their network. 
Robinson, Tagare, Duncan and Jaffe of Yale 
proposed a similarity measure and an indexing 
mechanism for non-rigid comparison of " image 
shape using KD-Tree algori thms. They tested their 
shaped-based retrieval techniques on a database 
containing 85 cardiac MR images. S.K. Chang 
introduced the new concept of actiye index for 
content-based retrieval of medical images. The 
applications of the active index included image 
prefetching and similarity matching. Bucci and 
colleagues proposed a content-based search engine 
for tomographic image databases based on the 
Kahrunen-Loeve transform. They aimed to integrate 
the search engine into a radiologic image databases 
deve loped in the earlier European Union's Telemcd 
effort for references and education purposes. Khan 
and Yun from Hawaii presented a drastically 
different mechanism. Rather than relying on sym
bolic representation of image content to mediate the 
search, they incorporated the concept of holographic 
associative memory into computation form to facil
itate image retrieval by content. 

At the systems level, Thoma, Long and Berman 
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described a client/server system prototype developed 
at the National Library of Medicine for accessing 
multimedia biomedical databanks through the ubi· 
quitous Internet. The challenge is to provide access 
to both the images, i.e. X-rays, CT and MR, and 
associated data by a global communily for broad 
range of biomedical applications and research. Arya, 
Cody, Faloutsos, Richardson and Toga described a 
prototype database syslem developed at IBM to 
query and visualize 3D spatial data, focusing on the 
mapping of structural and functional relationships of 
the brain. They listed Ihe requirement of the 
application, discussed the database design issues, 
and presented timing results of their experiments. 
Wong and Huang described their effort in designing 
and implementing vertically integrated medical image 
database systems. The approach they used is to 
integrate content·based indexing and knowledge· 
based techniques within the picture archiving and 
communication systems to make the whole image 
data useful in medicine. They discussed research 
issues and provided examples from applications 
implemented in the hospital integrated PACS envir
onment at the University of California, San Fran
cisco. 

For modeling of medical image data, Adam, 
Holowczak and Li advocated the object·oriented 
approach and proposed the notion of object mani
festations of medical image objects in a heteroge
neous client computing environments. They provided 
examples of how to apply constraints and rules to 
represent data within objects and to cater for 
variations in computer platforms, networks, and 
user preferences. Aubry, Chameroy and Di Paola 
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of INSERM, France, presented a more fonnal 
specification for the logical design of medica l image 
databases, drawing on their experience in the 
European MIMOSA project. They tested their data 
model in two projects on medical image communica. 
tion and image processing monitoring. 

The ability to define and track temporal relation 
in images and related data is becoming an essential 
component of medical image databases. Cardenas 
and his UCLA colleagues in the departments of 
radiology and computer science presented a multi
media medical database model to support timeline
based presentation of information. A proof-of
concept prototype was developed for thoracic 
oncology and thermal tumor ablation therapy of 
the brain. Zhu, Kim, Wong, Soo Hoo and Huang, on 
the other hand, described a different model of 
temporal image database system with the ability to 
quantitate and monitor the progress of lung cancer of 
a patient under therapy treatment. Even for similar 
medical problems, it is interesting to observe that the 
fonner project took the perspective of database 
management while the latter emphasized the role of 
medical image processing. 

Medical image databases is a rapidly growing 
field that has the potential to chalJge the practice and 
research of biomedical imaging and to improve the 
efficiency of health care delivery in the c'oming 
decades. This special issue serves as an initial effort 
to bridge the gap between the biomedical imaging 
and informatics communities in addressing this new 
development. Finally, we would like to thank Mrs 
Blaire V. Mossman, Managing Editor, for guiding us 
through the process of getting this issue in order. 
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED BONE AGE ASSESSMENT BASED 
ON FEATURES AUTOMATICALLY EXTRACTED 

FROM A HAND RADIOGRAPH 
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Ahstract-This paper presents a compulcr-ilided classification a lgorithm to assist the radiologist in the 
bone age assessment of pediatric patients. The classification is based on features automatically extracted 
from two regions of Computed Radiography (CR) left hand wrist images: phalangea l region of interest 
( PROI) and carpal bone region of interest (CROI). Due to imprecise natu re of the bone age assessment 
prohlem, a fuzzy class ifi er for both regions has been developed. After defining a membership function for 
each region. features arc processed yielding a matrix which maps the set of features to a year of age within 
the predefined range. The gnldes of membership are described as membership function values in the 
intenal [0, II . A classification rule based on a max-sum operator, processes the matrix assessing the bone 
age. Since both regions are analyzed independently, two bone age assessments arc obtained. They reflect 
the phalange~ll and carpal bones ma turity individually. In pathological cases the discrepancy between both 
assessments may reach as much as 2 yr. 

I\(.y Words: Pediatric rad io logy . Skeletal age ;Jssessmenl. Feature se lect ion. Fuz.z.y classifier 

L INTRODUCTION 

Bone age assessment is a procedure frequently per
formed in pediatric rad iology. Based on a radiological 
examination of skeletal development of a left hand 
wrist. the bone 'lge is assessed and then compared with 
the chrono logical age. A discrepancy between these 
two values indicates abnonllalities in ske letal deve lop
ment. However. there is no method accepted by radiol
ogists as a standard . The most common ly used method 
(76%) ( I ) is the atlas matching method by Greulich 
and Pyle (2). Based on this method. a left hand wrist 
rad iograph is compared with at las patterns. The pattern 
which superfi cially appears to resemble the clinical 
image is selec ted. Since each pauern is assigned to a 
certain year of age. the se lection assesses the bone age. 
However. there is still concern about the deviation in 
estimating the age. The disadvantage of this method 
is a subjecti ve nature of the analys is performed by 
various observers with diffe rent levels of training. An
other technique relies on a trained observer applying 
the Tannt!r and Whitehouse (TW2) method (3). This 
method uses a detai led analysis of each individual bone 
which kads to its description in terms of scores. Unfor· 
tunately. the complexity of this method prevents the 
rate of its application from exceeding 20%. The above 
presented remarks show that it is worthwhile to de
ve lop a computerized system to ass ist the radiologists 
in performing a more objecti ve and accurate analysis. 

25 1 

No attempt has been made so far to compUlerize 
the bone age assessment. However. some effort s have 
been made in the measurement field . Michael and Nel
son (4) have described a mode l-based computer vision 
system in which Ihey have segmented-oul specific plw
langes and measured four parameters: perimeter. area. 
length of the major and minor axis. Levitt and Hedg
cock (5) have applied the Bayesian inference tech
nique 10 ex tract edges. regions. vert ices. and relevant 
image features. 

This paper presents part of a computer-aided bone 
age assessment study. The ana lysis is performed on a 
Computed Radiography (CR) hand wrist image. In this 
study three steps can be distinguished: preprocess ing. 
fea ture ex traction. and classiflcation. Preprocessing 
(6) standardizes the image in lenns of ils background 
and orientation. The background standardization (7) 
removes parts of the image caused by blocking of the 
collimator during the exposure. The ori entation proce
du re (6) rotates the image 10 a standard position 
viewed by radio logists. Due to examination conditions 
and the clinical environment. the standardi z.:::tt ion be
comes a major problem. The CR c.:::tssette can be placed 
at various orientations to accommodate the examina· 
tion condition. A survey in the pediatric radiology (6) 
shows that about 70% of images need the background 
to be removed and between 35 -40% of procedures are 
not performed with a conventional image orientation. 
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Fig. I . Hand radiograph with anatomical structures of pha
langes. 

This shows the importance of this step before any com
puterized image analysis can be perfonned. This stan
dardized image is subjected to featllre extraction pro
cedures performed on two regions individually. The 
phalangeal region of interest (PROf) containing epiph
yses and metaphyses (Fig. I ) delivers epiphyseal and 
metaphyseal measures (8- 10) . The carpal bones re
gion of interest (CROI) includes carpal bones (capi
tate. hamate, triquetrum, lunate, scaphoid. trapezoid, 
and trapezium in Fig. I ) which arc separated and de
scribed in terms of fea tures (J I. 12) . All fealUres, 
automatically extracted, are subjected to a classifier 
(discussed in the paper) which assesses the bone age. 
Due to the imprecise nature of the bone age assessment 
problem and a possible mis-extraction of features, a 
fuzzy class ifier has been developed. 

The fuzzy theory has already been applied in dif
ferent pattern recognition studies. Cluster analysis, 
based on partitioning a collection of data points into a 
certain number of groups is one of the fie lds frequently 
employing a fuzzy approach (13,14) . Since precisely 
defined boundaries between clusters often do not re
flect real data, a fuzzy environment yields to its better 
description. A fuzzy approach has also been investi-
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gated as a tool [or the class ification of systems de
scribed by means of a decision tree (15 , 16). Certain 
pattern classes of a hierarchical st ructure can be de
scribed by a fonnal grammar. Using fuzzy syntactic 
pattern recognition. handwritten capitals have been an
alyzed ( 17) . Fuzzy algorithms have also been applied 
in the voice recognition field ( J 8). 

This paper presents a classification method which 
assesses the bone age based on features automatically 
extracted from a hand radiograph. First, feat ures them
selves are briefly summarized. For details on their ex
traction, the readers are referred to (8, 10, I I ) . Thcn, 
an approach using fuzzy theory is described. Fuzzy 
membership functions are defined for PROI and CROI 
individually. This leads to obtaining two bonc age as
sessments: the phalangeal bone age (PBA) reflects the 
maturity of epiphyses and metaphyses, whereas the 
carpal bone age (CBA) reftects the carpal bones devel
opment. In pathological cases the discrepancy between 
both assessments may reach as much as 2 yr. The goals 
of this paper are: (i) to present a classification method 
able 10 process features. automatically extracted from a 
hand radiograph; (ii) to compare the bone age assessed 
computationally with a radiological estimation ; and 
(iii) to compare the bone age assessed on the basis of 
two differel1l hand wrist regions:" 

2. FEATURE SELECTION 

There is no general approach to the problem of 
feature selection. Features should provide an adequate 
description of the pattern and be sensitive 10 the struc
tural changes on the basis of which an imag<: is classi
fied. Thus. features applied 10 assess the bone age 
should reflec t the morphological changes which are 
able to distinguish one developmental stage from the 
other, for example, the increase in size of epiphyses. 
tubular bones, or carpal bones. They may also point 
ou( an object or a change of an object which appears 
at a certain stage of development. The more accurate a 
feature is able 10 describe the changes between certain 
stages, the more re liable a classification result can be 
obtained. If features do not reflect the structural 
changes. no classifier of whatever sophistication can 
yie ld a reasonable result. 

On the other hand, the features have to be ex
tracted reliably (i.e., with a high ratc of correct ex trac
tion) and cannot require too sophisticated and time 
consuming algorithms. It happens often that some fea
tures of a high discriminant power do not meet the 
above condition and cannot be extracted automatically. 
A recognition of a developmental stage (distinguished 
in the TW2 method (3» in which the epiphysis caps 
the metaphysis can serve as an example. The feature 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. CR hand wrist image with (a) automatically extrac ted diameters. marked on the II . III. and IV phalanx; 
and (b) automatically ex tracted carpal bones superimposed on a hand radiograph. 

se lection step is then a compromise between the fea
tures di sc riminant power and the ability and reliability 
of their ex traction. Therefore, the computerized ap
proach often uses features which reflect the changes. 
yet. which have not been implemented in the clinical 
diagnosis. 

In the phalangeal analysis three types of features 
have been ex traclCd. The first type includes the length 
of distals. middles. and proximals. While applying the 
standard phalangeal leng th table ( 19) each measure 
can be assigned to a year of age. However. these mea
sures do not appear LO be reliable bone age indicators 
and are only used for a rough maturity assessment (8). 
The second type of features measures the diameters of 
epiRhyses and metaphyses (distances between vertical 
lines in Fig. 2a). Since diameters themselves are sensi
tive to the size of the hand and its rotation during the 
examination procedure , their ratios have been calcu
lated. This reflects to certain extent the classification 
done by Tanner and Whitehouse (3) who compare the 
epiphyseal size with the metaphyseal size. This is also 
a finding compared by some radiologists while 
applying the Greulich and Pyle method (2). In the 
clinical approach it is not a quantitative finding. yet, 
it is considered during the visual comparison of the 

rad iographs with the atlns pattems. Plots of features 
clustered for each yenr of bone age (Fig . 3) show 
their different sensitivity to the hand development. The 
ratios of distal phalanges (Fig. 3a) are more sensitive 
to the growth of the hand in an early stage ( up to II 
yr of age). Later the sensitivity decreases. Whereas. 
ratios of middle (Fig. 3b) and proximal (Fig. 3c) pha
langes appear to have a reasonable sensitivity up to 13 
yr of age. At the age of about 14 or 15 the fu sion of 
epiphyses starts and the ratios do not change suffi. 
ciently enough to classify successfull y the hand image 
and assess the bone age_ The third type of the phalan
geal features, again used only visually in the diagnostic 
procedure. describes the stage of epiphyseal fusion . In 
our study (20). this feature is quantified and assigned 
to one of four classes (no fusion. earl y fusion, ad
vanced fusion, fusion completed ). 

Carpal bones (capitate. hamate. triquetrum. lu
nate. scaphoid, trapezoid. and trapezium) arc another 
source of infonnation in different methods of bone age 
assessment (21). Their development differs from the 
long tubular bones. In the early stage they appear as 
a dense pin point on a radiograph. While developing. 
they increase in size until finally they reach their opti
mal size and characteristic shape. In the developmental 
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Fig. 3. Clustering resu lts of di ame ters ex trac ted from (a) distal, (b) middle , (c) proximal epiphyses and 
metaphyses. 

order of appearance (22) capitate and hamate are fol
lowed by triquetrum and lunate. Then scaphoid, trape
zoid, and trapezium occur. Finally, pisiform overlaps 
the already existing triquelrum and hamatc. The girl's 
development is noticeably more advanced and may 
differ from boy's devclopment as much as 3 yr. 

In the early stage of development, the carpal bones 
appear on the radiograph individually. Their separation 
and descript ion in tenns offeaturcs is rclatively simple. 
Howcvcr, at the age of 9- 10 they start overlapping. 
At this point, their separation becomes very difficult . 
Moreover, medical studies (2 1) have shown, that, due 
to the nature of carpal bone maturity, their analysis 
does not provide accurate and pertinent infonnation 
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for patients older than 9- 12 yr of age and development 
the phalangeal features lead to more reliable results. 
Kirks says (23). "The more distal. the better." Thus. 
the CRO} analysis is perfonned for patients younger 
than 9 yr of age. After separating the carpal bones 
(Fig. 2b), their area. perimeter. and a ratio of a single 
carpal bone area divided by the global area of all carpal 
bones are found ( I I ). 

In the classification phase. bOlh regions (PROI 
and CRO!) are considered individually. The PROI de
livers nine features. namely. ratios of epiphyseal diam
eter divided by metaphyseal diameter for distals, mid
dies, and proximals of the II. III, and IV phalanx. 
The number of features remains unchangeable for each 
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radiograph. The e ROI analysis yie lds three features 
for each carpal bone. Since the number of carpal bones 
increases during the deve lopmental process. the overall 
number of features changes. 

3. nONE AGE ASSESSMENT 

In the final stage of the analysis a classifier has 
been deve loped to assess the bone age on the basis 
of ex tracted features. The class ifier has to meet two 
conditions. Due to pathological changes, the features 
may exceed the limits defined for each year of age. 
Besides. all features have been extracted au tomatically 
with an accuracy of about 90%. This means, that on 
an averagc one feature extraction per image fails. This 
implies the first condition. The classifier can not be 
sensitive to an abnomlal or mis·ex trac ted feature . 

The second condition to be met is imposed by 
the imprec ise nature of the bone age assessment prob. 
Icm and, as 'l resu lt . the imprec ise definition of 
classes. The lack of a mcdica lly approved standard 
and a hi gh objectiv ity of the c linica l diagnos is per· 
formed by radio logists cause inter· and intra·observer 
variations ranging on an 'lVcrage from 0.37 to 0.6 yr 
(24). Different methods app lied by radiologists lead 
a lso to different result s. 

These conditions are included in three types of 
inexactness (25) . Generality features a concept applied 
to a varicty of situation. This refl ects the first condition. 
Amhiguity describes more than one distinguishable sub· 
concept This means, that there is more than one maxi· 
mum of the membership function (membership func· 
tions are shown in the next scc tion). Vaguelle~;s occurs 
when precise boundaries cannot be defined and func· 
tions take values other than just 0 and I. 

Since the described above recognition problem 
does not lend itself to a precise fonnulation . it requires 
imprec ise techniques able to handle its inexac tness. 
This justifies the se lection of a fuzzy classifier which 
has been developed by definin g membership func tions 
and a class ification rule . 

3. J. Membership flU/criot! 
Let X = t x J denotes a space of objects (or fea

tures). Then. a fuzzy set A in X is a set of ordered 
pairs X = {(x . Jl,dx» J, x E X, where Jl,,(x) is a 
membership function. Intuiti ve ly. it defines the grade 
of membershi p of x in A . More precisely. it means that 
a membership function is a mapping from the set of 
features to a value from a predefined interval. We as· 
sume, thai ,u" (x) is a number in the interval [0, I J. 
The grade 1 denotes a fully membership, whereas , 0 
refers to a nonmembership. The mathematical founda
tions of the fuzzy set theory are desc ribed in (25, 26). 

The set of features, already defined in section 2, 
includes features extracted from two regions of interest. 
the PROI and the eRO!. Since both can be analyzed 
independently leading to two bone age assessments, 
their classification is also perfonned individua ll y. Thus, 
for both Rats membership functions have been dcvel· 
oped independently. 

Dcfiniti on of membershi p funct ions is based on 
an operator 

X(lI.b.x)= I /( I + a * (.r - b) ~ ). ( I ) 

which can be considered as a membcrship func tion 
component for a single year of age (a and bare param· 
c ters), a singlc featurc (x is a variab le), a singlc Object 
(bone). Whi le app lying the operator to calculate the 
phalangeal membership function for a cel1ain range of 
the year of agc ( I. ... , /I ), it resuhs in a vec tor 

[
X(" " b"Xl] 

ala, h , x) = : . 

X("" . b.,. xl 
(2) 

The ex tension to a multiple fCaiure environme nt gives 
a matrix 

(J(a , b , x l = lata, h . Xl) " ·a( a . h , xm ») ' (3) 

where 111 is the number of features. 
While multiple objects (bone) occur. the matrix 

in eqn. 3 is ex tended (0 

/L(a. h . y ) = IP(a. b . x,) ·· ·p(a . b. x.) 1 

where k is the number of objects y = [X I' .. x, J. (4) 

Parameters (I and b arc found on the basis of a 
training set. After being analyzed by a radiologist. im
ages are grouped on the basis of patients bone age. 
This pcnnits the extracted features to be clustered. Due 
to imprec ise nature of thi s problem the neighbor c1us· 
lers overlap. In order to define the boundaries (of fuzzy 
nature) between each cluster. di stances between fea· 
lUres and the center of the cluster are calculated and 
10% of the fealures located close to borders of the 
cluster are excluded . This operat ion reduces the over· 
lapped area, yet. in most cases docs not eliminate it 
(Fig. 3). If it remains, the center of the common cluster 
between age j and age j - 1 is found. If two ne ighbor 
clusters are separated, then a point equally distant from 
the central points of both clusters is found. For each 
cluster two such points are located (one on each side ). 
They serve as c rossover points dJ and di- l (membership 
function va lue is equal to 0.5). These yie lds to a set 
of equations 
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X(lI, b, dj ) = 0.5 

x (a. b, dJ- d = 0.5 (5) 
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Fig. 4. Membership function components defined on the basis of (a) distal diameters for 8--I3-yr-old patiems 
and (b) area of trapezoid for 4-9-yr-old patients. 

whose solution fixes the values of parameters a and 
b for each membership function component As an 
example. membership function components defined on 
the basis of distal diameters of patients between 8 and 
13 yr of age are shown in Fig. 4a. 

Allhough the carpal bone membership function is 
also based on the operator defined in eqn. 1. the format 
of a differs. This is caused by the developmental order 
of appearance of carpal bones. Their development dif
fers from the development of long tubular bones. In 
the early stage they appear as a dense pin point on a 
radiograph. While developing, they increase in size 
until finall y they reach their optimal size and character
ist ic shape. In the developmental order of appearance 
(Fig. I ) capitate and hamate is followed by triquetrum 
and lunate (at the age of 3 or 4). Then, scaphoid, 
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trapezoid, and trapezium occur (at the age of 5 or 6). 
Thus, in the CROI analysis not all carpal bones exist 
in the early stage. As a result, not all features have to 
be present at each year of age. This means, that the 
number of membership function components in eqn. 2 
differs. Thus, a is defined as 

a(a, b. x) = [ x,. (aj~" x) ] . 
x(aj. bi , x) 

x(a", b", x) 

(6) 

The dependency of j from the object is related to 
the developmental order of appearance of carpal bones. 
Thus, for capitate and hamate j is equal to I and 2. 
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respectively, for triquetrum and lunate j is, correspond
ingly, 3 and 4, and for scaphoid, trapezoid, and trape
zium-5, 6. and 7, respectively. The membership func
tion component related 10 the year of the carpal bone 
appearance is defined as 

(7) 

and is included in eqn. 6. 
In order to determine bj • the clustering analysis 

is performed (as described above) to find the dj center 
and solve the equation 

(8) 

Then, vec tor eqn. 6 is substitu ted in eqns. 3 and 4. 
As an example. the membership function components 
defined for trapezoid are shown in Fig. 4b. Since the 
trapezoid appears at the age of 6, four components are 
defined. Three of them are ass igned to the age of 7-
9, respectively. whereas the additional component is 
assigned to the age of 6. Due to a large overlap between 
clusters in the group age 8 and 9. the last membership 
function component has been shifted (Fig. 4b). 

3.2. Classificatioll rule 
In the classification phase. the input vector includ

ing features of all extracted objects is processed as 
defined in eqn. 4. This results in a matrix which assigns 
each feature to a year of age from the range under 
consideration. The assignment is described as a grade 
of membership and is a number in the interval [0, I] . 
The next element in the fuzzy classifiers 10 be defined 
is a classification rule which finally assesses the bone 
age by processing the given matrix. In this study two 
classification rules have been tested. The first one, 
called later a max-min rule is defined as 

where i = I· .. 1/ and" is the number of 
(9) 

features describing all objects 

j = I· .. 111 is a year of age. 

It means, that for each class (year of age) a mini
mum membership function value is found. This gives 
one-value for each class. Then, the maximum member
ship function value is found over all classes yielding 
the desired bone age assessment. 

The second rule, called later a max -sum rule is 
defined as 

( 10) 

which means, that the minimum operator of the max
min rule is replaced by the summation over all mem-

bership function va lues belonging to one class. The 
maximum value calculated over all classes yields the 
bone age assessment. 

As an example, a matrix of membership function 
values for all features extracted from the PROI is 
shown in Table I r columns marked as d I through p3 
stand for distal ratios (d), middle ratios (m), proximal 
ratios (p)]. These columns are followed by the result 
of the sum and min operator. The "age" column shows 
the year of age assigned to the membership function 
value of each feature. Comparing the results of both 
classification rules, one can easily notice the sensitivity 
of the max - min rule to features which are mis-ex
tracted or are out of a predefined range caused by 
pathological conditions. Due to the shape of member
ship function components. their values are always 
close to O. While replacing the minimum with a sum
mation. the sensit ivity is reduced. Although in the pres
ence of the out-of-range features the overall value is 
reduced. it is still significantly higher than the neighbor 
values. Thus. in the final classification, the max-sum 
rule is applied. 

3.3. Balle age assessmellf-classijicatioll phase 
In the bone age assessment procedure both (PROI 

and CROI) regions are analyzed individually. Thus, 
two matrices are obtained. The max-sum classification 
rule is applied individually leading to two bone age 
assessments: the phalangeal bone age (PBA) assess
ment reflects the phalangeal development the carpal 
bone age (CBA) assessment reflects the carpal bones 
development. Besides, an additional condition has 
been imposed. If two ne ighbor sums differ less than 
8% (refers to one month on the age axis) this value 
is ignored. Otherwise. an interpolation (with the accu
racy of one month) yields the bone age. These two 
resuhs (PBA and CBA) arc compared by a radiologist 
who assesses the final bone age. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This paper summarizes the feature selection phase 
and describes the classification step of the computer
ized bone age assessment study. The analysis of two 
regions of interest (PROI and CRO!) is perfonncd 
independently and leads to two bone age assessments. 
The features extraction techniques are based on algo
rithms discussed in (8. 10, 11 ). They have been tested 
on 120 pediatric CR hand images. A correct extraction 
of epiphyseal diameter/metaphyseal diameter ratios 
has been obtained in 973 out of 1080 cases ( 120 hand 
images X 9 ratios/hand image). This gives an accu
racy of 90%. The mis-extractions have been noticed 
mostly while analyzing overexposed radiographs. For 
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Table I. Membership funct ion values calculated for a hand image 

dl "2 d3 ml m2 m3 pi p2 p3 sum min age 

0.08 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.Q3 0.07 0.22 0.54 0.00 7 
0.23 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.15 0.30 0.09 0 .35 0.94 2.11 0.01 8 
0.94 0.0 1 0 .02 0.0 3 1.00 0.73 0.61 0.67 0.20 4.21 0.01 9 
0.26 0.03 0 .06 0.0 3 0 .15 0.09 0.41 0. 12 0 .06 1.21 0.Q3 10 
0.09 0.1 1 0.34 0.27 0.11 0.08 0.12 0 .06 0.04 1.23 0.04 II 
O.O[ 0. 11 0.96 0.88 0.04 0 .03 0.02 0.01 D.OI 2.07 0 .0 1 12 
0.05 0.88 0.34 0.05 0 .00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.35 0.00 13 

Columns marked as dl through p3 siand, correspondingly. for features extracted from dislais (d). midd les (m). and proxima Is 
(p). The third and second last columns show the resul ts of min /-I (x,j) ,md L p(x'J) operators. respectively. The last column marks , , 
the bone age assigned to c:lch mcmbcr~hip function. The patients chronological age is 10 yr, the radiologically assessed bone 
age is 8 yr and 5 mo, whereas thc phalangeal analysis results in 9 yr (max - ~um result 4.21 ). 

the CRO!, a correct detection of 689 carpal bones has 
been obtained, giving the rate of 94%. The size of 
the missing carpal bones has not exceeded 3 mm in 
diameter. The overall comparison of the accuracy of 
measures has been based on a visual comparison of 
the detected carpal bones overlapped with the original 
image. A significant en largement of the carpal bone 
area being caused by the sofl tissue noisy objects 
attached to the bones has been observed in 45 (6%) 
cases. A mis-extraction of the area influences a lso the 
perimeter of the corresponding carpal bone. Unfortu
nately, causing an increase of the total carpal bone area, 
a ll ratios are influenced. Due to technical difficulties in 
drawing manually an exact contour of the carpal bones, 
leading to significant discrepancies between two corre
sponding values, the statistical analysis of measures 
does not yield rel iable results. 

Two tests have been made to evaluate the compu
terized bone age assessment. First, pha langeal bone 
age (PBA) and carpal bone age (CBA) have been 
compared with a radiologica l assessment (RBA) indi
vidually (Table 2). Due to the inter-observer differ
ence of the Greulich and Pyle method applied by radi
ologists, the computerized bone age assessment may 
be accepted as being correct if it does not differ from 
the RBA more than 6 mo. Table 3 shows that the 
phalangeal parameters seem to be more reli able than 
[he carpal bone fearures. Thus, phalanges appear to be 
more sensitive to the developmental changes than car-

Table 2. Accuracy of computerized bone age assessment 
based on individual comparison of eBA and PBA 

with RBA 

PBA-eBA 

0-6 mo 
6 mo- I yr 
I yr-2 yr 

Differs from RBA 
less than 6 rna 

54% 
20% 
3% 

Differs from RBA 
more than 6 mo 

14% 
6% 
3% 
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pal bones, panicu larly in pathological cases. The sec
ond test (Table 3) has compared the difference be
tween PBA and CBA and, then, referred it to the 
clinical results. A radiograph is assumed to be classi 
fied correctly. if the RBA falls between PBA and CBA 
or differs less than 6 mo. A discrepancy of more than 
6 rna between PBA and CBA has been noticed most ly 
in pathological cases. It may reflect a difference in the 
development between phalanges (particular distals and 
midd les) and carpal bones. The. more distal the more 
the region is influenced by dev~lopmenta l abnormali
ties making the changes more noticeab le. 

Before a clinical evaluation of the entire a lgo
rithm, a medically approved set of digital hand images 
has to be collected. Both medical methods (Greulich 
and Pyle, and TW2) are based on data accumulated in 
the 1950s from highly selected patient population and 
does not reflect the changes which occurred in society 
(e.g., improved nutrition). The data base should con
tain images of norma ll y developed hand wrist with the 
bonc age assessed by 2-3 independent radiologist. 

The computerized analysis sti ll remains a com
puter-assisted or computer-aided diagnosis. Due to the 
variety of human nature none of the computer system 
designers are ab lc to fo resee all possib le cases and. 
thus, none of the computerized systems are ab le to 
provide a 100% classification rate. This is true not 
only for the computerized systems. Additional med ical 
consultation is often required when an unusual case is 
diagnosed. Therefore, each automatically performed 

Table 3. Accuracy of computerized bone age assessment 
based on discrepency between eBA and PBA with 

respect to RBA 

PBA 
eBA 

Differs from RBA Differs from RBA Differs from RBA 
les~ than 6 rna less than I yr more thun I yr 

75% 
63% 

19% 
20% 

6% 
17% 
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analys is can serve as an ass istance in order to improve 
the examination it terms disc ll ssed above. Yet. the cli 
nician is st ill responsible for each fi nal diagnosis. 

SUMMA RY 

This paper presenl'i pan of an enti re study leading 
to an estimation of skeletal maturity. ca lled bone age 
assessment. In the described phase. a classifier has been 
developed. Due to imprecise nature of the bone age 
assessment prob lem. as we ll as possible misext ractions. 
a fuzzy classifier has been defined. Based on fea tures. 
automatically ex tmc ted from two regions of a CR hand 
wrist rad iogmph. the classifie r deli vers two values. One 
reHects the phalangeal stage. the other one the carpal 
bones deve lopmental stage. Both values are obwincd 
independently. The resull s show an agreement of 75% 
for the phalangeal region and 63% for the carpa l bones 
region indicating that a marc distal analys is yie lds be tter 
results. The discrepancy between these two estimators 
may suggest a difference in development of both re
gions. usually occurring in pathological conditions. 

tkk"mrledgll1l!nI - This work was supponed by US Public He:llth 
Service granls RO I CA 39063 and POI CA 51 198. awarded by the 
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Abstract-Epiphyseal fusion is a finding frequently an~ysed in hand wrist radiographs. It is tested in the bone age 
assessment, the gonadal dysgenesis, etc. The computerized fusion analysis is performed on an automatically selected 
region of interest containing the lower edge of epiphysis and the upper edge of metaphysis. In the analysis a wavelets 
decomposition approach is employed. The wavelets decomposition components are first subjected to a preliminary 
test which rejects the overexposed images whose analysis would Dot give reasonable results. This increases the 
accuracy of the algorithm and a chance for an unsupervised application. Then, a quantitative measure is found. Its 
value decreases while tbe epiphyseal fusion proceeds. The analysis yields an assignment of fusion to ooe of four 
stages: no fusion, early stage of fusion, advanced stage of fusion, and fusion completed. The results show that 
wavelets decomposition components may efficiently be applied to a texture analysis. Copyright to 1996 Elsevier 
Science Ltd. 

Key Words: Wavelets decomposition, Texture analysis. Epiphyseal fusion, Radius 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Epiphyseal fusion is a finding frequently analysed in 
the hand wrist radiographs. Bone age assessment is 
one of the medical procedures in which it is a basic 
feature in the later stage of skeletal development. 
Changes in appearance and size of ossification 
centers of the hand, and epiphyseal fusion are 
recognized as a measure of skeletal maturity. 
Currently, there are two b'asic methods: Tanner and 
Whitehouse (TW2) method (I), and Greulich and 
Pyle (G&P) method (2). The TW2 method uses a 
detailed analysis of each individual bone which leads 
to its description in terms of scores. This method is 
acknowledged as more objective than the G&P 
method, however, more time consuming and thus 
the rate of its appHcation does not exceed 20%. The 
G&P method compares the left hand wrist radio
graph with the atlas patterns. The pattern which 
superficially appears to resemble the clinical image is 
selected. Since each pattern is assigned to a certain 
year of age, the selection assesses the skeletal age, 
This method is morc subjective and gives more 
random variation, yet, due to its simplicity (in 
comparison with 1W2) is used more frequently 
(76%). 

In both methods epiphyseal fusion is analysed in 
the later stage of skeletal development. In the G&P 
method, for patients older than I3 years the visual 
intcrpolation has to include the fusion analysis. Since 
the method is based on a subjective comparison of 
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two images, no quantitative description can be 
applied. Whereas, the TW2 method olfers a more 
objective classification of wrist bones to one of eight 
classes. The third last stage of development (stage G) 
is defined as "epiphysis caps the metaphysis" (I). In 
the classifier, described in this paper, this is referred 
to as the early stage of fusion. In stage H of the TW2 
method, the separation line is partly visible and 
partly dense (area where fusion is proceeding). This is 
referred to as the advanced stage of fusion. In the 
final stage (I) the fusion is completed. Earlier stages 
(B through F) are referred to as non-fused epiphyses. 

Fusion is also one of findings to be searched for 
in hand radiographs of patients with gonadal 
dysgenesis (Turner's syndrome). It has been noticed 
(3) that ossification centers appear normally up to the 
age of 13, yet afterward, a significant delay of fusion 
(up to 6, exceptionally to 10 years) occurs. 

In this study, an attempt has been made to apply 
the wavelets decomposition algorithm to quantify the 
analysis of epiphyseal fusion. Wavelets decomposi
tion algorithms have been tested in various signal 
aDd image processing applications. They have led to 
new results in the sound analysis (4) and seem to be 
of great promise for compact coding (5), and texture 
analysis (6). The idea of a multiresolution image 
analysis is a hierarchical interpretation of an image at 
lower and lower resolution. At different resolutions 
and in different wavelets representation components 
the details of an image reflect different physical 
structure of the object. In general applications, at a 
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resolution step equal to two, an image (or region of 
an image) is convolved with a filter. In each iteration, 
a texture measure is found and compared with the 
corresponding values of other images. In the fusion 
assessment a different approach has been presented. 
After the first iteration, the wavelets representation 
components are tested separately. Each of them 
delivers a different type of information. First, over
exposed images are rejected. Their analysis would not 
yield reasonable results. Thcn, due to the sensitivity 
of the vertical high frequency component (VHFC) to 
the proceeding of fusion , it is subjected to further 
analysis to calculate a measure which assesses the 
fusion stage. . 

In the following section, the wavelets decom
position algorithm is described (Section 2). Then, 
based on previous studies (7, 8), an automatic 
extraction of the region of interest is shown (Section 
3.1). Next, the VHFC analysis and a preliminary test 
of image quality arc presented (Section 3.2). Finally, 
we discuss the sensitivity of wavelets decomposition 
algorithm and its applicability to the analysis of 
fusion (Section 4). 

2. WAVELETS TRANSFORMATION OF 
IMAGES 

2.1. Wavelets decomposition 
In this section, we introduce a two-dimensional 

notation of the orthogonal wavelets representation. 
No proofs will be given. For more detail s we refer to 
(6, 9, 10). 

A multiresolution approximation is a sequence 
of subspaces V m of L '(R') 

Vm C Vm+l for III E Z 

and 

The V m + I subspace is derived from V m by scaling the 
approximated image (region or function) fix, y) by 
the ratio of its resolution value 

f(x, y) E Ym => f(2x, 2y) E Y m+ 1 for m E Z 

In this application we approximate an image at a 2J 

resolution (j E Z). The approximation of an image 
fix, y) at a resolution 2i is equal to its orthogonal 
projection on the vector space V 2J. Let 
1>(x, y) E L'(R') be a scaling function such that if 
1>,{x, y) = 2'J1>(2Jx , 2iy), then for m, II E Z', 
Z-J1>v(x - 2-Jn, y - 2-Jm) forms an orthonormal 
basis of V 21. A proof for a one-dimensional case can 
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be found in (10). For a particular case of separable 
multi resolution approximation, the scaling function 
1>(x, y ) can be written as 1>(x, y) = 1>(x)1>(Y) where 
1>(x) and 1>(Y) are one-dimensional scaling functions 
of the decomposed subspace. 

Let l/J(x) be the one-dimensional wavelets 
associated with the scaling function ~(x) . Then, we 
can build an orthogonal basis by scaling and 
translating three wavelets functions 

'p' (x, y) = </>(x)~(y) 
'I" (x, y) = ~(x)</>(y) 
q" (x, y) = ~(x)~(y) 

The family of function s 

m, 1/ E Z2(2-i cP2I(x - 2-i n) t/t2J(Y - rim) 

~,, (x - 2'in)</>,,(y - rim) 

~,,(x - rin)~,,(y - r im)) 

is an orthonormal basis of complement of V 21 in 
Vv ", The proof can be found in (6). The difference 
of information between the projection of f(x, y) at 
2)+ I and 2i resolution is equal to the orthonormal 
projection of I(x, y) on this complement. Therefore, 
an image at a 2J+ I 'resolution can be replaced by four 
images at a 2J resolution. They are described in terms 
of a se t of inner products which arc equal to two
dimensional convolution products evaluated at 2- Jn 

R~, = (f(x, y), 'l'°(x, y) 

= (f(x, y), '¥~/(X - 2-JIl, Y - 2-im)) 

= (f(x, y) * </>,,( -x)</>,,( _y))(ri", rim) 

R~, = (f(x, y), '1" (x, y)) 

= (f(x, y), 'I'~ ,(x - r in, y - 2' im)) 

= (f(x, y) * </>,,( -x)~,,( _ y))(Z-i" , 2'im) 

Rl, = (f(x , y), 'P' (x , y)) 

= (f(x, y), 'l'l,(x - 2'i n, y - rim)) 

= (f(x, y). ifJ,,(-x)</>,,(-y))(2'i ll, 2'i m) 

Rl, = (f(x, y ), '1" (x , y)) 

= (f(x, y), 'l'l,(x - 2'i", y - rim)) 

= (f(x, y). ifJ,,(-x)ifJ,,( _y)) (2'i", 2'im) 

There arc different approaches to the scaling 
function ¢ and construction function",. One, used by 
Lemarie (11) starts from a multi resolution analysis 
framework. Two other approaches (6, 9) start from a 
sequence hell). The summary of both approaches can 
be found in the Appendix. In this application the 
family of wavelets with compact support (derived in 
the Appendix) has been tested for N = II, 13 and 15. 
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2.1. Two-dimensional decomposition algorithm 
The two-dimensional wavelets decomposition 

algorithm, performed on a 2J x 2J resolution region 
results in obtaining four images each at a 
2J- 1 x 2J- 1 resolution. The RJ-I is the low fre
quency in both direction component, R)_I is the 
vertical high frequency component (horizontal 
edges), RJ-I is the horizontal high frequency 
component (vertical edges), and RJ-I is the high 
frequency in both direction component. Each of 
these components is obtained by two one-dimen
sional convolutions of rows and columns separately 
with", and", filters described in the Appendix. After 
the convolution only every other row and column is 
retained. This reduces the resolution from 2i to 2i - l

• 

In a standard application of a wavelets decom
position algorithm, this process is repeated a 
predefined number of iterations. In following itera
tions only R

j
9_ 1 components are convolved. How

ever, in this study only the R)_I and RJ-I 
components arc analysed. The R]_I component is 
tested in the preliminary step, whereas, the RJ-I is a 
basis for the fusion assessment. It preserves the 
horizontal edges of epiphyses and metaphyses and, 
therefore, reflects the stage of fusion. 

3. FUSION ASSESSMENT 

3.1. Extraction of the radius region of interest 
Radius region of interest (RROI) is a subregion 

of a carpal bone region of interest (CROI). The 
CROI includes the carpal bones, parts of metacar
pals, and upper parts of radius and ulna. This part of 
radius is subjected to the wavelets decomposition 
algorithm. The CROI extraction and analysis has 
been described in (7). In one phase of this analysis, 
by using a dilation/intersection reconstruction 
method (12), the radius is extracted. Then, the bone 
contour is searched for diameters of the metaphysis 
and epiphysis. A procedure, described in (8) is used. 
Next, a region including the radius is rotated to align 
the radius diameter with the horizontal direction. 
Finally, the RROI defined by both diameters 
(metaphyseal and epiphyseal) is extracted (Fig. 1). 
It is subjected to the wavelets decomposition algo
rithm described in Section 2. 

3.2. Assessment of epiphyseal fUSion 
Subjecting the image region (Fig. 2a) to the 

wavelets decomposition procedure, four components 
are received. They correspond to the combination of 
low and high pass filter applied to the original image 
interchangeably in the horizontal and vertical direc
tion. The top left component is a result of the low 
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Fig. 1. Hand image with an extracted radius region or 
interest (RROI). 

pass filter convolved in both directions. The top right 
component shows the results of the vertical high 
frequency and horizontal low frequency analysis. It 
enhances mostly the horizontal lines. The bottom left 
component is the horizontal high frequency and 
vertical low frequency component in which the 
vertical lines arc enhanced. Finally, in the bottom 
right component the high pass filter has been applied 
in both directions. It shows high gradient in both 
directions points. 

While comparing the wavelets decomposition 
components of- the RROI for patients at different 
developmental stages (Fig. 2), one can notice that 
their density decreases while the epiphyseal fusion 
proceeds. Epiphyses a-c in Fig. 2 arc not fused. 
Fusion starts in d and e, proceeds in f-h , and is 
completed in i and j. The stage of fusion is described 
by the percentage of energy of the component 
calculated versus the energy of the original region 
and divided by the size of the RROI. A comparison 
of the energy measure of different components shows 
that the most sensitive component appears to be the 
horizontal low and vertical high frequency com
ponent (VHFC). It can be justified by looking at the 
structure of the developed epiphyses and metaphyses. 
While not being fused, their horizontal edge? are 
included in the VHFC. The process of fusion effects 
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Fig. 2, Radius region of interest (RROI) arranged in the order of decreasing values of the vertical high frequency 
component (VHFC) energy. The left region presents the original RROI. the right region, the wavelets 
representation. The top left shows the low frequency in both directions component (LLFC). the top right shows 
the vertical high frequency component (VHFC), the bottom left shows the horizontal high frequency component 
(HHFC), and the bottom right shows tbe bigh frequency in both directions component. The numbers describe 
the bone age assessment (in years) and the energy of the VHFC with respect to Lbe energy of the original region. 

mostly this component decreasing the length of 
edges. For fused epiphyses the VHFC is close to O. 

Since the wavelets decomposition reflects the 
bony structure of the image, it appears. to be sensitive 
to the radiographic exposure (Fig. 3). An over
exposed image (Fig. 3b) enhances the structure of the 
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tubular bones which appear also in the wavelet 
decomposition components. Although the nonuni
fonnity of the bony structure is included in all 
components leading to a significant increase of the 
energy measure, the largest difference has been 
noticed in the horizontal high frequency component 
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Fig. 3. Wavelets decomposition performed on (a) normal 
and (b) overexposed image. The left region presents the 
original radius region of interest (RROI), the right region, 
the wavelets representation. The top left shows the low 
frcqucncy in both directions component (LLFC), the lap 
right, the vertical high rrequency component (VHFC), the 
bottom left , lhe horizontal high rrequency component 
(HHFC), and the bottom right , the high frequency in both 

directions component. 

(HHFC). Based on the sensitivity of the presented 
fusion analysis method, a threshold value has been 
found QY comparing the energy measure of RROIs 
which have the highest energy value (non-fused 
epiphyses) and the RROIs of overexposed images. 
Both se ts of energy measures have been fitted in 
Gaussian curves. The mean value m is assumed to be 
the center of the corresponding cluster, whereas, the 
variance () is adjusted by minimizing over () the 
following expression: 

L:!y, - y(x,; m, o)J' 

where y() is the Gaussian distribution, m is the mean 
value, d is the variance and Yi are measures. The cut 
off of both curves yields the threshold value. All 
images of the HHFC energy measure exceeding the 
threshold a re subjected to fusion analysis. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The automatically extracted and aligned RROIs 
have been subjected to the wavelets with compact 
support using filters of different number of coeffi¥ 
cients. The best results have been obtained with a 13-
coefficient filter. Due to the noise added by the 
structural nonuniformity of metaphyses, the 11-
coeffici ent filter yields worse results for all groups 
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of fusion. The IS-coefficient filter gives comparable 
results for non-fused and early fusion groups. Later, 
the energies of the VHFC overlap and arc not able to 
separate the "advanced fusion" from the "fusion 
completed" stages. Thus, using this type of wavelet 
bases the 13-coefficient filter matches the best the 
structure of the fusing epiphyses. As a criterion tested 
in this approach the correct classification rate has 
been employed. . 

The test has been performed in two phases. First, 
10 radiographs with a diffe rent stage of fusion have 
been chosen. After subjecting them to the wavelets 
decomposition analysis, they have been a rranged in 
an order of decreasing energy of the VHFC (Fig. 2). 
Whi le comparing the radiologically assessed bone 
age, two images (b and c in Fig. 2) have been 
misplaced. They need to be swapped. Yet, the bone 
age has been assessed on the basis of the entire wrist 
and not the RROI itself and, moreover, while 
comparing the fusion, the order seems to be correCL 

In the second phase radiographs have been 
grouped initially into three classes: epiphys is not 
fused (a-c in Fig. 2), fusion proceeds (d-h) and 
fusion completed (i and j). This results in obtaining 
the following values of the VHFC energy measure 
(EM). For non·fused epiphyses the EM ranges from 
0.54 to 0.34%. While fusion begins, it drops to 
0.22% and continuously decreases to 0.085%. For 
completely fused epiphyses the EM differs from 
0.085% to 0.06%. Then, the interval of 0.23% to 
0.085% has been divided into two classes which arc 
considered as early and advanced stage of fusion. In 
the early stage of fusion the EM ranges from 0.28 to 
0.18% (d-f in Fig. 3) whereas in the advanced stage, 
from 0.1 8 to 0.085% (g, h). 

The classifier has been subjected to 90 additional 
hand radiographs. The results (fable 1) show that a 
non-fused region is unambiguously separated from 
the regions in which the fusion has begun. The 
interval of the EM of this class, although nceded to 
be extended to 0.32%, is sti ll separated from the EM 
of epiphyses in which the fusion has already begun 
(its upper limit has also been extended to 0.27%). 
This means, that a non-fused epiphysis is not 
classified into a stage of "fusion proceeds" or 

Table 1. Classification results for four stages of fusion 

Results! No Early Advanced Fusion 
Truth fusion fusion fusion completed 

No fusion 100% 0% 0% 0% 
Early fusion 8% 92% 0% 0% 
Advanced fusion 0% 14% 86% 0% 
Fusion completed 0% 0% 0% 100'% 
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"fusion completed". A similar situation can be 
noticed while epiphyses afC completely fused. How
ever, due to difference in exposure, in early stage of 
fusion, an epiphysis can be classified as not fused. An 
overexposed image exhibits a structural DOnUn!
fonnity of bones (particularly the metaphysis). 
While being subjected to the wavelets decomposition 
procedure, the resulting wavelet coefficients of both 
types (fusion and bone nonunifonnity) overlap and 
its separation is impossible. A significant over
exposure (Fig. 3b) effects the energy of the HHFC, 
permitting the image to be rejected automatically. 
However, a moderate overCxpOsuI:C may not change 
the measure significantly enough to restrain the 
image from being subjected to the analysis, yet, 
increases the VHFC energy and leads to a mis· 
classification. 

The general evaluation shows that 10% of 
images have been considered as overexposed and 
rejected. If not imposing the quality condition, all of 
them would be classified as non-fused (due to a high 
energy of the VHFC). The next 6.7% are mis· 
classified. This gives a result of 83.3% of correct 
classification. While improving the quality of radio· 
graphs, the accuracy will reach 90%. 

The results show that somc components of the 
wavelets representation can efficiently be used for the 
classification of epiphyseal fusion. However, they 
seem to be sensitive to the exposure of the radio· 
graphs. particularly if this effects the ti ssue structure 
that appears on the radiograph. Secondly, the size of 
the filters has to bc adjusted to suppress the noise and 
extract the features to be considered in the c1assifica· 
tion procedure (13). 

In this study. the wavelets with compact support 
have been tested on the epiphyseal fusion of the 
radius. However. this algorithm can also be applied 
to the assessment of epiphyseal fusion of other bones. 
As an addition example. the phalanges can be 
mentioned. The automated extraction of the region 
of interest is described in (8, 14). After the alignment 
of the region. the algorithm, as presented above. can 
be applied. 

SUMMARY 

This paper presents an analysis of epiphyseal 
fusion based on the wavelets decomposition 
approach. The procedure has been applied to an 
automatically extracted region of interest limited by 
the diameters of the epiphysis and metaphysis. After 
subjecting the region to a wavelets decomposition 
procedure four components are derived. Components 
enhancing the horizontal (VHFC) and vertical 
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(HHFC) edges are employed in the analysis. As a 
quantitative parameter, the percentage of energy of 
the component calculated versus the energy of the 
original region and divided by the size of the region is 
used. Based on the energy measure derived from the 
VHFC the fusion is classified to one of four stages: 
no fusion, early fusion , advanced fusion, fusion 
completed. The rate of correct classification has 
reached 83%. An employment of a quality control 
test (HHFC analysis) restraining overexposed images 
from being subjected to the analysis increases the 
accuracy to 90%. 
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APPENDIX 

Mallat (6) reconstruction and decomposition 
algorithm uses the multi resolution analysis whi le 
computing the filter operators. Following Lemaric's 
definition of the scaling function 

cf>(w) 

and 

~ 1 

1:,(w) = L (w + 2.)' 
1<= - 00 

the multi resolution approximation is based on cubic 
splines obtained by computing the 6th derivative of 

4 Sin' (w/2) 

Since 

cf>(2w) = H(w)cf>(w) 

H(w) can be nbtained as 

H(w) = 

The Fourier transfonn of the corresponding ortho
normal wavelet can be derived from 

o/I(2w) = G(w)cf>(w) 

and is given by 

e-'"I' 1:,,,(0)/2 + . ) 
o/I(w) = c;;;- 1:",(w)l:z,,(w/2) 

The coefficients of the impulse response hen) are 
computed from the transfer function . The impulse 
response g(n) is given by 

g(n) = (- I)'-'h(1 - n) 
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Daubechies (9) has extracted the propertics of 
the filter operator without reference to the multi
resolution analysis. This pcnnits the following set of 
condi tions to be defined. 

(i) Since 

L 1 " (n) 1< 00 , 
L 1 g(n) 1< 00 , 

the operators 

(Ha), = L h(n - 2k)a, 
, 

(Ga), = Lg(n - 2k)a, 
, 

are bounded. 
(i i) The reconstruction and decomposition scheme 

will work if H * H + G*G= I. 
(iii) The orthogonality of subspaces requires that 

HG* = O. 
(iv) The final condition identifies G as a di fference 

operator which corresponds to a band pass filter 
and H as an averaging operator which corre
sponds to a low pass filter. Thus, we require 

L"(n) = C , 

It can be proven that C = .,fi. 
If a sequence has finite length, then the 

corresponding basic wavelet has compact support. 
This means that there are values N _ and N + ror 
which hen) = 0 if n < N_ or n > N+. 

Conditions 1-4 imply the following equation (9): 

1 mN(v) I' + 1 mN(v+,) I' = 1 

with the followipg structure on m 

mN(v) = [0.5(1 +e;')tQN(e;') 

where Q is a polynomial such that 

I QN(Ci
") 12 = ~(N+:-l)Sin2k~ + [sin2k~ JR(~ cos v) 

and R is an add polynomial. The above equation is 
solved by a polynomial PN of order N - 1 

PN(Z) = I:(N -I + ')zl 
pO J 

where z = cos'2v/2. 
]n our application Q of minimal order has peen 

chosen. This means that 
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R :: O and 

In order to find Q,,(ei
') the following Riesz lemma is 

used. Let A be a positive trigonometric polynomial 
containing only cosines, A(l') = 2:-0 an cos(llv). 
Then, there exists a trigonometric polynomial 
B(v) ~ L::- o b"e'm such that IB(v)I' ~ A(I'). The 
proof can be found in (9). This defines 
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and 

N-' 
QN(ei

' ) = L q"ein~ 
"",0 
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Medical Image Compression by Using 
Three-Dimensional Wavelet Transformation 

lun Wang and H. K. Huang,* IEEE, Senior Member 

Abstract-This paper proposes a three-dimensional (3-D) med
ical image compression method for computed tomography (CT) 
and magnetic resonance (MR) that uses a separable nonuniform 
3-D wavelet transform. The separable wavelet transform employs 
one filter bank within two-dimensional (2·0) slices and then a 
second filter bank on the slice direction. CT and MR image sets 
normallv have different resolutions \\ithin a slice and between 
slices. The pixel distances within a slice are normally less than 
I mm and the distance between slices can vary from 1 mm to 
10 mm. To find the best filCer bank in the slice direction, we use 
the various filter banks"in ' the slice direction and compare the 
compression results. The results from the 12 selected ·MR and CT 
image sets at various slice thickness show that the Haar transform 
in the slice direction gives the optimum performance for most 
image sets, except for a CT image set which bas 1 mm slice 
distance. Compared with 2·D wavelet compression, compression 
ratios of the 3·0 method are about 70% higher for CT and 35% 
higher for MR image sets at a peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) 
of 50 dB. In general, the smaller the slice distance, the better the 
3·0 compression performance. 

I. lNTRODUcnON 

T HE demands on image compression in radiology are 
increasing as the number of digital modalities increases 

and the management of digital imaging becomes an important 
issue. PiclUre archiving and communication system (PACS) 
and teleradiology are the two major applications of image 
compression. PACS is an integrated digital system which 
archives and distributes digital images throughout a hospital. 
Such system requires a large storage space for long term 
archival and fast networks to distribute the images. Applying 
image compression reduces the storage requirements, reduces 
network traffic, and therefore improves efficiency. Teleradiol
ogy is radiology practice over a long distance for the purpose 
of consultation and second opinions. Teleradiology requires 
sending digital images to remote sites through digital com~ 
munication lines. Applying compression reduces the image 
transfer time and therefore reduces the cost. 
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Compressing an image set with multiple slices is very 
important in radiology because the most commonly used 
digital modalities, including magnetic resonance (MR), com
puted tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET), 
and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). 
generate multiple slices in a single examination. One slice is 
normally a cross section of the body part. Its adjacent slices 
are cross sections parallel to the slice under consideration. 
Multiple slices generated this way are normally anatomically 

. or phYSiologically correlated to each other. In other words. 
there are some image structural similarities between adjacent 
slices. Although it is possible to compress an image set slice by 
slice, more efficient compression can be achieved by exploring 
the correlation between slices. 

Methods to remove slice correlation for three·dimensional 
(3-D) compression include prediction methods and 3-D trans· 
formations [1]-[4]. In a prediction method, a discrete cosine 
transform (DCT) or a wavelet transform is first applied to two
dimensional (2-D) slices. Adjacent slices are then compared 
and only the differences are coded. 1jlis method requires 
dividing the image slices into small blocks and finding the 
best matching blocks between slices. The prediction method 
will produce the best compression result only if neighbor slices 
have common objects and such objects change position Slightly 
in each slice. such as in a motion picture. However. most of 
medical image sets do not have this property and the prediction 
method may not yield the best result A further drawback of 
the prediction procedure is that it is normally compulationally 
expensive and create block artifacts. In this paPer. we will 
focus on 3·D transformation methods. 

In 3·D transformation methods. a set of slices is grouped 
into one 3-D block and a 3-D transformation is applied to 
the block data to remove inter-slice redundancy. Wavelet 
transformation has been proven to be very efficient for 2· 
D image coding [5], [6]. Compared with the popular DCT. 
wavelet transform yields not only frequency information, but 
also spatial information. 

Several research efforts applied the 3-D wavelet trans
fonn to 3·0 medical image compression [7]-[9J. The basic 
idea of those methods is to apply a separable 3·0 wavelet 
transform to an image set o~ a group of slices to remove 
inter-slice redundancy. The separable 3-D wavelet transform 
employs a one-dimensional (1-0) wavelet filter bank in all 
three dimensions. However, a uniform 3·D wavelet transform 
may not have the best performance because the correlation 
of pixels within a slice is very different from that between 
slices. Typically, the distance of adjacent pixels within a 
slice varies from 0.3-1 mm, whereas the distance between 
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Fig. I. Two-channel PR filter bank. 

slices varies from 1-10 mm for MR or CT. The correlation 
within a slice is in general better than the correlation between 
slices. Hence, applying a second wavelet function in the slice 
direction adjusted to !,he distance characteri stics may give 
bener compression results. In thi s paper, a separable 3-D 
wavelet transform .with two wavelet banks is applied to an 
image set. We use the same filter bank in each slice for all 
image sets. The wavelet filter bank used in the slice direction is 
selected for each image set at various slice distances according 
10 the beSt compression result. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly intro
duces the concept of lile wavelet transform and its implemen
tation for I-D signals. Section m describes our 3-D wavelet 
compression algorithm. Section IV discusses the compression 
results obtained from the 3-D wavelet compression by using 
different wavelet filter banks in the slice direction and com
pares the results oblained with the 3-D wavelet compression 
and a 2-D slice by slice compression. Section V presents 
conclusions. 

n. WAVELET TRANSFORMATION 

The basic idea of wavelet transformation is to represent any 
arbitrary function as a superposition of a wavelet basis r 10], 
[II). The coefficients of the basis can be used to reconstruct 
!.he original function exactly. The wavelet basis is formed by 
dilation and translation of a special function, which is called 
the mother wavelet. The wavelet transfonn gives a spatial 
and frequency representation of signals. The application of the 
wavelet transform to image compression has shown promising 
results [5). [6). 

The wavelet transfonn can be implemented by a two
channel perfect reconstruction (PR) filter bank [12]. A filter 
bank is a set of filters, which are connected by sampling 
operators. Fig. 1 shows an example of a two-channel filter 
bank applied to a I-D signal . x(n) is an input signal. Ho and 
HI are analysis filters and Go and G 1 are synthesis filters. Ho 
is a low-pass filter and HI is a high-pass filter. If the output 
x(n) = x(n - I), where l is a delay, then the two-channel 
filter bank is cal led a PR filter bank. 

The wavelet transfonn of a signal can be obtained by re
peatedly applying a PR filter bank to me signal in a pyramidal 
scheme [111. In a l-D case, the decomposition process can be 
described by dIe following equations: 

fm+l(n) = L ho(2n - k)fm(k) (I,) 
k 

f:'+l(n) = L hl(2n - k)fm(k) ( I b) 
k 
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fm+2 

f'm+2 

Fig. 2. Two b'ds or 1·0 w.3velel decomposi tion. 

Fig. 3. 11uee·dimension3.1 wavelet compression process. 

where Jm+l (n) is the smooth signal and 1:n+I (n) is the 
delailed signal at the resolution level m + 1. 

Fig. 2 shows the implementation of (I). Eo and HI are the 
frequency response of ho and hI, respectively. The signaJ Jm 
is convoluted with filters Ho and HI. respectively. and dIen 
sampled at every other pixel. Because Ho is a low-pass filter. 
and HI is a high-pass filter the resulting signals are a smooth 
signal Jm+l> and a delailed signal J:"+I' respectively . The 
smooth signal Jm+l is again convoluted with filters Ho and 
HI. respectively. sampled at every other pixel. creating Jm+2 
and J:n+2' The same process can be continued until the desired 
level is reached. The result of the two level decomposition 
(Fig. 2) contains Jm+2. J:"+2' and J:"+I' Jm+2 is the smooth 
Signal and 1:"+2 and 1:"+1 are delai led sjgn~s in the different 
frequency bands. 

A wavelet transform decomposes a signal into a series 
of smooth signals and their associated detailed signals at 
different resolution levels. At each level, the smooth signal and 
associated detailed signal have all the information necessary 
to reconsuuct the smooth signal at the next higher resolution 
level. The transformed signal has both spatial and frequency 
information from the original signal and it provides a good 
representation for coding. 

III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL WAVELET COMPRESSION 

This section describes a multiple slice compression method 
using a 3-D wavelet ttansfonn. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram 
of this 3-D wavelet compression method. In the compression 
process. a separable 3-D wavelet transform is first applied 
to the 3-D image dala resulting in a 3-D multircsolution 
representation of dIe image. The wavelet coefficients are then 
quantized using scalar quantization. Finally. run-length and 
Huffman coding are used to code the quantized data. 

A. Three-Dimensional Wavelet Transform 

A 3-D wavelet decomposes a 3-D image set into a number 
of blocks. with one small block conlaining most of the energy 
and rest of the blocks containing infonnation in various 
frequency bands. The decomposed image provides an excellent 
representation for funher quantization and coding. 

A separable 3-D wavelet transfonn can be computed by 
extending the 1-0 pyramidal algorithm. As we mentioned 
before, multiple slice medical image sets can have various slice 
thicknesses. The pixel correlation within a slice is nonnally 
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Fig. 4. The coordinates of a multiple slice image set. 

much better than between slices. Our 3-D wavelet transform 
aJgorithm takes advantage of this property by lIsing two sets 
of wavelet filters instead of only one wavelet filter. 

Suppose we label the x and y directions in the image 
plane and the z direction in the slice direction (Fig. 4). The 
implementation of a one level 3-D wavelet transform is shown 
in Fig. 5. 

We first convolutc each linc in the x-direction with fillers 
Ho and HI. respectively. followed by subsampling every other 
pixel. We then convolute the resulting signals with Ho and HI 
in the y-direction, followed by subsampling. FinaJ ly we apply 
a second sets of wavelet fillers Hb and H~ in the z-direction 
and followed by subsampling. 

The resulting signaJ has eight components. fm +l contains 
low-frequency information, because it is obtained by convo
lution with only low-pass filters Ho and Hb. The remain ing 
components are obtained by convolution with at least one high
pass filter. HI or H~. and therefore contain the detailed signaJ 
in the x, y. and z directions and various diagonaJ directions. 
The same process can be repeated for the low-frequency signal, 
f m+l , until the desired level is reached. 

Fig. 6 shows two levels of 3-D wavelet lransform on a 
volu me of data. The first level decomposes the data into eight 
blocks. TIu-ee lener labels are used for each block of data, 
which stands for the filter type in the x, y. and z directions. L 
means low-pass filter and H means high-pass filter. The top 
left comer block is the low-frequency portion of the image 
data, and other remaining blocks are filtered a.t least once 
with a high-pass filter and therefore contain high-frequency 
components in one of the directions. The low-frequency block 
can be further decomposed into eight more blocks. The blocks 
on th~ second level contain higher frequency componems than 
those of the first level. 

In our case, the low-frequency component of the wavelet 
transform is about 1I23M of the original image size, but con
tains about 90% of the total energy, where M is the level of the 
decomposition. The high-frequency componenlS are separated 
into different resolution levels. At a particular resolution level. 
each block contains the high-frequency infonnation in certain 
directions. Blocks at different levels contain similar structure 
but different frequency band infonnation. 

The wavelet transfonn yields a good representation of the 
original image for compression purposes. Different levels 
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of resolution can be coded in different ways to improve 
compression results. 

B. QUGlIlizGrioll 

The second step of the 3-D wavelet compression is quanti
zation. The purpose of quantization is to reduce data entropy 
by compromising the precision of the data. Reducing e ntropy 
aJlows more compression. The quantization step maps a large 
number of input values into a smal ler set of output values. 
The onginaJ data cannot be recovered exactly after quantiza
tion. It is therefore very important to design a quantization 
slrategy which selectively quantizes the wavelet coefficients 
and preserves the image quality. 

Wave let transfonned data is represented by fl oating point 
vaJ ues and consists of two types of data: a single low
resolution component which contains most of the energy: and 
multiple high-resolution components which contain the infor
mation of sharp edges. Since the low-resolution component 
has most of the energy, we want to keep that data as it is_ To 
minimize the data loss in this portion, we map each floating 
point value to ilS nearest integer. 

The high-resolution components contain mostly high
frequency infonnation. Since smooth areas in the original 
image have less high· frequency information. high-resolution 
components in those areas are dominated by smaJI amplitude 
coefficienlS. These coefficients contain very little energy. We 
can eliminate those coefficients without creating significant 
distortion in the reconstructed image. A thresho ld number T m 

is chosen so that any coefficients less than T m will be set to 
zero. Above Tm , uni fonn scalar quantization is used to map 
a range of floating point values into a single integer. 

C. Entropy Coding 

In the third step, run-length coding followed by Huffman 
coding is applied to the quantized data. Run-length coding is 
effective when there is more than one pixel with the same gray 
level in a sequence. This method uses two integers to represent 
a sequence of the same gray level. The fi rst integer represents 
the length of the sequence, and the second integer represents 
the gray level of the sequence. The longer is a sequence, the 
more efficient the run-length COding. Since thresholding of the 
high-resolution components results in a large number of zeros, 
run-length can be expected to significantly reduce the data. 

We apply Huffman coding to the run-length encoded data. 
Huffman coding is a minimum redundancy coding. It assigns 
fewer bits to the values with higher frequency or occurrence 
and more bits to the vaJues with lesser frequency of occur
rence. By first finding the frequency of occurrence of each 
gray level. Huffman coding will allow us to re-represent the 
data in less space than the original data . 

IV. REsULTS 

We selected MR and CT image sets with various pixel sizes 
and slice distances. Pixel size is the distance between twO 
adjacent pixels within a slice. Slice distance is the distance 
between two adjacent s lices. The MR data selS have dimen
sions of 256 x 256 with 12 bits per pixel. The CT data sets 
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Fig. 5. The impJement3tion of:l; one: level 3-D wavelet decomposition. Ho and HI and H~ and Hi are two different $CIS of fillet ~ks. 

Level I 

Fig. 6. The resuli of the two level of 3·0 wavelet decomposition. 

have dimensions of 512 x 512 with 12 bits per pixel. Table I 
li sts 12 cr and MR test image sets selected from Universi ty 
of California at San Francisco image archive database . The 
first column is the name for each image set. The first two 
letters of the each name represent the image modality. The 
next two letters represent the analOmy. The number represents 
the slice distance in mm. The last letter a or c in MR sets 
stands for axial or corona1. In the following results. we will 
use the name 10 refer to each image set. All image selS were 
from different scans, but they may carne from the same patient. 
Column six is the number of slices in each image set. To reduce 
the compress ion time and without affecting the final result. we 
only compressed the first 24 slices. 

The decompressed image qualil)' is measured by the peak 
signal-Io-noise ratio (PSNR) defined as 

PSNR ~ 20 log -:-____ ""'1 m"'~"'----__'_"'/"'2 
{l: [J(x , y , z) - 1dx, y, zll'} 

N 

(2) 

where fmb is the maximum gray level of the image set. N is 
10lai number of pixels, f(x , y, z) is the original image. and 
fr: (x , y , z) is the decompressed image. The denominator is the 

Level 2 

TABLE I 
THE DESCRlPT101'l OF IMAGE SETS 

Slice Pixel • of 
Image· Modali ty Anatomy distance dist31lce 

s lices (mm) (mm) 

CTBRI CT Brain 0.41 51 
CTK.EI CT Knoe I 0.43 31 
CTBR3 CT Br.Lin 3 0.49 25 
CTSP3 CT Spine 3 0.39 69 
CTBRs CT Br.Lin 5 0.41 24 
CTKES CT K,oe 5 0.43 151 
crCH7 CT Chest 7 0.74 43 

MRBRI·a MR Brain-axial 1.5 1.02 124-
MRBRJ·a MR Bra.in-:u:ial 3 1.17 47 
MRBR6·a MR Brain·axial 6 0.78 26 
MRBR4·c MR Brain-coronill 4 1.17 45 
MRBR6·c MR Brain·corona! 6 0.78 28 

-Each image set is from different scan. 

root mean square (nns) error of the decompressed image. The 
larger the PSNR. the bener the decompressed image quality is. 

The compression perfonnance is measured by compression 
ratio (CR) which is defined as 

Original bilS per pixel 
CR= .. 

Compressed bllS per pl'"ei 
(3) 
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Fi:;.7. Compression ration versus PSNR for different fiiler banks in the sl ice direction. (3) CT knee image set with I·nun slice dist.:lnce. (b) CT knee image 
sel with 5'mm slice dislanCe. (e) MR brain set with s lice distance of 3 mm. (d) MR brain sel with s lice distance 6 nun. 

A. Comparison Between Difjerenl Wavelet 
Filters in the Slice Direction 

Different wavelet filte rs were applied to the z-direction in 
order to select an optimum wavelet filter for image sets at 
various slice thicknesses. The wavelet fillers Ho and HI used 
in the x and the y direction were fixed to be the 9n tap 
filter bank [13]. which has been recognized as one of the 
best filte rs for the purpose of image compression. We only 
varied the wavelet filter Ho and HI for the z direction. The 
selected candidates were the 9n. the Daubechies_4 (D4) [101. 
and the Haar [14]. The reasons to consider these three filter 
banks were: the 9n filter bank gives a uniform 3-D wavelet 
transformation. and the Daubechies_4 (04) and the Haar filter 
banks are representative of shon filter banks. Image sets were 
compressed with the 3-D wavelet method using each filter 
bank for the z-direction. Three level wavelet decomposition 
was used in all cases. 

Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows the compression results fOT two 
different CT knee image sets at I and 5-mm slice distances. 
The two image sets were from the same patient. but two 
different studies. The solid lines are the results of using the 
9n filter in the slice direction. the dotted lines are the results 
of using the D4 filter. and the dash lines are the results of 
using the Haar filter. The compression ratios from applying 
the 9n filter to a i-mm slice distance image set are much 
bener than those of the D4 and Haar filters: approximately 
10-50% higher in the PSNR range of 47-59 dB [Fig. 7(0)]. 
In contrast. the Haar filter perfonns better for image sets with 
5-mm slice di stances [Fig. 7(b)). 
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TABLE U 
COMPARlSOS OF THE COMPRESS lOS REsULTS OBTAINED 

"''TTl{ TWu:E Fn.TER DM""KS IS THE. Sua: DIRECTlOS 

Imagc Sel H= [)4 9n 

CTIl RI Middle Middle Desl 
CTKEI WOr.iI Middle Desl 
CTIlRJ Besl Worsl Middle 
crSP3 Best Middle Worst 
CTIlR5 Best Worst Middle 
CTKE5 Best WOrsl Middle 
CTCH7 Besl Worst Middle 

MRBRI ·a WOrsl Middle SeSI 
MRBR3·a Middle WOrsl BeSI 
MRBR4·e Besl Worst Middle 
MRBR6-a Besl Middle Worst 
MRBR6-c B,,, Middle Worst 

Fig. 7(c) and (d) shows the results for two different MR 
brain image sets. For the image se t with a 3-mm slice 
distance, the 9n filter performs better [Fig. 7(c)]. but the 
improvement of the 9n filter is only slight. For the image 
set with a 6-mm slice distance. the Haar filter performs bener 
[Fig. 7(d)]. Since the Haar filter has two coefficients. D4 has 
four coefficients. and the 9n has eight coefficients in average. 
the total compression time of using the 9n filter in the slice 
direction is consistently about 20% longer than that of using 
lhe Haar filter in the slice direction. 

Table n summarizes the results of applying different filters 
in the z direction for all test image sets. The fi rst column 
of the table describes the image sets. The second. third and 
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Fig. 8. The 3·D vcrsus 2·D wavelet compression for an MR and a CT image SCI. (a) CT brain image set with 5'mm slice distance. (b) MR brain 
image set with 3'mrn slice distance. 

founh columns are'the compression perfonnance. We use best. 
middle and worst to describe the pcrfonnance of each filter. 
In general. the 9n filler has the best pcrfonnance for image 
sels with slice di stance less than or equal to 3 mm. and the 
Haar filter has the best perfonnance for image sets with slice 
distances greater than 3 mm. 

B. Comparison Benveen 2·D and 3·D lVaveler Trans/orm 

The image sets were also compressed with the 3·D wavelet 
compression method and a 2-0 wavelet compression method. 
In the 3·0 compression method. the Haar filter was used in 
the z direction. The 2-0 compression algorithm was similar 
to the 3-D compression algorithm except that a 2-0 wavelel 
lransfonn was applied to each slice. Multiple slices are simply 
compressed slice by slice wi th the 2-D method and the 
final compression ratio is obtained by averaging whole set 
of 3-D data. Both methods used three levels of wavelet 
decompoSition. 

Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the compression ratios versus PSNR 
of the 3-D and 2-D methods for the CTBR5 and the MRBR3 
image sets. respectively. The horizontal axis is PSNR, and 
the vertical axis represents compression ratio . The solid line 
is the 3·0 compression result and the dotted line is the 2-0 
compression resull. The compression ratio of the 3·D method 
is higher than that of the 2·D at the same PSNR. We only 
show the result of one sel of MR and CT images here. The 
rest of the MR and CT image sets have similar results. 

To compare the increases in compression perfonnance of the 
3·0 method over the 2·D method. we define the percentage 
increase in compression ralio as 

CR(3-D) - CR(2-D) 
% Increase = CR(2-D) . (4) 

Fig. 9 Shows the percentage increase in compression ratios 
for MR and CT image sets at various slice distances. The 
perfonnance of the 3-D wavelet method for cr image sets 
depends on the slice distance shown in Fig. 9(a). The genera] 
O'end is that the smaller the di stance between slices. the bener 
the 3-D compression perfonnance. This can be explained as 
follow: the image sets with smaller slice distances have better 
correlation between slices. Better correlation means that the 
signal is smoother in the slice direction and therefore has less 
higher frequency components in the slice direction. The 3-
D wavelet transfonn decomposes the 3-D data into different 
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Fig. 9. The percentage increase of3·0 compression \'e~us 2·D compression 
result. (3) CT image seLS. (b) MR ilTl:lge sets. 

frequency bands. The smoother the signal is and the bener the 
energy concentration for the lransfonned data, the better the 
compression result. 

For MR image sets. the relationship between the percentage 
increase in compression ratio and the slice distance is more 
complex than cr image sets. The perfonnance of 3-D not 
only depends on the slice distance. but al so depends on 
imaging techniques and pulse sequences. If tWO image sets 
acquired at the same technique and the same pulse sequence. 
the perfonnance of 3·D is better for smaller slice distances. 
Fig. 9(b) shows results from three MR image sets at slice 
distances of 1.5. 3. and 5 mm. They are all Tl-weighted brain 
axial sections. but from different patients. The results show 
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(,) (b) (0) 

(d) (0) 

Fig. 10. One slice of a CT volume image data compressed at compression ratio of 15: using 3·0 wavelet and 2·0 wavelet algori thms. (a) original 
image. (b) image compressed with the 3·D wavelet method. (e) image compressed with the 2·0 wavelet method, (d) the difference image between (b) 
and (a), and (e) the differe nce image between (el and (a). 

thai the smaller the slice distance. the bener the 3-D wa .... elet 
compress ion perfonns. 

Overall . the benefit of 3·D wavelet compression for the CT 
image sets is larger than thaI for the MR image sets. At a 
PSNR of 55 dB. the percent increase in 3-D compression rati o 
is about 25- 75% for CT, and only 5-40% for MR. The smaller 
improvement for MR is probably due to more noise in the 
MR image sets. 

Finally. we present the original and decompressed images 
of a CT spine (CTSP3) compressed at a 15: I rati o using the 
2·0 and the 3-D wavelet methods. Fig. 10(a) is the original 
image; Fig. 10(b) and (c) arc the image compressed at ratio of 
15: 1 using the 3-D and 2-D wavelet methods. respectively; 
Fig. 10(d) and (e) shows the diffe rence images between the 
Original image and the decompressed image of the 3-D and 
2·D. respecti .... ely. At the same compression ratio. image 
Fig. IO(d) shows that there is very little difference between the 
3-D wavelet decompressed image and the Original . whereas. 
image Fig. lO(e) clearly shows the difference between the 2·D 
wavelet decompressed image and the original image. 

C. Comparison Berween 3-D Wavelet Transfomt 
and DCT Based Compressioll 

We also compare our 3-D wavele t method wi th the Joint 
Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) compression method (1 5). 
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JPEG is an industrial standard compression algorithm which is 
based on a block DCT transfonn. The CTSP3 is compressed 
slice by slice using the JPEG algorithm. The PSNR of the 
JPEG compressed image set is 49.4 dB at the compression 
ratio of 15: I. The PSNR of 3-D wavele t compressed image 
set is 54.4 dB at the same compression ratio. The PSNR of 
the 2-D wavelet compressed image set is 49.4 dB which is the 
same as for JPEG. 

Fig. II shows the difference images of the JPEG and 3· 
D wavelet compression at the compression ratio of 15: I. In 
order to emphasize the differences, we have selected a window 
in the spine region [Fig. 10(a)J and zoomed it at 2: 1 rati o. 
The JPEG compressed image [Fig. 11 (b)] has larger errors in 
high-frequency regions than does the 3-D wavelet compressed 
image. Also. the JPEG difference image clearly shows blocky 
anifacts. The difference image for the 3·0 wavelet compressed 
looks more like granular noise. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed a 3-D image compress ion method that 
uses a separable nonunifonn 3-D wavelet transfonn. The 
nonunifonn 3-D lIansfonn applies one wavelet filter bank in 
the x and y directions. and a second wavelet filter bank in 
the z·direclion. The second wavelet filter bank is selected for 
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Fig. 11. A ponion of the difference images thai have been compressed using 
(a) the 3-D wavelet compression and (b) the JPEG compression. The original 
imJgc is shown in Fig. 10(3). 

image sets at various slice distances according to the best 
compression performance. 

The resuits show that the Haar transform in the slice 
direction gives the optimum results in the majority of cases, 
except for the CT image set wiLh I-mm slice distances. In 
general, the Haar transform in the sl ice direction produces 
better results for image sets with slice di stances greater than 
3 mm. The 9n filter generally produces better compression 
results for image sets wi th slice distances less than 3 mm. 
However. the increase in compression ratio using the 9n filter 
in the slice direction is only Jess than 5% for most of the MR 
image sets and yet the compression time is about 20% longer 
than using the Haar transform. Therefore. it may not be wo~ 
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the effon to use a 9n filter in the slice directi on. The only 
exception is for the CT image SCI with I-mm sl ice distance. 
the increase in the compression ratio is abom 10-50% wi th 
the 9n filter. In thi s case, it is wonh to use the 9n filter. 

llrree-dimensional wavelet compression achieves better re
sults than 2-D wavelet compression. The increase in compres
sion ratio for 3-D is about 70% over that of 2-D for CT image 
sets and 35% higher for MR image sets at a PSNR of 50 dB . 
The benefit of 3-D compression depends on the slice distance 
of an image set. The smaller the slice di stance, the bener the 
correlat ion in the slice direction, and Lhe bener the compression 
performance. 
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Cost-Effectiveness of Radiology 
Information System s 

Cost Benefits of Picture Archiving 
and Communications Systems 
Ronald L. Arenson, MD. Elizabeth S. Burnside, MD. David E. Avrin. MO. PhD, 
Robert G. Gould, SeD, H. K. Huang, SeD, Robert P. Marco, MBA 

W irh the rap id onslaught of managed care, radiology departments are 
increasingly being viewed by medical centers as expensive cost cen

ters rather than as sources of revenue. Hospilal administrators are placing 
pressure on radiology departments to reduce their opera ting and capita l 
costs. 1n the P::lS{ decade. a number of leaders in radiology have stated that 
picture archiving and communicat ions systems (PACS) would make radiol
ogy departments more effic ient and cost-effective. By eliminating film, 
thereby reducing personnel required (0 manage film images, the depan
me nt should be able to reduce its operating costs (Seshadri S8 et aI. , pre
sented at the Conference on Computer Applicat ions, June 1988). However, 
few studies have been published that substant iate such claims II, 21. 

The opponunities fo r savings in the radiology depanment can be divided 
into several major categories: personnel, supplies, eqUipment, and mainte
nance. BeC:.lllse personnel represent the majoriry of direct expense in the 
depanmcnt. reductions in personnel are essent ial to rea lize suffic ie nt sav
ings to offset the added expense of PACS equipment. 

Personnel \vho may be replaced by PACS include the staff associated 
with h:mdling film-specifically fi lm librarians, darkroom aides, and tech
no logists required for computed tOmography (CT) scanning o r magnetic 
resonance (MR) imaging. The supplies that could be eliminated include 
film. processing chemicals , and othe r film-related costs such as film jackelS. 
The equipment expenses that could be avoided by PACS include film pro
cessors. muitiviewers and view boxes, and format cameras or laser imag
ers. Some equipment associated with the radiology information system also 
can be eliminated, such as bar-code light pens for track ing fi lms and a 
number of terminals or personal computers in the film library. 

Space savings can be realized if film li braries can be substantia lly 
reduced. In addition, darkrooms and spaces for laser imagers can be used 
for more p.-.tient-o riented tasks. Maintenance costs for the equipmcnr elim
inated also are saved. However. as we point o ut, the maintenance cost for 
PACS can be substantia l. 

The expenses for PACS are primari ly in equipment and associated main
tenance. The equipment can be divided into acquisition devices-inter-
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faces, archive systems, display worksta tions, and 
networks-and hard-copy devices (which wi ll always 
be needed to some extent). 

The supplies required for PACS include optical plat
ters fo r on-line archiving 'a nd phosphor plates for com
puted radiography (CR). A relatively sma I! amount of 
space is reqUired to house the needed computers and 
archive equipment and to provide space for CR. Some 
added personnel are needed to support the PACS. 
However, some of these tasks can be done by current 
employees, stICh as the systems personnel supporting 
the radiology and the hospital info rmation systems. 

Because of the high cost of the equ ipme nt associated 
with a depal1menrwide PACS, careful analysis of more 
limited implememations is needed . Although usefu l for 
prodUCing high-quality portable chest images witb few 
retakes , CR equipment is expensive and has high main
tenance coSts. Also, the phosphor plates have a finite 
li fe span, which is often much less than the manufac
tu rers claim. Certainly. CR is not cost-effective if film is 
produced for interpretation rather than using soft-copy 
interpretation on digital workstal ions. 

The areas in the depa rtme nt best su ited fo r the 
implementation of PACS modules include sonography. 
CT scanning. MR imaging, nuclear medicine , CR for the 
intensive care unit (leU), and gastrOintestinal or geni
tourinary fluoroscopy. The primary areas excluded are 
mammography and plain films for chests or muscu losk
eletal work. Depallments also may have their own spe
cific opportunities for using CR or digitized films. for 
example, receiving information from .a remote emer
gency depanment or a remQ[e orthopedic clinic. Such 
special cases were not considered in this article. In 
addition, certain adva ntages of PACS, such as more 
rJpicl communica tion of image resu lts [Q referring phy
sicians, reduction in lost or misplaced films, and image 
enhancement for detection of lines or tubes, were not 
considered in the analysis. 

For the purposes of this discussion, cwo scenarios are 
examined. The first focuses on the add itional costs of 
adding a section to an existing PACS [hal is already sup
porting the infrastructure. The only necwork costs wil l be 
the hardware and wires or fiber needed to extend to the 
section, The only archive costs will be for pbtters. The 
second scenario also will consider the prorated costs fo r 
all components as if starting from scratch. 

The nuclear medicine section was examined as an 
example for our analysis. At present , the nuclear medi
cine section uses one full-time equiva lent (ITE) film 
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clerk, and e::lCh technologist cloes filming t:tsks esti
mated to equa l one FfE. The peninenr equipment, sup
plies, and pe rsonnel are indicated in Table 1. 

The PACS expenses fo r the nuclear medicine sect ion, 
also shown in Table 1. include acquiSition interfaces, 
display workstations, po rtions or the archive and net
work , and other "infrastructure costs." Both scenarios 
are included , and the d ifferences between the film sys
tem and the PACS system also :He shown. 

As can be seen in Table 1. a min i-PACS for the 
nuclear medicine section is cost-effective even if the 
infrast ructure costs are included. The proportion of 
infrastructure costs allocated 10 the sect ion was deter
mined by the size and volume or images in that section 
compared with the rest of the department. These 5 .:1\'-· 

ings can be realized only if the personne l redunions 
are ach ieved Jnd if film is not creared. Wi thout the sa l
al)' savings, the PACS implementation will sti ll be cost
e ffect ive, but not by a large margin for the nucleu 
medicine section. If film is required to provide refe rring 
physicians with im:1ges ollts ide of the f3diology depart
ment. the fi lm savings w ill be reduced as well. 

Implementation of PACS in othe~ sections, such as 
sonography, abdominal imaging Cg3st ro intestinal and 
genilOurinal)'). 3nd neuroradiology. also is cost-effecti\·e. 
The chest and musculoske letal sections are more prob
lematic because of the cost of eR. CR is useful in reduc
ing retakes for portable chest films because it is ~o 
forgiving of r.ldiologic technique. Even though the e:uly 
claims of reduced r:ldiation luve nOI been re31ized to 
any Significant extent. CR in conjunction with P:\CS 
including fi lmless interpretations serves a few \'cry 
imponant functions. CR and PACS proVide immeckne 
viewing of images in both the ICU and the radiology 
department. This simultaneous vie~'ing al!o~'~ faster 
action on pa tients in the ICU b~sed on the information in 
the images as 'well as rapid interpretation by the r.!dio lu
g ist. Immediate remme consultations are also possible. 

Even with proven cost-effect iveness. PACS will nOl 
gain wide implementation until se\'e rJ l problems are 
overcome. The current technology has Significant SP:l
tial and comrJst limitations. especially on the dispby 
s ide . These limitat ions are p,l rti cuJarly problematic in 
mammography and to a lesser exte nt. for pbin films of 
the extremities and chest. An even more imponant defi
ciency is relmed to the software design on commercial 
workstat ions for phYSicians. The concepts of a fo lde r 
manager (including advance fetching of previous com
pariso~ images. :luto ro uting images to the ~l ppropri:He 
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TABLE 1: Cost·Effectiveness of Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS) 

Description Item Cost Quantity Depreciation (Years) Annual Cost 

Nuclear medicine 

Savings from film system 
Film library cterk 
Filming technologist 
Film and chemicals 
Processor 
Mutliformat camera 
Maintenance 
Mulliviewers 

Total savings 
PACS expenses 

Acquisition devices 
Network components 
Display workstations 
Maintenance 
Systems personnel 
Optical platters 

Total costs 

540.000 
50.000 
48,000 
18,000 
12,000 

1.800 
20,000 

$12.000 
3.000 

36,000 
5,100 

65,000 
500 

1 

1 
2 
2 
1 

2 

1 

2 
1 
o 
4 

10 
7 

15 

6 
5 
6 

$40.000 
50,000 
48,000 

3,600 
3.429 
1,800 
2.667 

$149.496 

52.000 
600 

12,000 
5,100 

2.000 

$21.700 

Archive devices 
Network components 
Display workstations 
Maintenance 
Systems personnel 
Optical planers 

$398.000 
282.000 

36,000 
71,600 
65,000 

Infrastructure costs 
1 6 

5 
6 

$66.333 
56,400 
12,000 
71,600 

195,000 

Air conditioning and uninterrupted 
power supply 

Total cosls 

Nuclear medicine seclion's share 

500 
100,000 

Realized savings/year without infrastructure 

Realized savings/year with infrastructure 

~vorkstatjon, and autosequencing of images on display) 

and presets for window and level are of len missing (3J. 

Without these features. the radiologist at the \vorksta

tion IllUSt serve as filming technician <lnd film library 

clerk. in :Jddition CO doing the usual interpretation func

tions. Thus, radiologists are hampered i:1 performing 

their tasks and resist the PACS. 

In summa!)', PACS is cost-effective for selected por

lions of the radiology depallment and Gill he phased in 
as needs require. Sever:.i1 obstacles stili prevent more 

widespread implementation. including the high cosl for 
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1 

2 
1 
3 

10 1 

18 
5,000 
5.556 

$411,889 

20,594 

5127,796 

107,202 

CR. the need for access to images o lLtside Ihe radiology 

department. ~tnd poor commercial design (lack of 

folder 1l1<1T1;lger concepts) of physicians' workstations. 
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This report describes the authors' experience in the 
design and implementation of two large scale picture 
archiving and communication systems (PACS) during 
the past 10 years. The first system, which is in daily 
clinical operation was developed at Unive rsity of Cali· 
fornia, Los Angeles from 1983 to 1992. The second 
system, which continues evolving. has been in develop
ment at University of California, San Francisco (UCSFJ 
since 1992. The report highlights the differences be
tween the two systems and points out the gradual 
change in the PACS design concept during the past 10 
years from a closed architecture to an open hospital
integrated system. Both systems focu s on system 
reliability and data integrity, with 24-hour on-line 
service and no loss of images. The major difference 
between the two systems is that the UCSF PACS 
infrastructure design is a completelv open architecture 
and the system implementation uses more advanced 
technologies in computer software, digital communica
tion, system interface, and stable industry standards. 
Such a PACS can withstand future technology changes 
without rendering the system obsolete, an essential 
criterion in any PACS design. 
Copyright 0 1996 by W.B. Saunders Company 

KEY WORDS: picture archiving and communication 
system (PACS), communication networks, infrastruc
ture design, open architecture, display workstation. 

THERE ARE generally three methods of 
approach to design and implementa tion of 

a picture archiving and communication sys tem 
(PACS).' In the first approach, systems integra
tion, a multidisciplinary team with technical 
know-how is assembled by the radiology depart
ment or the hospital. The team becomes a 
system integrator, selecting PACS components 
from various manufacturers. The team develops 
system interfaces and writes the PACS software 
according to the clinical requirements of the 
hospital. In the second approach, requirements 
specification and contracting, a team of experts, 
from both outside and inside the hospital , is 
assembled to write detailed specifications fo r 
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the PACS for a certain clinica l environment. A 
manufacturer is cont racted to implement the 
system. In the third , or turnkey approach, the 
manufacturer develops a turnkey PACS and 
installs it in a department for clinical use. E3Ch 
of these approaches has advantages and disad
vantages. One advantage of the first. or systems 
integration approach, is that the resea rch team 
ca n cont inuously upgrade the system with state
of-the-a n components and the refore. the sys
tem will not become obsolete . The system so 
designed is tailored to the cl inical environment 
and call be upgraded without depending on the 
schedule of the manufacturer. On'c disadvan
tage is that it requires a substantial commitment 
by the hospital to assemble a multidisciplinary 
team . In addition, the sys tem deve loped will be 
one of a kind , and therefore, service and mainte
nance will be difficult because it consists of 
components from diffe rent manu facturers. 

The primary advantage of the second ap
proach (requirements specifica tion and contract
ing) is that the PACS specifications are tailored 
to a certain clinical environment , yet the respon
sibility for implementing the PACS is delegated 
to the manufacturer. The depa rtmen t acts as a 
purchasing agent and docs not have to be 

From tl/e LaboralOry for Radiologicalillfom/lllics, Depart· 
melll of Radiology. Unin'rsiry of Califomitl, San Fra l/cisco 
94143·0628. 

Ptlrtially sllpponed by PHS gram ROI CA 51198, Ntiliollill 
Libmryaf II-Jedicinc COlI/racl NO]·LM·4·3508, Cal REN gmnt 
ATMN·007, Fuji Medical Systems USA. Lllmisys, tllld A he 
Sekkei. 

Addre55 repril1l reqllem to H. K. f!lIIlI/g, DSc. LaboratOry for 
Radi%giw lillfon/wties, Depanmem of Radiology, Ulli!-ersiry 
af Califomia , Sun Frallcisco, CA 94 1.J3·0628. 
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concerned with the installa tion. The disadvan
tages a rc that the specifications tend to ~e 
overly ambi tious. The experts may no t be fam il
iar with the clinical e nvi ronmem, and they may 
unde restimate the technical and operational 
difficulty. The designated manufacturer. who 
may lack clinical experience, tends to overesti 
ma te the performance of each PACS compo
nent. As a result , the completed PACS may not 
meet the overall specifications. The cosl o f 
contracting the manufacturer to develop a speci
fied PACS is also high because of the manufac
turer's narrow profit margin in building only 
one system. 

The advantage of the third or turnkey ap
proach is tha t it is a general ized product ion 
system, the refo re, the cost tends to be lower. 
However. in th is approach, the man ufac tu re r 
needs a couple of yea rs to complete the produc· 
tion cycle. By the time the system is com mer· 
cia lly ava ilable, some components may have 
already become obsolete because of the fast 
moving computer and communication tech nolo· 
gies. Also. it is doubtful whether a genera li zed 
PACS can be used by every specialty in a 
department and by every radiology department. 
In the past severa l yea rs, these three ap
proaches gradually merge as additional clin ical 
data in PACS become avai lab le. As a result, the 
distinction among them has become blurred. 

This report describes the authors' exper ience 
of design and implementation of two PACS, one 
at Unive rsi ty of California at Los Angeles 
(UCLA) and the other at University of Cali for
nia at San Francisco (UCSF) during the past 10 
years. The first system was based on the first 
approach and the second was based on combin· 
ing the first a nd second approaches. Sections 2 
and 3 describe the UCLA and the UCSF PACS, 
respec tively. Section 4 compares the differences 
betwee n these two systems. 

THE FIRST PACS SYSTEM AT UCLA 

We bega n the design of the UCLA PACS in 
1983.2 Its implementat ion went through three 
phases. Phase I, from 1984 to 1990, encom
passed the demonstration of the concept of 
PACS and the des ign of the PACS infrastruc
ture. Phase 2, from 1990 to 199 1, comprised 
cl inical implementation of several PACS mod· 
ules. Phase 3, from 1992 on, included the 
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system's refineme nt , maintenance, and appl ica· 
tions. T his PACS was designed for the radiology 
department operation without consideration of 
a hospita l in tegrated PACS. 

Phase J: Demonstration of Concept and Design 
of PA CS Jllfrasll1lC1Ure 

To show the concept o f PACS to physicians, 
in 1987 we impleme nted two PACS mod ules; 
one in the pediatric radiology sec tion within the 
depa rtment ,J and the other in the coronary care 
unit.J The ped iatric rad iology section was se· 
lected because it operates independe ntly from 
other rad iology specia lt ies and resembles a mini 
radio logy depa rtment. It is an excellent model 
to study the implementa tion of a PACS for the 
entire radiology department. In this modu le, 
images wcre displayed on two 2.048-line moni · 
tors. The module was used for daily conferences 
and case reviews. The coronary ca re un it was 
chose n for the second PACS module because it 
explored thc applica tion of PACS outside of the 
rad io logy departme nt. In this modu le. images 
were displayed on three 1.024· lin ~ monito rs. 
Both modules we re in clinical operation 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week. The reac tions from 
both radio logists and clinicians who used these 
two systems was very positive. 

From 1988 to 1990,5 we conce ntrated on the 
des i!!n of the PACS infrastructu re. The crit ica l 
components in the infrastructure were the com· 
munica tion system, PACS con trollers, data base 
desi!!n, fa ul t tolerance considerat ion. and sys· 
tern - integration software. This infrastructure 
suppon ed a digi tal·based radiology operat ion. 

The in frastructure was implemented from 
1990 to 1991.' Thcre were 64 mu ltimode and 48 
single·mode fiber optic cables connect ing the 
three bui ld ings (Center for the Health Scie nces 
[CHS[, Medical Plaza, and Taper Building) 
housing the radiology department. T here were 
two PACS contro llers, one at thc CHS a nd one 
at the Medical Plaza. The infrastructure was 
on· line in the beginning of 1991. 

Communication system. We designed a 
three·tiered fiber optic communication system 
with Ethernet , FDDI (fiber distributed da ta 
interface), and Ultranet (a proprietary I gbit l 
sec network),1 Etherne t was used to transmit 
imae.es from acquisi tion devices to the acquisi. 
tion- computer. Because the acquisition device 
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was slow in generating images, the transmission 
speed between these two nodes was not crucia l. 
Images were reformatted at the acquisition 
compute r and sent to the PACS con troller by 
means of FDOL Images were archived onto 
optical disks and distributed to the image dis
play stations with the Ultranet. The three com
munication networks were coexistent in the 
infrastructure and served as backups for each 
o ther. 

PAeS cOlllrolfers. There were two PACS 
controllers in the infrast ructure. 1i Each control
ler was composed of an image server (4 /490 
SPARC; Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, 
CA) with 4-Gbyte magnetic disk sto rage. a 
I-Tbytc opt ical disk li brary with write once read 
many (WORM) disks for archiving images, and 
a Sun 4/ 490 SPARC serve r running the data 
base (Sybase, Eme ryvi lle, CA) for patient direc
tory and text information. The architecture of 
each cont ro ller was identical and cou ld be used 
as the backu p for the other. The PACS cont ro l
lers were con nected with the Uhranet. Images 
could be transmitted between the PACS control
lers and display workstat ions at 4 to S Mbylcsl 
sec. 

Data base. Two identical Sybase data bases 
existed in each PACS cont roller and served as <J 

mirrored sys tem. Curre nt patient image informa
tion was updated cont inuously on the data base 
of each con tro ller. 

Fault tolerance cOlISideratioll. In the infra
st ructure, every critical component had a backup. 
There were two identical data bases one in each 
PACS controller. Each PACS controllcr was 
located in a separate building to avoid potential 
disaster. The three communication networks 
backed up cach othe r, and a ll act ive fiber op tic 
cables had spares. Each PACS cont roll er was 
powered by an uninte rruptab le power supply 
with up to 20 minutes of uninterrupted powe r. 

Systems integration software. The previously 
described components were integrated as the 
PACS infrastructure by means of an elaborate 
system software. The system software was writ
ten in C programming language and ran under 
the UNIX operating system. 

Phase 2: Implementation of PACS Modules 

To implement PACS modules in the clinica l 
environment, two addi tional tasks were needed. 
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T he first task , comple ted in Phase 2, was to 
connect image acquisi tion devices to th e PACS 
con troller through the infrastructure. The sec
ond was 10 design and implement disp lay work
stations in the depa rtment and clin ics in the 
third phase. In image acquisition, we connected 
three computed tomography (eT) a nd thrce 
magnetic resonance (MR) scanners with direct 
digital interfaces, as well as three computed 
rad iography (CR) units and IWO fil m digitizers 
10 the infrastructure. 

Phase 3: Systems Refinemelll, Training, 
Maintenance, and Applications 

Phase 3 was comprised in two stages.9 Stage I 
was the development of disp lay workstations 
and their clinical impleme ntat ion. Stage 2 con
sis ted of refining the PACS; upgrading the 
display workstation software; and estab li sh ing 
training, maintenance, and service . 

Stage J: Display stations and clinical implemen
/at ioll. In this stage , four stat ions, each with 
two 2,04S-l inc monitors, were deployed in the 
pediatric radiology (two stations) , neuroradiol
ogy, and genitourinal)' radiology sec tio n. Also, 
one laser imager printing station was installed 
as a hardcopy crevice. In addition. two three
monitor stations with 1 K monitors were in
stalled ill the coronary care unit and pediatric 
intensive care unit (lCU). Figure 1 shows the 
UCLA PACS infras tructu re a nd image acquisi 
tion and display stations as of October 1992. 

Stage 2: Systems rejinel1lellf and trail/ing. mail/
tellallce. amI service. During clinical implemen 
tat ion. we se t up procedures for training, system 
maintenance. and service. Three groups of per
sonnel were trai ned. The first group was radio lo
gists and clinicians to use the display stations. 
The second group included the PACS coordina
tor , tcchnologists. and clerical personnel. This 
training was exte nsive and covered image qual
ity assurance , updating the patient directory. 
and first-line troubleshooting. The third group 
was the PACS engineers. This training was most 
elaborate. It incl uded all operational aspects of 
the PACS. 

In September 1992, the authors transfe rred 
thc responsibility of dai ly operation to a new 
PACS management team at UCLA, and we 
relocated 10 UCSF to develop a second genera
tion PACS. This repor t only summarizes the 
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UCLA system up to Septembe r 1992. Further 
deve lopment of the UCLA system has since 
been done by the new management team. 

THE SECOND TIME, UCSF 

We started to plan the second generation 
PACS at UCSF in October 1992. In addition to 
following our previous PACS design philosophy 
at UCLA, we have redesigned the PACS 3S a 
hospital-integrated system, III and built the fram e
work in the infrastructure for future PACS
based radiology research. I I 

There are several major differences between 
the UCSF and the previous UCLA PACS de
sign, among them intelligent image arch iving 
and distribution; integrat ion of hospi tal inrorma
tion system (HI S), radiology informa tion system 
(RIS).ll and other manuracturer's PACS compo
nellis; new network architecture and technol
ogy: and collaborat ion wi th manufacture rs to 
deve lop new display worksta tions. This section 
describes these major rea tures. 

Illielfigem image Archive alltl DisrribllTioll 

The UCLA PACS was designed with focus on 
system reliability and data integrity, promising 
24-llO UT on-line se rvice and no loss of images. 
Images were managed in the individual PACS 
component on a first come-first se rve b<lsis, 
which resulted in inefficien t image distribution 
and ret rieval. 

The second generation UCSF PACS design 
includes more intelligent and thereby minimizes 
access time for both currCIll and histo rical 
images. The system is hospital-integrated and 
based on a composite staging mechanism using 
multiple storage media, HIS and RIS, and the 
client server concept. 

Two major aspects are considered in the 
implementation of the second-generation UCSF 
PACS: data integrity, which promises no loss of 
images once the PACS receives the images from 

Fig 1. (AI UCLA PACS network at the Center for Health 
Sciences, end remote MR site. (BI UCLA PACS network at 

Medical Plaza. They are connected together. CHS, Center for 
the Health Sciences: GenUn. genitourinary radiology: peR, 
Philips computed radiography: Peds. pediatric radiology: RIS. 
radiology Infonnation system (Reprinted from Computerized 
Medical Imaging & Graphics, Vol 17, Huang HK, Taira RK, Lou 
SL. et al. lmplementation of a large scale picture archiving and 
communication system. pp '-11 , 1993, with pennission from 
Elsevier Science ltd. The Boulevard, Langford Lane, Kidllngton 
OX5 1GB. UK. 91 
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the rad iologic imaging system and sys te m e ffi
ciency, which minimizes access time for images 
at the display stations. The fo llowing describes 
some major components. 

Local storage management via PA CS intercom
pallen! commullication To ensure data integ
rity, the UCSF PACS always retains IwO copies 
of an individual image on separate storage 
devices ulllil a successful archive of the image to 
lhe long- term opt ical disk library has been 
made. This backup scheme is achieved via the 
PACS intercomponc nt communica tion: 

(I) At the radiologic imaging sys tem: Images 
arc not de leted from the imaging devices un less 
technologists have verified the successful archiv
ing of individual images via the PACS te rminals. 
Should any failure of the acquisition process or 
the archiva l process occur, images can be resent 
rrom these imaging syste ms to the PACS; (2) AI 
the acq uisit ion subsystem: Images acq uired in 
the acquis ition subsystem remain on il s local 
magnetic disks until the archive subsyste m ac
knowledges back to the acq uisit ion subsystem a 
successful archive. These images ;:He the n de
leted from the magnetic disks so that storage 
space from these disks can be reclaimed; (3) AI 
the archive subsystem: Images received in the 
archive se rver from va rious acquisition nodes 
arc not dele ted before the ir successful a rchiving 
to the optical storage. On the ot her hand, all 
archived images are stacked in the archive 
se rver's cache magnetic disks and will be de
leted based on the ir aging criter ia (eg, number 
of days an examination is performed, discharge 
or transfer o r a pat ie nt , etc). 

Mulfiple storage m edia. The storage manage
ment sys te m features three levels of user
access ible storage media: (I) redundant array of 
inexpensive disks (RAID) in the display sta tion 
for immed iate access for current images; (2) 
magnetic disks in the archive server for fast 
retrieval of cached images; and (3) erasable 
magneto-optical disks and WORM disks in the 
optical disk library for retrieva l of any historical 
images. On the other hand, all local magnetic 
disks in the rad iologic imaging systems a nd the 
acquisition subsystem are used for storing newly 
acqui red images. These images are deleted once 
they have been successfully archived to the 
optical disks. Table 1 illustra tes the configura
tion of these multip le level sto rage media. 
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Table 1. Multiple Storage Oevices fOI Images in the Storage Management System 

SIOlage Media Locinio" Purpose 

level 1 Redundant array of inexpensive disks Display subsystem (display host) 

(temporary Siorage) 

Provides immediate access to both 

current and selected historical images 
Provides fast retrieval of current images 
Provides reuieval of historical images 

level 2 Magnetic disks (temporary storagel Archive subsystem (archive server) 

level3 Magneto.optical disks (longer· term Archive subsystem (optical disk libraryl 

storage) 
WORM disks (permanent siorage) Archive subsystem (oplicill disk librarYI Provides retrieval of historical images 

RAID techllology applied to PACS storage. 
All high-resolution (2,048 x 2,048 p ixe ls) dis
play Sla tions in the UCSF PACS are configured 
with 5-Gbylc high-performa nce RAID. With 
this configu rat ion, a 2,048 x 2,048 x IO-b il 
(8-Mbyte) CR image can be displayed in less 
than 2 seconds. 

Folder mallager. T he storage management 
system is character ized by its on- line pat ient 
fo lder managcmenL 13 When the first radio logi
cal examination is scheduled, a pat ient folder is 
created in the PACS controller for the given 
pat ient. During the pat ien t 'S hospita l stay, thi s 
fo lder rema ins in th e display station(s) for 
immed ia te access u nti l the patient is d is
cha rged. tr ansferred, o r o ther aging c ri te rio n 
(eg. two days afte r an o ut -pa tient visi t) is met. 
The patic nl's adm issio n, d ischarge, and transfe r 
(ADT) in formation is obta ined direct ly from 
the HI S and RI S. Images and associated data 
from any new examinat ions of the patient are 
cont inually added to the exist ing fo lder so that 
no red undant prefetching procedures will be 
perfo rmed. By applying the fo lder manager 
concept, the pre fetch mechanism is o nly pe r
formed once per hosp ita l stay of an individual 
patient. 

Imp/e11le11lotioll of the Illfelligelll Archive Selver 

HIS IRlSIPACS illter/acing. In te rfac ing the 
H IS nllows the storage management system to 
rece ive pa tien t A DT messages. Interfacing the 
R IS. o n th e o the r hand, a llows the storage 
management sys tem to rece ive information such 
as pa tient a rriva l, examina tio n sched uling, ex
aminat ion cance llation, examination comple
t ion. etc. T hese eve nts trigge r the storage man
agement sys tem to perform the prefc tch, stud ies 
grouping, a nd pla tte r ma nagement mecha
nisms. Exchange of messages among these he t
erogeneous compute r syste ms is cond ucted in 
the Health Level Seven (H L7) standard da ta 
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formal l4 wi th the li se of Tra nsmission Cont ro l 
ProlOcol/l nterne ( Protocol (TCP/lP) pro tocols 
o n a clie nt / se rve r basis. 

IllIegration wilh other manufacturer's PACS 
compollems. T he UCSF second genera t ion 
PACS can in tegrate with other manufacturer's 
PACS components using the Digita l Imaging 
and Commun icat io ns in Medicine (D ICOM) 
3.0 standard. An example is the Aegis ultra
sound PACS (Acuson, Mounta in View, CA).15 
In this case, PACS treats the Aegis as a PACS 
acquisition device and coordinates the US im
ages the same way as cr and MR images in the 
patient's image fo lde r. 

Image rOlltillg. Before successf~l a rchiving 
to long-term op tic~d srorage, a ll cu rrent images 
a rrived at the a rchive serve r from va rious acq ui
sition nodes are im media te ly rou ted to thei r 
desti nat ion d isplay sta tion(s). Th is rou ting mech
an ism mi nimizes access time for current images 
at the display sta tions. T he ro ut ing process is 
dr iven by a predefined ro ut ing table composed 
of parameters incl uding examina tion type, dis
p lay stat ion site , rad io logist, and referring p hysi
c ian. T he rou ting a lgorithm performs table 
look-up based o n these pa rameters and de ter
m ines where an image should go. 

Image Slacking. Stacking curren t images in 
the a rchive server's cache magne ti c d isks a llows 
these images to be re trieved from the high
speed magnetic d isks instead o f the low-speed 
optical d isks. The archive server ho lds as many 
images in its magnet ic di sks as possib le a nd 
manages these images o n the basis of the ir ag ing 
crite ria. During a hospi ta l stay, fo r example, 
images belonging to a given pa tie nt remain o n 
the magnetic d isks of the archive serve r until the 
pat ient is d ischarged or transfe rred. 

Image aging. Aging crite ri a such as number 
of days since an examinat io n was perfo rmed, 
discharge o r t ransfe r of a patient , or class of the 
patient (in-patient or oUl-pa tient ) a re used by 
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the storage management system to control the 
migration of images from one sto rage device to 
ano ther (eg, from a magneto-opt ical disk to a 
WORM d isk) or the dele tion of images from 
their resident storage devices. 

Image pre/etching. The prefetching mecha
nism l6 is triggered by means of a patient arrival 
message from the RIS. Se lected historical im 
ages are retr ieved from the long-term opti cal 
storage. These images are then distributed to 
the destination display stat ion (s) befo re comple
tion of the patie nt 's curre nt examination. 
Prefe tching historical images to the display 
stations minimizes o n-line image re trieval , hence 
relieving peak-hour workload of the archive 
subsyste m and the networks. The prcfetch algo
rithm is based on predefined parameters such as 
exam inat ion type. disease c<l tego!)" radiologist. 
refe rring phys ician. loca tion of displ ay station, 
and the number and age of the patie nt's ar
chi ved images. These parame te rs de termine 
which historical images sho uld be re trieved 
from the long-term arch ivc. 

Studies grouping. During a hospital stay, a 
patient may undergo different examinations on 
different days. Images from these exam inations 
arc archived to the erasable magneto-optical 
di sks. where they are sca ttered across different 
platters. When a patient is discharged or trans
ferred. these images a re then grouped from the 
magne to-optical di sks and copied contiguously 
to a single WORM disk or to consecutive 
WORM disks for permanent storage. Once 
these images have been archived permanently, 
they arc removed from the magneto-optical 
di sks so that storage space in the magneto
optical disks can be reclaimed. Studies grouping 
a llows all images from a patient during a hospi
tal stay to be archived contiguously to optical 
di sk(s), hence optimizing future retrieval of a 
patient 's images from multiple examinations. 

Plauer managemelll. Platter management al
locates the storage space reserved in the WORM 
disks for future images in case a patient revisits 
or is readmitted to the hospital. In this way. 
images of a patient from multiple hospital visits 
can be accumulated in a single WORM disk or 
in consecutive disks, reducing excess disk swap
ping and consequently minimizing retrieval time 
for these images. However, preallocating stor
age space in an optical disk for a particular 
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patient is expensive. Logically grouping consecu
tive optical disks into one vo lume, on the o ther 
hand, can reduce disk swapping time and he nce 
minimizes the re trieval time for images stored 
in diffe re nt disks within the same volume. 

Networkillg 

One distinct diffe rence in ne tworking be
tween the UCSF and the UCLA PACS is the 
ava ilability of asynchrono us transfer mode 
(ATM) technology in the UCSF system. The 
UCLA networks were mainly a local area net
wo rk (LAN) with Et hernet , FDDI , and Ultra
net. In the UCSF PACS ne tworks, ATM is used 
both in wide area network (WA N) and LAN 
with the conventio nal T-! and Ethernet as 
back-up, respec tive ly. 17 Figure 2 shows the logi
cal netwo rk connect ion a nd Fig 3 shows the 
physica l ATM connectio n. 

!11lage Dh,pltl.\· 

The UCSF PACS image display system is 
based on three impleme ntation met hods: using 
existing in-house worksta tions. working with 
manufacture rs to deve lop new \vo rkstarions, 
and distributing images and patient textual data 
to existing low-end desk top Macin tosh compu t
e rs (Apple Computers, C upertino . CAl. In the 
first type, we modified the two-monitor 2K 
display workstations developed at UCLA by 
adding Ihe H!S / RIS interface and some ex tra 
display functions. An example is the Montage 
funclion that allows the assembly of images 
from different examinations into one file. These 
wo rkstations are used in the neuroradiology and 
ped iatric radiology sections. Second, wc worked 

Fig 2. Department of Radiology, UCSF Logical Network 
Architecture, which Includes WAN and LAN. The external 
network is open whereas the internal network has a firewall 
protection . 
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Fig 3. First phase ATM connection bctween UCSF and Mt Zion Hospital; I-I completed, ( •••••• ) second phase . WAN and LAN ATM 
(1 55 mbits/secl Network Phys ical Connection at UCSF. For thosc older components that do not support ATM, anATM to LAN switch 
is used which supports 10 mbits /sec for every nodc connected to the switch. 

with ISG Technologies Inc (ToronlC, Ontario, 
Ca nada) to develop the two-monilCr J ,600-line 
d isplay stations for leu app lications. Figure 4 
shows such a workstation. 

The third method is to develop a fil e serve r to 
distribute integrated PACS images and textual 
data IC the Macintosh desk top computers fo r 
ind iv idua l review, teaching, and research.]S Fig
ure 5 shows the dist ributed network and Fig 6 
depicts a page on the Macintosh scree n. 

MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE UCSF 
AND THE UCLA PACS 

This sect ion summar izes some major differ
ences between the UCSF and the UCLA PACS. 

PACS COlltroller 

The PACS controller is an intelligent ma
chine that controls the flow of data within the 
entire PACS from acquisition (data input) to 
a rchiving (long-term and short-term storage) 
and display (da ta output ). The primary func
tions of the PACS controller include: ( I) accept
ing images from acq uisition nodes; (2) accept
ing HIS / RIS data; (3) updating global PACS 
data base; (4) archiving images to optical disks; 
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(5) routing images and HIS / RIS data to display 
worksta tions; (6) handling ret ri eval requests 
from display stations. 

The PACS contro ller implemented in the 
UCLA PACS was a s ingle-processor Sun 
SPARCscrvcr 490 compu ter. from which a one 
terabyte optical disk library based on 14 inch 
platters was attached. A three-tiered commun i
ca tion network comprising Ethernet, FOO l, 
and the proprie tary fiber-optic UltraNet net
work was used to provide independent paths for 
data transm ission between the PACS controller 
and other PACS computers. Images acqu ired 
from radiologic imaging devices were trans
ferrcd from various acquisition nodes to the 
PACS contro ller, where they were then routed 
to destination display stations and were ar
chived chronologically on WORM optical disks. 
With its fault-tolerant design, the PACS control
ler focused on system reliability and data integ
rity, promising 24-hour on-line service and no 
loss of images. 

The PACS controller developed at UCSF 
includes more intelligence and the reby mini
mizes access time for both current and previo us 
imaging studies. The computer system is based 
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Fig 4. A ' ,600·line two monitor workstation for ICUs. This station consists of a SPARC 20 with 128 Mby1es memory and two 
TurboGXplus cards, all oN·the·shelf components. The display software was developed by ISG Technologies Inc based on UCSF 
specifications. The communication interface between workstations and the PACS controller was codeveloped by both parties based 
on the DICOM standard . 

on the SUN 6<)0 (Sun Microsystcms) with four 
ccntr[l l processing units (CPUs), which allows 
multiple processes to run simultaneously with 
minimal sharl!d CPU time. Two standard net 
work inte rfaces, the Ethe rnet and the ISS-bit / 

Fig 5. Distributed Image file servers connected to the PACS 
controller. Each server provides specific applications for a 
given cluste r of users. One 01 this clusters is to serve the 
Macintosh users in the department to access PACS data. 

sec bandwidth ATM, OC 3 ne tworks, are used 
fo r receiving and distributing images. The opt i
ca l disk library a tlachcd to the PACS contro lle r 
supports bo th erasable magneto-optical disks 
and WORM disks. A composite staging mecha
nism is implemented in the PACS cont roller to 
manage images stored in it s multiple sto rage 
media: magnetic disks (immediate-access tempo
ra ry storage). erasable magneto-optical disks 
(longer-term archive data cache), and WORM 
disks (permanent storage). This second-genera
tion PACS controller diffe rs from the first
gene ration sys tem in several o f it s new fea tures: 
multiple storage media , image stacking. auto
mated image prefetching. studi es grouping, plat
ter management , and HIS/ RIS / PACS interfac
ing. Table 2 shows the major differences in the 
infrast ructure design be lween the two sys tems. 

In Table 2 there arc several items that were 
no t conside red in the original UCLA design, for 
example, integration to the HIS/ RIS and other 
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vendor's PACS. The reason was because the 
hospital-in tegrated concept was not introduced 
unti l 1992. Also, the American College of Radi
ology-National Electrica l Manufacturers Asso
cia tion (ACR- NEMA) and DI COM were no t 
ready for impleme ntat ion in 1991. O n the o ther 
hand, the UCSF PACS does not have a dup li
calc PACS cont ro ller and a ll a rch iving is done 
within o ne site are because of limited space and 
financia l resource. 

Table 2. DiHerences in the Infrast ructure Des ign 

UCLA 
(il5 of 

Seplcmbcr 
1992) UCSF 

Open architecture limited y 

Connectivity lim ited y 

Standardization 

ACR·NEMA, OleOM N y 

HL7 N Y 
TCPIIP Y Y 

Interface to HIS/R1S N Y 

Interface 10 o ther vendor PACS 

modules N Y 

Mirrored data base y y 

Duplicate PACS control and archiving Y N 

Different sites for archiving Y N 

Auto routing y y 

Image prefetching N Y 

Image sequencing N in progress 

Abbreviations: Y, Yes; N, No. 
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Fig 6. A page on the Macin· 
tos h screen. The user can di· 
rectly access both images and 
textual information including di· 
agnostic reports from PACS. The 
"Tools" kit allows user to ma · 
nipulate individual images which 
includes programs like National 
Inst itutes of Hea lth Image . etc. 

Table 3 shows the major differences in ne t
work design between these two syste ms. The 
UCLA network was main ly a LAN with vcry 
long fiber optic cable connections between bui ld
ings, whereas the UCSF system includes both 
WAN and LAN. 

It is see n in Table 3 that the UCSF network 
des ign is morc sophisticated wi th up-to-date 
network technology. On the other hand, th e 
UCLA system had the higher speed proprie tary 
Uhranet for high speed image communicatio ns. 
The UCLA system had no firewall protec tion 
for da ta integrity a nd security, which was a main 
draw-back in network design. 

Image A ClJl.lisition Conlponellt 

CT alld MR. The UCLA CT/ MR image 
acqu is itio n sys te ms were all made by Genera l 
Electric Medical Systems (M ilwaukee, WI). In 
this regard, the OE 9,800 cr scanners used GE 
IDNET-I configuration for interfacing, and the 
image acqu isi tion processes of GE high-speed 
cr scanners and Signa 5x MR scanners wcrc 
based on GE proprietary communication proto
cols. The acquisition processes in the PACS did 
not have patient ID ve rification algorithm , no 
automatic process recovery mechanism, and no 
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Table 3. DiHerences Between the Two Networks 

UCLA' 

• Fibers were used (0 connect remote buildings. but the back

bone primarily consisted of Thicknet Ethernet (copper) that 

stretched through multiple buildings and levels. 

• Clinical acquisition, Research, and Distribution networks 

were all physically connected to the same subnet. Ultranet 

used for 2K distribution only. 

• AUI cables were connected directly to the backbone as 

opposed to CAT 5 UTP cables. Radiol ogy Dept did not have 

a direct connection to the Internet. 

• Ultranet was used for transfer o f images from the PACS Can· 

troller to the 2K display stations at a rate of 125 Mb/s . The 

transfer of information between the two Ulnanel hubs in 

CHS and Medical Plaza was striped between four 250 Mb/ s 

fibers giving a lotal transfer rate o f 1,000 Mb/ s or 1 Gb/ s. 

• No routers or fi rewalls were used. 

• No WAN connections. 

• Only Med Plaza had a UPS. 

· As of September 1992. 

UCSF 

• The backbone consists of primarily fiber optics. but CAT 5 

UTP is the media used for stalion connections. 

• ATM via fiber used for acquisition and disnibution. 

• The desig n is a distributed star configuriltion with multiple 

subnets. For examples. Genesis network is used to connect 

the digital modalities ie, CT, MR to the PACS controller. The 

departmental network is used to distribute images to Macin

tosh's users, etc. 

• PACS External network is used for transferring image dDta 

from the imaging modalities to the acquisi tion computers. 

Thc internal network. with a firewall protection is used 10 

transfer dilta from the acquisition computers to the PACS 

Controller. 

• The External network is also used as a backup network for 

the display systems. 

• Distribution to the lK stations is done via ATM. which uses a 

dedicated 155 MB/ s fiber optic connection directly to the 

PACS Controller. 

• Distribution to the 2K systems is done through an ATM to 

Ethernet swi tch, which has dedicated 10 Mb/s connections 

to each station. 

• Radiology has direct connections to the Internet via the 

depanmental network which has over 100 connections 10 

faculty and staff offices . 

• Routers and gateways arc used to divide subnets and insure 

security among the networks. 

• The network has T l and ATM WAN connections 10 two affili · 

aled hospitals. Network hubs are bar.kfln uf1 by UPS's. 

Abbreviations: AUI, attachment unil interlace; CAT UTP. category 5 unshielded twist pair; UPS. uninterrupted power supply. 

automatic paging sysrem for engineering se r
vice. Th e image header format was based on a 
UCLA internal des ign and was not sta nda rd. 

The UCSF Cf IMR image acqu isition sys
tems consist of mul tivendor equipment includ
ing GE, Siemens (Erlange n, Germany), and 
Imatron (South San Francisco, CAl. The GE 
9800 Cf scanner uses GE IDNET-Il configura
tion for interfacing, and image acquisition pro
cesses of GE spiral cr scanners and Signa 5 x 
MR scanners are based on DICOM standard 
communica tion protocol (upper level for TCP/ 
IP). The Siemens and Imatron use their own 
proprietary interface protocols. 

The PACS acquisition computers have a 
patient ID verification algorithm to correct 
typographical errors by imaging modality techni· 
cians, a mechanism to automatica lly recover 
image acquisition processes, and a central pag· 
ing scheme to automatically page service engi
neers for system fatal errors. The PACS uses 
both ACR/NEMA 2_0 as well as DlCOM 3.0 
header information formaL 

CR. The UCLA PACS used earlier versions 
of CR technology: Philips 90 1 and two Philips 
7000 laser plate readers (Philips Med ica l Sys
tems, Shelton, Cf), and ST-llI type photos timu
Iable phosphor plates: while the UCSF PACS 
incorporates rhe latest in CR technology: Fuji 
FCR AC2 a nd FCR 9,000 plate readers (Stam
ford , Cf), and ST- V (standard ) and HR-V 
(high-resolu tion) photos timulable phosphor 
plates. The interfacing of the CR devices to 
PACS required t hree differe nt methods: two 
different me thods for the two different models 
of Philips CRs and one method compat ible with 
both Fuji CRs. The Philips 901 digital interface 
consisted of a RS-422 connection to a Data 
Interception Circuit ry (buffer) board and a 
DR-ll W link over which the image data was 
transmitted to the SUN acquisition computer; 
textual informat ion (demographic and image 
header data ) came over an RS-232 cable connec
tion. The Philips 7,000 interface device included 
a PCR interface processor (PIP) which con
tained an au to data transfer board, memory 
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buffer board and Etherne t board and transmit
ted both images and text to the SUN acquisitio n 
computer over Ethernel. The digi ta l interface 
to PACS for both the Fuji AC2 and the 9,000 
consists of a OMS Bus with a RS-485 cable 
(which is a combination RS-232 seria l bus for 
messages and tex tual info rmation and an RS-
422 parallel bus for image data ) connection to 
the data acquisition system manager (DASM). 
The DASM is basically a ring-buffered small 
computer sys tem interface (SCS I) disk that 
transmits both tex tual and image data to the 
SUN acquisitio n computer over SCS I cable. 
T ab le 4 summarizes the differences in CR 
be twee n these two PACS systems. 

The Display Componelll 

The UCLA PACS display component con
sisted of the 2K display stations, I K displ ay 
sta tio ns, and a film printing statioll. The UCSF 
display component is comprised of 2K display 
stations. I K display stations. and Macintosh 
stations. Both 2K stations in the UCLA and 
UCSF PACS are of th e same hardware plat
form. We deve loped the software in-housc at 
UCLA. and carried it ovcr to UCSF. Certain 
enha nceme nts have been added to the softwa re 
at UCSF based on users' feed-back. In particu
lar. there is a local montage feature fo r users to 
select images from diffe rent files for display. A 
feature with I on 1 for current images and 4 o n I 
for histo rical images was specifically des igned 
for ped iatric CR image viewing. The study list 
autOmatic update feature alerts use rs that the 
active (se lected) patient has a new image file 
just arrived . Another new fea ture is a worksta
tion usage statistic software package to tr<l ck 
syste m usage. This package allows refinement of 
workstation software based on users ' working 
habit s. 

The UCLA I K system was deve loped based 

Table 4. Differences Between the CR Acquisition 
Components 

UCLA ' 

Deyices Philips 901 
Philips 7,000 (two) 

Phosphor plate type 5T·1I1 
Inler1ace OR·llW board 10 

901 

PIP to 7,000 

·As 01 Septembe r 1992. 

UCSF 

Fuji AC2 
Fuji 9.000 
5T-V, HR·V 
DASM 10 AC2 and 

9,000 
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Table 5. Major Differences in the Display Component 
Between the Two PAC Systems 

Types 01 
Workstation UCLA' 

2K SUN 4/470, Mega· 

lK 

scan display boards 
with two monitors 

t41 
SUN 4, in·house dis· 

play board with 
three 1,024 moni· 
tors (2) 

Film printing Y 

PC station N 

-As of September 1996. 

UCSF 

Same with new 
enhancement 
softwa re (4) 

SPARC 20, Tubor 

GX+ boards sup· 
poning 2, 3, or 4 

monitors (5) 

N 
100 

on an in-ho use des igned display board which 
supported (hree 1,024 monitors. The UCSF IK 
system is developed in co llaboration with ISG 
Technologies Inc based on off-the-shelf compo
nents. This I K sys tem can support e ither 2, 3, or 
4 1,600 line monitors, and has very easy to use 
user interface. 

The UCSF system currently does not support 
a fi lm printing station. instead, it supports over 
100 Macin tosh users to retri eve ·images and 
re lated PACS data for research , teaching, and 
case review. From these Macintosh computers, 
the use rs can se lect o the r printing resources in 
the department for hardcopy output. Table 5 
summarizes the major differences in the display 
components between these two PAC sys tems. 

DISCUSStON 

Both the UCLA and the UCSF PACS are 
designed in-house based on the SUN worksta
tio n platform. Because of the evolution of the 
PACS concept , the UCSF system is designed as 
a hospita l-in tegrated PACS with the ACR
NEMA and DICOM and HL7 standards. Rel
evant data from HIS and RIS is automatica lly 
incorporated in the PACS. Other manufactur
e r's PACS components that conform with these 
standards can be easi ly integrated into the 
system. The UCSF system also takes advantage 
of newer communication, storage, and software 
technologies in ATM , multiple storage media, 
and automatic programming for a better cost
pe rformance system. 

The new concepts of auto-routing, prefetch
ing, and auto-sequencing have influenced our 
des ign in the UCSF PACS controller, which is 
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quite a drastic difference from the UCLA PACS 
controJler. With the client-server concept, we 
are able to implement the Macintosh server 10 

dist ribute PACS images and patient textual 
data to every Macintosh user in the department. 
This feature was not available in the UCLA 
system because of a lack of such knowledge on 
our part as well as not understanding the 
importance of data distribution to eve ry radiolo
gist and clinician at th at time . 

To our disappointment we h;we not seen any 
improvement in the 2K display technology in 5 
years. Bo th the UCLA and UCSF 2K displny 
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systems are practically the same in terms of 
hardware platform and display softwa re. On the 
other hand, J K display has improved in both 
performance and cost. 

The UCSF hospital integrated PACS has 
been deve loped ( 0 such a stage that the infra
structure will not become obso lete and it can 
support any new PACS components as well as 
additional acquisition modal ities and display 
workstations. PACS system refinement will con
tinue evolving for higher reliability, better per
formance, and new application functions as its 
development is a continuous dynamic process. 
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Hospital-Integrated Picture Archiving and 

Communication System 

H.K. Huang, Albert W .K. Wong, Andrew S.L Lou, Todd M. Bazzill. Katherine Andriole. Jianguo Zhang. 
Jun Wa ng, and Joseph K. Lee 

In a previous report we described a second-genera
tion hospital-integrated picture archiving and commu
nication syste m (HI.PACSI developed in-house. This 
HI-PACS had four unique features not found in other 
PAC systems. In this report, we will share some of our 
clinical experiences pertaining to these features during 
the past 12 months. We first desc ribe the usage 
characteristics of two 2.00D-line workstations (W5s). 
one in th e in-patient and the second in th e out-patient 
neuroradiology reading area . These two WSs can 
access ne uro-images from 10 computed tomographic 
and magnetic resonance s canners located at two medi
ca l centers through an asynchronous transfer mode 
network connection. The second unique feature of the 
system is an intensive care unit (leU) server, which 
s upports three WSs in the pediatric, medical s urgery, 
and cardiac ICUs. The users' experiences and reques ts 
for refinement of the WSs are given. Another feature is 
physician desk-top access of PACS data. The HI-PACS 
provides a se rver connected to mOle than 100 Macin
tosh users for direct access of PACS data from their 
offices. The server's performance and use r critiques 
are described. The last feature is a digital imaging and 
communication in medicine (DICOM) connection of the 
HI-PACS to a manufacturer's ultrasound PACS mod
ule . The authors then outline the interfacing process 
and summarize some of the difficulties encountered. 
Developing a n in-house PACS has many advantages 
but also some drawbacks. Based on experience, the 
authors have formulated three axioms as a guide for 
in-house PACS development. 
Copyright (I 1996 by W.B. Saunders Company 

KEY WORDS : picture archiving and communication 
system (PACS), system implementation, clinical expe
rience, infrastructure design, open architecture, dis
play workstation . 

THE UNIVERSITY of California at San 
Francisco (UCSF) is a health sciences 

campus located in the San Francisco Bay area 
comprising two medical centers. The distance 
between the main campus (UCSF Medical Cen
ter) and the Mt. Zion Medical Center (MZH) is 
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2 km . Table 1 shows some statistics of the two 
campuses. In addi tion, UCSF also affiliates with 
the San Francisco VA Medical Center (SF
VAMC). The HI-PACS at UCSF was designed 
to connect all three medical centers. 

The design concept of the HI-PACS at UCSF 
is based on standardization and open architec
ture. 1 The concept of open architecture des ign 
means that system software and hardware com
ponents in the system can be replaced and 
upgraded without affecting the system opera
tion. Any change in the hardwaft: platform or 
the software operating system (OS) requires 
only the development of an adapter (software 
layer) be tween the existing application software 
and the new operating system. The application 
software remains intact. This design philosophy 
minimizes the software development cost that 
remains a major obstacle in PACS implementa
tion. Table 2 summarizes some industry stan
dards used in the system. 

The system infrastructure implementation is 
based on in-house development. The worksta-
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Table 1. The University of California at San Francisco Medical 
Center Statistics (Annual)-

Parnassus Campu$ MI. Zion Campus 

560 beds with 76% occupancy 230 beds with 61% occupancy 

22,200 admissions 6,800 admissions 
7.1-day average length of stay 7.g-day average length of stay 

289,000 patient visits 29,500 patient visits 
23,000 emergency room visits 17,500 emergency room visits 

"From 1993 survey. 

tion (WS) design and interface with other manu
facturer's PACS modules are accomplished 
through a close collaboration with private indus
try. In the following, the authors first describe 
the system of today and its estimated costs. 
They then highlight certain features that are 
unique in this system compared with other 
PACS systems. 

The authors describe their clinical experience 
in four areas: ncuroradiology WS usage charac
teristics, leU WS user preference, physician 
desk-lOp image / report access, and connection 
of a manufacturer's ultrasound (US) PACS 
module to the authors' PACS infrastructure. In 
the last section, the authors formulate three 
axioms as a guide for in-house PACS implemen
tation. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

O verall Architeclllre and Compollem 
Connections 

The second-generation PACS at UCSF has 
been described e lsewhere.2 For completeness, 
the authors summarize its main features briefly 
here. The complete system architecture is shown 
in Fig I. 

The system uses state-of-the-art communica
tion, slOrage, and software technologies in asyn
chronous transfer mode (ATM), multiple stor
age media, automatic programm ing, and 
multilevel process control for a better cost
performance system. The primary PACS local 

Table 2. Standards Used in the UCSF HI·PACS 

• Image format OICOM 3.0 (ACR/NEMA 2.0) 
• Oala formal Health Level 7 
• Computer operating system UNIX Operating System 

and language C Programming Language 
X·Window User Interface 

• Communication protocol TCP/ IP 
• Data base query SQL Structured Query lan· 

guage 
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area network is the 155 Mbits/sec OC3 ATM3 
with the Ethernet as the back-up. The system 
also connects MZH and SFVAMCvia an ATM 
wide area network with a T-l line as the 
back-up. Relevant data from the hospital infor
mation system (HIS) and radiology information 
system (RlS) is automatically incorporated into 
the PACS using Health Level 7 data format ' 
and Transmission Control Protocol/lnternet 
Protocol (TCP/ IP) communication protocol. 

Image Acquisition 

Currently, five magnetic resonance (MR) and 
five computed tomographic (Cf) scanners from 
multiple sites, two computed radiography sys
tems, two film digitizers, one US PACS module , 
the hospital HIS, and the department RIS have 
been connected to the PACS network. The 
imaging acquisition components are described 
subsequently. 

CT alld MR. The network is connected to 10 
Cf/MR scanners located at both UCSF and 
MZH (Cf: 3 GE spiral, I GE 9800 Quick 
[Milwaukee, WI], and I Imatron [South San 
Francisco, CAl; MR: 4 GE Signa 5 and I 
Siemens Vision [Erlangen, Germany]). The GE 
9800 Cf scanner uses GE IDNET-II configura
tion for interfacing and image acquisition pro
cesses. GE spiral Cf scanners and Signa 5X 
MR scanners are based on OICOM standard 
communication protocol (upper level for TCP/ 
IP). The Siemens and Imatron use their own 
proprietary interface protocols. 

The PACS acquisition computers have a 
patient identification (10) verification algo
rithm to correct typographica l errors by imaging 
modality technicians, a mechanism to recover 
image acquisition processes automaticall y. and 
a central paging scheme to page service engi
neers automatically for fatal system errors.s The 
PACS uses both the American College of Radi
ology/National Electrical Manufacturers' Asso
ciation (ACR/ NEMA) 2.0 as well as the digital 
imaging and communication in medicine 
(OICOM) 3.0 header information format.6,7 

Computed radiography (CR). The UCSF 
PACS connects to one FCR ACl (Fuji Medical 
Systems, Tokyo, Japan) and one FCR 9000 
system. Both systems use ST-V (standard) and 
HR-V (high-resolution) photostimulable phos
phor plates. The digital interface to PACS for 
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Fig 1. Department of RadlologV, UCSF network architecture. The bold rectangles are the components unique to this HI·PACS. 

both systems uses a direct memory access Bus 
with a RS-485 cable (a combination of RS-232 
serial bus for messages and textual information, 
and a RS-422 parallel bus for image data) 
connection to the data acqu isition sys tem man· 
ager (DASM). T he DASM is basically a ring
buffered small computer systems interface 
(SCSI) disk that transmits both textual and 
image data from the CR to the SUN acquisition 
computer (Mountain View, CAl over a SCSI 
cable. All intensive care unit (ICU) portable, 
pediatrics, and newborn radiographic examina
tions use the CRs. 

Two important features developed for auto· 
malic CR image acquisition are automatic back· 
ground recognition and removal , and multilayer 
adaptive process control. The former allows the 
automatic background removal from CR, allow
ing a high percentage of correct automatic 
rotation and look-up table setting.8 The multi
layer adaptive process control guarantees no 
loss of CR images from the CR to the acquis i
tion computer.9 

Display WS 

The authors use three types of display WSs: 
2,000-line (2K), 1,600-line (IK), and Macintosh 
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computers. The description of the 2K station is 
given by Huang et al.!O A feature in the 2K 
station is a WS usage stat istic software package 
that tracks system usage. This package allows 
refinement of WS software based on users' 
working habits. 

The lK system was developed in collabora
tion with ISG Technologies, Inc (Ontario, 
Canada) based on off-the-shelf hardware com
ponents. This lK WS can support two to four 
1,600-1ine monitors and has a user·friendly 
interface. Figure 2 shows the schematic of the 
ICU lKWS. 

The PACS also supports more than 100 
desk-top Macintosh users for images and re
lated PACS data retrieval for research, teach
ing, and case review. From these Macintosh 
computers, radiologists can select other printing 
resources in the department for hard-copy out
put. Table 3 summarizes the specifications of 
these three types of image display WSs. 

Networking 

A unique feature in our PACS network is a 
two:tier system with ATM as the primary net
work,2 and Ethernet and T-I as the secondary. 
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1280 X 1280 X 
Turbo GX plus 

1600 1600 / 
Portrait Portrait 

~/ 
Monitor Monitor 

/ 

I I SlJn Spare 20 
128 Mbytes Memory 
2.1 Gbyte Fast SC$12 dIsk 
2- Turbo GX plus 4 MB graphic cards 
ATM networking adapter 
2· 24· 1280 X 1600 image systems portrait monilors 
ISG display software 

Table 4 shows the characterist ics of the PACS 
network. 

Storage Mallagement 

To ensure that no images are losl once Ihey 
are acqu ired from an imaging modali ty, two 
copies of the same image arc always rerained in 
(he PACS until it is archived in the optical disk 
library (Fig 3D). Figure 3 shows the four-level 
image storage scheme in which the same image 
always resides in two of the four intermediate 
disk systems A to C or E. The image data in the 
I.3-Tbyte optical disk li brary (ODL) is managed 
by a mirrored database (Sybase, Emeryvi lle, 
CAl. The system acquires 2.S-Gbytes digita l 
data daily. 

Cost Estimate 

Table 5 shows the cost es timate of the UCSF 
HI-PACS as of today. This cost estimate does 
not include personnel. The PACS infrastruc
ture developme nt involves about seven to eight 
full-time equ iva lents CITEs) per year for years I 
and 2, and about five to six during year 3. 

Equipment in Table 5 includes the cost for all 
infrastructure components desc ribed here and 
by Huang e l aP consist ing of two eRs, two 

2K 

1K 

Table 3. Specifications of Three Types of Display WSs 

WS Types Specifications (No. of WSs) 

SUN 4 / 470, Megascan display boards 

with two monitors (four WSs in Neuro

radiology and Pediatric Radiology) 

SPARC 20, Turbo GX + boards sup

porting two monitors (five WSs in 

ICUs, quality assurance, and ICU 

server) 

Physician desk-top Macintosh (100) 
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I Fig 2. Schematic of the lK 
W S used in ICU. 

Table 4. Characteristics of the UCSF HI-PACS Network 

Function 

Media 

Description 

The network backbone consists of 

primarily fiber optic cables. Cat

egory (CAT) 5 unshielded twisted 

pair (UTP) is used for some WS 

connections. 

Router / gateway/hub Routers and gateways are used to 

divide subnets and ensure security 

among the networks. The design is 

a distributed hub co~figurat ion 

with multiple subne·ts. For 

example. Genesis network by GE 

is used to connect the digital 

modalities (ie, CT/MR) to the PACS 

controller. The departmental net· 

work uses routers to distribute 

images to Macintosh users. etc. 

Communications ATM and Ethernet WAN and LAN via 

technologies 

Image acquisition 

Image distribution 

Connection 10 the 

oUlside world 

fiber and UTP are used for image 

acquisition and distribution. Eth· 

ernet and T·1 ate used lor back-up. 

PACS external Ethernet network is 

used fortransferring image dala 

from the imaging modalities to the 

acquisition computers. The ATM 

network with firewall protection is 

used to transfer data from the 

acquisition computers 10 the PACS 

controller. 

Image distlibution to the 1K WSs 

from Ihe PACS controller is trans

mined via the 155 Mbils/ sec ATM 

network. Image distribution to the 

2K WSs is transm ined through an 

ATM to an Ethernet switch, which 

has dedicated 10 Mbits/sec con· 

nections to each WS. 

T1 and ATM WAN are used to con· 

nect two affiliated medical centers. 

Departmental Ethernet is used to 

connect to the Inlernet and 10 

morc than 100 Macintosh com

puters in the department. 
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Radiologic 
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Imaging 
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• • • 

Radiologic f--t--i 
Imaging 

Fig 3. Four-level image s tor
age scheme to assure no images 
lost (see text for explanation). 

Device 

digilizers, one US PACS module, one ODL, 
one fiber optic broadband system , ATM 
switches, fiber opt ic cables and routers, a mir
rored database, and four 2K and three lK WSs. 
The ac (Ual cost is after the manufacturer's 
discount. The research and developmenl (R&D) 
contributions are from research grants and 
contracts , and funds generated by the authors ' 
laboratory. Maintenance and consumables are 
annua l costs paid by the hospital. 

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE 

In this section, the authors describe their 
clinical experience in four areas: neuroradiol
ogy WSs for le leradiology applicalions, ICU WS 
use, physician desk-top image and report ac
cess, and connection of US PACS module to the 
infrastructure. These four areas are unique in 

Table 5. UCSF Hospital Integrated PACS Infrastructure Costs 

IApproximatellApril1995) 

R&D Annual 
Actual Contributions Cost to Maintenance 

C0'5t151 lSI UCSF 1$1 and Consumables' 

Equipment only 2,300K SOaK I,SOOK 360K 

"Maintenance includes US PACS module and two CRs. 
Consumables includes optical disks for long-term archive. 
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the authors' PACS compared with other PAC 
systems current ly in clinical operat ion. 

Neuroradiology 

Distinctive feature s in the neuroradiology 
application are the two WSs and their remote 
reading feature_ The neuroradiology section at 
UCSF manages and supervises all neuroradiol
ogy cases al UCSF and MZH. Beginning in May 
1995, we placed two 2K-line, two-moni tor WSs 
in the in-pa tient and out-patient neuroradiol
ogy reading areas at two separate buildings in 
UCSF. Both stations have an identical image 
database each with a capacity of storing more 
than I-week of current neuro Cf/ MR examina~ 

tions and some with historical images. The 
neuroradiology section is current ly st ill running 
a dual display system with both film and soft 
copy. Neuroradiologists are free to use either 
display mode or boch for their daily clinical 
practice. 

Table 6 shows a 4-month summary from May 
199510 AuguSl 1995 of Ihe tOlal neuro-CT/ MR 
procedures performed al both UCSF and MZH 
and the soft-copy reading stat istics. To interpret 
the statist ical data, the user first considers the 
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Table 6. Number of Neuro·CT I MR Examinations and WS 
Soft·Copy Reading Statistics 

1995 

M" '.00 ,., AuguSt 

Total no. ncuro·CT/ MR 

examinations at 

UCSF 1,028 996 938 1,022 
M2H 268 283 283 309 

Patient select 
InWS· 480 585 444 612 
Qui WSt 131 73 216 175 

Utility of WS (%)! 47 51 " 59 
Library search 

InWS 148 196 281 292 
OulWS 182 84 249 172 

Find p,lIient 
InWS 32 70 " 45 

QulWS 32 9 27 24 

4ln·patien t workstation, no. of requests. 
fOut-patient workslal ion, no. of requests. 
t"Palient sclee!" "\olal number of examinations. " 

2K WS pat ient monitor directory, which shows 
all current patient exami nat ions by patient name 
and ID in the local parallel transfer disks. Scroll 
to the se lected patient, and click the mouse 
constituting o ne " patient select" request (sec
ond row). After a patient is selected and if some 
o lde r images required for comparison are no t in 
the local disk, clicking the " Lib Search" (library 
research. fO Urlh row) buno n allows the user to 
fi nd o ut if this patient has older images from the 
globa l data base in the ODL 

If the user wants to se lect a patient who is not 
in the loca l disk, then " Find Pat ient" (fi fth row) 
is the proper command. After the patient is 
se lec ted , it takes about 1 to 1.5 seconds to 
d isplay the images o n the 2K monitor if they are 
in the local disk and about 45 seconds if they arc 
in the ODL Table 6 shows that in August 1995, 
abou t 59% ([612 + 175) /( 1,022 + 3091) of all 
neuro-examinations were read with the soft
copy me thod, assuming that each patient was 
o nly read one time at the station. We defin e this 
percentage as the " uti lization of the WS I 
exam," Also in Augu5t, about 59% ([172 + 
292)/ [612 + 175)) of the time the user wanted to 
see if a se lected patient had previous examina
tions. Our log indicates that the " ut ility of the 
WS/exam," shows a steady increase to abou t 
80% in January 1996, demonstrating that soft
copy reading is gaining accepta nce in neuro
imaging. The request to see if a pat ient has 
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previous exam inations remains steady a t about 
61%, 

One unique fea tu re in the neuroradiology 
PACS applicat ion is that a ll CTI MR images 
from MZH are tra nsmitted di rec tly to UCSF 
through the ATM network. For these images, 
although a neuroradio logy fellow may be at 
MZH interpre ting them with films, all readings 
are ve rified at UCSF through the two 2K WSs 
(ie, all 309 examinations done in MZ H in 
Augus t were reviewed o r primarily read on the 
WSs), 

. We will describe here the similarity and 
dIfferences of the in-patient a nd out-pa tient 
neuro-WS use. Figure 4 shows the in-patient 
and the ou t-pat ient WS usage by hour in August 
1995, T he in-patient WS was used almost hourly 
with a bimodal distribution with two peaks at 8 
to 10 AM and 4 to 5 PM. The out-patient WS 
usage was different. It was used from 8 AM to 6 
PM with two peaks a t 10 AM and 12 PM. Figure 5 
shows the d urat ion of WS use after a patient 
se lectio n. Both WSs exhib it s imilar trends with 
duration from 0 to 4 minutes. Mo re than 20 
minutes ' d uration means there were no o ther 
ac ti vities with the WS during the next 20 m in
utes after the last usage. Table 7 shows the 
in-pat ient and out-patient WS usage by func
tio n. The e nd numerals I and 2 in some func
tions (eg, IMAGE_SELECTI and IMAG 
E_SELCT2) represent mo nitors 1 a nd 2, 
respect ively. The functions most commo nly used 
were pat ient se lect, library search , image select, 
cine mode. window level, and fi nd patient. 
Image select is used when an examination has 
marc than one study (sequence). To the au
thors' surp ri se, even tho ugh reports were avail
able at the WS through an RIS in terface with 
instant retri eval, its (REPORT.5ELECT) us
age was almost negligib le. The last function , 
WS_MAIN-STARTUP, means that during that 
month the in-patient worksta tion somehow 
crashed and rebooted itself eight times. We 
found similar tre nds in WS usage in o ther 
months. 

leu WSs 

leu sen /er. The PACS infrastructure in
cludes an ICU server based on the client /se rve r 
principle shown in Fig 6. 11 Currently, the au
thors ' IC U server is se rving three units, which 
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include the pediatric (16 beds) , medical surgery 
(16 beds), and cardiac care (14 beds). Three 
WSs, one at each leU, were installed sequen
tially during a I-month period in 1995. The leu 
server, containing 30-Gbyte redundant array of 
inexpensive disks (RAID), can be easily ex
panded as needed. Instead of configuring a 
large global data base, which can bring all three 
leu applications to a halt should the global 
data base become inoperable, the leU server 
maintains a separate data base for each leu 
WS. In other words, images are stored centrally 

Hour-Of·D3,y 

yet managed in a distributed data base environ
ment. 

A local directory containing all the current 
patients of that leu is mainta ined. A user can 
request images of a patient by first selecting the 
patient ID from the patient directory:'On receiv
ing the request, the leu server routes the 
patient's images and demographic data back to 
the leu WS through an ATM network." Im
ages are transferred in their original size to the 
WS's memory cache but are interpolated to 
1,600 x 1,200 for the two display monitors. 
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Table 7. Neuroradiolo9Y WS Usage by Function 
(August 1995) 

function 

Patient Select 

Sort Mode 
library Search 
Report Select 
Patient Search 

Image Select 1 

Image Select 2 

Cine 1 

Cine 2 

Zoom/Scrol! 1 

Zoom/ Scroll 2 

Measure 1 

Measure 2 

Region of Interest (ROI) , 

ROl2 

Slice Select 1 

Slice Select 2 

Window/level 1 

Window/ level 2 

CT brain 

CT liver 

Bone 

Lung 

Soft tissue 
look-up Table (lUT) defaults 

Negative 
Globalize 
Monlage 

WS Main 51an·Up 

In.Patient 

612 

110 

292 

9 

" 562 
906 

357 

603 

37 
107 

9 

12 

7 

5 

3 

175 

435 
2 

34 

1 

28 

20 

2 
22 

5 
8 

175 

29 

172 
4 

24 

76 

176 
54 

101 

2 

9 

8 
3 

24 
49 

2 

10 

8 
2 

13 

1 

9 

While one monitor maintains the most current 
image, the other monitor can be used to review 
the set of remaining images. 

To manipulate images, many user-friendly, 

Pediatric leu 

••• 
1,600 x 1,260 

Monitors • •• 

QA Slation 

Fiber 
~G~ Channel 

PACS 
Database 

Server 

1,600 x 1,260 
Monitol'S 

Spare 20 

leu Server 

Spare 20 
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easy-to-use func tions are available. Some of the 
most frequently used features include window 
and level , zoom, rotation , and image layouts. 
Through a pop-up window, a patient's demo
graphic data and study information can be 
obtained. Real-lime access to historical images 
and diagnostic reports is also ava ilable. The 
image retrieval icon allows a user to re trieve 
images from the PACS archive that are not in 
the ICU server. The report icon allows instanta
neous access to the Sybase data base, which 
stores all the diagnostic repoTts obtained from 
the RIS. When a report request is initiated, a 
report window will ope n, and a user can browse 
through the directory of all available reports. 
Because of direct access, historical images and 
diagnostic reports can be forwarded from the 
PACS to an ICU workstation without severely 
affecting the performance of the ICU server. 

The image acquis ition process is through a 
FCR-9000 and a FCR AC-II CR System. The 
technologist enters a two- letter code designat
ing a particular l eu when the CR reads the 
imaging p late. During the acquisition process, 
the CR image is first converted to DICOM 3.0 
format. The patient ID is then validated, and 
special utility is run to remove any white back
groundS and to send the image to the PACS. On 
receiving the CR image, the PACS archives the 
image onto the ODL, updates the mirrored 
Sybase data bases, and routes a copy of the 
image to the leu server. An acknowledgment is 

Cardiac Care ICU 

S arc 20 

ATM 
Switch 

Fig 6. An ATM d istributed 
PACS server for ICUs. 
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also sent back to the acquisition computer so 
that the local image there can be purged (see 
Fig 3). 

Clinical erperience. The leu WS perfor
mance has been exceptional during the past 6 
months without any in te rruption from hard
ware, software, or the A TM network. Phys i
cians, on average, are able to request and review 
the fi rst image within 1.5 to 2.0 seconds. Figure 
7 shows a typical 24-hour viewing activity distri
bution in the medical surgery leu. The WS was 
accessed at almost every hour of the day with 
two pea ks during premorning and sign-out 
rounds. Based on the authors' 6 months of 
cl inical experience with these three leu WSs, 
we conclude the fo llowing: 

l. Robusflless. We have no t experienced any 
down time in these three WSs during the past 6 
months. They believe it is due to a combination 
of robustness in both hardware components and 
software design. Al l hardware components are 
off the she lf; therefore, the maintenance and 
service requi rement is minimal. The software 
was developed join tly by ISO Technologies, Inc 
(Toronto, Canada) and the authors' laboratory. 
It went th rough th ree revisions with input from 
cl inicians before the WSs were installed. The 
software is user friendly and easy to use. 

2. Physicians ' reaction. The physicians at the 
ICUs accepted the system the fi rst day it was 
insta lled, and it has become an integral part of 
their da ily clinical operation. T he viewing time 
of a patient image is usually less than I minute. 
The location of these three WSs in the ICUs are 
diffe rent. In the medical/surgicallCU (M ICU), 
the WS is side by side with other moni toring 
systems at the nursing stat ion. T he WS in the 
cardiac lCU is located in the conference area 
wi th a la rge window. Because of the ambient 

• 
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Fig 7. Mediul lCU display WS viewing activity distributio n 
over a typical Z4·hour period. 
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light . the image quality on the monitors is 
suboptimal. In the pediatric ICU, it is at the 
en trance of the unit. Regard ing WS usage, 
although reports from RIS are usually availab le 
within 6 to 12 hours, they a re seldom requested. 
According to the clinicians, for easy cases they 
can in terpret them themselves; for difficult cases~ 

they wo uld have already consulted wi th the 
rad iologist; in eithe r situation, a report delayed 
6 hours adds litt le value if any. 

Two requests from these ICUs surprised us. 
In the pedia tric ICU. because the WS is at the 
entrance of the unit , the staff asked to have a 
screen-saver program added with a short (1-
minute) time-out so that images would d isap
pear fro m the screen if no action is taken for I 
minute. The rationale behind this was tha t the 
physicians do not want re la tives or visitors of 
ICU pa tients seeing those images when they 
walk into the uni t, whereas in the MICU and 
cardiac ICU no such request was made. T he 
WSs have a pa tient image re trieval icon so that 
any images from the PACS arch ive can be 
retrieved when requested. A couple of months 
after the WSs were installed, MICI:J requested 
the button be removed. The reason was that 
house staff rota ting through other ICUs that do 
not have WSs learned how to re trieve the ir 
pa tients' images from the MICU workstation. 
The MICU felt that such activi ty in terfered with 
their daily clinical work progress and also accu
mulated patients in the local data base di rec tory 
who did not belong to the MI CU. 

A ccess 0/ Multimedia PACS Ill/onnation from a 
Machltosh-Based WS 

Operation. Another un ique feat ure in the 
aut hors' PACS is a server designated to allow 
cl inicians and radiologists access to mul timedia 
PACS info rmation for research, leaching. and 
review from his or her desk-top Macintosh 
compute r. l2.13 Once it is connected to the server, 
users ca n request three types of information: 
reports and demographic data, thumbnail im
ages, and full-s ized images. 

A user can retrieve pa tient study information 
by e ithe r entering a palienllD number (PID) or 
a patient 's name. In addition, patte rn matching 
is supported in a name search. Searching by 
PlD is the fastest because the data base has 
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maintained an index on the PID, whereas search
ing by a patient 's name can take longer. If the 
retrieval is successful , vital textual information 
concerning the studies of the patient will be 
displayed in the study windows (see Fig 6 in 
Huang et al)2 

Users can click on any study to re trieve the 
thumbna il ske tch. When the thumbnail sketch 
arrives, a user can page through the entire set or 
click the report button to see the diagnostic 
report associated with the study. The resolutio n 
of thumbnail images a re 128 x 128. Any of the 
individual thumbnail images, however, can be 
magnified up to 256 x 256 resolutions for better 
viewing. Also, NIH Image, a public domain 
Freeware from National Institutes of Health, 
can be launched to provide window and level 
adjustments while reviewing the thumbnail 
ske tch. After examining the thumbnail , users 
can reques t one or more full-resolution images. 
The full- sized images have a standard 8-bit 
picture (PICf) format or 12-bit fu ll- resolution 
raw image form al. 

Users can name these full-resolution images 
a nd store them in their image folder in the 
Macintosh. In general , these images have been 
windowed and leveled to a default se tting ac
cording to the type of image before they arrive 
on the Macin tosh. The PICf format images can 
be eas ily manipulated by various popular Macin
tosh-compatible software, such as Photoshop or 
Powerpo inL These off-t lte-shelf programs have 
some exce llent tools for image annota tion , ed it
ing, filtering, window and level adjustment , 
printing, and making slides. 

Within the applica tion, a use r can connect to 
other medical informational resources witho ut 
leaving o r interrupting the client application. 
These resources include HIS, RIS, Medline, 
and UCSF lib rary on-line ca talog. 

System usage. More tha n 100 Macintosh 
computers in ou r department have been con
nected to the server fo r PACS information 
access, but only 10 to 15 are active. Most 
clinicians use them to access particular images 
from an interest ing case, most ly in MR or cr. 
Several sect ions trained their administrat ive 
assistants to re trieve cases for research projects. 
The availabi li ty o f raw images from the past 2 
yea rs at their desk-top is a quantum leap fro m 
the traditional method of getting raw images 
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from tapes or disks in the cr o r MR scanner 
rooms. 

Peifomw fl ce and reliability. The connectio n 
of the Macintosh com pUler to the server is 
through conventional Ethernet. The response 
time to retrieve demographic and histo rical text 
data from the PACS data base through the 
Macintosh, using the PID as the search key, 
ranges from less than 2 to 5 seconds. Howeve r, 
when the patient name is used as the search key, 
the response time can vary between 4 to 15 
seconds because o f the no n indexed search. 

T he response of the thumbna il sketch request 
also varies and depends o n the size of the study. 
In general, if the retrieval is successful , it takes 
between 5 to 45 seconds. The performance is 
signi ficantly better in the evening than during 
the peak hours of the day because of lesser 
network contention. 

Once the thumbnail sketch is received, the 
response time to request full-resolution images 
is fast. Because the server reta ins a copy of the 
original full-sized images after sending the 
thumbnail se t, request ing full -resolutio n images 
can bypass the PACS central archive and the 
PACS data base resulting in an impressive 
response time. The ave rage time to receive a 
single cr sli ce is less than 2 seconds, and 
multiple-slice requests may take slightly longer. 
However, performance can be degraded tremen
dously during peak traffic hours because of the 
large file s ize of the image. 

System ava ilability is considered satisfactory. 
It operates on a 24 ho urs per day, 7 days per 
week basis. The server machine has been run
ning witho ut interrupt io n for a 5-month period. 
The system requires little operator in tervention 
and mainte nance. T he requi red system adminis
tration routine is to maintain users' log-in ac
counts and the Inte rnet addresses of the client 
machines. 

Users'feedback. Users, in general, are happy 
about this fea ture in the PACS because it allows 
them access to both images and text at their 
desk-top with minimal effort. However, there 
are several criticisms to be considered in revis
ing the next system design. 

In the infrastructure design, access ing PACS 
information from a phys ician desk-to p com
puter is considered a low priority compared 
with accessing from clinical WSs. For this rea-
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son, the PACS allocates the server a maximum 
of 3 minutes for each request. Afler 3 minutes, 
if the retrieval is not completed, the server 
aborts the request automatically without requeu
ing. Because the communication from the Ma
cintosh to the server is through Ethernet, retriev
ing a large image file like a Cfbody examination 
may exceed the 3-minute limit during peak 
hours. Users were usually frustrated under this 
circumstance. Although the authors tried to 
adjust the 3-minute limit to a longer one, it did 
not help much because of the characteristics of 
Ethernet protoco!. Once the network transmis
sion slows down, retrying will normally create 
more network collisions. A fundamental change 
in design, for example, would be to put the 
request in a dormant state once the system 
senses a slow-down in the transmission, notify 
the use r, and re try again during off hours. 

Because the storage capacity in the server 
(Sun SPARC 10 with 8 Gbytes of disk storage) 
is limited and must serve about 100 Macintosh 
computers (Cupertino, CAl, we limited the 
re trieva l program to a maximum of 32 most 
recent sequences (or studies) per patient. In the 
case of cr retrieval, this does not post a 
problem because a patient would seldom have 
more than 32 swdies. However, in the case of 
MR, a patient can have many studies, and each 
study can have many sequences. This results in 
an inability to retrieve patient 's older MR 
studies. This situation is especially acute in a 
longitudinal research protocol when the re
searcher has to go back several months to 
retrieve data from the same patient. Future 
designs can have larger-capacity disks but as the 
PACS data base grows with time, and has to 
support more users throughout the whole hospi
tal, similar problems will happen again. It is a 
classical cost versus capacity trade-off problem, 

Note that the physician desk retrieval prob
lem is different from the PACS central archival 
requirement problem. The PACS archival re
quirement is predictable in the sense that the 
number of images archived can be estimated 
once the hospital and the Radiology Depart
ment operation environment is known. In desk
top retrieval , the user demand is variable be
cause it depends on the number of users, 
research topic, user's preference, and retrieval 
characteristics. Because physician desk-top 
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PACS information retrieval is a unique feature 
in the authors' PACS, we lack information from 
other sites for comparison. Therefore, the au
thors are still at the bottom of their learning 
curve. 

imerfacillg a Commercial PACS Module to the 
PACS IlljraSlnlClltre 

Connectivity. Another unique feature in our 
PACS is the open architectural design which 
allows a PACS module developed by a commer
cial company conforming with the DICOM 
standard l4 to be connected to the PACS infra
structure. In 1994, we acquired a stand-alone 
ultrasound PACS (Aegis) from Acuson (Moun
ta in View, CAl. This PACS module links seven 
Acuson US scanners (Fig 8A) in two buildings. 
This US PACS module features a network 
server with l .5-Gbytes of disk storage used for 
short- te rm archiving, with images stored in a 
compressed format (DICOM compatible). Fig
ure 8 shows the connectivity between the US 
module and the PACS infrastructure . The con
nectivity is provided by the US module Aegis 
SPARC GATE (B) and the PAcS US SUN 
SPARC acquisition machine (C) in the infra
structure through a DICOM interface. 1S 

Data flow. The data How is in four routes. 
The first route is to transmit DICOM formatted 
compressed US images from the SPARC GATE 
(Fig 88) to the ultrasound acquisition machine 
(Fig 8C) and to the PACS central archive ODL 
(Fig 8D) for long-term storage. In the PACS 
data base (Fig 8E) it opens a new patient folder 
or appends the images to an existing folder with 
historical US or other type images. The second 
route is to allow the retrieval of US images from 
the long-term archive through a request from 
any US WS (Fig 8F). The third route is the same 
as the second route except that . in addition, 
other modality images belonging to the same 
patient can also be retrieved with that same 
patient 's image folder. The fourth route is to 
allow other WSs in the PACS to retrieve US 
images along with other modality images. Both 
routes 1 and 2 have been completed. However. 
we encountered great difficulties during the 
implementation of routes 3 and 4 as described 
in the next section. 

In Table 8, the average time required for 
image archiving and retrieval are shown. On 
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Fig 8. Connection of a US PACS module to the PACS infrastructure. The PACS infrastructu re treatSlhe US module as a single 
imaging device. An acquisition computer (e) In the PACS infrastructure and a SUN SPARe station IS) in the US PACS module a re 
used as two mCQM gateway computers. Moffit, Moffit Hospital; Ace, Ambulatory Care Center; LRI, Laboratory for Radiological 
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average, a study file stored on the Aegis SPARe 
5 File Server (Fig SG) was about 13 ± 6.7 
Mbytes, on average. Based on these numbers, 
two study sizes were used: 25 and 66 images. 
The smaller study file was 7.S to 22.S Mbytes 
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(compressed-uncompressed), and the larger 
study was 20 to 66 Mbytes. 

During clinical hours, we sent these US 
studies back and forth between the Aegis 
SPARe File Server (Fig 8G) and the Aegis 
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Table 8. Transmission Rates Between the Ultrasound Server, 
the Ultrasound Gateway, and the PACS 

Acquisition Computer" 

Fife Server SPARCGATE 
(Fig 9Gl lo (Fig 68) to 

SPARCGATE Acquis ition 

No. 01 Fife Sile Com pres· 
(Fig as) Isec) Compule r (Fig act (secl 

Imoges (MBylesl sion (Fig 6B·Gllsec) (Fig 6C to BI (sec) 

25 22.8 No 41 5.4 :!: 3.6 74 :!: 2.1 

[290.7:!: 1.21 156.5 :!: 0.9[ 

25 7.8 y" 202.1 :!: 6.9 43 :!: 2. 1 

[161 :!: 7.5J [24.9 :!: 1[ 

66 60.2 No 1076.8 :!: 3.5 196.4:!: 2.9 

[704.5 :!: 3.5) [157 :!: 2.0) 

66 20.0 y" 497.5:!: 2.5 112.0 :!: 2.5 

1433:!: 1.0) [71.5 :!: 1.5[ 

·See Fig 8. 

Spare Gate (Fig 8B) , and then back and rorth 
ben-veen the Aegis Sparc Gate to the acqu isition 
computer (Fig BC). The files were sent in both 
compressed and uncompressed formats to quant ify 
the use of compressed images. Each transmission 
time was measured 5 to 10 times, with the standard 
deviation never being greater than 7 seconds. 

Compressing / forman ing /writing the indi
vidual fi les on the Aegis Sparc Gate from the 
File Serve was the process tha t requ ired the 
most time to complete. For bot h study sizes, 
us ing compressed fi les reduced the transmiss ion 
time by at least a ractor or 2. The SPARC GATE 
acquisition computer transmission rate over the 
dedicated Ethernet fiber was measured to be 179 
Kbytes/sec, on average, in the US PACS direction 
and 296 Kbytes/sec for return. lf the images were 
sent uncompressed, the rates were 307 and 393 
Kbytes/sec, respectively, each way, server to server. 

Clinical experience. The US section is film
less now in the sense that it acquires and stores 
images digitally, and radio logists and clinicians 
read from soft copy. T he US section prints 
severa l selected images from each study on films 
and inserts them in the pat ient's record. Cur· 
rent ly, it st ill keeps separate erasable optical 
disks (ODs) until routes 3 and 4 are completely 
installed. At that time, these ODs can be erased 
and recycled in the ODL in the PACS because 
both archives use a similar type 00. 

The current design or the US PACS module 
is crude. During each transfer, the image fil e 
has to go through the US internal networks 
(Appletalk and Aegis TCPJIP net) at least rour 
times before it goes out to the PACS infrastruc-
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tore's acquis ition computer. The handshaking 
between computers (especia lly Apple Com
puter [Cupert ino, CAD during the transfer 
becomes tedious and creates some nen-vork 
bottleneck problems. Our original plan to com· 
plele routes 1 and 2 in-house was 3 months; it 
ended up taking more than 1 year, during which 
both the manufacturer and the authors' labora
tory had personnel changes that complicated 
the issues. Fortunately, both parties were com
mitted to the project and that eventually led to 
the completion of routes 1 and 2. The manufac
turer has been cooperative during this venture . 

During the implementation of routes 3 and 4, 
the authors encountered two difficulties. First, 
in the third route , after a US WS successfully 
receives a patient image folder from the PACS 
long-term archive the Macintosh-based Quadra 
computer (Apple) does not have the capability 
of displaying other moda li ties even though they 
are in DI COM format, and any attempt to do so 
results in a crash. This is a fundamental prob
lem that can be resolved by only the manufac
turer. Second, in route 4, when an existing 
PACS WS retrieves a patient rolderthat has US 
images, the WS cannot display the compressed 
US color images unt il two problems are solved. 
The WS needs a decoder to decompress the 
images and a color mon itor. The decoder prob· 
lem can be resolved easi ly because the compres
sion algorithm used is in the public domain . 
However, to add the color capabili ty for display
ing Doppler US images requires both extensive 
hardware and software modifications in existing 
gray-sca le monitors. An easy but not desirable 
solution is just to display colors in gray scale. 

To resolve the network problem and the US 
WS disp lay capability, the manufacturer has 
made a commitment to introduce a new US PACS 
module architecture based on a SUN SP ARC WS. 
For this reason, the developmental effort of com
plet ing routes 3 and 4 was temporarily stopped 
unt il the new PACS US module is installed. 

DISCUSSION 

Developing an in-house second-generation 
H}-PACS system has many advantages includ
ing designing a system tailored to the user 's 
specific needs, adopting an open architecture 
design for future expansion, using state-of-the-
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art technology, providing a faster turnaround 
time for system upgrade, and potential ly possess
ing a lower total system cost. Conversely, there 
arc also some drawbacks. The following are 
some of the authors' experiences. 

importance of Securing and Maintaining 
Sufficient Resources 

The resources required for developing an 
in-house PACS are tremendous. It is advisable 
to secure enough resources both in terms of 
personnel and capital for each phase of the 
implementation be fore it starts. 

In our case, the first phase was the infrast ruc
ture design and implementation , which was 
completed at the end of year 2 after the project 
started. The goals of the second phase were to 
place WSs in neuroradiology and pediatrics, 
install the ICU module, link the US PACS 
module to the infrastructure, and connect all 
departmental Macintosh computers on-line to 
the PACS Macintosh server. The authors wanted 
to accomplish these goals in the second phase 
because they had ext ramural suppo rt from the 
High Pcrfonnance Computing and Communica
tion Research Program for ncuroradiology. we 
had past experience in installing a pediatric 
rad iology PACS, an leu server would demon
stra te a true HI-PACS th at would provide 
PACS visibility at the medical ce nters, US 
PACS would show the first filrnless sec tion, and 
physician desk-top access of PACS data would 
allow every radiologist and potentially every 
clinician to have access to the PACS. Unfo rtu
nately, at the end of year 2 while the authors 
were installing PACS workstations, the man
aged care problem hit California. The capital 
budget originally allocated for WS implementa
tion for phases 2 and 3 was frozen by the 
hospital administration. We faced the problem 
of whether they should continue or SlOp the WS 
installation. If we stopped, all the promises 
made would be broken. The infrastructure alone 
could not demonstrate the existence of a PACS. 
It was a critical moment in our PACS R&D 
program. Fina lly. completing the goals se t forth 
in the second phase prevailed, and the authors 
decided to use extramural funding sources from 
other research and development programs to 
subsidize the continuing PACS implementa
tion. Sinee year 2, two full-time engineers and 
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all clinical PACS-relaled equipment mainte
nance were paid by the hospital 's annual operat
ing budget. In addition, a two-thirds FfE was 
paid by the departmenta l budge t. All other 
PACS continuous implementation costs, includ
ing personnel and equipment purchases, were 
provided by the laboratory 's own extramural 
R&D fund s. Consequently, we were fortunate 
to have completed the second-phase efforts. 

Users' Demands 

During the second phase, while we we re 
installing WSs, they rece ived many requests for 
help in connecting lO the PACS from colleagues 
both in the department and the hospital who 
were not 011 the li st for WS installations. They 
had requests for connecting digital subtraction 
angiography system and Nuclear Medicine to 
the PACS, WSs in other radiology sectio ns, and 
in the Oncology De partment. These connec
tions were planned in phase 3 within the au
thors' originally allocated budget. While they 
were grappling for sufficient resources to com
plete phase 2, the authors had no energy left to 
satisfy these needs. This unfortunate situation 
created much disappointment. Fortunately, the 
authors ' infrastructure design has been com
ple ted , and connection protocols have been 
developed. Future connect ions will become rou· 
tine and will require o nly a small budget for 
each connection. 

After WSs were installed , users would occa
sionally request some customized modificatio ns 
to facilitate their clinical needs. The authors did 
these modifica tions whenever poss ible. Some o f 
these requests were simple changes, but some 
required much effort. If the system was installed 
by a manufacturer, normally they would handle 
these requests by offering to consider making 
the changes during the next software or hard· 
ware release. This meant it would neve r happen 
or would take months. However, we could not 
use this strategy because the users are col
leagues with whom we interact daily. Further· 
more, we developed the system and wanted it to 
be perfect and to make every user happy. As a 
result , much energy has been spent in custom i
zation after the WS installa tion. In the business 
sector, too much customization translates to 
bad business. In an R&D team, it means decreas
ing future research development. 
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R&D Staff Members Do Not Like 10 Do Quality 
Assurance, Service, and Maintenance 

After WSs had been insta lled and used, they 
needed to undergo quality assurance (QA) 
monitoring and maintenance. The team we 
assembled (Q implement the PACS was mostly 
faculty, postdoctoral fellows, graduate students, 
and R&D engineers. A group with this back
ground and experience normally is good in 
R&D, but weak in service and maintenance. We 
had requested departmental support to provide 
a category of personnel to maintain the system 
for more than a year without success. The 
department was also in financial difficulty be
cause of the managed care problem. The refore, 
the team reluctantly assumed this responsibility. 
In our experience, it has been most difficult 
arranging on-call schedules during weekends, 
holidays, and national meetingsofthe Radiologi
ca l Society of North America and the Interna
tiona l Society of Optical Engineers. If a PACS 
had been purchased from a manufacturer, it 
would have required that a maintenance pro
gram be included in the purchase order provid
ing sufficient personnel to service the systcm. 

AXIOMS 

Based on our experience, we would like to 
offer the following three axioms as a guide for 
in-house PACS implementat ion: 

Axiom 1: PACS Is a Black Hole 

PACS is an evolving system integration process; 
once it starts, it continues. By the time a perfect 
system integration scheme is developed and imple
mented, technology will have changed. One should 
prepare for continuous system modifications and 
upgrades. A definitive resource and commitment 
from the institution is absolutely required dur
ing each phase of implementation and upgrade. 

Axiom 2: User's Need is DiffiCUlt to Satisfy 

If a system is not well designed, nobody wi ll 
use it. Conversely, if it is a good system, every-
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body wants a connection and a WS. In a sense, 
one is penalized by his or her own success. In 
addition, every user wants his or her own 
customization. One should prepare how to 
handle this situation gracefully. 

Axiom 3: R&D Team is Not Good for 
Maintaining the System 

Your team is good for R&D. The R&D team 
is qua lified but may not be good at maintaining 
a system. Once the sys tem is installed and 
stab il ized, train a new team and then transfer 
the QA, and service and main tenance respons i
bi li ty to them. This will free your R&D team to 
move on to next project. 

SUMMARY 

In this report, we briefly describe an in-house 
deve loped second-genera tion HI-PACS. The 
four unique features in th is HI-PACS compared 
with other PAC systems are the 2K neuroradiol 
ogy WSs, the lCU server, physician desk-top access 
of PACS data, and connection of a manufacturer's 
US PACS module to the PACS infrastructure. The 
authors describe their clinical experience with re
spect to these four unique features. There arc 
many advantages of developing an in-house HI
PACS but also some drawbacks. Among the draw
backs are the resource requirement, user's de
mands, system quality assurance, and maintenance 
and service. We have formulatcd three axioms 
as a guide for in-house HI-PACS implementa
tion. To follow Axiom 3, the R&D team has 
transferred the clinical PACS responsibility to a 
new ream for the day-to-day operation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Medical imaging is the study of human functions and anatomy th ro ugh pictorial 
in fo rmat ion. In o rder 10 generate thi s picloral infonnat ion. muhidisciplinary knowl· 
edge, incl uding biology, anatomy, physiology, chemistry, compute r science, opti. 

cal science, rad iologica l sc ience, electrical engineering, mathemati cs. and physics 
arc required (Huang, 1993a). Generally speaking, medical imaging investigates 
methods and procedures o f: 

1. Converting a convent ional medica l image, or synthes izing some biological, 
analOmical, or physiological info rmat ion, 10 a digital image. 

2. Analyzing the digital image uccording to a spccific applicat ion or clinical 
need. 

3. Extracting key results a nd casting them into ,I fonna t sui table for presenta
tion. archiving, and decision making. 

Some successfu l medical imag ing appli cat ions in the earl y 1 970s were the blood 
cell analyzer (Pressman and Wicd. 1979) and the gamma camera in nuclear 
med icine (NM). The development of the computed tomography (CT ) scanne r 
resulted in the award of Ihe Nobel Prize in Medicine (0 Allan M. Connack and 
Godfrey N. Hounsfield in 1979. Major med ical imaging developmcnts in thc J 9805 
were electron microscopy (EM), laser microscopy (l M), digital subtrac tion angiog
raphy (DSA). magnetic resonance imaging (MRI ). pos itron emission tomography 
(PET). computed rad iograph y (CR). Doppler ult rasound. and picture archiv ing and 
communication systcms (PACS) (Huang. 198 1a: Huang CI al. . 1990). EM ca n 
reveal minute de lru ls in biologica l in frastructures as small as a few angstroms in 
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Figure 1. An example of biomedical image detectors and recorders. 
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size. LM yields thin serial images providing three-dimensional morphology of 
living cells. DSA allows real-time subtraction to enhance the vascularities in 
millimeters. Without the use of ionizing radiation, MRI reveal s high-contrast 
images of anatomical structures in any plane of the body. MRI is the method of 
choice for neuforadiologicai, vascular, and mU5cu\oskcJcla\ diagnosis. 

PET provides chemical and physiological images of the human body that 
complement anatomical images obtained using MRI and CT (Hawkins el al., 1992). 
The registration of MRI or CT wilh PET head images provides an insight into the 
specific function of various pans of the brain (Valentino CI aI., 1991). CR allows 
an X-ray image to be recorded directly as a digital image. opening new avenues for 
using digital image processing as an aid in medical diagnosis (Kangarloo et al.. 
1988). 

PACS is a novel concept for medical image management and communication 
(Huang et aI., 1988). When fully implemented. the system will revolutionize 
medical practice (Huang et a\., 1993b). PACS storage tcchnology includes parallel 
transfer disks and optica1 disk libraries. In the fonner, a conventional X-ray image 
of 8 megabytes can be stored or retrieved from the parallel transfer di sks within 
one second. In the latter. an optical disk library that occupies a footprint of no more 
than 3 x 6 feet allows the storage of one terabyte of infonnation, equivalcnt to about 
two years wonh of all MR and CT examinations conducted in a large teaching 
hospital . 

In communication components, fiber optic systems with specially designed fiber 
optic transmitters and receivers can transmit images at a rate up to I gigabit per 
second. A conventional 8-megabytc X-ray image can be transmitted between two 
points in about one second (Huang el al., 1992). For display, 2,000 x 2,000 pixel 
monitors arc re.:1dily available that display a conventional X-ray image without loss 
of diagnostic qua1ity (Huang el a1.. I 993b). Three-dimensional display stations are 
used in various clinical applications (Udupa el a\., 1993). 

MEDICAL IMAGE FUNDAMENTALS 

Medical Image Detectors and Recorders 

Medica1 image detection and recording methods can be categorized as being 
either photochemical or photoelectronic. An example of a photochemical method 
is the phosphorous screen and silver halide film combination system used for X-ray 
detection. The television camera and display monitor used in fluorography is a 
photoelectronic technique. The photochemical method is a direct process; it has the 
advantage of combining image detection and image recording in a single step. The 
screen/film system simultaneously detects and records the attenuated X-rays. A 
phOloclectronic system, on the other hand, usually involves a two-step process; the 
image is detected first and then recorded in a subsequent step. 
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In the case o f DSA, an image intensifier lube (II) is used as the X-ray detector 
instead of a screen/film combination. The detected X-rays are converted first into 
light photons and then into electronic signals that arc recorded by a video camera. 
The images from the video camera can be displayed on a telev ision monitor. and 
the video signal can be digitized to fonn a digital image. The phOloelect ron ic 
system. whi le clearly more complicated , has onc import ant adva ntage: the output 
information can be converted to digital fannat for image processing. 

Figure 1 shows an example of medical image detectors and recorders. I n this 
case, an image of blood cell s from a blood sample on a g lass slide is 10 be recorded. 
The glass s lide is first placed under the microscope. If a 35 mm camera is att ac hed 
to thc m icroscope, tbc image of the blood cell s can be recordcd on film. On the 
othcr hand, if a tclevision or CCO (charge couplc devicc) camera is auached to the 
microscope. then the blood cell s are seen as an electronic image on a television 
monitor. In ei thcr case, the recorded image is in analog form. For a digital computer 
to process these images, they must first be converted to digital form, a step cal led 
analog to digital conversion. 

Digital Images 

A digi tal image P(x.),) is defined as an integer funct ion of two variables x,)' sllch 

that 

0::; P(x,y) $. N where I ::; x:5 III, I $. y::; 11 

and x. y, 111, 11, and N are pos iti vc integers. For simplici ty. we let III = Jl (i.e., P(x.y) 

is a square image). Given (x,y), P(x.y) is ca lled a picture element. or pixel. The 
computer memory requirement for storing image P(x,y) is 11 X II X k bits where k = 
log2 (N + I ). Thus. II X II xk means that the image has II lines, each line has II pixels. 
and euch pixel can have a discrete gray- level va lue that ranges from 0 to 2k - I 
(Udupa ct aI. , 1993). A typical microscopic dig it al imnge has 5 12 x 5 12 pixels and 
each pixel can hnve val ues from 0 to 255. 

Spatial a nd Density Resolution 

Once an objec t of interest has been d igi tall y recorded, we would like 10 know 
the image quality. Image quality is characterized by three parameters: sputial 
resolution, density resolution, and signal to noise ratio. Spat ial resolution is a 
measure of the number of pixels used 10 represent the object, and density resolution 
is the teta] number of discrete gray level values in the digital image. It is apparent 
that 11 and N are proportional 10 spatia] resolution and de nsity resolution, respec
tively. A high signal·to-noisc ratio means that the image is very pleasing 10 the eye 
and hence is a better quality image. Figure 2 demonstrates the concept of spat ial 
and densi ty resolution of a d igital image o r a lymphocyte. The left-hand column in 
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Figure 2. Illustration of spatial and density resolut ion, using a lymphocyte image as 
an example. CA) Fixed spatia l resolution, va riable denSity resolution: 16, 4, a nd 2 
grey levels. (8) Fixed density resolution (16 levels), variable spatial resolutions. The 
16 levels are represented by: . , 1,2,3, 4, 5, 6,7, B, 9, A, B, C, 0 , E, and F. 
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Figure 2 shows digitized images of the lymphocy te with a fixed spatial reso lution 
(21 x 15) and variable density resolutions (from top to baltom: 16.4, and 2 gray 
levels). The right-hand column depicts lhe dig ital representation of the same analog 

image with a fixed densi ty resolution ( 16) and variable spat ial resolulions (from 

lOp [0 bottom: high , medium, low). It is clear from this example that the upper right 
corner digital image has the best quality (h ighest spatial and density resolutions). 
whereas the lower lefl corner image has the lowest spatial and density resolutions. 
Depending on the application requirement, the spatial resolulion, densi ty resolu

tion, and signal-to-noise ratio of the image should be adj usted properly during 

image acquis ition. A high-resolution image requires a larger memory capaci ty for 
storage and a correspondingly longer time for image processing than a lower-reso
lution image. 

Sources of Medical Images 

By far, the richest sources of medica l images is in radiology; sometil1)cs we call 
those images macroscopic to differentiate thcm from microscopic a nd in frastruc
lUral images. In radiology, about 70% of the exami nations, including those that 
involve skull , chest. abdomen, and bore, produce images that are acquired and 
stored on X-ray film. These images have a spati al resolution of about 5 Ip/mm. Line 

pair per mi llimeter (Iplmm) is a measure of spatial resolution; onc line pair 
represents two pixels. These films can be converted to digital fonnat using 3 film 
digitizer. Among various types of digitizers, the lase r scanning digitizer is consid

e red superior because it can beSt preservc the dens ity 3nd spatia l resolutions of the 
orig inal an310g image. A laser film scanner can digitize 3 14" x 17" X-r:1Y film to 

4,000 x 5,000 pixels (about 5 lp/mm), with 12 bits per pixel. At this sp3ti31 3nd 

density resolution, the quality of the original analog image and the digitized image 
is essentially equivalent. In clinical practice, however, we digitize an X-ray film to 
2,000 X 2,500 pixels. CR, which uses a laser stimulable luminescence phosphor 

imaging plate as a detector, is graduall y replacing the screen/film combinat ion as 
the image detector. In thi s case, a laser beam is used to scan the imaging piau! that 

contains the latent X-ray image. The latent image is excited and emi ts light photons 
that are detected and convened to digitized electronic signals forming a direct 
digital X-ray image. 

The other 30% of radiological examinations-those that involve CT, ultra

sonography (US), MRI. PET, and DSA-produce images that.are already i~ digital 
format. A CT, US, MRI, PET, and DSA image has s izes of 512 X 512 x 12 , 512 
x5 l2 x 8, 256x 256x 12, 128x 128 x 12, and5 12 x5 12 X 8 bits, respectively. 
These techniques use different energy sources and detectors to generate images and 
are complementary in their clinical applications to each o ther. CT uses X-rays as 
an energy source and gas or scintillating crystals as detectors. US uses an ultrasonic 
transducer both as the energy source and detector. MR uses two energy sources, 
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magnetic fields and radi o~frequcncy electromagnetic waves, and a radio-frequency 
receiver as the detector. DSA uses X-rays as an energy source and an image 
intens ifier tube as the detector. Conventional X-ray examinations and DSA produce 
a projectional image, whereas CT, US, PEf, and MRI give sectional images. 
Sectional images can be stacked to fann a three-dimensional image set which 
represents the true three-dimensional object. All radiologic images are monochro
matic except NM, PET, and Doppler US in which pseudo colors arc used as an 

image enhancement tool. 
Other medical images sources used in anatomy, biology, and pathology arc light 

and electron microscopes. Images from these sources are collected with a video or 
CCD camera and then digitized to a 512 x 512 x 8 bit image. Light microscopy 
produces lfue color images, using red, green, and blue filters for co lor separation . 
Thus, a color image after digitization yiclds three digital images. the combination 
o f which produces a true-color digital image encoded at 24 bits/pixel. Figure 3a-j 
shows some examples of these medical images. 

Image Processing Systems 

After a medical image is formed, it is analyzed by an image processing system. 
The architecture of an image process ing (lP) system consists of three major 
components: image processor(s), image memories, and video processor(s). They 
are connected by internal computer buses to form an intcgrated system. Figure 4 
shows the general block diagram of an integrated image processing system. For this 
particular system, only the system controller is connec ted to the computer host bus. 
The image processor is a high-speed array processor. It is composed of arithmetic
logic units, muhipliers and shifters, comparators, and look-up tables. The image 
memories can be partitioned into various sizes for efficient storage of image data. 
The video processor takes the images from the image memories and selectively 
displays them on video monitors. 

An IP system requires extensive software support. The trend in IP software 
development is towards portability. Figure 5 shows the general organization of IP 
software. Portability is preferred in the three higher levels of software so that they 
can be used again when the system hardware is upgraded in the future. The two 
lower levels are machine dependent and have to be rewriuen for every new 
hardware architecture. IP functions include pixel, local, global, and statistical 
operations, and also consist of image database manipUlation and image di sp lay. In 
the past, Fortran was used in most IP software development, but C programming 
language running under UNIX operation system is now standard. 

In medical imaging applications, contour extraction of an object of interest is 
important because it leads to quantitative measurements. Despite many years of 
software research and development, soft-tissue segmentation in radiologic images. 
and differentiation of objects of interest in histology specimens, are still a very 
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Figure 3. Examples of medical images obtained from var ious sources. (a) CR 
(computed radiography) image of the chest, the image is 2,000 x 2,500 pixels and 10 
bits/pixel. Excellent delineation of the blood vessels behind the heart (H). (b) CR 
image of the hand. Both soh tissue and the detail of the bones are seen very clearly . 
(c) OSA (digital subtraction angiography) of the brain showing contrast enhanced 
blood vessels. (Courtesy of E. Pietka.) (d) CT (computed tomography) image of the 
upper abdomen. Contrast media is shown in the stomach (5). l, liver; SP, spleen; A, 
descending aorta. (e, f, g) MR (magnetic resonance) images of the head from the same 
patient in the transverse, sagitta l, and coronal plane. Images show fine structures of 
the brain. (Courtesy of S. Sinha.) (h) Mapping of the brain function to ana tomy. The 
grey level image is from the MR, the color is from the PET (posi tron emission 
tomography) of the same patient. Red color shows high metabolic rates. Registration 
of these two images required sophisticated mathematics and computer programming. 
(Courtesy of D. Va lentino.) (i) A longitudinal sed ion Doppler ullrasound image of 
the abdomen. Red color shows the blood (low, arrow indicates that (low in the portal 
vein is hepatopetal. (Courtesy of E. Gran!.) (j) Three·d imensional reconstruction of 
the lumber sp ine from sectional CT images. 
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Figure 6. levels of sophistication in medica l image processing. Medical database, 
pattern recognition and artificial intelligence wi ll be major research topiCS in the 
1990s. 

difficult task. Advances in medical image processing remain largely in the domain 
of quantization. Figure 6 shows the levels of sophistical ion in medical image 
processi ng. 

DIGITAL MICROSCOPY 

Instrumentation 

Digital microscopy is used to extrac( quantilalive infonnation from microscopic 
slide.<; . A digital microscopic imaging system consists of th e following s ix compo
nCniS (Huang, 198 1 b): 

• a compound microscope with proper illumination for specimen input, 
• a vidicon (or CeD) camera for scanning microscopic images, 
• TV monitors for displaying the image, 
• an analog to digital (AID) convener, and 
• a computer (or image processor) to process the digital image. 

Figure 7 shows the block diagram and the physical setup of the instrumentation. 
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Figure 7. A block diagram showing the digita l microscopy instrumentation. 

Resolution 

The resolution o f a microscope is defined as the minimum disUlncc between two 
objects in the specimen which can be resolved by the microscope. Three factors control 
the resolut ion o f a microscope (Burrell s, 197 1; Rochow and Rochow, 1978). 

1. T he angle subtended by the object o f in terest in the specimen and the 
objective lens; the larger the angle, the higher the resolution. 

2 . The medium between the front lens and the covers lip of the g lass s lide; the 
higher the refractive index of the medium. the higher the resolution. 

3. The wavelength of light employed; the shorter the wavelength, the higher 
the resolution. 

These three factors can be combined into a single equation (Ernst Abbe 1840-
1905): 

A A 
s = - --=---

2(NA) 2n sin i 

where s is the di stance between two objects in the specimen that can be resolved; 
the smaller the s, the greater the resolution. A. is the wavelength of the light 
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employed; n is the refrac tive index of the medium; i is the half-angle subtendcd by 
the objcct at the objective lens; und NA is the numerical aperture commonly used 
for defining the resolution; the larger the NA, the higher the resolution. Therefore, 

in order to obtain a higher resolution for a microscope. usc an objecti ve lens with 
an oil immersion lens (large n) with a large angular aperture and select a shorter 
wavelength of light source for illumination. 

Contrast 

Contrast is the ability ( 0 differentiate various components in the specimen with 
different intensity levels. The re are black-and-white contrast and color contrast. 
Black-and-white contrast is equivalent to the range of the grey scale; the larger the 
range, the better the contrasL The color contrast is an important parameter in 
microscopic image processing: in o rder to bring out the color contrast from the 
image, various color filters have to be used with the illumination. Ir is clear Ihat the 
spatial and density resolutions of a digital image are limited by the resolution and 
contrast of a microscope, respeclively. In order to do effective quantitative analysis 
with the microscope. two additional auachments to the microscope are necessary: 
a motorized stage assembly and an automatic focusing device. 

Motorized Stage Assembly 

The purpose of a motorized stage assembly is for rapid screening and locating 
the exacl position of objects of interest for subsequent detailed analysis. The 
motorized stage assembly consists of a high precision x·y stage wilh a specially 
designed holder for the slide to minimize the vibration due to transmission when 
the stage is moving. Two stepping motors are used for driving the stage in the x 
and the y directions. A typical motor step is about 2.5 micron with an accuracy and 
repeatability to within ±1.25 microns. The motors can move the stage in citherdirection 
with a maximum speed of650 steps, or .165 cm, per second. The two stepping motors 
can either be controlled manually or automatically by the computer. 

Automatic Focusing Device 

The purpose of the autommic focusing device is to ossurc that thc microscope 
is focusing all the time when the stage is moving from one field to another by the 
stepping motors. It is cssentialto have the microscope in focus before the vidicon 
camera starts to scan. Two common methods for automatic focusing are using a 
third stepping motor in the z-direction or an air pump. The principle of using a 
stepping motor in the z-direction for automatic focusing is as follows: the stage is 
moved up and down with respect to the objective lens by the z-direction motor. The 
z movements are nested in large +z and -z values initially and then gradually to 
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smaller +z and -z values. After each movement, a video scan of the specimen 
through the microscope is made and some optical parameters are derived from the 
scan. A focused image is defined as the scan with these opt ical parameters above 
cerlain threshold values. Since this method requires nested upward and downward 
movements of the stage in the z-direction, though automatic, it is time consuming. 

The use of an air pump for automatic focusing is based on the assumption that 
in order to have automati c focusing. the specimen lying on the upper surface of a 
glass slide has to be on a perfect horizontal plane with rcspccllO the objecti ve lens 
all the time. One reason why the slide is not focused is that the g lass slide is not of 
uni form thickness. When it rests on the hori zontal s tage. the lower surface of the 
sl ide will form 11 horizontal plane with respec t to the objective but not the upper 
surface. If an air pump is used to create a vacuum from above. such that the upper 
surface of the slide is suct ioned from above to foml a perfect horizontal plane with 
respect to the objective. then the slide will be focused all the time. Using an ai r 
pump for automatic focusing does not require add itional time during operation; 
however. it requires precision machine!)'. 

Vidicon (CCD) Camera and Scanning 

Once the specimen is focused under the microscope. a vidicon or 11 CCD camera 
can be attached to the microscope tu be to detect the light emitted from the spec imen 
within the microscopic field of view. The camera scans the spec imen point by poi nt 
from le ft to ri gh t. top to bottom and forms a light image of the specimen on the 
photosensitive face of the camera. The brightness B(x. y) o f each pixel is converted 
into an e lect ri cal voltage (v ideo signal) which is transmitted to the display monitor. 
This voltage is used to control the brightness of a corresponding spot on the 
fluorescent screen of the monitor. These spots reconstruct a video image of the 
specimen on the telev ision screen. In orderto have the camera perform sati sfac tori ly 
for microscopic imaging. the following speci fications should be met: 

Gamma (y) of the tube: .65 or less 
Dynamic range: 200: I 

Resolution: The MTF (modulation transfer function derived by 
plotting the video amplitude vers us the number of lines) 
should be comparable [Q that of an ideal Gaussian Spot 
with diameter 1/500 of the image width. 

Linearity: ± l/2% of the image height for all pixels. 

Analog to Digital Conversion 

There are two methods for digitizing the microscopic image formed by the 
vidicon camera: the rcal-time digitizing with a fast AID converter, usually in the 
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10 MHz range. It converts the video s ignal B(x, y) into a dig ital number P(x, y) and 
sends it to the (x, y) location of the image memory. A complete TV frame (5 12 x 

512 pixels with eight bits/pixel) can be dig iti zed in 1/30 second. Because of the 
high speed AID conversion, the s ignal to no ise ratio of the rcal-time dig iti z;ed image 

tends 10 be low. In order to havea bcucrs ignal to noise ratio. it iscommon LOdigit izc 

the same frame many times and take the average value for each pixel. The 
high-resolution digiti zer uses a s lower but bcner s ignal-IO-noise ralio AID COIl 

verter; the digital image thus obtained is ofbellcr quality. Since the AID conversion 

rate is much slower than the T V scanning rale, the same microscopic fi eld has to 
be scanned many times in o rder to have a complete digital image. 

Image Memory 

The purpose of the imagc refrcsh me mory is fo r storage and di splay o f the 

digitized microscopic image. Once the image is digitized and stored in the memory, 

it is continuously re freshed in synchro nism with the video scan. The refresh 
memory is not a component of the main computer and should be considered as a 
very fast peripheral s torage device. Once the image is stored, it can be accessed by 
the computer for image processing. The refresh memory is generally organized into 
memory planes, with each plane having the storage capacity to refresh a 5 12 x 51 2 

5 12 

One bit 
g raphic m emory 

8 bit 
image 

memory 

Figure 8. Organization of a 512 x 512 x 8 image memory and a 512 x 512 x 1 graphic 
memory. For black·and·white image processing, one eight·bit image memory is 
su fficient; for real color image processing, three image memories are necessary. 
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Figure 9. Color image processing bloc k di agram. Three filters (red, blue, and green) 
are used 10 filter the image before digitiza tion , respectively. The three digitized filtered 
images are stored in the red, blue, and green memories. The rea l color image can be 
d isplayed back on the color monitor from these three memories through the compos ite 
video conlro l. 

onc-bit grey-level image. The most comm6nly 'used re fresh memory for imag ing 
has 8 or 12 memory planes which give 256 [ 0 4,096 grey levels. In addition. there 
should be one extra memory plane for graphic overlay on lOp of the image memory 
for interacti ve image process ing. Figure 8 shows the architecture o f the image 

memory. 
If real co lor microscopic image is used. Ihe color specimen is generally digiti zed 

in three steps, each time with a red, blue, and green filter, respectively. The three 
colo r-filtered images are then stored separately in three refrcsh memo ri es, the blue. 

rcd. a nd green, each of which with eight planes. The computer will treat each of 
the e ight planes re fresh memory as an individual microscopic image and process 
them separatcly. Thus. a true color image has 24 bils/pixel. The rea l color dig ital 

microscopic image can be di splayed back on a color monitor from these three 
memori es through a color composite video control. Figure 9 shows the block 

diagram of the real color microscopic imaging. 

Computer 

The computer, usually a persona1 computer wit h necessary periphe rals. serves 
as a contro l, as well as performing image analysis in the sys tem. The fo llowing are 
the major control func tions; 

Movement of the x-y stepping motors 
Control o f the automatic focusing 
Control of the color fihering 
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Control of the digitizalion of the microscopic image 
Image processing 

ANALYSIS OF MICROSCOPIC IMAGES 

For reviews, see Castleman, 1979; Onae eL aL, 1980; Huang, 1981a, 1982. 

Microscopic Glass Slide 

227 

The specimen under cons ideration is first prepared with proper staining and put 
on the glass slide. A thin cover slip is then placed on lOp of the specimen. The slide 
is positioned on the microscope s tage and an origin is se lected with respect to the 
motorized stage. The slide is now ready 10 be analyzed. For automatic ana lysis of 
the slide. the following nomenclature is commonly used (Huang. 1982). (Sec 
Figures IO and 11 for illuslTmion.) 

The total scan area (TSA) is that portion of the sl ide to be scanned by the vidicon 
camera. The dimensions of the TSA cannot exceed Ihe size of the cover slip (15 
mm x 15 mm). For example. 10 mm x 10 mm is a commonly used dimension. A 
sirip is a lateral (or venicai) portion of the TSA. For example, if a 20x Objective 
lens is used. a strip would have the dimensions of about 10 mm x 200 Il. A field 
represents a ponion of a sirip; usi ng Ihe same example. it wou ld have Ihe dimensions 
of aboul 200 Jl x 200 Jl. This field represents a square area to be scanned by the 
vidicon camera and when il is digitized il will consisl of 5 12 x 512 pixels. The 
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Figure 11. The subdivision of the total scan area (TSA). The numerical va lues used 
in th is drawing are based on a 100x oil immersion objective lens. There is some 
overlapped area between adjacent fie lds. 

origin is at the left upper corner of the TSA. The positive x~axis is taken as the line 
staning from the origin and extending horizontally (towards the right) along the 
upper edge of the TSA. The positive y.axis is taken as the line starring fro m the 
origin moving longitudinally along the lcftcdgeof lhc TSA. The step is the smallest 
incremenllhc x, y stepping motors can advance. for example. 2.5 microns . 

Search for Objects of Interest 

The first step in ana lyzing a microscopic slide is to search for objects of interest 
from the TSA using a lower magnification objective lens. For example. in blood 
karyotyping , the objects of interest would be metaphase blood cells. Since different 
objects of interest have different characteristics. there is no genera! search algorithm 
for every biological specimen. However, some guidelines can be used [Q fac ilitate 
the search. Consider the chromosome karyotyping as an example to illustrate the 
search technique. 

In chromosome karyotyping, the goals arc to search for isolated metapbase cells 
under low magnification and karyotype these metaphase cells using higher magni
fication. The blood cell sample is first prepared with proper staining. A low 
magnification objective (for example, 20><) is used to scan each field in the TSA. 
Since only low resolution is needed [Q identify metaphase cells. two grey level and 
every other scan line from the image are sufficient. lei us define: 
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An object in a binary image (two grey level) consists of a string which has n 
consecutive ones separated from other groups of ones by at least n zeros on either 
side. The parameter, n, is chosen as the optimal choice between the width of a 
chromosome and the spacing between two chromosomes in a mClaphaseccll under 
this magnification. Thus, for example, the string 

O()()()()OI 1 1 1 ()()()()()() 

is an object with n :;: 4. The location of the object is the order pair consisting of the 
coordinates of the left most "onc" and ri ght mast "onc." Ifn is too small,lhe object 
could be dirt in the field and if n is 100 large, the object could be a line through a 
non-metaphase cell. In both cases, Ihe objec t should be di scarded. 

A cover is a horizontal string of at least p such objects. where the distance 
between two neighboring objects must be less than q points (p and q are parameters 
typical of a metaphase cell). The start ing coordinates of a cover (xs' Ys) is the 
left -hand coordinates of its left most objcct, and the cnding coordinate of thi s cover 
(xc' Yc) is the right-hand coordinates of its right most Object . and 

s > (xe - xs) > y 

where y. s are parameters typica l of a metaphase cell. For example, the string 

y = I : 000 I I I 0000 I I I I 00000000 I I I 0000 
~ 

object 1 object2 

First Cover 

~ 

object3 

I 
Second Cover 

consists of three objects, if q =: 5. then object I and 2 form a cover with p =: 2 and 

object 3 forms a second cover with p =: I. In Ihe first cover. Xs = 4 and Xc = 14. and 
the second cover, Xs = 23 and Xc =: 25. 

A chromosome spread is a collec tion of al leas t two longitudinal proximate 
covers; its size musllie within a square of certain dimensions which is detcnnined 

by the magnification. The center of the spread is determined as the arithmetic means 

of the minimum and maximum coordinates of all the covers. 
A search algorithm can then be developed to look for chromosome spreads based 

on these hierarchical structures slaning from objects, to cover. and to chromosome 

spreads . The algorithm can continue searching from field to field. strip to strip, until 
the complete TSA is scanned. With a carefully prepared specimen. and a 20x 
objective. an average of 100 good metaphase cells can be located. The center of 
these spreads can be recorded and the computer can move the stage back to all these 
centers for subsequent analysis with a higher magnification objective. Figure 12 
shows the relative magnification of a partial chromosome spread using a low 
(20x) and a high (lOOx) objective. Figure 13 shows some covers and chromosome 
sprc:.Kl.s found by thi s algorilhm. 
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Figure 12. (A) Relative magnification of metaphase ce lls under a low and a high 
objective lens; (B) a partia l chromosome spread under a low objective lens digi ti zed 
in two grey-level and low resolution; (el the same panial chromosome spread under 
1 OOx objective; (0) a chromosome spread digitized in 16 levels. 

Analysis: Boundary Determination 

After objects of interest have been located. a higher magnification objective lens. 
for example a IOOx oil immersion, can be used for analysis. The first step is to find 
the boundary or boundaries of the objects. The simplest is the histogram method. 
The histogram method generates the hi stogram of the field which includes objects 
of interest as well as the background. The algorithm defines the grey-levels at the 
trough(s) of the histogram as the boundary cut-off level of objects. Once a cut-off 
g rey level is known. the coordinates of the boundary of objects can be obtained by 
a program searching through the digital picture. 

Figure 14 shows an example of the histogram technique (Huang ct a1.. 1983). 
Figure 14a is a bone biopsy microradiograph obtained from a cross section of the 
rib of a dog. This image is as seen direct ly from the television monitor through the 
camera attached to the microscope focusing on the microradiograph. The goa l of 
this study is to determine the tOlal bone area, area of the trabecular bone (T), area 
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Figure 13. {Al A field showing two metaphase chromosome spreads (M) and some 
blood cells (el; (8) search algorithm locat ing the two spreads based on the hierarchal 
structure of objects, covers, and spreads; (C) another metaphase spread with a higher 
magnification; (O) hor izontal lines showing the covers found during each line scan. 

of marrow cavity (M), area of the conical bone (e), and area of holes (arrows) in 
the cort ical bOlle from thi s microradiograph. In order 10 extract these parameters, 
the boundaries of these areas must be delCrmincd first. The hi stogram technique is 
used to determine these boundaries. Figure 14b shows the hi stogram. h, of the 
complete image including the bone and the background, where 

h; h(g) 05g5255 

where g is the grey~leve l value, and h is the grey-level count 80th the image and 
the graphic memory are used lO display the result. The his togra m can be smoothed 
by using a low pass digi tal filter in the frequency domain as follows: the Fourier 
Transform, H or h, is first performed and its spectru m IHI is shoW Il in F igure 14c. 
A low pass filter, F, is used to smooth H such that 

where S is the transform of the histogram to be smoothed. The inverse transfonn. 
s of S, is then the smoothed histogram. The smoOlhed hi slOgram, lIs ing a second 
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Figure 14. An example demonstrating the boundary detect ion technique. A bone 
biopsy microrad iograph from a cross sec tion of the rib o f a dog is shown in (A). The 
objecti ve is to find the boundaries of the cOrl ical bone (c), trabecular bone (T) and 
holes (arrows) in the cOrl ical bone. Histogram technique is used in the spol ial domain 
for boundary detection. The histogram is smoothed in the frequency domain. See lext 
for description. M , marrow. 

order Butterworth low pass filter on H. is shown in Figure 14d. Compare the original 
his togram shown in Figure 14b with that of 14d. From this smoothed hi stogram. 
the boundary of the bone can be automatically traced by a standard boundary trace 
program using the grey level value at trough T (Figure 14d) as the cut·off va lue. 

The automatically traced bone boundary is shown in Figure 14e. The interface 
betwecn the cortical and the trabecu lar bone is difficult to determine automatically 
since there is no clear·cut boundary between them. An interactive graphic technique 
has to be uscd which requires judgmcnt from the operator. The interactively traced 
boundary between the cortical and the trabecular bone is shown in Figure 14f. The 
grey level value at trough B in Figure 14d is used as the cut-off va lue for 
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automatically tracing the holes in the cort ical bone areas; some holes arc being 
automatically traced at the lower left corner of the bone in Figure 14g. Figure 14h 
shows the final result after all the holes have been traced and counted, only the 
graphic memory is shown in thi s fi gure to highlight the tracing. Thus, in this 
microscopic image, all the boundaries of objects of interest have been identified 
and their coordinates recorded. The next step is to perform measurements from 
these coordinalCs. 

Analysis: Geometric and Density Parameters 

Geometric Parameters 

In black and white microscopic imaging, (WO types of parameters can be 
ex tracted from boundary coordinates for quantitative analysis: geometric parame

ters and density parameters. Geometric parameters (Huang. 198 1 a) only measure 
the size and shape of the object under cons ideration whercas density parametcrs 
measure both the geometry and the grcy level distribution of the objcct. 

Some commonly used descriptive geometric paramcters arc height. width. major 
diamcter, minor diamcter, elongation (major/minor), pcrimctcr, convex perimeter. 
irregularity of outline (perimeter/convex perimeter). total area. inner area, outer 
area, features with holes (outer area/inner plus outer), circularity (area) (4n:)/Pe· 
rimeter2), good ness of fit to square (perimcter/4·minor diamcter). coil packing 
(perimeter/2·major diameter), orientation. locat ion, intercept. and nearest neighbor 
distancc. Figure 15 illustrates these features along with their definitions. Thus, the 

areal measurements in the microradiograph example previously described is only 
one of these many parameters. 

Mathematically, geometric parameters can be described by using the Fourier 
Series in polar coordinates (p.e ). Thus, given a set of boundary points (x, y) from 
an object of interest. they can be transformed into the polar coordinates with respect 
to its geomctric center (x, y). A curve fitting technique in polar coordinates can be 
used to fitlhis set of points into a Fourier Scrics such that any point p(e) on thi s 
boundary can be expressed by 

p(S) = A. + L (A, cos nS + B, sin nS) 

n=l 

where Ao. An. and Bn. coefficients from the fitting. Each coefficient and each 
term in this expression has a certain meaning in terms of the shape of the 
boundary. For example, the plot Ao + AI case versus 9 represents the error in 
locating thc ccntroid; the A2 term is the elongation; the A3 term represents the 
triangularity; the ~ term indicates the degree of squareness. Also. the higher the 
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00 

figure 15. Some commonly used descriptive geometric parameters. 

order o f the term. the finer the morphologica l detai l it represents. Figure 16 
illustralcs the concept o f using the Fourier Series to describe geometri c parameters. 

Density Parameters 

Density para meters take into consideration both the geometry and the density 
di stri bution within the object. Commonl y used de nsity parameters are the to tal 
mass. the center of gravity, and the second moment. Mathemati call y, they can be 
expressed us fo llows: 

Total mass: M; L p(x.Y)ilA ,., 
Cenler o f gravity: X = L p(x.,y)x L p(x.y) 

~ . y x.y 
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Figure 16. Concept of using a Fourier Series to represen t the boundary of an objec!. 
The (x,Y) coordina tes of the boundary poin ts of an object is transformed to polar 
coordinates. Each point on the boundary pte) can be expressed by a Fourier Series 
obtained from curve fining of the boundary points. (X,V) are the coordinates of the 
center of gravity. 

y = I p(X,y)y I p(X,y) 

x,Y "'.y 

5c<ond moments: I" = I p(x,y)(y _ Y)' 

I" = I p(X,y)(x - X)' 

,,' 
I" = I p(x,y)(x - X)(y - Y) 

'" 
where p(x,y) is the pixel val ue located at (x,y), and tlA is the size of a pixel . 

Scan and Count 

In some specimens. the Objects of interest in a microscopic image are not 
well -defined. In this case, boundary detection technique will not be effective. 
Quantization can only be done using a scan and count Icchnique which produces a 
density dislribulion map of the image according to some preassigned conditions, 
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Figure 17. An eXJmple using the scan and count technique to count ex fo liative ce lls 
in a Pap smear; see text for description. 

for example, within <1 square mesh. This technique is bes t explained with an 
example. Figure 17a shows some exfoli ative ce ll s as seen in a Pap smear; bright 
dots arc nuclei ofthecclls. Suppose it is requi red to find a quick count o n the nLlInbcr 
of cell s in a certain subregion. A square mesh from the graph ic memory can be 
superimposed onto the image memory (Figure 17b) and the averagcdcnsi l)' c reach 
square can be evaluated. Since nuclei ha ve higher density than the cytoplasm and 
the background . .:I proper choice threshold for the average density in c.lch square 
will yie ld an approx imate count of number of nuclei in the area of interest. Figurl! 
17c and 17d nre the zoom images of the corresponding areJ . 

Color Par.lmeters 

Color parameters arc ex tremely importan t in characterizing objec ts of interest 
in a microscopic slide. The method Of SejKlrating the three primary co lors. red. blue. 
and green. from a microscopic image 10 three image mcmorics has been prev iously 
described. Various parametric analyses using a set of twO images (red .md bille . 
blue and green. and red and green) call be performed 10 isolate the co lor of interest. 
the detail of which is beyond the scope o f this chapler and will not be tre~\lcd here 
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Figure 18. A bone cell in a fluorochromic image wi th tetracycline label shown in 
orange red. The object ive is to quantify the tetracycline label. a. A fluorochromic 
image iorm the tibia of a rat bone biopsy with ilve di(jerenltetracycline labels. Each 
label has its own co lor characteristics: O-day, oxytetracycline label; 3-day, DeAF; 
6-clay. xylenol orange, 90mW'kg; 9-day, hematoporphin, 300mglkg (did nol stain); 
1 2-day, doxycycline; 1S-day, alizarin red 5. The dose is 20 mg/kg except otherwise 
spec ified. h. A partia l osteonal unit depicting the osteoid and the Haversian canal (H). 
One tetracycl ine label is shown in orange red, the inside ring immed iately adjacent 
to H. The three color images (red, blue, and green) are also shown (the blue image 
W<lS accidenta lly flipped during the photographic process). 
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(Huang el aI., 1983). However, as an example, consider a bone cell. in a Ouoro
chromic image with tetracycline label shown in Figure 18. The objective of the 
study is [ 0 identi fy the tetracycline label (orange red) from the cell and quantify its 
intensity. If black-and-white imaging is used to pe rform the analysis, it wou ld be 
extremely difficult because of the lack of ils colo r components. However, if color 
parameters are used with parametric analysis. it is possible to identify the telracy
c line label fairly easily. Figure 18a shows a fluorochromic image from the tibia o f 
a rat bone biopsy with fi ve different tetracycline labels; each label has its own color 
c haracteri stic. Figure ISb depicts a fluorochromic image of a panial osteona) unit 
showing the osteoid and the Haversian canal. The image is decomposed 10 red. 
green. and blue images. 

SUMMARY 

We have di scussed the fund amentals of medical imaging and have covered several 
matters including some definitions, image detectors and recorders. sources of 
medical images. and image processing systems. 

The use of medical imaging in the radiological sciences is expected to increase 
about 40% in the next fi ve years (Huang. 1987). New methods producing medical 
images will not progress d rastically. but image qua lity from ex isting imaging 
modality will continue to improve. Traditionall y, med ical imaging is u$ed only for 
diagnostic purposes, but we see the trend that they are also being used for 
therapeutic applicat ions as well. PACS will become a vital image database man
agement system. This will lead to the development of an image knowledge database 
that wi ll require new IP hardware and software . The leading candidate in hardware 
design for medical image processing will be a modified parallel processi ng archi
tec ture that will shon en the time required for intcrprocessor communication. 
Mathe matical advances may provide a new approach for image segmen[3[ion 
(Tram ben, 1986). Fractal analysis shows promise for image feature extraction and 
object definition. Neutral networks may prove useful for medical pattern recogni
tion, and o ther artificial intelligence techniques may bring medical imagi ng to the 
threshold of a mature science . 

. With regard to digital microscopic image processing. it requires fundamental 
knowledge o f microscopy. television scanning. and digital image processing. In 
microscopy. specimen preparation is the most important s tep, since a good prepa
ration can account for almost 50% of the success in designing a digital microscopic 
imagi ng system. The motorized x-y stage and automatic focusing are two imponam 
components for screening and quantitati ve analysis of microscopic images. The 
television camera used for scanning should have the proper speci fications so that 
its resolution is adequate for imaging the objects of interest. In digital imaging 
technology. an image memory (or memories if colo r processing is necessary) and 
a g raphic memory arc essential in addition to the computer memory. 
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lens is used during the search and a high power objective with oi l immersion is used 
for the feature extraction. The starting point in searching is using a two grey level 
and low resolution image. And the development of a searcb algorithm depends on 
the characteristics of the objects of interest. Three lypes of parameters should be 
considered in feature extraction: geometric, density . and color. All these parameters 
are essential in the success of performing quantitative microscopic imaging. 
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WORKSTA TION DESIGN 

Image Manipulation, Image Set Handling, 
and Display Issues 

S.L. Lou, PhD, H.K. Huang, DSc, and Ronald L. Arenson, MD 

In the health care community. the trend is 
to computerize the mechanism of processing 
med ical images and records. The research 
and development of picture archiving and 
communica tion systems (PACS) has been one 
of the major driv ing forces in this area. As a 
result, image management functions of PACS 
(c.g., image delivery, archival, and retrieval) 
have been developed and \'vell received by 
the medical community. Rad iologists' accep~ 
tance of PACS compu ter-based (digital) im
age~display workstations (the point of contact 
between PACS and user), however, is mixed. 
This is because the workstation performance 
s trongly depends on three issues: (1) quality 
of the image, (2) functionality of the image 
display system, and (3) time required to re
vie\v images using the sys tem. The major fac
tors that affect the image quality are image 
creation (although this is not in the scope of 
our context) and characteristics and specifi
ca tions of the display media . The main crite
ria influencing the funct ionality of the image 
display system include: (1) ease of operation, 
(2) fast image access, and (3) simultaneous 
multiple-image display. The film-alternator 
system presently in use is a mature sys tem 
for radiographic reading in clinical radiology. 
This system has evolved over many years 
and a lmost all requirements stated previously 

have been met. In contrast, the image display 
quality and efficient display system des ign 
remain a challenge to radiologists and engi
neers of digital-display workstations. This is 
the main reason today why digital-display 
workstations have not been widely accepted 
by radiologists. 

This article focuses on the de~ign of effec
tive digital workstations and' solutions to 
these challenging issues. A review of radiol~ 
ogy practice is given as a base line for the 
design of practical digital workstations. The 
hardware technology of a state~of-the-art 
workstation is presented. Types of digital 
workstations used today are outlined. A com
prehensive d iscussion on designing digita l 
workstations for radio logists' use is detailed . 
Finally, necessary improvements to promote 
future digital worksta tions are suggested. 

REVIEW OF RADIOLOGY PRACTICE 

Today's film -based operation is not perfect. 
There are significant problems with lost films, 
delays in accessing films, and high cost of 
fil m handling. Ye t there is no doubt it is a 
mature system and genera lly well accepted 
by radiologists. Thus, it is important to incor
porate key components of the current system 
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in the design of a digital image-display work
station. In this section we briefly examine the 
facilities associa ted w ith radiographic read
ing, such as x-ray films, patient film jackets, 
and film-a lternators. Then, we review the 
work flow in case preparation including (1) 
film record ing, (2) newly examined and his
torical film delivery, and (3) fi lm hanging. We 
use tables and figures to summarize major 
fa ctors in the conventional film-alternator sys
tem that should be incorporated in the digital 
workstation design. 

Ra diogra phic Read ing Fac ility 

X-ray Fifm 

In clinical radiology, silver-halide x- ray 
film is the medium used to acquire, store, and 
display radiologic examinations. X- ray film is 
used because of its sensitivity to exposure to 
x-rays and light, relatively inexpensive and 
convenient storage, and its contrast character
istic and high spatial resolu tion for display. 
The contrast feature easily can be understood 
from the sigmoid shape of the Hand D curve 
(named after F. Hurter and V.c. Driffield), 
which shows the relationship between x- ray 
exposure and photographic density.) The 
photographic density is the measurement of 
film blackness, and usually is continuous in 
the range of optical density from 0.2 to 4. The 
film s ize commonly used includes, in inches, 
8xl0, lOxl4, 14x14, and 14x17. 

Patient Film Jacket 

In a film-based system, a patient jacket usu
ally contains various envelopes associated 
with different imaging modality films, sllch 
as CT scan, MR imaging, ul trasound (US), 
computed radiography (CR), and com'en
tional radiography. Sometimes these film en
velopes are organized by organ system or 
department section. Furthermore, each mod
ality envelope may have several subenvel· 
opes. Each envelope contains examinations 
that include a series of films containing one 
or more images. These usually are arranged 
by date and time of each examination. For 
example, in a CT scan folder, the envelope 
may hold films from studies on different 
dates. An MR imaging examination envelope 
may contain several sequenUal scans based 
on scan orientation, pulse techniques, and ap
plied parameters. Each sequential scan in MR 
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imaging is called a sequence. One MR im
aging sequence (or one CT scan study) con
tains many cross-sectional images and may 
require more than one film to accommodate. 
Likewise, a single US examination envelope 
may contain images from many different scan 
directions, as well as selected static images 
from dynamic studies. A CR or x-ray exami
nation envelope may contain film s from dif
(erent vie\>vs, sllch as posteroanterior (PA), 
anteroposterior (AP), and latera l. 

Film Alternator 

Film alternators, motorized devices con
taining multiple panels of viewboxes, com
monly are used today for reading rad iOlogic 
fi lms. There are many different configurations 
in a film alternator. A typical configuration 
has approximately 40 panels; each panel can 
hold (our 14x17-inch films. Two active panels, 
one on top of another, may be illuminated at 
a time. The luminance of an alternator panel 
usually is more than 400 foot-lamberts (can
dela / m2), and when covered by an x-ray fi lm 
it ranges from 3 to 200 foot-Iamberts. 

Preparation of Films for Reading 

Film Recording 

Following an examination, the acquired im
ages are recorded on film . For example, a t a 
CT scan or MR imaging console, the technolo
gist first uses preset keys, which predefine 
several window and level look-up tables 
based on body regions and types of examina
tion to obtain an acceptable contrast and 
brightness setting of the image. Each image 
then is manipulated manually until the best 
appearance is obtained according to the 
technologist's professional judgment. The CR 
and nuclear medicine (NM) image recorders 
also allow technologists to select a predefined 
window and level setting. Instead of 
adjusting the contrast and brightness setting, 
manually the CR and NM recording systems 
automatically process images and provide 
films with preset contrast and brightness. Un
like CT scan, MR imaging, and CR, US im
ages do not require window and level 
adjustment because they are preadjusted in 
the US internal circuitry. But US and NM do 
require color, which is discussed later in this 
article. After the window and level setting. 
images are laser printed onto a film with a 



predefined format. An optimal choice bal
ances between the size of the film and the 
number of the images on a film. For example, 
the 4 x 5 format is used to record 512 x 512 
pixel CT scan images on a 14 x 17-inch film. 
MR images also a re recorded on a 14 x 17-
inch film with the 4 x 5 format. Because MR 
images contain 256 x 256 pixels, however, 
each image is enlarged to 512 x 512 pixels 
before filming. If there had been no enlarge
ment, MR images would have been recorded 
on an 8 x 10 format. In that case, anatomic 
de tails would be difficult to visualize. CR im
ages usually are much larger in size, such as 
over 2000 x 2000 pixels. Thus, one CR film 
usually records one or two views of images 
(i.e., one-on-one or two-on-one format) . 

After the films are developed, they are in
serted in a modality-specified film envelope. 
The envelope is marked with the pat ient 
name, iden tifica tion number, and date of ex
amination for identification. 

New and Historical Film Delivery 

Depending on the individual radiology de
partment, the procedure of delivering new ly 
acquired and his torical films for radiologists 
to review depends on the practice of each 
individual section or department. Genera lly 
speaking, there are two ways to prepare these 
fi lms. First. the newly examined envelope is 
inserted into the patient jacket in a staging 
area, and then the .... vhole patient jacket is 
delivered from the s taging area to each spe
cialty read ing room. The second method is 
to deliver the patient 's newly acquired films 
directly to the read ing room. Because most 
departments today use radiology informa tion 
systems (RlS), the film library clerks typically 
receive pull notices for previous s tudies from 
the Rl5 as soon as the new study is scheduled. 
In this manner, the film library clerks may 
retrieve the comparison studies and deliver 
them to the appropriate destination, such as 
the reading room, even before the new exami
nation is performed. The corresponding pa
tient jacket containing the previous studies 
and corresponding reports is retrieved from 
the film library to the reading room before 
the arrival of the newly examined envelope. 

Film Hanging 

Radiologists develop image reading habits 
through their professional training and expe
rience. Arranging films on an alternator is 
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one of these habits. A properly arranged film 
set faci li ta tes reading. Radiologists either 
hang films by themselves or train residents 
or film librarians to do so. Although the pref
erence of film arrangement varies among ra
diologists, within the same specialty section 
they more or less follow some common rules. 
For example, images should be arranged for 
easy comparison readings between the most 
current and previous examinations. For LI pa
tient who does not ha ve previous examina
tions, the films may be arranged based on the 
examination protocol. For example, an MR 
brain imaging protocol contains four scans: 
(I ) TI sagittal, (2) T2 axial, (3) multiplana r 
gradient reconstruction (MPGR) coronal, and 
(4) T1 axial. This MR imaging examination 
may be arranged on the film alternator in 
such a way that the Tl sagittal, which is the 
first sequence in the scanning protocol, is 
hung in a manner to be read first. The T1 
axial, !'vhich is the last sequence in the proto
col, is positioned last on the panels, and so 
forth. 

Summary of Film Reading 

Table 1 summarizes some characteristics of 
x-ray films used for image recording. Table 2 
gives specifica tions of alternators for hangi ng 
x-ray fi lms. Figure 1 summarizes contents of 
a patient folder. The regular procedures for 
preparation of radiologic film reading are 
summarized in Table 3. These factors, speci
fica tions, and requi red preparations provide 
a baseline for reference tha t must be taken 
into account in the design of a digital image
display workstation. 

Table 1. MAIN FACTORS AFFECTING 
RADIOGRAPHIC READING IN X-RAY FILM 

Size 
Characteristics Optical Density (incheS) 

Image contrast Range from 0.02 
enhancement feature to 4 continuously 

(The characteristic 
response curve of 
density vs. exposure 
is sigma shape. 
Films with different 
speed and latitude 
can be made to suit 
various body region 
examinations.) 
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8 x 10 
10 X 14 
14 X 14 
14 x 17 

and so fonh 
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Table 2. MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING RADIOGRAPHIC READING IN THE ALTERNATOR SYSTEM 

Panels lighting Motor Paddle 

Number of Panels l ayout of Panels Luminance Density Flicker Speed of Rotating 

e.g., 40 Two active panels (one on top another) > 400 fooHamberts 
(e.g" about Ihe size of four 14 x 

No 2- 3 seconds per 
panel 

17 ·inch films per panel 

WORKSTATION TECHNOLOGY 

Generally speaking, display monitors and 
the computer-imaging system in a worksta
tion are analogous to x-ray films and the al
ternator in the film-based system. This section 
examines those factors described previously 
in the film-based system that are associated 
with display monitors and the compu ter-im
aging system. It is our inten tion to provide a 
better understanding of state-of- the-art tech
nologies in digital workstations. 

Image-Display Monitor 

Physical Size 

The physical size of the display area on 
the monitor should match the x-ray film size. 
Although there are various sizes of films used 
for recording images, a rectangular film with 
14x17 inches (approximately 21.5 inches in 
diagonal) is the most common size used. The 
physical image display area of the monitors 
ranges from 20 to 30 inches diagona lly and 
are commercially available. Other challenges 
including video data rate, frame refresh rate, 
and intensity brightness of the monitor must 
be met before they can be completely ac
cepted by radiologists. These are described in 
the following sections. 

Video Data Rate 

The video data rate of a display monitor 
roughly is equal to the multiplication of th ree 
parameters: (1) number of pixels per line, (2) 

number of lines per frame, and (3) number of 
frames per second plus the various electron 
beam retrace times. The first hvo parameters 
determine the spatial resolution of the display 
monitor. The third parameter defines the 
frame refresh rate of the monitor. For exam
ple, a currently available high-resolution 
monitor made by MegaScan display system 
(E-Systems, Littleton, MA) provides spatial 
resolution of 2048 x 2560 with noninterlaced 
vertical refresh rate over 70 Hz. The video 
data rate of the monitor requi res 500 MH z in 
order to support the specifications. 

For an image displayed repeatedly on a 
monitor, the human visual system is able to 
integrate the image that is being refreshed. If 
the frame refresh rate of the monitor is not 
high enough, it detects flicke;. Usually, the 
flicker diminishes when the refresh rate goes 
up to 60 Hz. A refresh rate of over 70 Hz is 
requ ired to ensure an image displily monitor 
is flicker free. 

Luminance Intensity 

Another important image display monitor 
characteristic is the luminance in tensity. The 
common measuremen ts of the monitor's lu
minance intensity are foot- lambert or cd / ml. 
Most monitors can provide between 50 to 
150 foot-Iamberts. (Although there are a fevv 
products over 200 foot-lamberts, the scan 
lines of the monitors become visible, which is 
not desirable for radiographic reading.) This 
is low luminance compared with conven
tional film alternators that have light boxes 
providing more than 400 foot- Iamberts. For a 

Table 3. PREPARATtON PROCEDURES FDA RADIOGRAPHIC READING 

Image Adjustment 

Image window & level 
adjustment 

Examined body 
region contrast 
enhancement 

Image Recorded Onto Film 

Image formal (e.g., 1 x 1, 2 x l . 
3X4, 4 x 4, 4 XS, etc.) 

Image enlargement if 
necessary 
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Film Retrieval 

Historical films retrieving 
for comparison 
sludies 

Film Hanging 

Patient image films are arranged 
with individual radiologist's 
preference 
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Figure 1. A hierarchy demonstrating the possible content of a patient image folder. 

given phosphor surface on a cathode ray tube 
(CRT), the higher the luminance intensity, the 
higher the electrical current required. This 
is because the brightness produced by the 
phosphor is proportional to the power of elec
tron beam bombarding the phosphor. Thus, 
one can predict that increasing the spa tial 
resolution (i .e., number of pixels per line and 
number of lines per frame) results in a lower 
brightness if the monitor's electrical current 
is fixed. 

Pixel Gray Levels 

Photometric resolution refers to the preci
sion of luminance intensity (brightness or 
photo density) value at each image pixel posi
tion.2 Of particular interest is the number of 
discrete gray levels that the monitor can gen
erate. These gray levels are related to the 
number of bits used to control the brightness 
of each pixel. Currently available gray-level 

monitors are capable of handling eight-bit 
da ta. This means that, theoretica lly, the moni
tor can genera te 256 distinct levels of gray 
from dark to bright. Taking noise into ac
count, practically speaking, the effective num
ber of gray levels is never more than the 
number of gray levels in the digital data. For 
example, a monitor's roo t-mean-square noise 
level accounts for 1 % of the entire display 
range from dark to bright. Even though the 
monitor is controlled by an eight-bit disp lay 
system, the monitor is able to display about 
100 effective gray levels only. 

Gray Scale Linearity 

The luminance intensity produced by the 
monitor is a function of the gray level input, 
which is called the characteristic curve of the 
display monitor. In general, a monitor's lumi
nance intensity is controlled by two adjust
able knobs: (1) contrast and (2) brightness. 
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For each contrast and brightness setting there 
is a corresponding characteristic curve. Ide
ally, the characteristic curves should remain 
linearly independent from contrast and 
brightness se ttings. Unfortunately, most 
available gray-scale monitors today do not 
have linear characteristic curves. Moreover, 
these nonlinear characteristic curves are not 
provided to the user. Because the human eye 
is not sensitive to a slight nonlinearity in the 
characteristic curve, there is no demand from 
users to request this information. In the de
sign of an image-display workstation, how
ever, the availability of the characteristic 
curves is important because one can manipu
late them to get a better visual quality of the 
image. For example, the results of an image 
manipulated by a processing function are un
predictable because the monitor's curves may 
enhance or offset the effect of the processing 
function. For this reason, in order to design 
effective image processing hmctions, the 
characteristic curves of monitors must be 
known beforehand. 

Number of Monitors 

As stated previously, the configuration of 
hvo active panels that can accommodate a 
total of eight x-ray films is a common design 
of an alternator. With today's workstation 
technology, it is possible to configure eight 
image-display monitors with one worksta
tion. Issues to consider are the cost of display 
monitors and the necessity of eight monitors. 
Few shldies have shown that a digital work
station requires more than one display moni
tor mainly because it allows radiologists to 
scan rapidly through different image sets.s. 17 

Although the optimal number of monitors of 
a workstation remains to be determined, and 
it is task specific, the configuration of two to 
four monitors gradually becomes a consen
sus. 

Computer System 

In addition to image-display monitors, the 
major hardware components of a display 
workstation consists of a host computer, user
interface devices, image-storage devices, or 
display-memory buffers. 

Host Computer 

The host computer and its peripheral de
vices perform various tasks, such as user in-
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terface, acquiring data from acqUISItion de
vices, fetching images for display, and so 
forth. Performing these tasks requires com
puting and peripherals input and output 
(I/O) power. High-end computers usually 
have high computation power and fast com
puter buses configured with high-perfor
mance peripheral devices. These high-end 
computer systems perform the tasks faster, 
but, of course, the price is costly. On the other 
hand, low-end personal computers (PC) are 
less expensive; however, the trade off is slower 
performance. Depending on the applications, 
display workstations configured with various 
computer platforms from low-end PC to 
high-end vlorkstations, such as IBM-PC, 
Macintosh, Sun SPARe, Hewlett Packard, 
and Silicon Graphics, are available in today's 
market. 

User Interface 

User interface is another important compo
nent in the workstation. User-interface de
vices commonly used in the workstation may 
include a mouse; a trackball; ~ keyboard (or 
keypad); or a dialbox. Depending on the 
needs of the workstation, more than one of 
these devices can be configured with the work
sta tion. The mouse is handy because it pro
vides a convenient hand-to-cursor interface. 
The mouse also is quite comfortable for most 
users owing to their familiarity using the 
mouse ,<\,ith their PCs. In addition. clicking 
the buttons on the mouse provides a means 
to send a selected signa l to the host computer. 
How many buttons are available on the 
mouse is dependent on the computer system 
used. The trackball is a box-like device con
taining a few buttons and a trackbalL The 
function of the trackball is similar to the 
mouse except that the operation of the 
trackball does not require hand maneuvering. 
Key strokes on the keypad are useful in typ
ing or activating certain settings. The dialbox 
contains several rotational dials and is useful 
for fine adjustment of image-processing func
tions, like window and level, zoom, and 
scrolL The dialbox, although quite functional, 
is not intuitive and tends to confuse the occa
sional user. 

Image Storage 

Requirements placed on the storage device 
in image display are stringent. The sheer vol
ume of data calls for a large capacity in excess 
of gigabyte range, and increasing demands 



for image processing and graphics at inter· 
active speed require a very high th roughput 
capability. Magnetic disks are the common 
storage media for images that allow an aver· 
age I/ O transfer rate of one to two megabytes 
per second from the disk to the video display. 
In order to archive higher I/ O rate, two types 
of high-speed image storage can be used. One 
is the random access memory (RAM), which 
is connected directly to the image processor 
or the host computer bus. This type of image 
storage has a very fa st 1/ 0 rate, but is volatile 
and expensive. The second type is the mag
netic disk array, wh ich is slightly slower than 
the RAM but is permanent and less expen· 
sive. 

RAM is used as a buffer in an imaging 
works tation. Because RAM is expensive, 
however, the nominal size of the RAM mem· 
ory in a works tation is between 32 to 128 
megabytes. This allows the storage from 8 to 
32 2K x 2K x 8 bit images. The RAM memory 
is used as a buffer in the sense that a set of 
images is first loaded from the disk storage 
to the RAM. From there, one image at a time 
is transferred to a video buffer or video RAM 
(VRAM ). VRAM has a much higher I/O rate 
than the RAM and is even more cos tly. The 
VRAM is connected to the video monitor 
through a fast digital / analog (D/ A) con
verte r. A D/ A conversion is then performed 
displaying the image on the video monitor. 
This architecture allows an image to be dis· 
played rapidly on the video monitor. 

A parallel transfer disk (rTD) or disk array 
can achieve data transfer rates between the 
disks and the display memory in the neigh· 
borhood of 10 megabytes per second. The 
PTD allows multiple read and write heads 
simultaneously to transfer data. The disk 
array, on the other hand, configures multiple 
conventional magnetic disks in parallel. Two 
common approaches for the disk array are (1) 
software striping and (2) hardware parallel
ing. In software striping, t:le disks are con
nected to the system bus thlOugh traditional 
controllers. Blocks of data are segmented and 
moved to and from the disk drives in parallel. 
Data segmentation and recombination are 
handled by the software. In the hardware 
approach, a parallel drive array controller si
multaneously manages multiple disk drives. 
For example, eight enhanced small device in
terface disk drives, each capable of 2.5 mega
bytes per second data-transfer rate and hav
ing 1.2 gigabytes, can be configured in 
parallel to deliver 20 megabytes per second 
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transfer rate \vith a total storage capacity of 
9.6 gigabytes. 

Image Processing and Memory 
Hardware 

The engine of a workstation is a special
purpose image buffer and processing hard
ware (or image processor) . The image proces
sors may be board-level units that plug di
rectly into the host computer's general 
purpose bus (such as VME, S-bus) or they 
may be chassis-level products that communi
cate with the host computer via a host·bus 
adapter. A typical image processor consists 
of an image memory (or frame buffer); a pixel 
processor; and a video-output processor. 
These components share a common image
transfer bus to realize high·speed transfer of 
data. 

Image memory is needed in addition to the 
main central processing unit (CPU) memory 
in the host computer because CPU memory 
normally lacks the capacity and speed to store 
and process image data. The pixel processor 
performs arithmetic operations on the data 
copied from the image memory ... These opera
hons include point functions, such as image 
addition, subtraction, and merging; geometric 
functions. such as magnification; statistical 
functions. such as histograms; and transfor
mation (unctions, such as lookup table opera
tions. Often, optional hardware components 
are ava ilable to speed up the image-pro
cessing computation. These components may 
include a floating·point accelerator, fast Fou
rier transform coprocessor, and so forth. The 
video·output processor normally contains 
three channels of image output to provide 
either one 24-bit full-color image or three 
eight-bit gray scale images. In addition to 
providing the image channels, a well-de
signed system also supplies an alpha channel 
for graphics overlay. 

TYPES OF IMAGE WORKSTATIONS 

Image workstations can be loosely catego
rized into six types based on their applica· 
tions: (1) diagnosis, (2) review, (3) analysis, 
(4) digitizing and printing, (5) interactive 
teaching, and (6) editorial and research 
workstations. These applications overlap on 
most workstations, however, and the best 
choice often is dictated by the most predomi
nate use. 
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Diagnostic Workstation 

A diagnostic workstation is used by radiol
ogis ts for makjng primary diagnoses. The 
components in this type of workstation 
should be of the best quality possible. If the 
workstation is used for displaying a large 
volume of projectional radiographs, then 
multiple 2K monitors are needed. On the 
other hand, if the workstation is used for CT 
scan and MR images, multiple 1 K monitors 
are sufficient. A diagnostic workstation re
quires a digital dictating phone to report the 
findings . The workstation provides software 
to append the report \-vith the images. In ad
dition to having the functions that are de
scribed previously, the diagnostic worksta
tion requires a rapid (about 1 to 2 second) 
image retrieval time from disks to display 
memories. Figure 2 shows a two-monitor 2K 
display \\'orkstation at the University of Cali
fornia, San Francisco (UCSF) showing a CT 
SCiln study. 1l1is 2K workstation is based on 
the Sun SPARCserver 470 computer and two 
21-inch diagonal 2K portrait mode monitors 
(UHR-4820P MegaScan display sys tem, E
Systems, Dallas, TX). Each 2K sta tion has a 
parallel transfer disk \vith 52-gigabyte for
matted storage that can display a 2048 x 2048 
x 2-byte image in 1.5 seconds (S torage Con
cepts, Irvine, CA).11 It should be pointed out 

that the medium resolution monitors (1 K x 
1 K) are better than 2K monitors for diagnostic 
workstations primarily used for reading stud
ies from the digital modalities, such as MR 
imaging, CT SCim, NM, US, and so forth. 
These monitors are more stable, provide 
higher intensity brightness that lasts much 
longer, are much cheaper, and, perhaps most 
important, better match the inherent spiltial 
resolution of the images with the proper im
age size on the monitors for easy viewing. 
Large volume CR vvorkstations need the 2K 
monitors, but an occasioned CR case can be 
managed effect ively 011 lK monitors by 
zooming in to full resolution and panning 
around the image. 

Review Workstation 

A review workstatioll is used by radiolo
gists and referring physicians to review cases 
in the hospital \-vards or high-volume physi
ciilll offices. The dictation or the transcribed 
report must be available with the correspond
ing images. A review workstation may not 
require 2K monitors because · radiologists 
sometimes read images from the diagnostic 
workstation and the referring physicians are 
not looking for every minute detail. Diagnos
tic and review workstations C2n be combined 
as one single workstation sharing both the 

Figure 2. A diagnostic workstation with two 21-inch diagonal 2048 x 2560 portrait mode MegaScan 
monitors showing 16 CT scan images on each monitor. This workstation currently is used at the 
UCSF neuroradiology section. 
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diagnostic and review function like an al
ternator. Figure 3 shows <l two-monitor 1 K 
(1600 line) disp lay workstation used at the 
intensive care units at UCSF. This worksta
tion is developed by a partnership ben..veen 
Ise (ISe Technologies, Inc., Ontario, Canada) 
and UCSF. The sys tem consists of a Sun 
SPARC-20 works tation with two gigabyte 
magnetic disks, two GXTurbo video display 
boards, and two diagonal 24-inch 1600 x 1024 
display monitors. 

Analysis Workstation 

An ana lys is workstation differs from the 
diagnostic and review workstations in the 
sense that it is used to extract useful parame
ters from images. Some parameters are easy 
to extract from a simple region of interest 
(ROI) operation; others, like blood Aow mea
surements from digita l subtraction angiogra
phy (DSA) and three-dimensional reconstruc
tion from sequential CT scan and MR images 
;:He computationa l intensive. The la tter re
quires an analysis workstation with a more 
powerful im<lge processor and high perfor
mance software. 
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Digitizing and Printing Workstation 

The digitizing and printing workstation is 
for radiology department technologists or 
film libra dans to digitize his torical films and 
films from outside of the department. The 
workstation is also used for converting soft 
copy images to hard copy. In addition to the 
standard workstation components described 
previously, this workstation also requires a 
laser-fi lm scanner, a laser-film imager, and a 
paper printer. The paper pdnter is used for 
pictorial report genera tion from the d iagnos
tic, review, and editorial and research work
stations. A lK display moni tor for qua li ty 
con trol purpose is sufficient for this type of 
workstation. 

Interactive Teaching Workstation 

A teaching workstation is used for inte r
active teaching in the department. It emulates 
the role of a teaching library but with more 
interacti ve features. Figure 4 shmvs a digital 
mammography teaching workstation from 
VICOM (Fremont, CAl that is·· configured 

Figure 3. A review workstation with two diagonal 24-inch 1600 x 1024 display monitors showing 
one CR image on each monitor. The workstation currenlly is used at the UCSF intensive care units. 
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Figure 4. A digital teaching workstation with two 21-inch diagonal 2560 x 2048 MegaScan monitors 
showing one pair of mammograms on each monitor. The lext information and user interface window 
in the console monitor instructs users 10 go through questionnaires. 

with a Sun SPARCserver-470 computer, 
PIXAR image processor, and two 21-inch di
agonal 2560 x 2048 MegaScan monitors.'4 

Editorial and Research Workstation 

An editorial and research workstation is for 
physicians to generate lecture slides, teaching 
and research materials, and reports with im
ages. This workstation includes functions in 
the PC or the Macintosh Pc. This workstation 
uses the paper printer described in the dig
itizing and printing workstation to generate 
pictorial report. Figure 5 shows a Macintosh
based editorial and research workstation. The 
application software is developed within 
UCSF and has been used widely in the UCSF 
radiology department. 16 

Although each type of image workstation 
has specific functions to facilitate physicians' 
practice, the impact on physicians' practice 
depends on the development of the diagnos
tic and review workstations. Thus, the follow
ing discussions on workstation design focus 
on the diagnostic and review workstations. 

IMAGE-DISPLAY WORKSTATION 
DESIGN 

Detailed discussions on how to design an 
effective computer-based workstation fo r ra-
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diologic reading are given in . this section. 
Challenging issues are present"ed including: 
(1) handling large image sets prior to revie,·\', 
(2) displaying large image sets with a limited 
number of display monitors, and (3) imple
menting simple workstation user interface. 
The concepts of the Folder Manager including 
prefetching, auto-sequencing, auto-presets for 
window and level. preprocessing fo r back
ground or orientation, and triggers from the 
RIS that cause events to occur in the PACS 
are explained. 1. ~ 

Image Preprocessing 

In the film-b<lsed system, several manual 
previewing tasks performed by staff, such as 
adjustment of window and level, new and 
historical films delivery, and film hanging on 
the alternator have made radiologists' vie,,,,
ing practice simpler and easier. Similar tasks 
must be implemented in computer-based dis
play workstations for them to be competitive 
with the alternator viewing. 

The aim of image preprocessing is to opti
mize the image appearance on display moni
tors so that users do not have to adjust the 
contrast. brightness, and orientation of dis
played images manually. Most of today's dig
ital-imaging modalities do not supply infor
mation on how to optimize the contrast and 
brightness associated with the generated im-
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Figure 5. A Macintosh-based editorial and research workstation showing an MR imaging study. 

ages because these two parameters are some
times very subjec tive. For example, image 
headers (a set of defined data elements) on 
MR imaging, CT scan, and CR images contain 
no information about w indow and level pa
rameters. Manual adjustments often a re nec
essary to set these parameters for optimal 
display. Also, CR images often appea r on the 
monitors in improper orientation owing to 
random placement of the imaging p la te by 
the technologist during the examination. Un
like orientation correction in the film-based 
system, which easily can be done manually, 
image rotation and flipping is a time consum
ing operation in a digita l display workstation. 
Another problem in CR is the unexposed 
white background in the image that can lower 
the perceived image contrast. To minimize 
these problems, image preprocessing is essen
tial before they are displayed on monitors. 

Determination of Image Window and 
Level Parameters 

The use of window and level setting is to 
optimize the presentation of image contrast 
and brightness. Generally speaking, the level 

parameter indicates the gray value location 
of the informa tion of interes t and the window 
parameter shows the gray va lue range that 
the major informa tion may be covering. A 
narrow gray value range usually produces a 
higher contrast image. If the range is too nar
row, however, the information of in terest 
may be excluded during the d isplay. 

Optimal vlind ow and level selec tion de
pends on imaging modality. In the followin g 
sec tions we use MR imaging, (T scan, and 
( R as examples to describe methods of choos
ing window and level se ttings automatically. 
These methods can be applied to other types 
of images with minor modifica tion. 

MR Imaging Images. Most MR imaging 
scanners genera te either 12-bit or 16-bit da ta 
per pixel. Some studies, however, report that 
useful gray level in an MR image is about six 
to seven bits. The lower bits contain white 
or reconstruction noise and bear no useful 
information. HI. 1:0( If this is the case, one can 
simply display MR images by using the most 
significant 8-bits with the window and level 
v<l lues se t for 128 and 127, respectively. An
other method is to scale the range be tween 
the maximum and minimum gray values be-
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tween 255 and O. This method further can be 
optimized by excluding the pixels containing 
noise. As a result, the range between the max
imum and minimum is reduced, which trans
lates to a higher contrast image. 

Two other approaches can be used further 
to reduce the range between the maximum 
and minimum values. The first approach is 
to search the maximum and minimum gray 
values within a certain area at the central part 
of the image. The shape and the size of the 
area can be varied depending on the body 
part imaged. For example, a commonly used 
area shape in an axial head MR image can be 
a central rectangle one fourth the size of the 
entire image. The rationale of using this area 
is that the examined body parts usually are 
placed in the central area of the scanner dur
ing the examination for gathering better sig
nal-to-noise ratio data. Obviously, the advan
tage of this approach is that it is easy and 
quick in searching the maximum and mini
mum values within the rectangle. The trade
off is that the accuracy of the maximum and 
minimum values is compromised to a smaller 
area in the image. The second approach is 
morc complica ted. It requires an algorithm 
to outline automatically the exa mined object 
(e.g., the head) from the image background. 
In this way, the maximum and minimum val
ues can be found accurately from the con
toured object. 

CT Scan Images. The principle of CT scan 
reconstruction is to caJculate the rela tive lin
ear attenuation coefficients (J.Lp) of tissues con
fined in an imaging area.) Usually, the cr 
scan image is represented by CT scan gray 
values instead of the relative attenuation coef
ficients. The following equations show the 
conversion from the relative linear a ttenua
tion coefficient to a CT scan number, and to 
a CT scan gray value. In general, the term CT 
scan gray value is used more commonly in a 
computer-oriented environment. 

CT scan number = K (~I' - }.Lw)/J.l.w 
CT scan gray value = CT scan number + K" 

where K is a scaling factor (equal to 1000 for 
most CT scanners); J.Lw is the linear attenua
tion coefficient for water (0.191 em·I ); and Kg 
is an offset constant to ensure a nonnegative 
CT scan gray value. 

Because CT scan gray values are tissue de
pendent, the window and level values can be 
preset once the examination protocol or the 
body region is known. For example, brain, 
pituitary, orbits, cervical spine, temporal 
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bones, chest, abdomen, pelvis, lumbar spine, 
and so forth each can have a preset window 
and level value for automatic optimal visual 
presentation. The easiest way automatically 
to select the best window and level and asso
ciated sequences is to use a protocol table 
in which the radiologists and technologists 
establish the proper settings. These protocols 
can be linked to the examination type in the 
RlS examination dictionary.4 

CR Images. CR images require prepro
cessing by the CR image processor before 
they are displayed. The preprocessing func
tions, such as edge enhancement and filter
ing, are specifically designed for each individ
ual examination protocol (type), such as head, 
neck, chest, abdomen, pelvis, upper, and 
lower extremities, as well as the patient 
size.7• 13 The latter contributes to the bright
ness and contrast appearance of the image. If 
the pa tient is thicker, the image is brighter, 
and vice versa. Ln addition, many CR images, 
such as those of pediatric patients, contain 
very bright background. For these reasons, 
extraction of the gray level range for CR im
age display is not an easy task. If the window 
and level settings are calculated v,'ithout con
sidering these factors, the outcome of the soft 
copy display is unpredictable. Thus, the 
range determination must rely on the ana lysis 
of the gray level distribution within the body 
regions of interes t, which is provided by CR 
examination protocols. 

Removing Unexposed Background 

In conventional radiography, especially CR 
and digital fluorography, sometimes it is nec
essary to remove the image background O\\,

ing to x-ray collimation before the images arc 
displayed. Examples appear in pediatric and 
extremity images where collimation can re
sult in significant white background included 
in the image. Its removal can reduce the 
amount of unwanted white background in 
the image during soft copy display and allow 
a more accurate display look-up table. 

An algorithm that removes image back
ground first searches for the raw edges (left, 
right, top, and bottom) of the radiation field . 
The raw edge points are those with standard 
deviation in the desired direction exceeding 
an empirically determined threshold. The raw 
edge points are searched to find the outer 
corners of the rectangular radiation field. 
These boundaries are tested to see if any por-



tion of the radiation field had been excluded 
(Le., inside the boundaries). This test is based 
on standard deviations of gray values of the 
background and the body region (or the radi
a tion field). The background is characterized 
by lower standard deviations, whereas the 
body region is characterized by higher devia
tions. The correct contour is constructed as a 
collection of left, right, top, and bottom edges 
of the radiation field . Areas outside of the 
radia tion field are set to the darkest gray level 
eliminating the unwanted bright background. 

Sometimes when the CR imaging plate is 
not placed properly under the patient (e.g., in 
a slant angle with respect to the patient's 
body axis), then the radiation field may not 
be a rectangle. In this case, the algorithm 
should have the ability to detect this situation 
and correct it to search the edges. 

After the background removal, the image 
of interest no longer may be in the centra l 
portion of the disp lay field. In order to center 
and occupy the full monitor screen, it some
times is advantageous automatically to zoom 
and pan the background removed image for 
optimal display. 

Orientation 

A properly oriented image displayed on a 
monitor should resemble the conventional 
hard copy a radiologist reads from the light 
box. Two examples are provided in CT scan 
and CR. In CT scan, the orientation of 
scanned slices appea rs on the display moni
tors in certain specific examination protocols 
different from radiologists' reading prefer
ence. For example, in a coronal sinus study 
with patient's head-first position and prone 
orientation, images generated by some spiral 
CT scanners may require a y-axis flip to meet 
the traditional reading preference. The neces
sary information to make CT scan image ori
entation correction automatically can be ob
tained from the CT scan image header. On 
the other hand, the automatic ro tation correc
tion on CR images requires special a image
processing algorithm.15 

Local Patient Folder at the 
Workstation 

Historical Image-Set Retrieval 

As discussed previously, availability of a 
patient's current and historical films is im-
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portant in the radiolog ic reading. Well de
signed workstation software should automat
ica lly re trieve necessary historical image sets 
from long- term storage devices (s imilar to the 
fi lm library in the film-ba sed system), supple
ment them with the newly acquired image 
se t, and transfer the complete data file to the 
image-display workstation. If the historical 
image set is not prefetched automatically, the 
second choice is to retrieve it by a query from 
the workstation. In this case, any historical 
image sets related to the current image set 
may be requested to be transferred to the 
lvorkstation from long-term storage devices. 
As described previously, the most efficient 
method of handling the transfer of previous 
images from the archive to the appropriate 
workstation is the Folder Manager, with pre
fetching of the prior studies triggered by the 
new examination being scheduled in the RIS. 
Based on the similar examination fields in the 
RIS examination dictionary, the most useful 
prior examina tions are transferred to the de
sired works tation the evening before the 
sched uled new proced ure if scheduled in ad
vance. Otherwise, the prior studies could be 
moved immediate ly. In this manner, the need 
to reAue:zt.-)rrwges,_manually from the archive 
is small , ·avoiOing lengthy delays in that pro
cess and minimizing archive traffic during 
midday . ..\ 

Organization of Patient Folders 

Potentially, image sets (including current 
and historical examinations) of a patient can 
be a large data file. Thus, when they are in 
the workstation, they must be organized for 
easy and efficient access. Commonly, this is 
done with either a relational database or an 
object-oriented da tabase. A database contains 
one or more table files depending on the need 
of the application. Each table file is a collec
tion of data records, and the fundamental 
units of a record are fields (or attributes). 
The contents of the fie lds is the information 
associated wi th an object. For example, a pa
tient record contains fields, such as patient's 
name, hospital identification number, sex, 
date of birth, and so forth. In order to access 
the record, keys (or indices) have to be de
fined.6 Usually, a field that is unique through
out a database table is selected as a primary 
key and fields likely to be accessed frequently 
can be defined as secondary keys. 

There are many ways to implement the 
hierarchy of the patient folders in a display 
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worksta tion. The following description is 
based on a tree-structure of data directory to 
represent the framework of a display work
station database. The terms of a folder (or a 
directory) and a file used in the following 
description are equivalent to a data record 
and a field of a database table, respectively. 
The hierarchy starts with a root directory that 
contains patient folders. Each individual pa
tient is represented by a patient folder and 
each patient folder is comprised of imaging 
modality folders. Here, a modality folder is a 
file underneath its parent directory and also 
is a directory containing subdirectories and 
files. Inside a modali ty folder, it consists of 
examination folders with different dates. 
Within an examination folder, image study 
folders and associated diagnostic reports and 
various laboratory report files may be en
closed. An image study folder contains image 
files. For example, in a CR examination, an 
image file contains one view of an image, 
such as AP or la tera l. On the other hand, in a 
cross sectional CT scan examination, an im
age file is a collection of sequential images. 
This is because a sequence of images provides 
more complete clinical information, whereas 
each single image by itself is of less signifi
ca nce. In the database, an image file is a se t of 
indexing information describing the images, 
such as the image data location, number of 
images, and so forth. Usually, the physical 
image data is separated from the database 
tables and is s tored contiguously in high
speed d isks for fas t image retrieval and dis
play. It is important to emphasize the signi fi 
cance of the unique examination iden ti fie r 
supplied from the RIS. The accession number, 
which is the unique identifier that relates di
rectly to the consu ltation report, the order in 
the patient's medical record, and the bi ll , is 
critical to the proper organization of the 
PACS database. Under the accession number 
belong the sequences or individua l images 
and there is a date and time associa ted with 
each examination and accession number. 

Automatic Image-Display Sequencing 

In order to mimic the film hanging prac tice 
by film clerks using the panel rotation mecha
nism of the film a lternator, the display work
station must possess the function of au tomatic 
image-display sequencing. 'This requires a pa
tient display sequence table (POST) and an 
image-set display sequence table (JDST). The 
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PDST contains an ordered list of patients. For 
each patient in the display worksta tion, there 
is an associa ted IDST. Essentia lly, the IDST 
contains records composed of many columns 
induding: (1) image file name, (2) monitor 
number, (3) panel number, (4) display format, 
(5) image modality type, (6) window setting, 
and (7) level setting. These parameters pro
vide information for what, where, and how 
to display the image data. The image display 
sequence of a given patient follows the record 
number of the IDST in order. Based on the 
lOST, the patient's image sets can be d is
played with two selection buttons: (1) "next 
image file" and (2) " previous image file." 

Methods of Generating the POST 

The availabi li ty of the POST enables radiol
ogists to advance patient cases simply by 
pressing the "next patient" and "prev ious 
patient" buttons. This feature imita tes the ac
tion of stepping on the motor paddle of the 
film alternator to rotate the light-box panels. 
The order of the POST is determined by the 
combination of the following hctors: (1) date 
and time of the current exam ination; (2) re
view status (i.e., patient images read or not); 
(3) patient sta tus (i.e., in patient or out pa
tient); (4) alphabetical order of patient 's last 
name; and (5) imaging modality. For exam
ple, attributes in the PDST are based on the 
rev ie .. v sta tus and the da te and time of the 
current examina tion. Thus, only those pa
tients whose current examinations have not 
been read by radiologists are listed chrono
logically in the PDST. This ensures that a ll 
cases will be read by radiologists. In addition 
to this example, various POSTs can be gener
ated by combining different criteria . Useful 
PDSTs can be implemented into a menu for 
selection by user interaction. Once again it is 
important to emphasize the power of the 
Folder Manager, which triggers the prefetch
ing and linkage of the prior studies to the 
new studies for each patient to be included 
in the lis t. 

Methods of Generating the lOST 

How to design effec tive IIJSTs is a chal
lenging task. The numerous possible combi
nations of images and image sequences with 
or without prior examinations for comparison 
makes the autosequencing quite difficult. An 
approach to handle this challenge is pre
sented . 



Common Rules and Look-up Tables. The 
implementation of an automatic image-dis
play sequence in a display workstation in
cludes two steps. The first step is to foll ow 
common rules of the film hanging in a se
lected radiology specialty section. This infor
mation can be obtained by studying the film 
alternator hanging habits in the specialty sec
tion. The second step is to handle the prefer
ences of individual radiologists in the sec tion. 
The common format of arranging films may 
be implemented by using the rules described 
previously or by observing the viewing prac
tice of radiologists in the section. To im ple
ment the automatic image-display sequence 
to accommodate individual radiologists' pref
erences, a user interface needs to be built that 
allows the rad iologis ts to specify their ov·m 
image display sequences. Basically, the resul
tant file is a look-up table that corresponds 
an input patient case to an output lOST. The 
input patient case includes a set of image 
fil es, such as a series of CT scans or MR 
images or a single view of CR images. Each 
image file is uniquely identified by a set of 
information elements called image file fea
tures. The follmving are examples of informa
tion elements of MR images, CT scans, and 
CR, respectively: 

MR images 

I. Modality (MR imaging) 
2. Name of examination protocol (brain/ 

trauma, s troke, nasopharynx, orbits, and 
so forth) 

3. Name of sequence (Tl, T2, fast spin 
echo, time of fly, and so forth) 

4. Scan plane name (axial, sagi ttal, coronal, 
and oblique) 

5. Contrast agent injection (with or with
out) 

6. Examination date and time 

CT Scans 

I. Modality (CT scan) 
2. Name of examination protocol (brain/ 

trauma, nasopharynx, sinus, parathy
roid, and so forth) 

3. Name of study (e.g., neck study and me
diastinum study in parathyroid exami~ 
nation) 

4. Scan plan name (axial and coronal) 
5. Contrast agent injection (with or with~ 

out) 
6. Name of preset window and level (soft 

tissue, bone, and so forth) 
7. Examination date and time 
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CR 

1. Modality (CR) 
2. Name of examination protocol (orbit, 

cervical spine, chest, and so forth) 
3. Imaging views (PA, AP, and lateral) 
4. Type of patient (adult, pediatric, neona

tal, and so forth) 
5. Examination date and time 

The identity of the appropriate protocol is 
de termined by the RIS examination type us
ing a protocol-driven table that the depart
mental sec tion or individual rad iologist gen
erates. These tab les use the data fields listed 
previously to determine the most appropriate 
sequence and presentation for the examina
tion to be reviewed. 

Neural Network on Image-Display Se
quence. Another method of generating the 
appropriate fields for the tables described 
previously is an intelligent algorithm to de
rive an output lOST from an input patient 
case. A supervised neural network (NN) tech
nology may serve this purpose.s. \1.12 Theoreti
ca lly, the supervised NN uses a set of data as 
the training set, in this case the existi~g look
up table, to predict some outcome that is the 
image-disp lay sequence. The NN preserves 
the one-to-one correspondence capabi lity of 
the look-up table. In addition, it provides the 
best predicted output based on what it has 
learned from the look-up table. Applying NN 
technology for determination of IDST is a 
new research area that requires further inves
tiga tion. This approach might be used for 
window and level presets and for individual 
radiologist'S preferences. 

Image Presentation 

Two main issues must be addressed in im
age presentation. The first has to do with 
image contrast and brightness optimization 
on the display monitors. The second is how 
to display a large amount of image data with 
limited number of monitors. Both topics are 
discussed here. 

Display Monitor Characteristics 

It was mentioned that the nonlinear charac
teris tic curves of gray scale monitors is a fac
tor that may affect the image disp lay quality 
on CRT monitors. Also, it was discussed that 
the window and level setting and contrast 
enhancement function improve image qual-
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ity. In the final stage of presenting images, all 
these fa ctors must be taken in to account. This 
implies that conducting a conversion from 
the monitor charac teristic curve to a desired 
enhancement function (either a linear func
tion or a nonlinear contrast enhancement 
function) is necessary. 

Each individual examination, such as in the 
head, neck, chest, abdomen, pelvis, and up
per and lower extremities requires specific 
contrast enhancement function related to the 
monitor. For this reason, these functions 
should be predefined so that whenever a par
ticular image examination type is displayed 
on a certain monitor, the corresponding mon
itor characteristic function is ready to be ap
plied. The examination type can be extracted 
from the image file header or the organized 
local pa tient folder as described previously. 

Image·Display Mode 

In order to use a limited number of moni
tors to d isplay a large number of images, 
v<1rious techniques, such as off-screen dis
play, volume display, and montage display 
are used in the workstation des ign. The off
screen technique is based on the technology 
of image memory buffers and high-speed 
data throughput storage devices, as described 
previously. Image data are s tored in these 
off-screen bllffers and devices whereas other 
images are already loaded in the on-screen 
display buffer. As soon as users need the off
screen images, they can be transferred to the 
display buffer instan taneollsly. If the update 
speed matches that of the user's from one 
film to the other, the display works tation is 
equiva lent to being equipped with virtual
display monitors. The volume-display tech
n ique specifica lly is used to present a cross
sectional image set in a volume object. The 
montage-display technique is based on the 
fact that \vithin an image set only a few im
ages are critical for making diagnosis. Thus, 
only those critical images are displayed. Four 
methods are described in the following sec
tions: (1) tile format, (2) cine format, (3) three
dimensional format, and (4) montage format. 

Tile Display Format. The tile image-dis
play format is used to mimic the way a film
alternator presents images. In this format, 
each monitor represents one x-ray film. The 
monitor is logically divided into tiles. The 
location of each tile is where an image is 
displayed. The size of the tile varies from the 
entire screen to a small portion of the screen, 
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depending on the number of tiles that divide 
the screen. In the case of one tile occupying 
the whole screen, it simulates the one-an-one 
film format of projection radiography (see 
Fig. 3). On the other hand, if there are 16 
tiles on one screen, each tile is allocated one
sixteenth of the screen size. This arrangement 
imitates the 16-on-1 format of CT scan and 
MR image film recording (see Fig. 2). 

There usually are not enough monitors to 
display images with the tile format. To over
come this limitation, image browsing com
monly is implemented using a scrolling 
method, such as scrolling by page or by row. 
Here, image browsing is based on the off
screen image buffer and fast storage devices. 
Let us consider a case of displaying a CT scan 
image fil e with 32 images (512 x 512 pixels 
per image) on a workstation with one moni
tor (2048 x 2048 spatial resolution). The fi rst 
half of the images is displayed with the 4 x 4 
format while the rest are not displayed. In 
the page-scrolling mode, these first 16 images 
are scrolled off the screen and replaced by 
the next 16 image slices. The scrolling d irec
tion, of course, can be reversed. In' the row
scrolling mode, the images are scrolled on 
and off the screen by row (i.e., four images at 
a time). Although we have used a CT scan 
exam ination on a 2K x 2K display in the 
previous example, keep in mind that the ideal 
monitors fo r MR imaging and CT scan are 
the 1 K x 1 K for the reasons stated previously. 

Cine-Display Format. Cine display shows 
ind ividual images typ ically magnified and se
quentially presented in rapid succession un
der user control in a fashion analogous to a 
slow-motion movie. The third dimension can 
be either space (CT scan or MR image) or 
time (US). Cine display not only fac ilitates 
the radio logist thought process to translate a 
set of two-dimensional data into three dimen
sions but also provides a useful means for 
visualiza tion of flow in contrast study. Cine 
d isplay also can be used to view multiple 
image series simultaneously (multiple-cine 
mode) as opposed to viewing just one series 
alone (single-cine mode) . . The multiple cine 
format is particularly useful for comparing 
studies between prior and current, and be
tween precontrast and postcontrast studies. 
These related sequences should be linked to
gether with similar anatomic levels displayed 
at the same time. With a well-designed work
station, moving through these sets simultane
ously should only require the movement of 
a mouse. 



Technically, all cine modes are imple
mented as follows. The first image of the data 
set is displayed on a tHe (either the original 
or magnified version) on initiation of the cine 
display. The rest of the images are stored in a 
data buffer, such as the CPU memory, frame 
memory, or high-speed data I/ O disks. As 
the cine operation proceeds, the stored im
ages are shown successively on the tile either 
forward or backward at any desired rate. 

Three-Dimensional Display Format. There 
are two methods for implementing three-d i
mensional display in a workstation. One 
method, similar to the multiple cine-display 
mode, divides a d isplay monitor logica lly into 
four quadrant windows. One of these four 
windows is used to present a three-dimen
sional volume object reconstructed from a 
nvo-dimensional cross-sectional image set. 
The other three windows are used to display 
three orthogonal images, such as the trans
axial, sagittal, and coronal of the same vol
ume object, respectively. Three graphic 
planes (i.e., the xy plane, yz plane, and zx 
plane) in the three-dimensional object win
dows represent the positions where images 
are sliced in the transaxial, sagittal. and coro
nal planes. Users may move one of the planes 
to view different cuts of images. For example, 
when the xy plane is moved along the z direc
tion, the transaxial images are displayed simi
lar to the cine-display format. This implemen
tation can be expanded from one monitor to 
multiple monitors so that comparison studies 
are possible. This display method imitates 
cross-sectional scanning without a physical 
scanner system. 

The second method is also based on a re
constructed volume object. The three-dimen
sional object can be partitioned into eight por
tions wi th the xy, yz, and zx planes. By 
removing one of the portions, the internal 
anatomic structures of the three-dimensional 
object can be seen. The scope of the removed 
portion can be controlled by maneuvering the 
xy, yz, and zx planes along z, x, and y direc
tions, respectively, to reveal the internal 
structures of the three-dimensional object. 
Depending on the monitor and image spatial 
resolution, one or more three-dimensional 
objects can be displayed simultaneously on 
one monitor. Users maneuvering the three 
planes simulate the surgical technique to 
view internal structures of a volume object. 

The three-dimensional display methods de
scribed require intensive user interface on the 
display workstation and demand a high com-
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putation power system (most likely a spe
cially designed computer system). The three
dimensional presentation, however, provides 
a means to cope with the combined problem 
of limited display monitors and a large 
amount of image data. 

Montage-Display Format. A montage rep
resents a selected subset of individual images 
from a CT scan, MR image, US, or any other 
multi image series. This is useful because only 
a few images from most series show the par
ticular pathology or interesting features that 
the user wants to focus on. For an average 
case, such as MR imaging, comprising six 
sequences averaging 30 images per series, 
there are typically 180 images for a given 
study. A typical montage contains about 20 
images. These represent the number of sig
nificant images from the radiologist' s point of 
view that are necessary to show the case. 
Obviously, it is important for the radiologist 
to vievv all images for the ini tial interpreta
tion. This montage is then used for recalling 
the study later on for comparison with a new 
study or to show to referring physicians. It is 
up to the user to select images of significance. 
The montage feature allows the use'r to select 
the images of interest from all sequences into 
one montage file for future reference. Subse
quent reviews of the prior studies can be 
done simply by referring to the montage file 
containing the significant images, rather than 
displaying all sequences done in the examina
tion. This montage set also can be printed on 
paper or film for the referring physician, the 
patient, or teaching conferences. 

There is one major issue regarding the 
montage internal design that needs to be con
sidered. This is whether to store the actual 
image pixel data in the montage file or simply 
to store indices of the image data. The trade
off is between storage space versus immedi
ate access to the images. Storing the image 
data in the montage has the advantage of 
being the most efficient way to retrieve and 
display the images, because the data lies in 
one contiguous space ready to be loaded into 
the display workstation. One disadvantage is 
that the image data is duplicated. The ques
tion is how much extra storage is required. 
Based on the previous discussion, each mon
tage file may require about 10% extra storage 
per study. If the assumption of two montage 
files per study is made, a reasonable estimate 
of extra storage required for the database us
ing this approach is 20%. Another disadvan
tage is that stored images in a contiguous file 
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makes editing the montage file more d ifficul t. 
Deleting and inserting chunks of image data 
requires extensive d isk 1/0 operations. 

Storing indices to image da ta has the ad
vantage of easy editing and requires the least 
amount of add itional storage space. One dis
advantage is that the actual image data is 
contained in various image files. This is be
cause each image file containing images in 
the montage has to be retrieved from the 
archive to the loca l storage of the workstation 
before the montage images can be displayed. 
This means a time delay may occur. In the 
wors t case, 20 such retrieval processes may 
be needed for one montage file, meaning a 
delay of 10 to 20 minutes before the complete 
file can be displayed, assuming 30 to 60 sec
onds required per retrieval process. Of 
course, the user rarely shou ld see this delay 
owing to the use of the prefetching from the 
Folder Manager. 

Image Manipulation 

The ultimate goal of handling image sets 
before images are displayed is to minimize 
the radiologist's interaction with the display 
worksta tion. No matter how carefully the 
works tation is designed to preprocess image 
sets, however, chances are that the processed 
images may not sa tisfy individual preferences 
of radiologists for all cases. Therefore, radiol
ogists may need to do minimal manipulations 
or minor adjustments on images providing 
that the user interface operations are easy to 
use and the speed of manipulation is fast. 
The following manual image-manipulation 
functions are essential: (1 ) window and level, 
(2) zoom and pan, (3) rotation, and (4) en
hancement. Description of these functions 
and their need in the automatic mode have 
been discussed. In the fo llowing, our discus
sion focuses on the user interface in the man
ual mode. In particular, we focus on (1) a 
common design for these image manipulation 
functions, and (2) the implementation of each 
individual function. 

Common Design Issues 

An easy method for choosing a target im
age to be manipulated can simplify the opera
tion of image manipulation. Consider the si t
uation that a multiple-image file is displayed 
on more than one monitor. If a user is re
quired to maneuver a mouse to activa te a 
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monitor where a target image is displayed 
and then to initiate the targe t image before an 
image manipulation can be performed, this 
maneuvering is considered complica ted be
ca use it requires three operations. A desi rable 
design is a single operation by pointing the 
cursor on the targeted image. 

Another issue is whether a manipulation 
applied on a single image affects all images 
of the image file immediately after the manip
ulation. Usually, for a multiple-image file it 
is preferable that the manipulation is on a 
single image first and then the effect of the 
man ipulation instantaneously propaga tes to 
other images within the same fil e without the 
user's further interaction. On occasion, the 
manipulation of a single image is demanded. 
To cover these two options, an on and off 
toggle should be implemented. 

From time to time, after many image ma
nipula tion operations, the result may be 
v'lOrse than the original appearance. In this 
situation, the user typically wants to restore 
the initia l display parameters and settings. 
Therefore, a reset functi on is needed. 

Window and Level 

The function of the window and level can 
be implemented in hvo ways: (1 ) manually 
adjusted, and (2) preset. With the cu rrent 
technology, most gray-level monitors can 
only display 256 shades of gray (i .e., eight
bit). For images containing more than eight 
bits of information, the func tion of manually 
adjusting window and level is required to 
access the full image gray sca le dynamically 
and to select the best image contrast for view
ing. Al though manually ad justing window 
and level provides flexibi li ty, the operation 
is time consuming. To compensate for this, 
presetting window and level allows an in
stant' optimal display. 

The presets for windmv and level and se
quence are chosen based on the protocols es
tablished for each examination type. Exam
ples in CT sca n are bone, lung, soft tissues, 
head, chest, and abdomen; and in MR im
aging are TI, T2, axial, sagitta l, corona l, and 
so forth. For the unusual cases in which the 
automatic selection by protocol does not 
work properly, the desired settings can be 
assembled wi thin a menu or they can be 
listed as a set of icons or buttons. 

Zoom and Pan 

With this function, the user can magnify 
(zoom) and pan the image on the screen. The 



field of view, however, decreases in propor· 
tion to the squa re of the magnification factor. 
Magnification commonly is performed via 
pixel replica tion or interpolation. In the for· 
mer, one pixel va lue repeats itself severa l 
times in both the horizontal and vertical di· 
rections. In the latter, the pixel va lue is re
placed by interpolation of its neighbors. For 
example, to magnify the image by two by 
replication is to replicate the image 2 X 2 
times. The zoom and pan function is an in· 
teractive command manipulated via a track· 
ball , a dialbox, or a mouse. Owing to the 
decreased field of view after the zoom, the 
ROJ may not be on the screen. By using the 
pan operation, the user can move the image 
back to the center of the screen. The defa ult 
presentation of images on the moni tors al· 
ways should attempt to match the inherent 
spatial resolution of the images to the resolu
tion of the monitors. For those instances when 
the full image data is presented on the moni
tor in a compressed view, the zoom fu nct ion 
shou ld a llow presentation at full resolution. 

Rotation 

The image rotation functi on contains eight 
orien tations, including (1) 0 degrees, (2) 90 
degrees, (3) 180 degrees, (4) 270 degrees, (5) 
x-axis flip, (6) y-axis flip, (7) 90 degrees plus 
y-axis flip, and (8) 270 degrees plus y-axis 
flip . Other degree rotations are CPU intensive 
and take longer to complete one rotation, 
which is not desi rable in an image-display 
workstation. These eight orientations easily 
can be implemented by using the method of 
the pop-up menu or with icons. 

Image Enhancement 

Another image manipulation function ap
plies different enhancement functions. These 
enhancement fu nctions a re particularly useful 
for CR images, as described previously. The 
shape of each enhancement curve explicitly 
shows the characteristics of the enhancement. 
For this reason, the implementa tion of this 
process should focus on easy manipulation of 
the shape of enhancement curves. 

WORKSTATIONS FOR FUTURE 
NEEDS 

A patient examination can involve several 
imaging modalities. From the radiologist's 
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point of vie \.v, ga thering as much information 
as possible for making an accurate diagnosis 
is a na tural tendency. This means that a 
multipurpose \vorkstation may be necessary 
in the future. The ,,,,orkstation is not only 
required to display large amounts of image 
sets, but also demanded to present combined 
image information from different modalities. 
For example, visualiza tion of regis tered ana
tomic and functional images, such as positron 
emission tomography and MR imaging, is 
one of the means to faci lita te rad iologists' 
viewing practice. These images, in addition to 
Doppler US and general NM images, require 
color image-display monitors. In addition, ra
diologists require high-resolution monitors to 
detect subtle but important information, such 
as microcalciJication in mammography and 
hairline fractures in bone rad iography. This 
sugges ts that a multipurpose works tation 
with hybrid monitor configuration (both 
high-resolution and color monitors) or high
resolution color monitors may be needed in 
the fu tu re. 

One complaint about digi ta l workstations 
from radiologists is the cumbersome user in
terface. The main reason is that users have to 
rely on their hands to operate the ~vorksta
tion, which might divert their attention from 
the images. This suggests that voice control 
of the workstation may be a partia l solu tion 
for future works ta tion design. But the tech
nology today can provide a very efficient and 
useful workstation as long as the Folder Man
ager concepts are implemented in the soft
ware. 

SUMMARY 

The importance of this article is fourfold . 
Firs t, the introduction of \vorkstation technol
ogy and the types of image workstations pro
vides readers with a better understanding of 
the s tate-of-the-art and availability of digita l 
image-display workstations in the market
place. Second, this article identifies primary 
processes related to image viewing in radiol
ogy dai ly operations. This is crucial because 
it illustrates the important concepts of the 
Folder Manager w ith image preprocessing, 
patient fold er organization, and automatic 
image display sequencing. With these fea
tures incorporated in the workstation design, 
the number of s teps required for a radio logist 
to interact w ith a workstation is minimized . 
Third, the discussions on how to present and 
manipulate images on the workstations sug-
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gest methods concerning the issue of dis
playing large volumes of image sets on a 
limited number of monitor screens. Lastly, 
examples of automatic image sequencing, 
high-resolution color monitors, and voice
based user interface illustrate current research 
topics in the future of digital workstation de
sign. 
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Abstract-Teleradiology bas become increasingly important in the man3ged care radiology practice environment. In 
order to fuDy appreciate the teleradioiogy operation, we have to understand tbe current technology available, some 
sen'icc models, and trade-off factors. This paper is organized in three parts. The first part is a review component of a 
teleradiology operation as well as state-of-the-art technologies. In the second part, we generalize several service 
models based on our past experience to iUustrate tbe trend in teleradiology applicatioll'i. The last part on trade-off 
factors is derived from field data. Four major factors (image capture, workstation, image compression and 
communication technology) balance a teleradiology operation in tenns of cost, image quality, and turnaround time. 
The major issues in teleradiology yet to be resolved arc patient confidentiality and image authenticity. Copyright © 
1996 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
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BACKGROUND 

During the past several years, our country's health 
care delivery system has been changing from fee-for
service to managed, capitated care. As a result, we 
see the trend of primary care physicians joining 
health maintenance organizations (HMOs). HMOs 
purchase smaller hospitals and fonn hospital groups 
under the umbrella of HMOs. Also, academic 
institutions form consortia to compete with other 
local hospitals and HMOs. This phenomenon creates 
an opportunity in radiology practice as radiology 
expert centers are fanned. In the expert center model, 
radiological images and related data are transmitted 
between examination sites and diagnostic centers 
through telecommunications. This type of radiology 
practice is loosely called teleradiology. 

Figure I shows an expert center model in 
teleradiology. In this model, the three modes of 
operation arc shown: telediagnosis-diagnosis is 
made within 4-24 h after images are produced; 
teleconsultation-within half an hour; and teleman
agement-in real time. Telediagnosis means that an 
examination is done at a remote site, images and 
related information are transmitted to an expert 
center for radiologic diagnosis. This service does not 
require immediate diagnosis and can wait between 4 
and 24 h. Teleconsultation is different in the sense 
that the patient may be still waiting in the examina
tion site or the primary care physician's office, a 
second opinion or an immediate diagnosis is required 
preferably within half an hour. The third service is 
for telemanagement. In this case, the patient may be 
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still on the examination table and an immediate 
diagnosis is required for the primary care physician 
to manage the patient in situ. In this expert model , 
rural clinics, community hospitals and HMOs rely on 
radiologists at the center for consultati'on. It is clear 
from Fig. 1 that in tclcradiology, the turnaround 
time requirement is different depending on the modes 
of service which in turn determines the technology 
required and cost involved. 

Why do we need teleradiology? 
The managed care trend in health care delivery 

system expedites the fonnation of teleradiology 
expert centers. However, even without the health 
care refonn, teleradiology is still an extremely 
important component in radiology practice for the 
following reasons. First, teleradiology secures images 
for radiologists to read so that no images will be 
accidentally lost in the form of transportation. 
Second, teleradiology reduces the reading cycle time 
from when the image is fonned to when the report is 
completed. Third, since radiology subdivides into 
many subspecialties, even a general radiologist 
requires an expert's second opinion on occasion. 
The availability of teleradiology will facilitate seeking 
the second opinion. Fourth, teleradiology increases 
radiologists' income since no images would be 
accidentally lost and subsequently not read. The 
health care refonn adds two more reasons. (1) It 
saves the health care costs since an expert center can 
serve multiple sites which reduces the number of 
radiologists required. (2) It improves the efficiency 
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- Teleradiology -
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Fig. I. The expert center model in teleradio logy. 

and effectiveness of health care because the turn
around time is faster and the re is no loss of images. 

What is teleradiology? 
Generally speaking, teleradiology means that an 

image is sent from the examination site to a remote 
site where an expert radiologist will make the 
diagnosis. The report is sent to the examination site 
where a primary physician can then prescribe the 
pa tient's treatment immediately. Telcradiology can 
be very simple or extremely complicated. In the 
simple case, an image is sent from a cr scanner, for 
example, in the evening to the radiologist's home 
using low quality teJeradio!ogy equipment and slow 
speed communication technology for a second 
opinion. During off hours, evenings and weekends, 
there may not be a rad iologist at the examination site 
to cover the service. A resident normally is in charge 
and requires consultation occasionally from the 
radiologist at home during these off hours. This 
type of teleradiology does not require highly sophis
ticated equipment. A conventional telephone and 
simple desktop personal computer with modem 
connection and display software is sufficient to 
perform this teleradiology operation. This type of 
application originated in early 1970 (I). 

The second type of teleradiology is more 
complicated with four different models starting 
from simple to complicated in ascending order as 
shown in Table 1. The complications occur when 
historical images are required for comparison with 
the current examination, and when information from 
the radiology infonnation system CRIS) is required to 
help the expert make a diagnosis. In addition, 
complications arise when the examination and 
dictation a re required to be archived and appended 
to the patient image data file. Teleradiology is 
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relatively simple to operate when no archiving is 
required. However, when archiving and retrieval of 
previous information of the same patient is required, 
the operation becomes extremely complicated. 

Teleradiology and picture archiving and 
communication systems (P A CS) 

When the teleradiology sen:ice requires patient'S 
historical images as well as 'related information, 
teleradiology and PACS become very similar. For 
the definition of PACS, refer to (2). Table 2 shows 
the differences between teleradiology and PACS. The 
major difference between them is in the methods of 
image capture. Most current teleradiology still uses a 
digitizer as the primary method of converting a film 
image to digital format, although the trend is moving 
towards DICOM (see next section). In PACS, direct 
digital image capture us ing the DICOM (3) is mostly 
used. In nelworking, te leradiology uses slower speed 

Table 1. Four models in teleradiology 

Most simplistic 
Simplistic 
Complicated 
Most complicated 

Historical images/RIS Archive 

No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 

No 
No 
Yes 
Yes 

Table 2. Differences between teleradiology and PACS 

Tclerad PACS 

Image capture Digitizer DlCOM 
Display technology Same Same 
Networking WAN LAN 
Storage Short Long 
Compression Yes May be 
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Table 3. Size of some common medical images 

Nuclear Medicine (NM) 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 
U1trasound (US) ' 
Digital Subt. Angiograpby (DSA) 
Digitized Electronic Microscopy 
Digitized Color Microscopy 
Computed Tomography (C1) 
Computed Radiograpb (CR) 
Digitized X-rays 
Digitized Mammograpby 

-Doppler US with 24 bit color images. 

One image (bits) 

128 x 128 x l2 
256 x 256 x 12 

512 x 512 x 8(24) 
512x512 x8 
512 x 512 x 8 
Sl2 x 512x 24 
512 x 512x 12 

2048 x 2048 x 12 
2048 x 2048 x 12 
4096 x 4096 x 12 

wide area networks (WAN) comparing with the 
higher speed local area network (LAN) used in 
PACS. In teleradiology, the image storage is mostly 
short-tenn, whereas in PACS it is long-tenn. Tele
radiology relies heavily on image compression (4) 
whereas PACS mayor may not. 

The second column in Table 3 gives sizes of some 
common medical images. In clinical applications, one 
single image is not sufficient for making diagnosis. In 
general, a typical examination generates between 10 
and 20 Mbytes. The fourth column in Table 3 shows 
an average size of one typical examination in each of 
these image modalities. The highest extreme is in 
digital mammography which requires 128 Mbytes. 
To transmit 128 Mbytes of information through 
WAN requires a very high bandwidth communica
tion technology. One research topic in te1emammo
graphy is how to transmit this large file size through 
WAN with acceptable speed and cost. 

TELERADIOLOGY COMPONENTS 

Table 4 lists the teleradiology components and 
Fig. 2 shows a generic schematic of their connections. 
Among these components, reporting and billing are 
common knowledge and will not be discussed here. 
Devices which generate images in teleradiology 
applications include computed tomography (CT), 
magnetic resonance imaging (MR), computed radio
graphy (CR), ultrasound imaging (US), nuclear 
medicine (NM), digital subtraction angiography
digital fluorography (DSA, DF), and film digitizer. 
Images from these acquisition devices are first 
generated from the examination site and then sent 
through the communication network to the expert 
center if they are already in digital fonnat. Oc, if 
these images are stored on films, then they need to be 
digitized by a film scanner at the examination site. 

No. of images/exam 

3(H;0 
60 

20-230 
15-40 

I 
I 

40 
2 
2 
4 

One examination 

1- 2 MB 
8 MD 

5-60 MB 
4-10 MB 
0.26 MB 
0.79 MB 
20 MB 
16 MB 
16 MB 

128 MB 

Table 4. Teleradiology components 

• Imaging acquisition device 
• Image capture 
• Data refonnatting 
• Transmission 
• Storage 
• Display 
• Reporting 
• Billing 

Image capture 
In image capture, if the original image data are 

on film, then either a video frame grahber or a laser 
film digitizer is used to convert them to digital 
format. A video frame grabber produces lower 
quality digital images but is faster and cheaper. On 
the other hand, laser film digitizers produce extre
mely high quality digital data, but take longer and 
cost more compared to the video frame grabber (2). 
During the past several years, computed radiography 
(CR) has been used extensively in teleradiology. 
Conventional projection radiography can be 
obtained with CR which produces a direct digital 
image as the output (5). 

Dala re/ormalling 
After images are captured, it is advantageous to 

coovert these images and related data to some 

Relerrlng Slle Expert Center 

Olgltll.tr 

I I Image. Workstation 
Vidicon ,~ 

Laser n 

I Fu I Fu "IS 
PaUent H "IS 

InfDmllltlon 

I I I I 
Phon. 

Phone 

Fig. 2. A generic schematic of teleradiology components 
and their connections. 
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industry standards because multi vendors' equipment 
can be used in the teleradiology chain. The two 
common standards used in the imaging industry are 
the Digital 1m aging and Communication in Medicine 
(DICOM) for images and Health Level 7 (HL7) for 
textual data (6). The DICOM standard includes both 
the image [annat as well as the communication 
protocols, whereas HL 7 is only for textual data. The 
communication for textual infonnatioD generally 
uses TeP/!? corrununication protocols. The dcscrip· 
tion of these two standards is given elsewhere (7). 

Storage 
At the receiving end of the teleradiology chain, a 

local storage device is needed for image display. The 
capacity of this device can range from several 
hundred Mbytes to 5-10 Gbytes. For teleradiology 
applications requiring historical images and radi
ology infonnation retrieval, and current examination 
and diagnosis archival , a long-teon archive, such as 
an optical disk library, is needed at the cxpen center. 
The architecture of the long term storage device is 
very similar to that used in PACS (8). 

Display lVorkstation 
For an inexpensive teleradiology system, a low 

cost 512-line single monitor can be used for 
displaying images. However, sophisticated multi
monitor display workstations are needed for primary 
diagnosis. The state-of-the-art technology in image 
workstations will be described in the next section. 

Communication netlVorking 
An important component in teleradiology is the 

communication network used for transmission of 
images and related data from the acquisition site to 
the expert center for diagnosis. Since most tele
radiology applications are nOl within the same 
hospital complex but through inter-health care 
facilities in metropolitan areas or at longer distances, 
communication technology involved requires wide 
area network (IN AN). WAN can be wireless or with 
cables. In wireless WAN, technologies available arc 
microwave transmission and communication satel
lites. Wireless WAN has not been used extcnsively 
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due to the cost. Table 5 shows the technology 
available in WAN using cables. It starts from the 
low communication rate DS-O with 56 kbits/s, to a 
very high communication data ratc DS-3 with 45 
Mbitsfs. All these WAN technologies are available 
through either a long distance or local telephone 
carrier. The cost of using WAN is a function of 
transmission speed. Thus, for a DS-O line which has 
low transmission rate, the cost is fairly low compared 
to DS-3 which is faster but more expensive. Most of 
the private lines, for example T-I and T-3, are point
to-point and the cost also depends on the distance 
between connections. Tables 6 and 7 give an example 
showing the relative cost between DS-O and T-I lines 
between UCSF and Mt Zion Hospital (MZH), two 
sites in the San Francisco Bay Area about 2 miles 
apart. 

Comparing Tables 6 and 7 reveals that the initial 
investment for the DS-O is $500. The monthly cost is 
530 fixed fee plus per local call charge. On the otber 
hand, for the T-I service the up front investment is 
$14,500, and the T-I monthly cost is $554. The user 
does not have to pay an extra charge per call to use 
the line. The up front investment for the T-I is much 
higher than the DS-O, and for longer distances, its 
monthly charge is expensive. For;-cxample, the charge 
between San Francisco and Washington, D.C. for a 
T-I line could be as high a $10,000 per month. 
However, the speed of communication using the T-l 
is about 30 times faster than the DS-O. Using T -I line 
for teleradiology is very popular. Some larger 
companies lease several T-I lines from telephone 
carriers and sub-lease portions of them to smaller 
companies for teleradiology applications. 

User friendliness 
One component not listed in Table 4 is the user 

friendliness in a teleradiology system. User friendli
ness includes both the connections of the telc
radiology equipment at the examination site and 
the expert center, and the simplicity of using the 
display workstation at the expert center. 

User friend liness means that the complete tele
radiology operation should be as automatic as 
possible requiring only minimal user intervention. 

Table 5. Wire technologies available in Wide Area Network (WAN) 

Technology 

05-0 (Digital Servicc) 
OS-l dial up 
05-1 Private Line (T-1) 
ISDN Integrated Service Digital Network 
DS-3 Private Line cr-3) 
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Speed 

56 kbits/s 
56 kbits/s to 24 x 56= 1.344 Mbits/s 

1.544 Mbits/s 
56 kbits/s-I .544 Mbits/s 

28 05-1 = 45 Mbits/s 
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Table 6. WAN cost using DSO (56 kbits/s) between UCSF
MZH 

Modems (2) 
In51allation (2) 

Up front investment 
DOS Monthly fee 
(30 times slower than the T-I) 

$400 
$100 

$500 
S30+ per call 

Table 7. WAN cost using T-l between UCSF-MZH 

Modems (2) 
Ethernet converter (2) 
T-) lrutallation 

Up front investment 
T-t monthly charge: 

S12,000 

$2,500 

S14,500 
$554 

For the image workstation to be user friendly 
requires three criteria to be met: (1) image and related 
data pre-fetch; (2) automatic image sequencing at the 
monitors; and (3) automatic look-up table, image 
rotation and unwanted background removal from the 
image. Image and related data pre-fetch means that 
for thc samc patient examination, all historical images 
and related data required for comparison by the 
radiologist should be pre-fetched from the patient 
folder prior to image transmission and display. When 
the radiologist at the expert center starts to review the 
case, these pre-fetched images and related data are 
available immediately. Automatic image sequencing 
at the display workstation means that all these images 
and related data are sequentially arranged so that at 
the touch of the mouse, properly arranged images and 
information are shown on the monitors. Pre-arranged 
data minimizes the times required for the searching 
and the organizing of them by the radiologist at the 
expert center. This translates to an effective and 
efficient teleradiology operation. The third factor, 
automatic look-up table, rotation and background 
removal, is necessary because images acquired at the 
distant site might not have the proper look-up table 
for optimal visual display, images might not be 

generated in the proper orientation, and with some 
unwanted white background in the image due to 
radiographic collimation. All these parameters will 
have an effect on the proper diagnosis of the image. 

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY 

In the last section we discussed the components 
in a teleradiology operation. In this section, we 
present the state-of-the-art technology in tele
radiology, especially in communication technology, 
image compression, and image workstations. 

Wide area network-asynchronous transfer mode 
(ATM) technology 

A TM technology is an emerging communication 
technology both for WAN and LAN. The current 
commercially available ATM technology is the OC3 
with 155 rnbits/s. Using ATM for data communica
tion between two nodes requires one adapter board 
at the computer of each node, an A TM switch 
connecting both adapters at each node with fiber 
optic cables (9). 

In LAN, A TM is being used by many sites for 
image communication, whereas in WAN, ATM still 
has the obstacle to pay for expensive long distance 
carriers. Table 8 shows the comparison between using 
T-I and ATM for communication of images between 
Mt Zion Hospital and UCSF. Results demonstrate 
that ATM is almost two orders of magnitude faster 
than T-!. The cost for using ATM technology is still 
restricted, not because of the technology, but because 
of the charges by long distance carriers. One way to 
make the ATM an affordable WAN communication 
method is to have the carrier to lower the fiber optic 
cable utility cost. Figure 3 shows a testbed prototype 
transmitting CR images from UCSF to a work
station at the San Francisco VA Medical Center. A 
10 Mbyte CR image after generated by the CR can 
be transmitted to the VA Medical Center about 10 
miles away in 1.5 s. 

Table 8. Time required to send a 10 MB X-ray. 40 MB cr study from MZH to UCSF using TI and ATM (OC3) (no 
compression) 

TI (1.5 mbits/s) realization 
100 KB/s 

ATM (ISS mbits/s) realization 
60 mbits/s 

One X-ray exam 
2 Kx2.5 Kx2 byte (10 MB) 

One image Two images 

100 sec (1.6 min) 200 s (3.9 min) 

I.3s 2.7 s 
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One CT study (40 MB) 

One study One current + One historical 

400 s (6.7 min) 800 s (13.4 min) 

5.3 s 10.7 s 
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(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

Fig. 3. A. FeR 9000; B. A TM Switch; C. ISG image 
workstation. Radiographs generated by a CR system are 
transmitted through the ATM at UCSF to the ATM main 
switch at Pacific BeU in Oakland, then to the ATM switch 
at tbe SFVA Medical Center where they arc displayed at 
the 1600 line workstation. The completed process takes less 
than 2 s after the images are generated (courtesy of Dr 

Gretchen Gooding). 
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Display workstations 
Table 9 shows the specifications of 2000 line and 

1600 line workstations used for teleradiology primary 
readings. These state-of-the-art technology dia
gnostic workstation usc two monitors with over 2 
gigabytes local storage, and 1-2 s for images and 
reports display. A 2000 line workstation costs 
between S50,000 and $60,000, whereas a 1600 line 
costs between $30,000 to $40,000. User friendly 
software is required for easy and convenient use by 
the radiologist at the workstation. 

Image compression 
Teleradiology requires Image compression 

because of the slow speed and high cost of using 
WAN. For lossless image compression, current 
technology can achieve between 3:1 to 2:1 compres
sion ratios, whereas in lossy image compression using 
cosine transform based MPEG and JPEG hardware 
and software, 20: 1 to 10: 1 compression ratios can be 
obtained with acceptable image quality. The latest 
advance in image compression technology uses the 
wavelet transform. Wavelet transfonn has the 
advantage over cosine transform for higher compres
sion ratio and better image . quality after the 
decompression (10). With the advance in commu
nication technology, image workstation design, and 
image compression, teleradiology will move closer as 
an integrated diagnostic tool in daily radiology 
practice. 

TELERADIOLOGY EXAMPLES AND MODELS 

Teleradiology services started to proliferate 
about 2 years ago. One of the earliest health care 
facilities using teleradiology was the Mayo Clinic. 
The Mayo Clinic has three sites in Rochester , MN; 
Jacksonville, FL; and Scottsdale, AZ. In order to 
provide a service to all three sites, a satellite 
communication method was used . The Mayo Clinic 
chose IBM at Rochester as the technical partner for 
the teleradiology service. Other example is the service 
to Saudi Arabia provided by the Massachusetts 
General Hospital (MGH). In these cases, inexpensive 
regular voice lines, 9.6 kbits/s are used. Table 10 
summarizes the MGH operation (11). ]0 the 

Table 9. Specifications of 2000 and 1600 line workstations 
for teleradiology 

• Two monitors 
• 1-2 week local storage for current + previous exam 
• 1- 2 second display of images and reports from local storage 
• DICOM conformance 
• Simple image processing functions 
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Table 10. MGH operation-two regular grade voice lines 
(9.6 kbps) 

• Customer: Saudi Arabia 
• 24-48 br turnaround time 
• 4-6 images/ease 
• Compression: Radiograpb 20:1, CT 10:1 
• Transmission: 3-4 mins/image (S7.0) 
• Workstation: 2K monitors 

following, based on our past experience, we gen
eralize two teleradiology models serving as examples 
to describe the structure of the teleradiology, how the 
service is set up, as well as the operational procedure. 

Model i-universilY consortium. Telequest is a 
university consortium formed by the departments of 
radiology at the following universities: Bowman 
Graduate School of Medicine, Wake Forest Uni
versity; The Brigham Radiology Foundation in 
Boston; Emery University Hospital in Atlanta; 
University of California, San Francisco; and Penn
sylvania Medical Center in Philadelphia. A for-profit 
organization called Telequest was formed in order to 
provide a nationwide SUb-specialty radiology service. 

In this model, Telequest provides a turn-key 
operation for the customer (e.g. an imaging center, a 
HMO, etc.) and transmits images to the consultation 
site at one of these five radiology departments. At the 
customer site, the company provides a turn-key 
operation, assists the site to interface with the 
radiology information system, the image acquisition 
devices, and provides the customer site around-the
clock service coverage. The communication connec
tions is from a third party vendor allowing the 
customers to select a desired transmission speed. The 
customer can select consultants from any consulta
tion sites to read the cases. At the consultation site, 
high resolution workstations described in the pre
vious section are used for the reading, and a rapid 
turnaround report is guaranteed by the contract. 
Figures 4 and 5 show, respectively, the teleradiology 
operation and data flow in a university radiology 
department consortium modeL 

Telequest handles all the marketing, service, 
communication connections, billing and manage
ment. As an example, a customer site is an imaging 
center located at Ohio with two image acquisition 
systems, a General Electric Signa 5X MR scanner 
and a Helical cr scanner. The operational hours are 
from Monday to Friday 7:30am to !0:30pm, 
Saturday and Sunday is from 8:00am to 2:00pm. 
The image readings are distributed to the various 
consultation sites at these five universities. The 
network used is a fractional T-l provided by IBM . 

r-l ImagulDemogl1lphlc Caplure at Customar Site ,-
I Partlclpotlnglnstllutlon of your choice L 

,~ 

11_ 12e111 Ol.play Image. on High Rlliolullon Workstations ASAPleII) 1 Ie 

E 

I Expert Reads end Dictates I .•. I '" I h-
Hoed 

Roport Signod Eloctronlcally Quarters 
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Toleconlerenca as Needed I 
Fig. 4. Teleradiology operation in a university radiology 

department consortium model. 
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Fig. 5. Data flow in a university radiology department 
consortium model. 

Image compression used is the 2-3: I lossless com
pression method. This teleradiology service model 
uses the strength of these prestigious radiology 
departments to attract business from imaging centers 
and HMOs throughout the nation. The result is that 
images are collected from rural siles, community 
hospitals, HMOs to the expert centers, and consulta
tions are distributed geographically to these five 
universities' radiology departments. 

Teleradiology service jor second opinion. In this 
model, a health care insurance company in a foreign 
country initiates an add-on subscription for its policy 
holder. For an extra amount of money per year on 
top of the existing health insurance, the subscriber of 
the add-on policy has the right to request a second 
opinion on his/her existing medical diagnosis from a 
premier medical center in the US at the subscriber's 
own expense. Table 11 shows the operational 
procedure of this second opinion teleraruology 
service. 
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Table 11. Operational procedure of a second opinion teleradiology consultation service 

• Subscriber requests a medical second opinion on the radiologic exam to the health insurance company 
• The insurance company arranges images to be digitized and transmincd from the foreign country to the US consultation site at the 

subscriber's own expense 
• Images are displayed on bigh resolution workstation aod read by experts at the consultation site 
• Second opinion is provided to the subscriber via phone, fax, Of teleconference with the subscriber's referring physician at the foreign 

country 
• Subscriber can schedule follow-up exams at the consultation site at bis/hcr expense 

An example of this model is an Israel health 
insurance company, and the premier medical center 
is The University of California, San Francisco. The 
current enrolment of this add-on policy is about 
800,000 in a country of 5 million people. The physical 
communication connection between the customer site 
and the expert site is through international ISDN 
lines (see Table 5) shown in Fig. 6. The key in this 
connection is a black box (Ascend) which provides 
intelligent software to interpret the number of ISDN 
Lines at the sending site, the number of ISDN lines at 
the receiving site, and the international ISDN 
standard conversion. Depending on the speed 
required, multiple ISDN lines can be used to increase 
the rate of transmission. At the sending site, a film 
digitizer is used, and at the expert site a 1600 lint: two 
monitor workstation is used for interpretations. 

The previous two models demonstrate some 
trend in te leradiology service. In the first model, the 
expert centers expand their capitations in radiology 
examinations through a consortium. These radiology 
departments increase their workload and income 
which benefits the radiologists as well as the 

Expert Site 

Digitizer 

Image 
Capture Site 

DD 
Ethernet ws 

ASCEND : Md!ipleUr 

Fig. 6. The physical communication connection between 
the customer (image capture site) and the expert site of an 

intematiional second opinion teleradiology service. 
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departments. In the second model, second oplDIOn 
consultation provides the developing country easy 
access to premier medical centers in the US for 
consultation. From the customer point of view, a 
minimal add-on cost on top of an existing health 
insurance policy is a small amount of pay for peace 
of mind by allowing them to receive a second opinion 
consultation if they so desire. 

SOME IMPORTANT ISSUES IN 
TELERADIOLOGY 

There are two important issues in teleradiology: 
the trade-off between quality, turnaround time, and 
cost; and second. data security including patient 
confidentiality and image authenticity. Table 12 
shows the teleradiology trade-off parameters between 
image quality, turnaround time, and cost. These 
three parameters are effected by the method of image 
capture, type of workstations used, the amount of 
image compressed, as well as communication tech
nology. The cost in tele radiology is determined by all 
four factors . 

In tenns of data security, we have to consider 
patient confidentiality as well as image authenticity. 
Since teleradiology uses a public communication 
method to transmit images which has no security, the 
question arises as to what type of protection one 
should provide to assure the patient's confidentiality. 
The second issue is the image authenticity. After the 
image is created in digital [onn, can we assure that 
the image created has not been altered either 
intentionally or unintentionally? (12) To guarantee 
image and data authenticity. methods such as data 
encryption and digital signatures can be used which 
have been in the domain of defense research for 
many years. Some of these techniques may be used to 

Table 12. Teleradiology trade-off parameters 

Image Comm 
capture Workstat Compress T",h 

Quality X X X 
Tumamd 1m X X X 
Cost X X X X 
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protect the data authenticity as well as patient 
confidentiality (13). If high security is imposed on 
image data, it will increase the cost in decryption and 
decrease the easy access due to many layers of 
passwords. The trade-off between cost and perfor
mance, confidentiality and reliability will become a 
major future socio-economic issue in teleradiology. 
Figure 7 shows a cr image which has been altered 
digitally by inserting a tumor on the lung (sec 
arrows). Since alterating a digital image is not 
difficult to do (14), developing methods to protect 
in tegrity of image data is essen tial in teleradiology 
applications. 

DISCUSSION 

Teleradiology has been used since the 19705, 
however, technology was not ready for massive 
application until 2 years ago. It has become an 
important topic involving socio-economic issues 
because the role telemedicine will play in health 
care reform. The trend in teleradiology is to balance 
the cost with the image quality and turnaround time 
for the service. The four major factors involved arc: 
the method of image capture, the type of workstation 
used , the amount of image compression . as well as 
the communication technology. In communication 
technology, DS lines and ISDN are still the most 
popular means in low-end telcradiology service. T-I 
is expensive when the distance is far apart, but many 
manufacturers are starting to use it on a shared basis. 
A TM is an emerging technology which promises to 
revolutionize the method of image communication. 
We sec this happening in LAN already. In order for 
teleradiology to fully utilize this new technology, 
users must exert pressure on carriers to lower the 
pricc for using the widc area fiber optic cables. The 

Fig. 7. Left: a cr scan of the chest; right: the same scan 
with a digitally inserted tumor (see arrow). The insertion 
process requires minimal image processing (courtesy of Dr 

X. Zhu). 

two models presented demonstrate the trend m 
teleradiology application as \\o'cll as typc of services 
using teleradiology. We see the trend that tcle
radiology will become a necessity in medical practices 
in the 21st century and it will be an integral part of 
tclemedicine as the method of practicing medicine in 
thc future. 

Regarding the use of internet and World Wide 
Web (WW\V) for tcleradiology service; at the 
moment, both internet and WWW have problems 
with transmission speed and no contro l of data 
confidentia lity. security. as well as authenticity. 
Therefore, the usc of internet and WWW for 
teleradiology application does not look promising 
at the moment. 

SUMMARY 

The keys to a successful teleradiology operation 
require the system to be reliable with minimal user 
intervention, timely delivery of images with infonna
tion, rapid display , easy to usc, as well as affordable 
to the users. In this paper we present a loose 
definition of teleradiology, describc its components, 
and some state-of-the-art technologies which will 
effect future telcradiology applications. Two models 
of teleradiology service are given; one is based on a 
university consortium which fanns the expert center 
concept and the second is on second opinion 
teleradiology consultation service. Two important 
issues of tcleradiology are: (i) the trade-off between 
quality, turnaround time, and the cost of service; and 
(ii) the patient confidentiality and image authenticity 
in a teleradiology service. 
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Research Paper -

A Cryptologic Based Trust 
Center for Medical Images 

STEPHEi\ T. C. WONG, PHD 

A b s t rae t Objective: To investigate practical solutions that can integrate cryptographic 
techniques and picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) to improve the security of 
medical images. 

Design: The PACS at the University of California San Francisco Medical Center consolidate 
images and associated data from various scanners into a centralized data archive and transmit 
them to femote display stations for review and consultation purposes. The purpose of this study 
is to investiga te the model of a digitill trust center that integrates cryptographic algorithms and 
protocols seamlessly into such a digital radiology environment to improve the security of 
medical images. 

Measurements: The timing performance of encryption, decryption, and transmission of the 
cryptographic protocols over 81 volumetric PACS datasets has been measured. Lossless data 
compression is also applied before the encryption. The transmission performance is measured 
against three types of networks of different bandwidths: narrow·band Integrated Services Digital 
Network, Ethernet, and OC·3c Asynchronous Transfer Mode. 

Results: The proposed digital trust center provides a cryptosystem solution to protect the 
confidentiality and to determine the authenticity of digital images in hospitals. The results of this 
study indicate that diagnostic images such as x-rays and magnetic resonance images could be 
routinely encrypted in PACS. However, applying encryption in teleradiology and PACS is a 
tradeoff beh-Veen communications performance and security measures. 

Conclusion: Many people are uncertain about how to integrate cryptographic algorithms 
coherently into existing operations of the clinical enterprise. This paper describes a centralized 
cryptosystem lI.rchitecture to ensure image data authenticity in a digital radiology department. 
The system performance has been evaluated in a hospital-integrated PACS environment. 

• JAMIA. I996;HIO-421. 

Medical images form the cornerstone of patient rec
ords and often are at the heart of the patient's diag
nosis, determination of therapy, and follow-up. They 
are used not only by radiologists, but also by other 
clinicians and specialists, such as medical oncologists, 
radiotherapists, surgeons, neurologists, cardiologists, 
dermatologists, pathologists, and primary physicians. 
The trend in medical imaging is increasingly toward 
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a digital and multimedia orientation. The goals are to 
represent medical images in digital form supporting 
image transfer and archiving and to manipulate vi
sual information for various clinical services, such as 
teleradiology and diagnostic workups. Another push 
is from the picture archiving and communication sys
tems (PACS) community, which envisions an all-dig
ital radiology environment in hospitals for acquisi
tion, storage, communication, and display of large 
volumes of medical images.' The PACS technology 
provides a systems integration solution for these is
lands of automation and facilitates the extraction of 
the rich infonnation contained in multimodality im
ages. Several large-scale PACS have been successfully 
put into clinical operation and trials. 1 The new thrust 
of PACS development is to integrate complementary 
textual information of clinical systems into the central 
image archive.2.3 
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Along with this digital radiology world comes the 
problem of es tablishing trust in medical documents 
that exist only in the easily altered memory of a com
puter. Trust can be defined in terms of authenticity
i.e., detect unauthorized modification of image data 
-and confidentiality-i.e., prevent unauthorized 
disclosure of image data. One of the advantages of 
printed film or text is its authenticity-when we see 
ink on paper or images in print, we feel that these are 
immutable records, not subject to manipulation or 
tampering without leaving traces. Few of us, however, 
have this level of faith in the immutability of medical 
records committed to electronic media. 

People who seek unauthorized access to online med
ical records do so for several reasons: unauthorized 
release, industrial espionage, sports hacking, com
puter theft, and vandalism, to name a few.~ Examples 
of unauthorized release include failure to obtain in
formed consent in wri ting from the patient or fai lure 
to seek an approval from the responsible authority. 
Industrial espionage occurs, for instance, when a 
health insurance company seeks a business advantage 
by obtaining the confidential patient population dem
ographics stored in a competitor's databases. Hacking 
is another form of unauthorized access by people who 
view such activities as a sport, and hackers usually 
leave the data and systems intact. In contrast, com
puter theft and vandalism are the most dangerous 
forms of unauthorized access. Individuals penetrating 
an online medical database seek to steal or alter in
formation about patients and harm the medical sys
tem. 

Many means have been proposed to improve the se
curity of online medical information: limit physical 
access to the network, change user passwords fre
quently, create firewalls to isola te information from 
other networks, and enforce administrative proce
dures for data security. Cryptography is one of the 
strongest and most mathematically sound methods to 
ensure trust in computerized medical data. There are 
two major cryptographic techniques: key-based en
cryption and digital time stamping. These techniques 
complement one another. Key-based cryptography as
sociates the content of an image with the originator 
by using one or two distinct keys and prevents unau
thorized disclosure of the image.5 Digital time stamp
ing, on the other hand, generates a characteristic "dig
ital fingerprint" for an image when it is first genera ted 
by using a mathematical hash function that permits 
detection of subsequent modifications. Digital time 
stamping is not a form of encryption. Research in the 
past two decades has concentrated on authenticating 
textual data. The growing use of digital medical im
ages, however, poses new challenges due to their 
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large size and different user requirements. This study 
inves tigates the appropriateness of various crypto
graphic algorithms for improving the security of med 
ica l images and derives new methods that incorporate 
these algorithms seam lessly into digital radiology op
erations, especially PACS and teleradiology. 

Methods 

Terminology 

This section introduces the basic nomenclature. A 
message is called plaintext. The process of disguising 
a message so as to hide its content is called encryp
tion. An encrypted message is called, ciphertext. The 
process of converting ciphertext back into plaintex t is 
called decryption. Cryptography is the art and science 
of keeping a message secure, and cryptoanalysis is the 
art and science of breaking ciphertext. 

A cryptographic algor ithm, also known as a cipher, is 
the mathematical function used for encryption and 
decryption. To encrypt a plaintext message, apply an 
encryption algorithm to the plaintext. To decrypt a 
ciphertext message, apply a decryption algorithm to 
the ciphertext. If the st rength of the security provided 
by an algorithm is based on keeping the nature of the 
algorithm secret, it is ca lled restricted (e.g., Zenith 's 
video-scrambling algori thm). By today's data security 
standards, restricted algorithms provide woefully in
adequate security. They are easy to break by experi
enced cryptanalysts and are not su itable for a large or 
changing group of users. 

Meanwhile, many users and developers have the mis
conception that data compression can provide protec
tion as certain compression algori thms scramble im
age data into visually unrecognized forms. The truth 
is that data compression, similar to restricted crypto
graphic algorithms, provides little protection once the 
compression algorithm used is known by the intruder. 
For high-security applications, all modern encryption 
algorithms use a key, which can take on one of many 
values (larger is better). Figure 1 shows the process of 
encryption and decryption with keys. 

A protocol is a series of well-defined steps, involving 
two or more parties, designed to accomplish a task. A 
cryptographic protocol is one that uses cryptography. 
A self-enforcing protocol is the best type of crypto
graphic protocol because it is independent of the 
trustworthiness of people or the secrecy of the cryp
tographic algorithms used. The protocol itself guar
antees fairness; if one of the parties tries to cheat, the 
other party immediately detects the cheating and the 
protocol stops. Whatever the cheating party hoped 
would happen doesn't happen. In the teleradiology 
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Encryption key, e Decryption key, d 

Plaintext (P), e.g., 
image file, text report. 
voice signal 

Ciphertext 
C" Ii, (PI 

and PACS environment, the system designer should 
strive to design and implement cryptographic prolo· 
eols that are self-enforcing, cos t-effec ti ve to imple
ment, and can ensure a hig h level of security. 

Cryptographic Algorithms 

A cryptographic algorithm is the mathematical func
tion used for encryption and decryption. Table 1 clas
s ifies key-based algorithms according to the na ture of 
the encryption and decryption keys. 

Secret Key Encryption 

In a s~crc t or pr ivate-key algorithm, the encryption 
key Cil J1 be calcu lated from the decryption key, and 
vice versa. In milny such cryptosys tems, the encryp
tion and the decrypt ion keys are the same. These <1 1-
gor ithms requ ire the sender and receiver to ilg ree on 
a key before they pass messages back and forth . This 
key must be kept secret; therefore, the level of security 
provided by s lich symmetric a lgorithms rests in the 
key. The Data Encryption Standard (DES), adopted by 
the federa l government in 1976 and authorized for li se 
on all unclass ified governmen t commun ications, is an 
example of a secret ke)' a lgorithm ." The key is a 56-
bit number and can be changed at any timc. 

Figure 2 ill ustr<l tes an exa mple of a secret key cipher 
on magnetic reson<lnce images (MRls) . The cipher 
lIsed is based on the International Data Encryption 
Algor ithm (IDEA). The IDEA cipher is a newer and 
more secure cipher than DES.' Its key length is 128 
bi ts-over twice as long as DES. Assuming Ihn! a 
brute-force attack is the most efficient, it would re-

I Ofiginal Plainlext 
Dd (C) = Dd (Ee (P)) = P 

--~ 

Fig u r e 1 Encryption and 
decryption with keys. 

quire 2128 (1038
) encryp tions to recover the key. In con

tras t to the DES cipher, no papers h'1\'e been pub
lished on breaking IDEA mesSclges so far. In addition, 
there are no obvious pa tterns in the ciphertext. Figure 
3 illustrates this w ith the even histogram dis tribution 
of the encrypted image slice in Figure 2. Pixel values 
of the 8-bit image slice range from 0 to 255. 

The main drawback of secret-key algorithms is that 
anyone with the key can both encode and decode 
messages. Thus, any message can be compromised 
when the key is intercepted . Managing keys involved 
in a cryptographic protocol creates ano ther problem. 
Assuming a separ<l tc key is used for each pair of users 
in a network, the tota l n umber of keys increqses rap
idly as the numbe r of users increases. For n users, the 
total number of keys needed is (n x .(n - 1)}/2; e.g., 
10 users need 45 different keys to talk with one an
other, while 100 users need 4,950 keys. Such complex
ity of key management is not feasible for large user 
groups in a hospital or hea lth maintenance organiza
ti on (HMO) environment. Further, it is impossible to 
send someone a secret message unless the sender al
ready can send the receiver a secret message-that is, 
the sender cannot com munica te with the receiver 
wi thout prior arrangement. 

Public-Key EucnJptioll 

Public-key algor ithms solve the secret-key manage
ment problem by having two different keys: one pub
lic and one private.!! Information is encoded by the 
sender with the recipient's public key but can only be 
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Fig u r e 2 The origina l MR (left) 
image s lice and the corresponding 
MR (right) image s lice enc ryp ted 
using the IDEA algorithm. 
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Figure 3 The histo
gram distribution of 
the encrypted MR im
age s lice in Figure 2. 

Table 1 • 

Three Types of Key-based Cryptography 

Type 

S.:cret-key 
cryptography 

Public-key 
cryptography 

Dig it,,1 s ign<l
lure 

Nature of 
keys 

Encryption key (e) = 
Decryplion key (d) 

od 

Characteristi cs 

e "nd d "re 
private 

e public. d 
p ri vate 

e p rivate. d 
public 

decoded by a recipient vvho possesses the private key. 
Moreover, the public key contains no hint as to the 
nature of the private key- it is computationally im
possible to deduce the priva te key from the public 
key. Anyone with the public key (which, presumably, 
is made public by the O\'vner) can encrypt a message 
but can not decryp t it. Only the person wi th the pr i
va te key can decrypt the message. 

Although public-key a lgorithms have better and more 
reliable key management over secret-key algorithms, 
they ~~e much slower in execution. An example is the 
Rives t, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) public-key cryp
tography, which derives its s trength from the diffi
culty of factoring large numbers.9 The public and pri
vate keys used in RSA are functions of a pair of large 
(100 to 200 digits or even larger) prime numbers. Re
covering the plaintext from one of the keys and the 
ciphertext is conjectured to be equivalent to factoring 
the product of the two primes. It is, however, not 
practical to use pure RSA w ith large keys to encrypt 
and decrypt long messages. A 1,024-bit RSA key 
would decrypt messages about 4,000 times slower 
than the secret-key cipher. Furthermore, the workload 
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to exhaust all the possible 128-bit keys in the IDEA 
cipher would roughly equal the factoring workload to 
crack a 2,30-t-bit RSA key, which is quite it bit bigger 
than the 1,024-bit RSA key size that;most people use 
for high-security applications. Given th is range of key 
sizes, and assuming there are no hidden weaknesses 
in the secret-kcy ciphcr, the weak link in this approach 
of using both private- and public-key cryptography is 
in the public-key cipher. 

Public-key cryptography is attractive not because it is 
intrinsically s tronger than a secret-key cipher- its ap
peal is thaI' it hel ps one manage keys more cO I1\'en
ienlly. Subsequentl y, the use of public-key encryp tion 
for large medical images is be tter accomplished by 
using a high-quali ty, ye t faster, Single-key encryption 
algorithm to encipher the message. This original 
unenciphered message is the plaintext. In a process 
transparent to the user, a temporc1ry random ~ey, cre
atcd just for this one session, is used to conventiona lly 
encipher the plaintext file . The recipient' s public key 
is then used to encipher this temporary random con
ventional key. This public-key-enciphered conven
tional "session" key is sent along with the enciphered 
text (ciphertext) to the recipien t. The recipient uses his 
or her own secret key to recover this temporary ses
sion key and then uses that key to run the fas t, con
ven tional single-key algorithm to decipher the lage 
ciphertext message. 

Digital Signature 

Digital-signature a lgorithms are used to prove au
thorship of, or at leas t agreement with, the contents 
of the computerized document. Digital signatures can 
be accomplished in some public-key a lgorithms by en-
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crypting messages with the sender's private key and 
decrypting them with the sender's public key. En
crypting a radiologic image or report using the phy
sician's private key generates a secure digital signa
ture. 

When the focus is on the authenticity of medical doc
uments rather than their confidentiality, a digital sig
nature can often be implemented with one-way hash 
functions. JO A hash function takes an input data string 
and converts it to a fixed-size, often smaller, output 
data string. For a one-way hash function, it is easy to 
compute a hash value from an input string, but it is 
difficult to generate a string that hashes to a particular 
value. Commonly used hash functions in cryptogra
phy return values on the order of 128 bits long, so 
that there are 2128 possible hashes. The number of tri
als required to find a random string with the same 
hash value as a given string is 2 128

, and the number 
of trials required to find two random data strings hav
ing the same (random) hash value is 2~. The hash 
value, known also as the digi tal fingerprint or mes
sage digest (MD), is somewhat analogous to a "check
sum" or eRC error checking code in that it compactly 
represents the message and is used to detect changes 
in it. Unlike a CRC, however, it is not computationally 
feasible for an attacker to devise a substitute message 
that would produce an identical message d igest. With 
the public-key encryption, the message digest is en
crypted by the secret key to form a signature. Hash 
functions are also used extensively in digita l time
stamping methods. 

Digital Time Stamping 

Another proposal for certifying the contents of a doc
ument involves using a one-way hash function to cre
ate a type of digital time stamp of the document. 1

1.12 

Many secure one-way hash functions are publicly 
known, however. A forger thus could alter a message, 
compute a new message digest, and simply attach it 
to the bogus message. One strategy is to encrypt the 
hash value with the sender's secret key and attach 
that value to the original message. The receiver com
putes d. new hash value from the message and com
pares it with the one recovered from the sender's pub
lic key. If they match, then the message was not 
a ltered. It is worth noting that computing the hash 
value of a file is a much faster process than encrypting 
the entire file. 

Another way to strengthen the credibility of a docu
ment's time stamp would be to send its hash-value 
fingerprint to a central time-stamp service. This ser
vice would attach the time of arrival and put both in 
pennanent storage. Any question about a document's 
date and authenticity could be settled by checking the 
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time-stamp service. This observation leads to the con
cept of digital trust centers for authenticating large 
volumes of medical images (see Digital Image Trust 
Centers, below). 

Key Lel/gt" 

From the user's point of view, cryptographic keys are 
similar to the passwords used to operate automatic 
teller machines and to control access to computer sys
tems. Just as different computer systems allow pass
words of different lengths, different encryption algo
rithms use keys of different lengths. As with 
passwords, the longer the key, the stronger the secu
rity that the algorithm provides. The common way to 
crack a key used in a robust secret-key algorithm is 
by brute-force attacks (e.g., by trying every possible 
key, one after another, until one of the tries succeeds 
in decrypting the ciphertext). 

It is easy to calculate the complexity of a brute-force 
attack. If the key is eight bits long, there are 28

, or 256, 
possible keys. Therefore, it will take 256 attempts to 
find the correct key, with a 50% chance of finding the 
key after half of the attempts. If the key is 56 bits long, 
as in the case of DES, then there are 256 possible keys. 
Assuming a computer program can try a million keys 
per second, it will take 2,285 years to find the correct 
key. If the key is 128 bits long, as in case of IDEA, it 
will take 1025 years. For $1 million, a brute-force crack
ing machine could be built to crack a 56-bit DES key 
in an average of 3.5 hours (results guaranteed in 7 
hours). \J This cost is within the budgets of most large 
companies and many f:rimina l organizations. Fortu
nately, breaking an 80-bit or higher key is still ex
tremely difficult, if not beyond the realm of possibility, 
at this stage. 

In contrast with secret-key algOrithms, breaking pub
lic-key algorithms does not involve trying every pos
sible key. Instead, it involves trying to factor the large 
numbers that are the product of two large primes (see 
Public Key Encryption, above). Factoring large num
bers is difficult. Table 2 lists public-key module 
lengths whose factoring difficulty roughly equals the 

Table 2 • 

Private-key and Public-key Key Lengths with 
Similar Resistance to Brute Force Attacks 

Private-key Key Length (bits) 
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56 
64 
80 

112 
128 

Public-key Key Length (bits) 

384 
512 
768 

1792 
2304 
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Table 3 • 

Comparison of Major Cryptographic Algori thms in Image Authentication 

Cryptographic Unauthorized Unauthorized Processing Key 
Algorithms Read Detection Write Detection Speed Management 

Secret Key + + 0 
Public Key + + + 
Digital Tune Stamp + + NA 

Notations: + means positive (i.e., fast or strong; - means negative (i.e., slow or weak); 0 means average; NA means not applicable. 

difficulty of a brute-force attack for private-key 
lengths.s That table states that if one is concerned 
enough about security to select a private-key algo
rithm with a 64-bit key, one should choose a module 
length for the public-key algorithm of about 512 bits. 

Algorithm Comparisolls 

Table 3 summa rizes the strengths and weaknesses of 
the various cryptographic algorithms for improving 
the security of large image files in digital radiology 
environments. Because a digital signature can be cre
ated by using a public-key method, Table 3 does not 
evaluate this algorithm. 

Digital Image Trust Centers 

The purpose of a digital trust center (DTC) is to in
corporate systematically a variety of cryptographic 
algorithms (discussed above) in digita l radiology en
vironments. Currently, health care provider organi
za tions lack such a cryptologic model for digital im
age protection. Figure 4 illustra tes the archi tecture of 
a digital image trust center within a hospital-inte
grated PACS environment. In this figure, multimedia 
data from various image and text sources in a radi
ology department, such as medical imaging scanners, 
radiology information systems (R1S), hospital infor
mation systems (HIS), individual PAC systems, and 
film digitizers are linked to a centralized data repos
itory that is managed by the PACS archival server. 

In the DTC architecture, the PACS archival server in
teracts with an authentica tion server to support the 
authentication service. The authentication server can 
attach the hash value and time stamp to an incoming 
image dataset. The archival server then stores this da
taset and its time stamp in the PACS image database 
and sends a copy of the time stamp back to the im
aging source for recording. The image da ta can be 
originated by three possible sources. When the im
aging source originates from a digital imaging scan
ner, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and 
x-ray computed tomography (CT), the image time 
stamp should be saved into the database of the 
acquisition computer of that scanner node. When 
the imaging source is from a sectional PACS, such 
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as an Ultrasound or Nuclear Medicine PACS, the elec
tronic time stamp should be saved in the local archive 
of that sectional PACS. When the film digitizer is used 
to convert external or existing screen films, the time 
stamp should be saved into the host computer of that 
film digitizer. GeneralJy, PACS controllers and these ac
quisition computers can manage time-stamp data 
Uu-ough a local database management system (DBMS). 

The DTC builds on the infrastructure of the PACS, 
and so its access control protocols inherited from the 
PACS. That is, information access is limited to display 
stations registered in the PACS networks and is 
granted by patient name or hospital ID only. Also, the 
PACS does not permit the user to alter the original 
image and associated data from a display station, al
though the user can append new find ings of an im
aging study as separate entries into the central ar
chive. Further work will investigate better access con
tro l policies for various kinds of image care services. 

Someone who cha llenges the originality of an image 
stored in a local imaging site can just query the PACS 
archival server for verification by providing the image 
ID. To ease concerns about tampering or backdating 
at the centralized PACS repository, the scheme can be 
further refined to blend several sequential time-stamp 
requests in to a chain or a binary tree structure.12 Such 
authentication protocols incur little opera tional over
head with common hash functions; such as Message 
Digest 4 (MD4) and Message Digest 5 (MD5).' Within 

Aulhen1ication 
SelVer 

Hospital PACS 
Central Database 

Fig u r e 4 Digi tal trust center method in PACS for med
ical image authentication. 
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the PACS framework, the authentication server can 
reside in the same computer as the archival center and 
thus has minimum effect on the overall system archi
tecture. For teleradiology systems without an on-line 
image database server, an authentication server node 
should be installed in the expert center site that serves 
remote small hospitals or rural clinics. The authenti
cation server in this case will calculate and store the 
electronic time stamps of incoming images. 

Moreover, a remote display station can query the 
PACS server to verify the authenticity of an image 
received. 111e display station does so by computing 
the hash value, or fingerprint of the image in question 
and matching this value with the one obtajned from 
the PACS archive. Since massive image transfer is not 
required, the verification will be done quickly. 

The authentication server can also be extended to pro
tect confidentiality. For example, the server creates a 
random key to encipher an image data file and stores 
it together with the encrypted image file into the 
PACS central archive. This assigned key will be sent 
together wi th the encrypted image file to the remote 
display station for confidentiality protection. Such an 
encryption proced ure or protocol, however, can be 
compromised if the key is intercepted during the 
transmission. Public-key algorithms are preferable, 
but they are a thousand times slower than conven
tional single-key algorithms in encryption. Thus, the 

8= ,. 8= o 
IDEA Oocrypl;OIl 

Fig u r e 5 The logical flow of the encryption protocol 
that incorporates both IDEA secret-key cipher and RSA 
public-key cipher within a hospital-integrated PACS en
vironment. Medical images are directly retrieved from 
the PACS central archive. Lossless compression is ap
plied also. Encryption and decryption are performed by 
two UNIX workstations in the UCSF PACS netvvorks. 
M'M' = 3D image datasets; C = loss less image compres
sion function; C- I = inverse function of C for lossless 
decompression; E', E = encryption functions; D, D' = de
cryption functions; and e, i = encryption keys. 
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encryption protocols in our authentication server used 
a mix of private and public key cryptographic tech
niques. Image encryption imposes added difficulties 
due to the need to store and transmit massive 
amounts of image data, instead of their hash values 
or time stamps for au thentication. Thus, we devote 
the next section to discuss the design and perfor
mance of encryption protocols in the digital trust cen
ter. 

Encryption Protocol 

A hybrid encryption protocol has been derived for use 
in the digital trust center for securing medical image 
data. This cryptographic protocol takes advantage of 
the fast encryption of secret-key algorithms and se
cure key management of public-key methods. This 
study tested 81 datasets of MRJ and positron emission 
tomography (PET) images retrieved from the UCSF 
PACS central archive. PET images are converted into 
8-bit gray level. The MRI images are divided into 16-
bit and 8-bit images. The 8-bit MR images flre con
verted from the heavily T1-weighted scans with no 
degradation of image quality. 

As shown in Figure 5, an image dataset is retrieved 
from the UCSF PACS archive and subjected to lossless 
compression. (Since diagnostic and other textual re
ports are much smaller in size, they are not the focus 
of this study.) Using data compression together with 
encryption has three advantages: 

• Cryptanalysis relies on exploiting redundancies in 
the plaintext, and compressing a file before encryp
tion reduces these redundancies. 

• Encryption is time-consuming, especially for a 
large-image file, and compressing a file before en
cryption speeds up the entire process. 

• Transmission time depends on file size, and com
pressing a file compensates for the expansion due 
to encryption and reduces the amount of data to be 
transferred. 

It is worth noting that many of the current PAC sys
tems have not yet implemented image compression of 
any kind. The need for prOViding image security adds 
further incentive to incorporate compression into all 
PAC systems, besides overcoming data storage and 
transmission limitations. Further, it is important to 
perform compression before encryption. If the encryp
tion algorithm is any good, the ciphertext will not be 
compressible; it will look like random data.s Thus, 
most cryptographic packages routinely perform data 
compression before encryption. The secret-key algo
rithm known as the International Data Encryption Al
gorithm (IDEA),' is used to encrypt the compressed 
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images, where the secret key is randomly generated 
for each image encryption. The popular and robust 
public-key algorithm known as Rivest, Shamir, and 
Adleman (RSA).' is used to encrypt the randomly 
generated secret key, i, which is a l,024-bit number. 
This public-key-encrypted secret key is sent along 
with the ciphertext (encrypted image dataset) to the 
receiver. The receiver uses an individual private key 
to recover this encrypted secret key and then applies 
that key to run the fast secret-key algorithm to de
crypt the large ciphertext. 

In this experiment, the sender and the receiver are 
located in separate SUN SPARC LX workstations 
(SUN. Microsystems, Mountain View, CA) in our 
PACS networks. The original and the decrypted im
age datasets were also evaluated to be equivalent; i.e., 
there was no contamination to the image datasets dur
ing this cryptographic process. The software system 
uses the Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) package" and the 
UCSF PACS data access and transmission pro
grams.I S.lt. 

Results 

Table 4 summarizes the encryption results on 81 vol
ume image datasets of 16-bit MR (18 samples), 8-bit 
MR (30 samples), and 8-bit PET (33 samples) images. 
The 8-bit image datasets are postprocessed with a 
look-up table implemented in a medical workstation. I? 
Two types of performance outcome are measured: the 
encryption time and decryption time with respect to 
the entire volume dataset and with respect to individ
ual image slices. All these data sets have a uniform 
image dimension per slice. 

As indicated in Table 4, for a few image slices, or even 
the entire PET volume dataset, it is feasible to incor
porate key-based security software into real-time dig- ' 
ital radiology applications (i.e., computational over
head is no more than a few seconds) using such 
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common computing platforms as low-end SUN 
SPARC workstations. 

Table 4 shows transmission with encryption and with 
decryption over low-end SUN SPARC workstations. 
Note that the reduction in the size of the ciphertext is 
due to applying lossless compression on image data 
before encryption. This leads to improvements in 
transmission time for encrypted files compared with 
unencrypted files . 

This, however, does not apply to the large-volume 
data of a brain MRI (average about 7.2 MB) or other, 
even larger image datasets, such as those of mam
mograms (10 MB per digitized film) and CT (about 
30-40 MB for a chest study). Table 4 shows also that 
the encryption process is slightly slower than the de
cryption process in our implementation. 

One important use of encryption is to ensure the au
thenticity and confidentiality of radiologic images in 
telemedicine applications. Tables 5 and 6 give the 
transmission time performance of unencrypted and 
encrypted image datasets and slices with respect to 
three different communications media: narrow band 
integrated services digital network (56 Kbs N-ISDN), 
Ethernet (10 Mbs), and OC3-c asynchronous transfer 
mode (155 Mbs ATM). Figure 6 shows a set of timing 
performance charts of the three imaging modalities 
with and without encryption over these communica
tions networks. To reflect real-liIe situations, the tim
ing calculation is based on the actual data throughput 
rates measured in our PACS and teleradiology envi
rorunent, rather than the maximum bit rates allowed 
for these communications media.ls.lt. 

As shown in Figure 6, the faster transmission speed 
of encrypted files is largely due to the lossless com
pression done before the encryption process. Encryp
tion normally results in similar file size. For low-speed 
communications media such as N-ISDN, and in the 
absence of data compression, the hybrid encryption 

Time Performance of Encryption and Decryption Based on the Hybrid Scheme in Figure 5 

Average Average 
Average Average Encryp.!Decryp. Encryp.!Oecryp. 

Image Volume Ciphertext Time per Volume Tame per Slice 
Modality Dimension Size (MB) s.d . Size (MB) s.d . (s) s.d . (s) s.d. 

MRJ-Brain 256 x 256 x 16-bit 7.21 :!:O.SI 2.51 =0.68 239.17 :!:26.46 4.24 =0.32 
184.61 ::t21.47 3.28 =0.27 

MRI-Brain 256 x 256 X 8-bit 3.57 ::tl.20 1.73 ::to.72 100.91 ±16.90 1.92 =0.23 
88.06 ±10.42 1.68 :=O.lS 

PET-Brain 128 x 128 x 8-bit 0.75 :to.00 0.36 ±O.IS 23.43 =4.88 0.50 ±0.1O 
20.03 ±2.37 0.43 =0.05 

Notations: s.d. = standard deviation; MB ;::: megabytes; s ;::: seconds. 
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Table 5 • 

Effective Transmission Performance of Encrypted and Unencrypted Image Datasets Over N-ISDN (23 
Kbs), 10-Base-T Ethernet (1 Mbs), and OC3-c ATM (65 Mbs) Networks 

Mean Mean Communication 
Imaging Volume Ciphertext Medium (averaged 
Modality Size (MB) Size (MB) data throughput) 

16·bit MRI 7.21 2.51 N-ISON 
Ethernet 
ATM 

8-bit MRl 357 1.73 N-JSDN 
Ethernet 
ATM 

8-bit PET 0.75 0.36 N-JSDN 
Ethernet 
ATM 

Kbs = kilobits per second; Mbs '= megabits per second. 

scheme described in Figure 5 not only ensures data 
integrity but also provides faster transmission. This is 
a useful finding, as most teleradiology applications 
are using low-speed public networks or the Internet 
for transmission. For high-speed broadband nehvorks 
of 1 Mbs or more, however, there is a noticeable tim
ing performance degradation when using encryption 
software, either with or without compression. For in
stance, Table 5 shows that the mean transmission time 
per unencrypted (original) 16-bit MRI volumetric da
taset is 57.69 seconds (s), with a standard deviation of 
4 s. In comparison, the mean transmission time and 
mean encryption time per encrypted ] 6-bit MRI da
taset is: 20.07 s + 239.17 s = 259.24 s (from Tables 4 
and 5), with a standard deviation of 5.46 s + 26.46 s 
= 31.92 s. The PAC5 networks are usually built on 
broadband technology for fast image transmission, so 
software implementation of image encryption thus in
curs noticeable timing overhead. Therefore, the deci-

Table 6 • 

Mean Mean 
Transmission Transmission 

Time per Time per 
Unencrypted Encrypted 
Volume (5) s.d. Volume (s) s.d. 

2508.06 =176.11 872.55 ::!: 237.52 
57.69 =4.05 20.07 ::!:S,46 

0.89 =0.06 0.31 =:0.08 
1242.56 =417.67 601.16 :!: 251.62 

28.58 ::9.61 13.83 = 5.79 
0.44 =0.15 0.21 =0.09 

261.565 = 0.00 124.182 :!: 53.884 
6.016 =0.00 2.856 = 1.239 
0.093 = 0.00 0.044 = 0.019 

sion whether to apply encryption in a digital radiol
ogy environment becomes a tradeoff between time 
and security. 

Discussion 

Ready access to medical documents in the coming era 
of digital radiology carries with it the responsibility 
for ensuring that information is both authentic and 
confidential. The growing use of digital medical im
ages in clinical practice poses new security issues due 
to the large image size and different user require
ments. Research in computer cryptography has 
reached such a level of maturity that many robust al
gorithms are now available. Recently, papers discuss
ing the use of specific cryptographic techniques in au
thenticating medical images have also been published. 
What is still missing, however, is the understanding 

Effective Transmission Performance of a Single Encrypted and Unencrypted Image Slice Over N-ISDN (23 
Kbs), 10-Base-T Ethernet (1 Mbs), and OC3-c ATM (65 Mbs) Networks 

Mean 
Transmission Transmission 

Mean Mean Communication Time per Time per 
Imaging Volume Ciphertext Medium (estimated Unencrypted Encrypted 
Modality Size (MB) s.d. Size (MB) s.d. throughput) Slice (s) Slice (s) s.d. 

16-bit MRI 7.21 !:O.51 2.51 !:0.68 N-JSDN 45.59 15.49 !:4.22 
Ethernet 1.05 0.36 !:O.10 
ATM 0.02 0,01 !:O.OO1 

8-bit Mru 3.57 ::!:1.20 1.73 ±0.72 N-ISDN 22.80 11.47 !:4.80 
Ethernet 0.52 0.26 !:0.11 
ATM 0.008 0.004 ::to.OO2 

8-bit PET 0.75 ::to.00 0.36 0.15 N-ISDN 5.699 2.642 !:l.lS 
Ethernet 0.131 0.061 =0.03 
ATM 0.002 0.001 ±0.0004 

Note: Kbs = kilobi.ts per second; Mbs = megabits per second. 
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of how to integrate these cryptographic algorithms 
coherently into the existing operations of the enter
prise. 

This study takes a software system view of creating 
trust in digital radiology images and inves tiga tes the 
holistic approach of integrating a spectrum of cryp
tographic algorithms to meet the various security re
quirements of patient records. The key idea is to in
troduce a digital trust center as a digital notary to 
certify and protect the confidentiality of large volumes 
of medical images in hospitals. We evaluated the per
formance of OUf cryptosystem in encrypting several 
imaging modalities: 16-bit MRl, 8-bit postprocessed 
MR!, and PET, using cryptographic protocols oper
ated within the hospital's integrated PACS environ
ment. We presented the experimental results based on 
the sample size of 81 volumetric MR and PET images 
archived in our PACS repository. Future work will ex
periment with other encryption techniques to show 
performance comparisons. 

Our result indicates that image authentication can be 
readily incorporated into the existing PACS architec
ture without affecting existing operations. Real-time 
software encryption to protect confidentiality is pos
sible for one or a few selected image slices but not for 
the entire volumetric dataset (except the low-volume 
datasets, such as PET images). The encryption of 16-
bit MRI and other higher imaging modalities, such as 
CT and mammography, would require dedicated 
hard ware. Besides the considerable costs, the lack of 
interface standards also makes the current generation 
of cryptographic hardware not readily portable across 
different digital radiology systems. 

Over low-speed phone lines, ISDN, and the Internet, 
the hybridization of lossless compression, public-key 
cryptography, and secret-key cryptography can re
duce the transmission time greatly while providing 
added security and quality assurance. Certainly, lossy 
compression can be interchanged with the lossless 
scheme to further speed up the transmission, but this 
is done at the expense of image quality. 

Many protocols for non-medical applications have 
been developed recently for securing and authenti
cating digital information. For example, the Internet 
Engineering Society developed the Privacy Enhanced 
Mail (PEM) standard software, which utilizes DES to 
encrypt e-mail text and RSA to authenticate and sign 
it. ViaCrypt (Lemcom, Phoenix, AZ) and PGP use 
IDEA instead of DES far encryption. Digital Notary 
(Surety Technologies, Morristown, NJ) uses tree-based 
digital time stamping for data authentication ,11 These 

WONG, Cryptographic Techniques and PACS 

protocols can be easily incorporated into the digital 
trust center model and optimized for digital radiology 
applications, In addition, most encryption software 
packages come with automatic key management soft
ware that contains files of public- or secret-key ma
terial, the owner's user ID, and a time stamp showing 
when a certain key pair was generated. Often, the se
cret key files are encrypted with their own passwords 
or pass phases for protection, 

Although cryptography is a powerful system for pro
tecting medical data, it is not a panacea. For instance, 
cryptography can not protect against stolen encryp
tion keys. The whole point of using encryption is to 
make it possible for people who have your encryption 
keys to decrypt your files. Thus, any attacker who can 
steal your keys can decrypt your files. Also, cryptog
raphy cannot protect against destructive attacks. 
Sometimes, an attacker does not want to read your 
files but just wants to keep you from reading them. 
Even an attacker who cannot get access to your en
cryption keys can still cause you a lot of pain and 
suffering by breaking into the image archive and eras
ing relevant medical documents. To solve such prob
lems, the health care provider organizations must en
force proper protocols or procedures for access 
control. I

" A rudimentary form of access control, in
heriting the current data access protocol of PACS, is 
provided in the digital trust center modeL Future 
work will investigate this important security issue for 
more specialized image care services in more deta il. 

In the past, the whole issue of cryptography was 
cloude.d by disputes over export and government ac
cess for law-enforcement purposes. The discovery and 
publication of public-key algorithms and digital time 
stamping open up many vistas for using robust cryp
tography in non-federal sectors. These two kinds of 
cryptographic algori thms are the core techniques to 
establish the trust in multimedia medical records 
among hospitals using digital images, Research 
should now focus on the coherent integration of these 
algorithms into existing hospital information systems. 

Nevertheless, there can never be a purely technologic 
soluton to privacy, and social issues must be consid
ered in their own right. The digital trust center pro
vides a systematic approach for integrating various 
cryptographic techniques and constructing computer 
systems that are privacy enabled, giving power to the 
individual or local hospital. But only the medical com
munity's proper apprecia tion for these techniques and 
an understanding of their interrelations can cause the 
right cryptosystem ta be used. 
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Preface 

Picture archiving and communication systems (PACS) is a concept perceived in the 
ca rl y 19805 by the radiology cOl11muni ty as a future method ofprac[icing radiology. 
PACS consists of image acquisit ion devices. slor;Jgc archiving unit s. display sta
tions. computer processors. and di.ltabasc management sys tems. These components 
are integrated by a communications nCI\\lork sys tem. During [he past 10 years. 
technologies related [0 these components became mature. and thei r applic:lIions 
have gone beyond radio logy 10 the enti re health care delivery sys tem. As a result. 
PACS for special clinical app licati ons as well as large-scale. hospiwl-wide PACS 
are being installed throughout the Un ited Siales .md the world . 

A li leralUre search related 10 PACS reveals Ihat there arc about two thousand 
publications. several edited books. several special issues in journals. and thrc~ 
chapters in my earlier book. Elem£'lIts ill Digital Radiolo.~y. Ahhough these publica
tions provide. chronologically. documentation on research and development ad
vancement of PACS during the past decade or so. they lack coherence in the subjc-ci 
mailer. This book is an auempt 10 introduce Ihis topic systematica ll y. based on the 
most recent research and deve lopment resu lts. Although originating in the radiology 
community, the PACS concept can be app lied to any scientific field that requires the 
hand li ng of voluminous pictures and textual data. We an ti cipate that thi s field wi ll 
continue to grow in the next 5 yea rs. This book will serve as a foundation for the 
futu re training of people entering th is area of work. 

l owe a debt of gratitude lO Dr. Edmund Anthony Franken_ Jr .. past chairman of 
the Department of Radiology. University of Iowa. for gelling me interested in this 
fie ld in 1981. Later. Dr. Gabrie l Wilson. then the chairman of the Departnlcnt of 
Radiological Sciences al UCLA. offered me an opponunity [o- Iaunch a PACS 

xiii 
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xiv PACS 

project in the department. He provided the initi al financial support 10 es tablish the 
Image Processing Laboratory, which later became the Medical Imaging Division. In 
the ensuing years, Drs. Zoran Barbaric, Robert Leslie Bernett , acting chairmen. and 
Dr. Hooshang Kangarloo, past chairman of the department, all provided generous 
support to the project. We also received from the National Institutes of Health (NI H) 
three large long-Ierm grants in PACS , and we establi shed collaboration from private 
industry including (in chronological order) Technicare Corporation: Gould/DeAnza 
Graphic System Division; Light Signatures, Inc.; Konica; IBM Corporation; ADAC 
LaboralOries; Philips Medical Systems. Inc.; Mitsubishi Electronic Corporation: 
3M; and Kodak. As a resuh of these efforts. a large-scale PACS was released for 
clinical use in early 1992. This UCLA PACS was developed with the Department of 
Radiology in mind and lacks the expanded. open architecture design that is neces
sary for a hospital-integrated PACS. 

In October 1992, Dr. Ronald Arenson, chainnan of the Department of Radiology. 
UCSF. offered me an opportunity to build a second PACS. Kathy Andriole (com
puted radiography). Todd Bazzill (network). Andrew Lou (acquisition and display). 
and Albert Wong (pACS controller). who were pan of the core learn Ihal built the 
first PACS, also joined UCSF. In addition. Yuki Ishimitsu and Jun Wang came from 
UCLA 10 UCSF 10 finish their Ph.D. dissertations. At UCSF we recruited seveml 
staff members, some postdoctoral fellows. and our assistant. Laura Snarr. Together. 
we establi shed the LaboralOry for Radiological Informatics. 

Meanwhile. the NIH has continued supporting our laboratory. We also received 
new support from IBM Almaden Research Center; the CaiRE';' (Ca lifornia Re
search and Education Network) Program by Pacific Bell: HPCC (High Performance 
Computing and Communication) Program sponsored by the NL1',-f (Nalional Library 
of Medicine); Abc Sekkei. Japan: Lumisys: and Sun Microsyslcms. 

It took us about 18 months to complete (he second-generation PACS infrastruc
ture including the interface to (he hospital and radio logy information systems and (0 

the departmental Macintosh users. We released image workstations one by one for 
cl inical use beginning early in 1994. The next step in our PACS growth is to obtain 
hospital commitment for deployment of many image workslations to (he radiology 
depanment as we ll as in the hospital. In the research area. we are moving toward 
image content base information retrieval. online PACS three-dimensional rendering.. 
and dis(ributed computing in a PACS environment. 

From our experience during the past 12 years, we can identify some major 
contributions in advancing PACS development. Technically. the first laser film 
digitizers, developed for clinical use by Konica and Lumisys. the development of 
computed radiography (CR) by Fuji and its introduction from Japan to the United 
States by Dr. William Angus of Philips Medical Systems. and Ihe large-cap·acilY 
optical disk storage by Kodak all are critical. Also highly sign ificant are parallel 
transfe r disk technology, 2000-line and 72 Hz display monitors. the sys tem integra
tion methods developed by Siemens Gammasonics and Loral for large-sca le PACS. 
the DICOM committee's effon in standardization. and the asynchronous transfer 
mode (ATM) technology for merging local area network and wide area network 
communications. 
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PREFACE xv 

In (crms of events. the annual SPIE PACS and Medical ImJging meeting and 
EuroPACS are the continuous driving force for PACS . In addition. every two years 
the Compuler-Assisted Radiology (CAR) mee ting. organized by Prof. Heinz 
Lemke. and (he Image Management and Communication (INIAC) Conference orga
nized by Dr. Seong K. Mun. provide a forum for internat ional PACS discuss ion. 
The InfoRAD See l ion at (he Rad io logical Society of Nonh America (RS NA) orga
nized in 1933 by Dr. Laurens V. Ackcnnan wi lh the li ve demonslralion of D1COM 
interface. sets the tone fo r industria l PACS open architectu re. The annual RS fA 
refresher courses in PACS organized first by Dr. C. Douglas Maynard and then by 
Dr. Edward V. S taab. provide cOllt inu ing education in PACS to the rad iology 
commun it y. 

In 1992 Secolld Generatiull PACS. ;Vlichel Oste:l llx' s edi ted book. gave me 
con lidence thai PACS is movi ng IOward a hosp ital -integ r;:) ted approach. When Dr. 
Roge r A. Bauman became ed itor-in-c hief of the then new JUI/rnal of Digiwl ill/ag· 
illg in 1988. the consolidation of PACS rcsearch ;:)nd devc lopment publi c;'lI ions 
became possible. Colonel Fred Goeringe r instrumented the Army"s project in medi
cal diagnostic imaging support (MD IS) sys tems. resulting in seve ral large-seal!! 
PACS installations that provide major stimulus ,md fund ing for the PACS industry. 

All these contributions have profoundly inOuenced my thoughts on the direc tion 
of PACS research Jnd development as well JS the contents of thi s book. Th is booh 
summa ri zes our experiences in deve loping the concept of digilJI rad iology and 
PACS during the past 10 years . Selected portions of the book have been used as 
lec lUre mnterials in graduate courses on medica l imaging and :ld\'anced instrumenta
tion al The Un ive rsity of Ca li fom ia at Los Angeles. San Francisco. and Berkete~. 
We hope Ihal thi s book will inspire more researchers to become interested in Ih is 
field . Together we can move one s lep closer to the reality of a dig it al- based hea lth 
care environmenl. 

H.K. (Bernie) Huang 
San Francisco and Agoura Hills , CA 
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v C H PUB L SHE R S 

Picrure archiving and communication systems (PACS) is a concept 
perceived by the radiology and health~care communities as "the wave 
of the future." PACS consists of image acquisition devices, storage 
archiving units , display stations, computer processors, and data base 
management systems. These systems are currently being installed 
worldwide for special clinical applications and large-scale hospital 
use. Wriuen by the recognized pioneer in PACS and medical imaging 
research, PACS provides a systematic approach (0 this technology 
which will serve as a foundation for furure PACS installation. 
applications, and training. 

PACS is the first book on this topic to be written by a single author 
wilh 15 years ' worth of research experience in developing PACS. 
The aulhor has implemented two large scale PACS now in clinical 
operation and much of lhe material in this title has been developed 
through his 15 years of research and field experiences, especially in 
regards to the "do's and don't" of PACS technology and installation. 
The title prescnlS a comprehensive treatment of all radiologic 
acquisition devices including convention;il x-ray, computed 
tomography (CT), ultrasound (US), magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), computed radiology (CR), and laser digilization. PACS 
contains the first chapter ever wrinen on methods of interfacing 
hospital infonnation systems. radiology infonnation systems. and 
PACS. Additional chapters describe the planning and implementation 
of a digital radiology depanrnent, clinical experience wilh PACS in 
leading universi£y hospitals, and an extensive chapter on image 
compression. This title contains material at the cuning edge of 
current archiving. communications, and biomedical imaging 
technology. much of which has yet [0 appear in journal publications. 

PACS is organized such thaI a reader unfamiliar with these systems 
can skip lhe more advanced material and still grasp the overall 
concepts involving PACS technology; while the reader who has had 
more experience in these areas may delve into the clinical details 
underlying the applications. Although PACS was introduced by the 
radiology communiry. it can be applied to any scientific field that 
requires the management of infonnation in the fonn of picrures. 

AUDlE.r.'lCE: Bioengineers; Radiologists; Optical Scientists; 
Biomedical Researchers; Lecrurers in Infonnarics; Research. 
University, and Industrial Librarians; Computer Scientists; Electrical 
Engineers; Physicists; Health-Care Administrators, and Ad .... anced 
Undergraduate and Graduate srudents in the preceding areas. 

See Reverse Side for Table of Contents and Order Form ... 
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UCSF 
LR! 

REFRESHER COURSES 

Sunday 1 :30-3:00 PM • 1'12 hours 

Course No. 153 
How to Use a PACS Workstation ("Hands-on" Workshop) 

Ronald l. Arenson, MD, Moderator, San Francisco, CA 
David E. Avrin, MD, PhD. San Francisco, CA 
Ronald l. Arenson, MD, San Francisco, CA 
Steven C. Horii , MO. Philadelphia. PA 

PACS con tinue to hold p romise for reduci ng dependence on film 
for acq ui sition, storage. <tnd display of medical images. This will 
provide radiolOgists <lnd other hea lth ca re professionals with 
hands-on instruction while using sta te-of· the-art workstations for 
PACS. 

Purpose: Attendees will become familiar with important con
cepls, including basic image manipulation (w indow/level, scroll / 
zoom, and patien t selection), image co mpression, 3D reconst ru e
tion, image processi ng (edge enhancement), a nd folder manager 
processes (pre-fetch, auto-sequence, a ut o- rou ti ng, and au to
wind ow lie vel). INhere appropriate, comparison normal images 
will be shown along with the modified images to demonstrat e 
differences. No more than three participan ts will share each 
workstation, allowing sufficient individual time to maste r the 
techniques presented . 

Repea ts on Monday morning, Cou rse 253; Monday afternoon, 
Course 353; Tuesday morning, Course 453; Wednesday 

morning, Course 553; Thursday morning, Course 653; Thursday 
afternoon, Course 753; and FridolY morning, Course 853 

Wednesday 8:30-10:00 AM • 1 '12 hours 

Course No. 523 
Categorical Course in Physics: Technology Update and 
Quality Improvement of Diagnostic X·ray Imaging 
Equipment-Computed Radiography 

Rober! G. Gould, SeD, Co-director, San Francisco, CA 
John M. Boone, PhD, Co-director, Sacramento, CA 

A. Computed Radiography Technology Overview 
Katherine P. Andriole, PhD, San Francisco, CA 

Recent technologic advances in computed radiography (CR) have 
begun to ma ke this modality more prevalent clinically. Hardware 
and software improvements in th e p hotostimulable phosphor 
pla te, in image reading-sca nning devices, in .image processing 
algOrithms, and in image output formats have contributed to the 
increased acce ptance of CR as the counterpart to conventional 
screen-film projection radiography. An overview of the current 
state of the art in CR systems will be provided. Adva ntages and 
disadvantages inherent in CR will be discussed. Recent modifica
tions in high.resolution CR plate technology, image acquisition 
mechanisms (including high-resolution 4 x 5-K image capture), 
image proceSSing, and image display presentation will be de
tailed. New image processing algori thms to be discussed will 

include dynamic r.lnge control and dual·energy subt raction. 
Examples will be p resented of seve ral types of artifacts polenli.l11y 
encountered with CR, some of which are minimized \\'ith the 
l,lIesl tech nology. 
Learning objectives: (1) To revi ew the basic principles of CR. (2) 
To understand rece nt advances in CR technology. 
e. Computed Radiog raphy Quality Improvement 

Charles E. Willis. PhD, Houston. TX 
Alth ough qua lit y-assurance (QA) processes are essential to the 
operation of a modern radiology depa rtmen t. the clinical experi
ence base with compu ted rad iography (CR) is limited. CR offers 
unparalleled variation of the appearance of the radiographic 
p rojection. Some of this variation is automatic, a nd so me is undL'r 
operator control. Clin ica l experience with CR is needed to 
esta blish QA indica tors and appropriate action levels. Key ele
ments of a comprehensive QA program for CR incl ude th orough 
acceptance testing, specialized cal ibrations, d ilige nt maintenance 
activities, periodic qua li ty-control measurements, contemporane
ous exposure assessments, and a concu rrent training p rogram. 
Constitue nt tests and measureme nts are adaptations of those 
prac ticed in conventiona l screen-film radiography. Prac ti cal QA 
tests must be stra ightforward, rapid, and sensiti ve. Meaningful 
compa riso ns of performance rei)' on standard ized measurements 
and ca librations. This session will discuss each element of a QA 
program for CR, suggest appropriate indicato rs, and describe 
adjustments to co nven tional screen-film radiography practice to 
.lCcomodate CR. 
Le;:.ming objectives: (1) To compare QA for CR versus conven 
tiona l screen-film radiography. (2) To understand th e limit ations 
of the clinical experience base with CR. (3) To emphasize practical 
QA activ ities that can yield substantial impro\·ements . 

Continues on Thursday morning. Cou rse 623 
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l./CSF 
LRI 

SCI EN TIFIC SESSIONS 

Monday Afternoon' Room E270 
(Lawless) 

50S • 2:57 PM 
Background Recognilion and Removal 01 Computed Radiographs 
J. Zhang. PhD, San Francisco, CA • H.K Huang, DSc 
PURPOSE.: The background of computed fil d iogTaphic (eR) images 
c3u$ed by x·ray collimation shows while and is diffiCtJIt 10 remove 
efficiently because the removal algorithm hils to recognize different body 
conlours as well as various shapes of the coUimalor. This presentation 
gives iI novel method IO,recognize and remove Ihe CR background with 
higher successful ratio and better reliabil ity. 
1\'IATER1ALS AND METHODS: OU f department operates two CR systems 
(Fuji 9000 and AC.2) generati ng about 1.2 gigabits of image datil dai ly. The 
method of background recognition and removal CBRR) for CR im.lges 
presented here is based o n several innov.Hive concepts, including (I) a 
statistical model of background Signals in CR images, (2) Signal processing. 
(3) Jdaptive p.uameter Jdjustment, and (4) consistent reliability estimation 
rul ... s. 
RESULTS: With this method implemented in.J clinical PACS, we ;'Ichieved 
99% correct ri.'cognition and 9170 full remova l of CR bJckground without 
CUlling off an y valid image information. 
CONCLUSION: After BRR of CR images. thl,< con trast sensitivity of th e eye 
in r",;'Iding thes~' images is increased, and the im.lge visu.ll qUJ lily 
impro"ed greatly. The BBR of CR imagl!'s J lso offers an immediate lossless 
d.lla compression ,lnd fa ci li latl'S applic.:ltion of computl'r-aided diagnosis. 
(See also scientific exhibit 8J6PH.1 

Monday Afternoon· Room E265 
(RoomS) 

515 • 2:30 PM 
UWizaUon 01 OrCOM In PACS Operallon 
A. W. Wong, BS, San Francisco. CA • H.K. Huang, DSc 

l 'ilJ\.~Q?~: We have integrated our PACS into a DICOM-compliJnl system 
11.1.11 laClhtOiles the communication of radiologic images betwel!'n indi
n,jll,l l PACS components. 
.\1..\ ;ER.f.:tLS AND METHODS: The image communicatio n software impft.'
nWl1ll',j In our PACS was based on the Millinckrodt cenlral I(.'s t nod .. 
~n(I\'·.ul' \vith several enhanced features. These features include (I ) data 
l'n.:,,,ll ng 10 DICOM in imageacquisilion nodes in support of non-DICOl-.J 
imag i~g devices; (2) multilevel TCP/ IP-ba sed n,-", work interface support; 
(3) a lob control rnech,mism. which allows images to be transmitkoJ 
according to different priority levels or re-transmitted in the event o£ 
connection failure; and (4) computer host verification fordata securily and 
p.ltient confidentiOlWy, This paper describes the funct ionality o£ the 
communication software and its utilization in our PACS operation. 
RESULTS: The enhanced DICOM-based communication software has 
demonstrOited a reliable yet efficient transfer for images in a PACS 
e nviron ment. Our PACS infrastructure currently provides DICOM connec_ 
tivity for multivendor equipment. 
CONCLUSION: Adaptation of DICOM to PACS provides interoperability 
between PACS components. However, the use of DrCOM communica tion 
protocol!' requires overhead that tends to slow down the transmissiOn. 
Th ... rdor .... much effort in software integration is neceSSilry in order to 
increase operation efficiency of.l PACS. 
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516 • 2:39 PM 
PACS Module lor Intensive Care Units 
A. W. Wong. BS, San Francisco, CA • J. Zhang, PhD· K.P. Andrio/e, PhD. H.K 
Huang. DSc 

PURPOSE: We have implemented a PACS modul..· for the intensive care 
units (ICUs,> wi.thin ou r ho.spital-integrated PACS globOl ] system. Portable 
x.ra.y examinatIons are reVIewed by phYSicians on the ICUs' loca l display 
statIons. 
A-tATERIALSAND METHODS: The PACS infras tructure is composed of an 
archiving system, a da tabase system, and.1O asynchronous transfer mode 
co~munica.tion network. The integrated ICU mod ule featu res 2compuled 
r~dJOgraph~c (CR) systems and 3 dual-monitor (1,600 )( l.2BO-resolution) 
dlsplay staflons (locate.d wit~in the pediatric, surgica l, and coronary ICUs). 
Implcmen~cd mechantsm~ Include (1) automatic acquisition and routing 
of the C.R Iffiage~; (2) an Image manager, which groups multiple studies 
fro~ 01 Singh.> pa.tlent on a per-hospit.ll·stay b.lsis; (3) im.lge preprocessing. 
wh~ch prcse.ts display parameters to minimize image manipulation during 
revl.ew 5~SSI0~; ~nd (4) image retrievi ng. which allows physicians 10 
relneve hlstoncal Images from any modality for study compdrison. 
RES~lTS: The ~CU PACS provides phYSicians with rapid <Iccess to patil'nt 
stu~,es •. hence Impro\'ing physicians' efficil'ncy in a time-.::ri tica] clinical 
envIronment. 
CONCLUSION: With its scOllab]e infrastructure. our PACS has extended ils 
service outside the rad iology depOlrlment. We co nclud e that a weU
deSigned PACS can be beneficia l 10 clinicians hospita l widl'. 



SCIENTIFIC SESSIONS 

Monday Afternoon · Room E265 
(RoomS) 

519 • 3 :06 PM 
On-line DICOM Communication Performance 
S. Lou. PhD, San Francisco, CA · D.R. Haogs/rale, as · H.K. Huang, DSc 

PURPOSE: To analyze Ihe performance of DJCOM comm unica tion_ 
supporting aUlo-transfer, auto-queue, and manual transfer modes. 
MATERIALS AND ""IETHODS: Twelve MR studies. including 57 series 
I"ilh 1.538 sections, were randomly transmitted wilh 3 modes from an 
imager USing Cen lral Test Node DICOM-based sofl\'Jilrc to a PACS 
computer, th ro ugh an Ethernet durins clinici'l l hours. The au to- tra nS!l.'r 
mode transmits an MR section whenel'er it is i1vJililbJe. The auto-q ueue 
mode transfers all imilgcs only when an entire study is completed . The 
ma nual transfer mode simuliltes iI series transfer mode, which mea sures il 
time of transferring a series, 
RESULTS: On average, the transmission ra tes of the auto- tTansfer, auto
queue, and manual mode <He 9,25 (u = ~2.66 ), 81.75 (0 co ~l l .90), and 
88.~ (0 '" ~5.8-1 ) Kbyte/sec, respectivel ... 
CONCLUSION: In the auto-transfer mode the time measured includes 
imaging, reconstruction, ilnd transfer. The actual transmission time is only 
13.8'70. In the iluto-queue mode, there is a long delay before any image is 
JVJilable.lt the \~'o rkst .l ti on, since the aFplication has to \\'01it for all images 
to be readv first In order to minimize the interferencl' of the data 
transmiss io~ h'ith imager operations. we recommend J -Ith mode allowing 
trJnsfer of an entire senes automa tically once it is ready. 

Thursday Morning . Room E270 
(Lawless) 

1404 11:33AM 
InterilcUve VisuillizaUon and Measurement 01 Epiphyseal Fusion 
E. Pietka . PhD, San FranCiSco, CA • M.I. J2.hangiri, MD. MPH . H.K. Huang, DSc 

PURPOSE: We ha vc successfully assessed bone .1se with digitized hand 
images. To improvc accu racy. we qu.:!ntified the measure of epiphyseal 
fusion. 
Ao[ATERIALS AND METHODS: A specifica lly designed user interface is 
employed to display Ihe hand image and select -I points restricting the 
region of interest nea r the pha langea l m d radial epiphyses. This resion is 
then subjected to a wavelet transfonn decomposition procedu r .... The 
vert ica lly high .freq uency component enhances thc fusion. In a non fused 
area, a solid line is visible. The development of fusion breaks and thickens 
the li ne. Automatic mCJ suremen t of its thickness and I~'n sth reflects the 
slage of fusion . 
RESULTS: The analysis llJs been perfo rmed on -10 hand r.ldiogrJphs. Line 
measu res have been plolted versus the bonl' age as assessed bv a 
radiologist. Digitized and computer radiographic hand images of pati;nts 
between 13 and 18 years of age have been an.llyzed. Based on these 
radiogrJphs. a fuzzy membership function has been calculilted. It defines 
the range of measures for each year of bone age. These .. O images as well as 
another set of -JO hand rJdiob'"T.lphs have been used to evaluate the 
algorithm. 
CONCLUSION: Adding epiphyseJI fu sion to J SSCSS bone age increases the 
objectivity and improves accurJCy. 
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SCIENTIFIC EXHIBITS 

• Physics and Other Basic Sciences 

SPACE 78SPH 
PACS PiHalis and Bonlenecks 
H.K: Huang, DSc. San Francisco, CA • S.L. Lou, PhD 

PACS pitfa lls are created mostly from human intervention, \.\'herc3S 
bottlenecks arc due to imperfect design in either the PACS or im.lst! 
acquisition machines. These culprits can be realized only through clinicill 
c'perience. This exhibit categorizes some of these problems. illustrates 
their effect on PACS operations, and suggests method s ci rcumventing 
th .... m. Pitf.llls due 10 human errors often occur at imaging acquisition and 
.'11 worksliltions. They com be minimized through a good qualit), assu rance 
program. Some bott lenecks Ih<lt affect a PACS op .... ration include network 
con ten tion; computed radiography, CT, and MR im.Jges stacked up at 
acquisition machines; slow response from workstations; and a Ions wait 
for image retrieva l from a long-term arch ive. BoHhmecks can be alli"viiltcd 
by improving system architecture and opera tion through a gradu,11 
un.,h·rstanding of thl' clinical environment. 
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SPACE 81 6PH 

Automallc Background Recognillon and Removal 01 Computed RadIo
graphic Images 
J. Zhang, PhD, San Francisco. CA · H.K. Huang, DSc 

The background of computed rad iographic feR) images caused by x-ray 
collim<llion shows white and is difficult to remove efficiently because the 
removal algorithm h3s to recognize different body con tours as well as 
various shapes of the collimator. This presentation gives a method based 
on several innovative concepts, including (I) a statistica l model of 
background signals on CR images, (2) signal processing. (3) adaptive 
parameter adjustment. and (4) consistent reliabili ty estimation rules. to 
recognize and remove the background with a higher successful rat io .lnd 
better reliability. After background recognition and removal ofCR images, 
the contrast sensitivity of the eye in reading these images is increa sed and 
the image visual quality improved . This exhibit will present various lypl'S 
of CR background from clinical cases and thei r recognition and remov.l] 
pictori.l l1y. (See also scientific p.lper 506.J 
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INFORAD EXHIBITS 

• Computer-aided Instruction 

SPACE 9728CAI 
Illteraclive Breast Imaging Teaching File 
F. Cao, PhD, San Francisco, CA • H.K. Huang. DSc • EA Sickles, MD • M.J. 

Moskowitz. MD 

The (uneol UCSF breast imaging interactive teaching fi le is presented. 
Th~ I~aching fil e is built on a sophisticated computer-aided instruction 
model with carefull y structured questions. Each user can be ptompl<:'d to 
tt'~pond by m.lking his / her o~\'n ~bser:';:ltions. aS5es~":,ents. ~nd wor.k.up 
,h'cisions as well as bv marking Imagtng abnonnahllt's. This effechvely 
r'TI.:u:esa Iraditional "show.and-Icll '~ teach in~ expe~~nce wit~ an i nte~Jc; 
I!v~. response.driven type of insl:ucllon. In l,hlS exhibit , o ur pi lo t leilchLng 
fill' with a fri endly graphic user Int erface w\1I be demonstrat~d on a Sun 
SPARC workstation and avaibbll' to participants for their test and 
l" \.l luation . 

Learning objectives: 
• Bl"come fami liar with digita l mammograms. 
• Obtain hand·on experience with the UCSF interactive mammography 

leach ing file system-its high.resolution image display, graphic user 
interface. and response·d riven type of instruction. 

• Understand the computer·aided instruction models used in the interac· 
tive teaching fill;" . 
Use a simple script to create one's o wn leaching fil e session. 

SPACE 114NR 
Magnetic Source Imaging; State ol the Art in Epilepsy Imaging . 
H.A Rowley, MD. San Francisco. CA • R.C. Knowlton. MD • TP. Roberts, PhD · 
S.T. Wong. PhD · RA HawkIns, MD, PhD · KD. Laxer, MD 

This exhibit will review the imaging principles iln~ clinical utility of 
magnetiC source ima ging (MS I) in . epi l~psy . S.urglcal , treatment can 
drama tically improve seizure control In patients With med.lcal1y refractory 
epilepsy, provided that the irritative zone can be localized and .safely 
removed. MSI is emerging as a.n important new tool that h.elps In the 
preoperative integration of functlona.1 an~ stru.~ lu~al ~~ta . Dunng the ~SI 
procedure. spontaneous seizures or IOt.enctal spLkes a rt! record~d ~ Lth 
large.array biomagnelometer and coregistered to MRI . MSI lo.cahza~lOns 
correlate with MR ima ging, PET/SPECT, a.nd sur~ical palhol~glc fin,d LOgs . . 
MSI adds novel information in some patLents WLth neocortlc~1 epilepsy, 
where it may soon offer an alternative to depth electrodes. (ThIS work was 
~upported in part by Biomagnetic Technologies. Inc.) 

SPACE 9730CA/ 

Visual Information Retrieval of Medical/mages 
S. T.c. I'long, PhD. San Francisco, CA • A Gupta. PhD . K Soo Hoo. BSc ' R.C. 
Knowl/on. MD · E.P. Grant, MD 

Currenl medical image management systems can only index data by 
artificial keys and lack the ability to search vaSI amounts of information by 
con tent. This greatly hinder.; the functional scope of image information 
systems in clinical services, research, a nd education. We are actively 
developing experimental teslbeds to Support visual information m.:mage. 
ment for the next generation of im<lge information systems, Accordingly, 
the purpose of this exhibition is to demonstrat e new techniques and tools 
for visual information management in radiology. 

Learning objectives: 
• Understanding of visual infom la tion r('tneva!. 
• Lea rn how to query image databaso? ..... ith hands·on laboratory. 
• Learn how to use visual informa tion management for clinical prac:ict> 

and education. 
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